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(I) 

EDITORIAL FOREWORD 
THE previous volume of this journal was filled entirely by invited articles commemorat- 
ing our centenary year with the consequence that a substantial backlog of other material 
has been created. The editor has frequently had to beg the indulgence of contributors 
of distinguished work to defer publication rather longer than he would wish, and it is 
clear that it will take several issues to restore the situation to normal. The present 
number reveals another consequence of this predicament. Last year no reviews could 
be published, and the material on file has now become so voluminous that it has been 
necessary to increase substantially the section of the journal devoted to reviews, and 
it is clear that the same will need to be done next year. Restrictions on other sections, 
particularly Brief Communications, have been inevitable, but the loss is not perhaps 
as serious as it might seem. It is, of course, easy to question the value of reviewing; 
a great deal of such work in learned journals is undoubtedly distinctly shoddy, but 
it has been the practice of JEA for some years that the most distinguished available 
scholar in the relevant field should be invited to write the review of a particular work, 
and this approach has had the happy result ththat many of those which we have published 
are indispensable research tools in their own right. It would not be an exaggerated 
claim that the reviews in the current volume are an excellent demonstration of the 
merits of this policy. 

We are able to report another good year for the Society's fieldwork. Professor H. S. 
Smith's research at Memphis is now well under way: 

The Egypt Exploration Society's Centenary campaign to survey and record the ancient capital 
city of Memphis began in earnest on i October 1982, after preliminary investigations in December 
1981. The concession granted covered the south-western corner of the city, including K6m Fakhri, 
Kom Rabita, and Kom Sabbakha. Topographical and archaeological survey of the whole of this area 
was completed, and contour maps prepared showing the location not only of every monument but 
of every recognizable trace of ancient habitation or usage. All standing monuments or buildings 
within the concession were planned or replanned, and elevations drawn where necessary. For 
this purpose a number of monuments and areas were cleared of reeds and cleaned, and debris 
sections drawn where new stratigraphical information was obtainable. The principal of these were, 
from south to north: 

I. Kom Sabbakha. Here part of a Roman site, cleared by Dr Ahmed el-Taher and never published, 
was recleared and examined. An upper layer of brick buildings on a grid pattern overlay a series 
of Roman bath-houses belonging to a settlement. One bath-house was fully planned. 

z. Kom el-Rabifa, Temples A-C and South Sacred Way of Ptah. Clearance of reeds in an area 
excavated by Dr 'Abdu Tawab el-Hitta, following up preliminary work done in 1981, revealed 
a stone-paved sacred way running south from the South Gate of the great enclosure of Ptah, 
flanked by a series of small temples or sanctuaries of Ramesside date. It is evident that the great 
colossus of Ramesses II in the Mit Rahina Museum, the Midan Ramesses colossus in Cairo, and 
other statues of Ramesses II originally flanked this avenue. 

B 



2 EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

3. K6m el-Rabgia, small Temple of Ptah at south-west corner of Enclosure. This temple, first 
excavated by Dr Ahmed Badawi and Dr Mustafa el-Amir and recleared by Professor Anthes for 
the University of Pennsylvania Museum, was suffering from the exudation of salts, due to capillary 
action, which had already destroyed certain reliefs and was threatening the stability of the structure. 
Dr Malek and Miss McKeown made a complete epigraphic record of the scenes and inscriptions 
of the temple, while M. J-F. Gout produced full photographic coverage. To effect these projects 
complete clearance of the site and constant pumping were necessary. Advantage was taken of this 
to make block-by-block plans and elevations of the temple, and to conduct stratigraphic investiga- 
tions in the area. In this connection magazines of mud-brick and remains of certain massive brick 
walls in the area were investigated and partially planned, while an elevation was drawn of the open 
tomb of the high-priest Pediese. 

4. K6m el-Fakhri, Great Temple of Ptah. The pylon of the 'West Hall' of the great temple of 
Ptah was replanned after clearance, and preliminary copies made of all the inscribed surfaces and 
loose blocks in the area. The area of the West Gate of the temple was also cleaned and investigated, 
and various conclusions reached about the relation of the Hellenistic(?) Enclosure Wall of Ptah 
to earlier structure. 

5. K6m el-Fakhri, other areas. Various minor investigations were made to the south of Mit 
Rahlna village. 

6. K6m Rabi"a, area west of Ramesses Colossus Museum. Investigations made in an area cleared 
by Dr Ahmed Moussa for a car park revealed the relationship of the Hellenistic(?) Ptah Enclosure 
to a second great enclosure on the south, and to an earlier wall which had been cut through during 
its construction. 

Resistivity survey undertaken by Mr and Mrs Mathieson, though in an early stage, is already 
revealing its potential value for plotting features below the surface which may prove of great impor- 
tance eventually for interpretation, in view of the ever rising cost of excavation. 

Mr Barry J. Kemp has enjoyed another successful season at El-'Amarna: 

The excavations began on 23 January and ended on 31 March I983. They were a continuation 
of excavations begun in 1979 at the Workmen's Village site, concentrating in the area lying to the 
south and east of the walled village. Five separate areas were examined: 

i. The main chapel area. In 192I the Egypt Exploration Society carried out excavations on the 
hill slope to the east of the walled village, and uncovered a row of small brick chapels. During the 
current excavations a further large chapel was discovered, and two of the older chapels cleared in 

1921 were re-excavated with a view to making fresh plans at a much larger and more informative 
scale than that published in City of Akhenaten I. 

z. Southern chapels. A second and completely new group of chapels was discovered at the south- 
eastern end of the site, the foundations of two being excavated. 

3. Animal pens. A narrow space of desert separated the main chapel excavated this year from 
a densely packed group of courts and semicircular chambers. It seems reasonably certain that this 

complex was intended for the keeping of animals, even perhaps, for breeding them. The most likely 
animal is pig, of which large numbers of bones have been identified by the expedition's faunal analyst. 

4. Water storage and commodity distribution area. A start was made last year on the examination 
of an area lying on the floor of the valley at the southern edge of the site. A series of stone emplace- 
ments was found, used for supporting large pottery vessels (zirs) designed to contain the village 
water supply. More of these emplacements were uncovered this year, together with others which 
seem more likely to have served as supports for vessels of the amphora or meat-storage variety. 
It may be that this is the place where fresh water and food were brought for distribution to the 

villagers. 
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5. The quarry. Since 1981 work has been conducted in a large ancient quarry on the south side 
of the site. It was from this quarry that material was extracted for brick making, and the strati- 
graphic record recovered and recorded by the expedition is of great importance for the internal 
history of the site. The record in this area was completed this season. 

In addition to these projects Salvatore Garfi continued his work on the Amarna survey; Mr Ian 
Mathieson carried out a brief resistivity survey in two areas of the site; and several study pro- 
grammes were pursued. 

The joint E.E.S.-Leiden Expedition to Saqqara directed by Dr G. T. Martin began 
work on I7 January, and continued until i8 March. The tomb of Tia and Tia is now 
completely excavated. Particularly interesting results were obtained from work on the 
shaft of the tomb-chapel of Iurudef, steward of Tia and Tia. Dr Martin writes: 

The shaft had, as expected been reused, but for once the intrusive interments are intact. Rooms 
opening off from the north and south sides of the bottom of the shaft are full of Late Period or early 
Ptolemaic wooden coffins, intact, and apparently in good condition. It is impossible to enter the 
rooms (and to do so would disturb the contents), but it is like looking at the Deir el-Bahri cache. 
Our burials are, however, of relatively humble folk as far as one can tell. But the find is unique 
for Saqqara, and extremely valuable from several points of view, since the interments are undis- 
turbed. The mummies are doubtless all preserved, and will provide valuable information from the 
point of view of physical anthropology. And it is perfectly possible that papyri-Books of the 
Dead and mythological texts-are present, as well as items of funerary equipment and amulets. 
The find is, therefore, a maorr one, but cannot under any circumstances be dealt with this season, 
as very careful planning will be necessary. There may be as many as forty or fifty coffins there, 
but it is impossible to be sure. The shaft has been refilled. 

Dr Martin's team also discovered, to the west of the pyramid of the tomb of the 
two Tias, parts of at least two Ramesside inscribed and decorated tomb-chapels, but it 
was not possible to conduct any excavation of those remains during the current season. 

Professor Baines contributes the following report on his recent work on the temple 
of Sethos I at Abydos: 

The team was directed by Professor J. R. Baines and consisted of C. J. Eyre, A. de Joia, W. 
Weiser, and P. Wilson. The Antiquities Organization Inspector was Gamal Khalil Kaddis. The 
expedition worked on site from i8 March to 17 April 1983. The walls of the Hall of Barks and 
associated staircase and upper gallery were recorded, and plans and measured elevations were made 
for the entire area. The chief work was the epigraphic copying of large areas of painting, and this 
has produced most valuable insights into the design and execution of the decoration, as well as 
reconstructions of poorly preserved scenes. The expedition also produced a photographic record 
of all scenes which could be treated in this way, supplementing the old record of Miss Calverley. 
Once again the Society is most grateful to the Pennsylvania-Yale expedition for accommodation, 
especially to Diana Craig Patch, the present field director. Mr Hussein el-Afyuny in Qena and 
Mr Maged Azmy Yusuf in Balyana were also of the greatest assistance. 

Professor R. A. Caminos has had a profitable season in the Wadi el-Shatt el-Rigal: 

Work was conducted in the Wadi el-Shatt el-Rigal from 21 February to 29 March 1983, the 
staff of the expedition consisting of Professor Dr Jurgen Osing of the University of Bonn (epi- 
graphist) and Professor Ricardo A. Caminos (field director and epigraphist). As in previous years, 
we benefited immensely from the kind hospitality and help extended to us by Professor Dr Werner 
Kaiser during our stay at the German Archaeological Institute in Cairo, and by Professor and 
Mrs Lanny Bell of Chicago House, Luxor. Our charge was to survey the place epigraphically and 

3 
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make an exhaustive record of all the ancient written remains and designs still extant there. We 
recopied in facsimile all the known records and also found and copied over 280 additional graffiti 
which, to our knowledge, have not appeared in print hitherto. We also secured 345 facsimile copies 
of rock-drawings, quarry marks, and miscellaneous designs. Of the written records only a few date 
back to the Early Dynastic Period; the great majority of the graffiti are of the Middle Kingdom and 
written in the hieratic script. Only two inscriptions can be dated with certainty to the New Kingdom. 
Belonging to a much later period are a few Carian and Greek graffiti, in addition to a single neatly 
cut graffito in a script which yet remains to be identified. Of considerable interest are the rock- 
drawings, many of which are obviously pre-dynastic. Animal figures prevail. There is a very large 
number of giraffes, ibexes, oryxes, oxen, and other horned quadrupeds; pictures of hunting dogs 
and elephants are much rarer. There are several representations of animal traps and corrals. There 
are also human figures, including hunters armed with bows, arrows, spears, and lassos; we found 
a carved woman's figure in the shape and style of the so-called 'Naqada dancers'. Then, from the 

Dynastic Period, there are quarry marks, a variety of footprints, many drawings of boats, and 

game-boards of various kinds. 

While we can reflect with satisfaction on these successes, we must also recall with 
sadness two conspicuous losses to the Society in the recent deaths of Professor H. W. 
Fairman and Sir Eric Turner. Professor Fairman, who died on i6 November I982 at 
the age of 75 after a prolonged illness, was a member of the committee of the Society 
for many years and gave valuable service in the El-'Amarna excavations conducted 
before the Second World War. He was, however, nothing if not versatile and acquired, 
in particular, an enviable reputation for his expertise in the study of the temple inscrip- 
tions of the Graeco-Roman Period. He was Professor of Egyptology at Liverpool from 
1949 to 1974, where he distinguished himself as an outstanding teacher and admini- 
strator remembered with respect and affection by generations of students. Sir Eric 
died on 20 April I983 at the age of 72. He was a particularly active committee member 
for many years and also served as its Chairman, in which office his combination of 
intellectual toughness and diplomatic finesse was an invaluable asset. He gained an 
international reputation as a papyrologist and was Reader in, and Professor of, Papyro- 
logy at University College, London, from I948 until his retirement in I978. It is hoped 
that it will be possible to publish fuller appreciations of both these scholars in the 
next volume of the journal. 

At the end of I982 Miss Margaret Drower relinquished the position of Chairman 
of the committee which she had occupied with distinction since I978. Her tactful 
and dignified conduct of business were greatly appreciated by all members of the 
committee, and the Society owes her its warmest thanks. She was succeeded on 
I January I983, by Mr T. G. H. James, Keeper of Egyptian Antiquities at the British 
Museum. He assumes office at a time when pressures of various kinds are likely to make 
his task both arduous and unusually significant. We wish him well and very much 
hope that he will receive the fullest support from every member of the Society. The 
Honorary Secretary has also changed. I982 saw the resignation of Mr Robert Anderson 
after a lengthy and outstandingly successful tenure of this office, during which he was 
conspicuously active in the service of the Society's interests. His mantle has been 
assumed by Dr David Dixon of University College, London, to whom we all extend 
our best wishes. 

4 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE EL-'AMARNA 

EXPEDITION, 1981-2 

By BARRY J. KEMP 

THE third and fourth seasons of fieldwork covered the periods 20 January to 28 March 
I981, and 27 February to 12 April I982. The teams comprised Barry J. Kemp as 
director, and (for I98I) Veronica R. Kemp, Julian Bird, Anne Bomann, Charles 
French, Peter French, Jill Kendrick, Maarten Kerstens, Pamela Rose, and John 
Taylor; (for I982) Martha Bell, Anne Bomann, Barbara Garfi, Lynda Green, Dr 
Howard Hecker, Michael Jones, Dr M. A. Leahy, Lisa Montagno Leahy, Angela 
Milward, and Pamela Rose. The Amarna Survey was resumed by Salvatore Garfi, 
whilst in I98I a separate piece of work was carried out in the North City, supervised 
by Michael Jones, assisted by Angela Milward and Barbara Garfi. Reports on these 
two operations are given as appendices. Charles French carried out a valuable sedi- 
mentological analysis. The Egyptian Department of Antiquities was represented by 
Said Ahmed Tusson in I98I, with Hani Sadiq Mitri at the North City, and by Samy 
Farid Fathy Armanios in I982. To them, and to their colleagues at El-Minya and 
Mallawi, in particular Mahmoud Hamza, Samir Anis, and Gamal Mostafa, a warm 
expression of appreciation is due for the advice and assistance offered at every stage of 
the work. A particular word of thanks must be extended to the Higher Committee of 
the Antiquities Organization in Cairo for granting an excavation permit, and especially 
to Dr Shehata Adam, Dr Ahmed Kadri, Dr Ibrahim Nawawi, Dr 'Abd el-Kader 
Selim, and Mr Mutawwa' Balbush. The Expedition also owes a debt of gratitude to 
Mr Stanley Hattie for a donation towards improvements at the Expedition house. 

The excavations of these two seasons were a further continuation of the work begun 
in I979 at the Workmen's Village within the grid of five-metre squares outside the 
Walled Village (see fig. i). In addition to excavation around the part cleared in I979 
and I980, an entirely fresh part of the site was opened, lying to the south. This latter 
part includes deep stratigraphy possessing a lucid configuration which greatly helps in 
distinguishing the general succession of phases at the site. This very same depth, 
however, also slows the progress of the excavation, and by the end of the 1982 season 
the two areas of investigation had still not been directly linked together. This introduces 
a provisional element into the interpretation of the site's history summarized below. 
A further complicating factor is the general surface disturbance which has taken place 
in modern times and which has, where the strata lie shallowly, truncated some of them 
and thus broken their continuity. Consequently, progress across the ground has been 
relatively slow, but, unless a sufficient share of the expedition's resources is devoted 
to obtaining a clear and reliable stratigraphy at the site, all other results will be highly 
unsatisfactory. 
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EL-'AMARNA 1981-2 

The followring provisional history of the site divides it into a series of phases identi- 
fied by Roman numerals. These are for ease of reference in this report only, and are 
not part of the site-recording system. They appear in fig. 2, which is a schematic 
diagram of the key stratigraphic area in the southern part of the site, and in fig. 3, 

FIG. 2. Isometric drawing of stratigraphy in the southern sector of the site. The Roman numerals represent a provisional general phasing 
of the site and are not part of the site-recording system 

which is one set of sample sections from the area adjacent to the Walled Village. 
Where relevant, an equivalence is given with strata which appeared in fig. 3 of the 
I980 report published in vol. 67 of the Journal. 

Phase I. The first activity at the site was quarrying into the soft bedrock to extract 
a material which seems ideally to have been a calcareous mudstone, but sometimes 
sandier, becoming a marl. The main quarry was located along the southern edge of 
the site (see fig. 4), and probably occupied the entire floor of the valley, although no 
sign of this was visible before excavation began. To the north, and running close to 
the Walled Village, smaller pits were dug, but since the bedrock here contains bands 

7 
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Io B. J. KEMP 

of stones the quarrying was not developed far. Amongst these pits are the two located 
in I980, in squares NI8 and LI7. Temporary huts were erected by the quarry-workers, 
of which one possible remnant in situ is part of a foundation course of bricks and mortar 
in square NI6 (see fig. 5; and fig. 2 of the I980 report); another is the group of chambers 
constructed in the pit to the east of building 350 (fig. 5; figs. 2 and 4 of the I980 
report; see also the note under Phase IV below). 

Phase II. The pits partly filled up with a mixture of silty sand, stones, sherds, 
animal bones, pieces of cloth, and occasional marl bricks (layer 'q' of fig. 3 of the I980 
report). To judge from the rough, unweathered surface of the quarry face in square 
Mio (see pl. II, i) the accumulation of this fill was comparatively rapid. It presumably 
represents ancient surface sands removed as the quarries were extended. The bricks 
may also come from the temporary huts erected by the quarry workers of Phase I. In 
the main quarry a major hiatus can be observed above this deposit, in the form of 
a distinct weathering step in the quarry face. Rainwater had run down, eating away 
the rock and spreading a layer of clay over the rubbish. The elapse of several years 
may be involved. 

Phase III. The character of the deposits in the quarries now changed markedly, 
becoming dark midden-material consisting of ashy sand rich in chaff, sherds, bones, 
and other organic debris (layers 'm' to 'o' in fig. 3 of the I980 report). It displays clear 
bedding planes which often reveal the direction of dumping, normally from towards 
the north. In the main quarry one dumping-point was in square MI2, and from here 
the debris spilled down into the quarry to form a very even slope. The quarry face 
behind this layer is weathered above a slight step (see pl. II, i). 

Phase IV. A range of small buildings now spread over the site. The construction 
was executed from a mixture of marl bricks and stones. The building uncovered in 
I980 (and now called building 350) was a central part of this (in fig. 3 of the I980 
report the wall labelled 'e' demonstrates its stratigraphic position). Further elements 
were uncovered in the last two seasons, comprising a rough and irregular courtyard 
on the west, with an entrance facing south, a small annexe of gypsum-plastered 
chambers on the south, and the beginnings of a separate set of tiny rooms running up 
the slope on the east side, and continuing beneath the chapels of Phase VIII (see fig. 5; 
pi. II, 2). The building discovered in I980 lay on the edge of a rectangular rock-cut pit 
on the east which had been subdivided by brick walls. Further excavation and con- 
sideration of the expedition's records have shown that the cutting of the rectangular 
pit and construction of chambers within it belongs to Phase I, and that, by the time 
that Phase IV saw the construction of building 350, pit and chambers were largely 
filled. The implication is that the deep chambers were used by the quarrymen, perhaps 
as huts. In rather the same way, directly beside the main quarry in the southern sector 
of the site, a roughly rectangular platform or courtyard was built, measuring approxi- 
mately Io.50 m by 7 m (see pl. II, I; figs. 2, 4). Its surrounding wall was of brick and 
stone, strengthened on the inside by buttresses. Its surface was paved with marl 
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bricks. It seems to have lain apart from the main range of buildings in front of the 
Walled Village, separated by open ground. 

Phase V. The buildings of Phase IV reached an advanced stage of decay. In the 
case of the paved courtyard the walls collapsed outwards, that on the east falling into 
the main quarry, where it formed a sloping deposit. Higher up the site, east of the 
1980 excavations, the rubble formed a hard-packed flat layer. In fig. 3 of the 1980 
report a small area of this rubble is visible immediately to the left of layer 'e'. Around 
many walls, however, the amount of articulated rubble was small, a fact which suggests 
that continued activity had reduced it to dust. 

Phase VI. In the main quarry a further hiatus ensued. This is marked by an accumu- 
lation of sand and interleaved beds of fine silt from rain. However, no weathering step 
was formed in the quarry face because the slope of rubble now entirely covered it. 
The sand layer increases in depth as it slopes to the south, and the maximum has not 
yet been reached, but it was at least 0.92 m. Devoid of artefacts, it gives the impression 
of a period of abandonment. Whether this was general, or local and confined to the 
main quarry, is not clear because the sand evidently fades away as the ground rises to 
the north. Further north still this phase must be represented by the flattening and 
decomposition of the brick rubble of Phase V, and by a layer of dusty sand over the 
rubbish in the pit in squares Ki8 and Li8. 

Phase VII. In the main quarry the sand layer of Phase VI is sealed by a further 
accumulation of dark sediment in steeply sloping layers, separated by thin bands of 
sand. Its composition is basically of discoloured sand with charcoal, and dense layers 
of compacted chaff and probably animal dung. It thins rapidly to the south, emerging 
in section 91 as a faint discoloured horizon with sherds. To the north, immediately 
in front of the Walled Village, the ancient ground surface was covered with a thin 
terrace of similar material, which thickened to the south and east, building up into a 
layer of rubbish which buried the ruined buildings of Phase IV (see pl. II, 2). The 
terrace is illustrated in the section of fig. 3. It was on this layer that the chapels (Phase 
VIII) were subsequently built. Because the two areas of the excavation are not yet 
directly linked it is only a working hypothesis that the upper midden layer in the 
main quarry is the same as the terrace in front of the village. It was during the accumu- 
lation of the terrace that the T-shaped basins discovered in 1981 were created as well 
as, probably, a small square basin associated with a tiny room lying to the east of the 
building cleared in 1980. 

Phase VIII. To the east and north a series of chapels was constructed. The front of 
one was uncovered in 1979, and a whole range was excavated by Peet in 1921 further 
up the hill. In 1981 an area of ground was cleared to the south of the 1979 chapel. At 
the same level, but set further back at the very edge of the excavation, further rough 
stone masonry was uncovered which, at one point, masked a stone basin (see fig. 5). 
Further investigation has been held over for the 1983 season, but at the northern edge 
of the excavation a tiny D-shaped room was completely cleared at this level (see pl. II, 2). 
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Its doorway, measuring only o030 m wide and o.28 m high, was intact, but unfortunately 
the floor deposits had been cleared out in modern times. 

Phase IX. Following the final abandonment of the site, sand drifted in at two places. 
In the main quarry it gradually brought the surface up to the general level of the sur- 
rounding desert. From time to time rainfall created pans of silt. Against the southern 
enclosure wall of the Walled Village a substantial sand dune accumulated (see fig. 3). 
Eventually the enclosure wall collapsed outwards onto it, in one sheet of brickwork. A 
few ribbed sherds of pottery characteristic of the time between the Third Intermediate 
and Ptolemaic Periods show that the wall had stood for several hundred years after 
the Amarna Period. 

Phase X. Modern activity. Over much of the site the surface debris has been turned 
over, creating, characteristically, a largely structureless, loose, dusty deposit which 
rarely stands for long when cut to form a section face. Along the western edge of the 
extra-mural area Woolley claims, in The City of Akhenaten, I, 69, to have made an 
examination of 'Rubbish-heaps', and to have found that they 'were shallow and 
showed no recognizable sign of stratification'. The edge of Woolley's network of test 
trenches was probably encountered in 1981, running along the western edge of the 
brick-paved courtyard (see fig. 4). A more conspicuous witness to the work of the 
1920S are the dumps from the excavation within the Walled Village, which largely 
covered the collapsed enclosure wall and underlying drift sand. One such dump 
appears in the section, fig. 3. 

In the above sequence, two important elements in the site's history have been 
omitted. One of these is the Walled Village itself. In 1981 the ground in front of the 
enclosure wall was excavated with the express purpose of clarifying the stratigraphic 
relationship between village and external strata. However, because the strata taper off 
towards the enclosure wall, some ambiguity still remains. One of several north-south 
sections at this point is illustrated in fig. 3. At the right (north) side of this section 
stands the village enclosure wall, resting on a line of foundation stones ('a'), with a 
layer of marl plaster smeared over the outside. The terrace (level Mi9.6 Mi8.3) 
has built up over this. If, as suggested above, the terrace is the same as Phase VII of 
the stratigraphy in the main quarry, then the village wall must pre-date Phase VII. 
If one follows the terrace further to the left (south), a thin layer of it can be seen 
running beneath the north wall of 350o.i. When square Mi8 was dug in i980 and the 
section drawn, this level 3 was treated as one stratum. It now appears, however, that 
the lowest part, which contains more chaff, is, in fact, a separate stratigraphic entity, 
namely the spreading topmost material filling the deep pit in squares LI7 and Li8 
(i.e. 'm' in fig. 3 of the i980 report), which belongs to Phase III. But the merging of 
the two midden layers of Phases III and VII into one fairly thin deposit means that 
the village wall could also pre-date or belong to Phase III. Currently the stratigraphy 
can offer no further direct clarification. But two circumstantial arguments apply. One 
concerns the purpose of the whole quarrying operation, evidently for brick clay and 
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confined to the earliest phase of activity: if not for the Walled Village, then for what 
other building? Likewise, the great deposits of midden-rubbish of Phase III, fre- 
quently dumped from the north: what source could they derive from other than the 
Walled Village? As part of the working hypothesis, then, the Walled Village can also 
be ascribed to Phase III. 

The external range of buildings of Phase IV seems, on this interpretation, to have 
had a brief history within the span of time encompassed by the Walled Village. One 
small additional illustration of this is apparent from the supplementary section included 
in fig. 3, which records the south face of square Mi 8 (for its location see fig. 5 and 
fig. 2 of the I980 report). A wall of the main building, 35o.i, appears, as does a section 
of the terrace, here called level 5 on the west, and on the east reappearing as level 3, 
but with a slight but significant difference. The terrace is thinning out, and rests on 
a layer of slightly dusty sand. The section shows that as it approaches the wall it 
begins to lap up against the upper surface of the wall, and to cover a small patch of 
rubble. This provides a local confirmation that the formation of the terrace post-dates 
the collapse and weathering of the buildings of Phase IV. 

The other part of the site omitted from the initial scheme is one partially excavated 
in i982 (see fig. 4). It covers an area to the west and south of the brick-paved court- 
yard, and looks towards the natural entrance to the village area and to site Xi. Excava- 
tion has so far revealed two basic strata present, although they may well represent only 
two stages in the continuous use of the area for the same purpose. This was the storage 
of water in pottery vessels, standing in large emplacements of rough stones which may 
have risen high enough to encircle each one with a stone shelter (see pl. III, I). The 
surrounding ground was trodden and cracked from water spillage, but also contained 
features that may be post-holes. The stone emplacements belong to the final surface. 
Associated with the first surface were the foundations of walls forming two enclosures. 
The stratigraphic position of this depot area is not yet firmly established, though one 
suspects that it, too, belongs initially to Phase IV, and perhaps ran on into later phases 
as well. 

The absolute dating of the various phases still depends on very few inscribed pieces. 
Most of them are hieratic jar labels, and during the I982 season M. A. Leahy com- 
pleted a definitive transcription of them. For any one item it has to be accepted that 
it may be several years older than its excavated context. This is apparent from one 
label bearing a year 31 date (not 21 as previously reported) found in a stratum probably 
belonging to Phase VII. Two pieces only will be mentioned here: another label, this 
time of year I6, found well down in midden-rubbish beneath the chapel level (see 
pl. II, 2), and a fragment of a faience ring-bezel bearing signs which seem unmistakably 
to be from Tutcankhamfin's prenomen (see fig. 2). This last piece came to light during 
the excavation of a level which belongs to Phase III. The implications for the history 
of the site could be important, but it is prudent to pursue them no further until more 
evidence has appeared. It should be noted that the ring bezel of Smenkhkarse men- 
tioned in the 1980 report (p. 14) lay in a floor deposit of Phase IV. 

Although religion is the central theme of the Amarna Period, the excavation has 
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produced remarkably little that bears on the cult of the Aten, only one piece, in fact: 
a single potsherd depicting in ink the Aten and its rays. Evidence of other and pre- 
sumably traditional religious practices has emerged, however. A striking discovery 
made beside the village entrance is a rough boulder which, in a moment of fancy, one 
of the ancient villagers had painted to depict a falcon-god, presumably Horus (see 
pl. III, 2). Not far away, the ground running in front of the village wall had been given 
over to a series of shallow basins in the form of a letter T (see fig. 5). Some were made 
of brick, some were rounded cuttings lined with mud, and their condition varied 
greatly. The better-preserved ones had been deliberately filled in with mud and pieces 
of brick. Five separate emplacements were found, but in at least two cases more than 
one basin was present, superimposed on each other, to a maximum of three. These 
belong to Phase VII. 

Appendix 1: The North City (Michael Jones) 

The 1981 season saw an extension of the excavations to the North City (see fig. 6), the objective 
being to clarify certain points of uncertainty raised by a study of the Society's work of the 1920S and 
I930S as a preliminary to publication in the City of Akhenaten series. Supervision was entrusted 
to Michael Jones, assisted by Angela Milward and Barbara Garfi. The Inspector of Antiquities 
was Hani Sadiq Mitri. The following report was composed by Michael Jones: 

The North City is the modern name for that part of the city of Akhetaten which lies at the most 
northerly tip of the Amarna plain. Today the site stands isolated in the north, cut off from the 
North Palace and the Great Ramp to the south by stretches of apparently unsettled desert and by 
fingers of cultivation which have extended eastwards into the desert in modern times. The buildings 
which now survive in the North City are all of mud-brick and belong to a wide range of different 
types. At the edge of the modern fields are the modern fields are the remains of the Great Wall-a double enclosure wall 
of monumental proportions with the Great Gateway constructed of massive bastions flanked by 
wide niches. This forms the east side of the North Riverside Palace, which was laid out on terraces 
along a considerable stretch of the river-bank, but which is now mostly covered by fields. East of 
the Great Wall, and separated from it by a road, there are three groups of large domestic estates 
comprising houses of the standard Amarna type with extensive courtyards and outbuildings con- 
tained within their own enclosure walls. Smaller houses cluster round the large estates and continue 
northwards to the point where the cliffs of the high desert come down to the river's edge. Set 
amongst the most northerly houses is the North Administrative Building, which is a complex of 
courtyards and magazines and a central platform cut out of the steeply sloping hillside. The present 
impression that the buildings of the North City form an isolated settlement completely separated 
from other nearby structures clearly does not reflect the situation in the Eighteenth Dynasty, and 
the North Palace and the Great Ramp should be included in any consideration of the original layout 
of this part of Akhetaten. The North Palace now seems to be a suitable southern limit of the North 
City as a whole, and, together, all the buildings appear to form a settlement of royal, administrative, 
and residential units set apart from the official quarters and palaces of the Central City located 
three to four km further south.' 

The Society has spent four previous seasons working in the North City: 1923-4 and 1924-5 
under the direction of F. LI. Griffith and T. Whittemore, who excavated the North Palace, the 
Great Ramp, and the North Administrative Building; and in 1930-I and 193I-2 under J. D. S. 
Pendlebury when the Great Wall and twenty-one houses in the North City were uncovered. Only 

I See B. J. Kemp, JEA 62 (1976), 92-9 and fig. 4. 
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preliminary reports of these seasons have so far been published.2 The work in 1981 was carried out 
with the object of checking the information surviving from the earlier excavations where it was 
incomplete or ambiguous, in order to complete another volume of City of Akhenaten devoted to 
the unpublished results of these early years. Five areas were selected for re-examination, all of 
them in the North City (fig. 6). These were: i. the grounds belonging to house U. 24. I; 2. the area 
immediately east of the Great Gateway in the Great Wall, facing the ruins of the North Dig House; 
3. a northern gateway in the Great Wall; 4. part of the North Administrative Building; 5. buildings 
north and west of houses U. 25. i, 4, 5, and 6. 

Work started simultaneously in the first two of these areas. U. 24. I was excavated together with 
its extensive outbuildings in 1931-2, but only the main structure of the house and a block of 
magazines on its south side were planned at that time. The grounds east of the house occupy an 
area enclosed by a substantial boundary wall which forms a rectangular unit with the house house at the 
west end. Our first task was to remove four of the earlier excavator's dumps and a general sprinkling 
of wind-blown sand from the grounds. These grounds can be divided into two main parts. Immedi- 
ately behind the house is a courtyard once surrounded by a sturdy wall. Within this, along its 
north, south, and east sides, eight roughly circular brick-lined bins, each about 4.0 m in diameter, 
were sunk into the ground (see pl. IV, 2). Only the brick linings below the modern ground-level 
have survived, without any indication of the original appearance of the superstructures, but small 
pieces of grain and chaff were found in the spaces between the brick wall and floor in two bins, 
a situation which suggests that they were used as granaries. Small compartments between some of 
them may have provided access to hatches near the bases of th i e contents 
could be tapped as well as acting as buttresses against the weight of the grain when the granaries 
were full. The bins apparently represent only the final phase of development in this courtyard; 
a section exposed at the north-east corner shows th the north-east corner shows that the foundation-cut for the north-east granary- 
bin passed through a hard gypsum cement floor on which at least two separate layers of organic 
rubbish had accumulated before the bins were constructed. 

Extending east from the courtyard of bins are extensive yards covering an area of 40.0 m by 
35.5 m and containing outbuildings. Along the south side of the estate, a stretch of brick tumble 
from the enclosure wall still survives, pitched across the courtyard. The sections revealed by the 
trenches of I932 show that the surface on to which the surface on to which the wall fell is covered by a general deposit 
of animal dung and dark-grey ash lying in low heaps. Under this organic debris there is an undulating 
surface of bright white crumbly limestone, and around this, below its surface, bands of ashy rubbish 
and brown organic matter lie separated by gravel. Low outcrops of this white soft limestone were 
cut by the ancient builders when the original foundations for the courtyard walls were dug. The 
interpretation of this sequence is not yet certain. It may show that attempts were made to seal the 
rubbish which had accumulated in the yards by burying it beneath layers of gravel and finally 
under white limestone, or that the spread of natural white limestone powder was caused by the 
digging of foundation trenches when new buildings were erected on the site. 

The structures now standing in the grounds are of walls only one brick-length thick (c. 34 cm) 
and the lowest course was laid straight on the undulating desert surface without any visible founda- 
tions. Immediately east of the yard of bins is a square enclosure with a wide entrance on its south 
side. Only one course of bricks survives and it is not clear how high the walls originally stood since 
none of the tumble is preserved, cleared away perhaps by Pendlebury's workmen. East of this 
small area and extending right up to the eastern boundary wall of the estate, there are two rows of 
long brick compartments all built with walls one brick-length thick (c. 34 cm). In only one place 

2 F. G. Newton, 'Excavations at El-Amarnah, I923-24', JEA 10 (1924), 294-8 and pls. xxvii, i, and xxviii- 
xxxii; T. Whittemore, 'The Excavations at el-Amarnah, Season 1924-5', JEA I2 (1926), 3-12 and pls. ii-viii; 
J. D. S. Pendlebury, 'Preliminary Report of Excavations at Tell el-Amarnah 1930-I', JEA 17 (1931), 240-3 
and pis. lxxvi-lxxviii; id., 'Preliminary Report of the Excavations at Tell el-Amarnah, 1931-2', JEA i8 (1932), 

143-5 and pls. xii, xiii, 3-6; xiv, 4 and 5, and xv. 
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are there two courses of brickwork surviving and these walls were also laid out straight over the 
uneven limestone surface of the yards. On the north side, the wall crosses over a pit filled with ash 
and rubbish into which it subsided, and, even after the wall was built, ash continued to be dumped 
in this spot, which formed a passage between the new wall and the north boundary wall of the 
estate. In the south-east corner of the estate there is a rectangular kitchen containing a row of five 
brick and clay ovens built into the south wall. The room was still filled with soft black ash and the 
remains of the only surviving brick floor in the yard lay below. Outside the kitchen a row of post- 
holes along the wall and in front of the doorway suggests that there was a porch or awning here, 
and between the post-holes two emplacements for jars were marked by circular depressions con- 
taining sherds. 

Substantial alterations to the layout of parts of the grounds of U. 24. i took place during the 
Amarna Period and the remains visible there today clearly represent only the final phase of develop- 
ment. This is most apparent in the case of the subsidiary house U. 24. 5, built against the south wall 
of the courtyard of granary bins, which Pendlebury uncovered in 1932 and described in his records 
as a 'steward's house'. Although the house was built on the standard Amarna plan, it is laid out 
over the remains of an earlier feature first noticed as a row of six regularly cut circular holes about 
20 cm in diameter, dug into the soft white limestone gebel surface and filled with alluvium. Similar 
pits were found partly obscured by the walls of U. 24. 5, and under the brick floor of the central 
room of this house there is a foundation packing made from pieces of dark alluvial mud-bricks of 
the type used in the original layout of the estate of U. 24. i. The walls of U. 24. 5 are constructed 
of bricks of widely differing mixtures, some containing a high percentage of black ash and others 
almost totally of buff sand, whose colours contrast strongly with the more uniform brown mud- 
bricks of house U. 24. i and its boundary walls. The area cleared to make a place for U. 24. 5 appears 
to have been a garden with rows of plants in pits filled with mud and a brick feature which might 
have been the supports of a pergola.3 

At the same time as work in the grounds of U. 24. i began, two squares were opened against the 
east face of the Great Wall to include the north bastion of the Great Gateway and, on its north side, 
the front of the niche (see pl. IV, i). This area had already been partially explored in 1931-2 when 
Pendlebury uncovered a stone platform in the north niche, and cleared away the debris from within 
the Gateway. The objects found in these areas-fragments of limestone statues and uraeus cornices 
in front of the niche, and a great quantity of painted plaster within the Gateway-were tentatively 
interpreted by Pendlebury as having adorned false doors within the niches on either side of the 
Gateway, and a grand Window of Appearances above.4 The purpose of further excavation here in 
1981 was to examine the relationships between the Great Wall, the north and south niches, and 
the remains of door-jambs in the Gateway. The results of this work produced evidence of con- 
structional details which make it necessary to re-examine the interpretation of this area. 

The debris which had accumulated since Pendlebury's excavations was a thick layer of trampled 
and dried animal dung and mud created over fifty years by the procession of animals which passes 
this area twice a day on a pathway between the village of Et-Till and the fields in the north. Under 
this were patches of limestone chips and compacted, crumbled mud-brick debris, lying over clean 
sand. The Wall itself, built entirely of mud-bricks with timber-lacing, was placed directly on to 
this sand without any foundations. At the south-east corner of the north bastion of the Great 
Gateway, the gypsum-cement base was found on which once stood a door-jamb constructed of 
rectangular stone blocks; it lay 30 cm below the lowest course of bricks of the Wall within a well- 
defined foundation trench cut into the sand. The fill above the cement base was disturbed and 
contained fragments of mud-bricks, limestone chips, some very small fragments of blue-painted 
plaster, and one tiny piece of gold leaf-all presumably a result of the destruction of the stone 

3 See P. Anus, 'Un domaine thebain d'epoque "amarnienne" sur quelques blocs de remploi trouves a 
Karnak', BIFAO 68 (1969), figs. 3-5. 

4 See Pendlebury, JEA I7 (I93I), 243, and i8 (1932), pl. xii. 
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door-jamb. The impressions of the lowest course of blocks were clear on the cement and were the 
same size as the blocks still in situ in the platform of the north niche. In this niche, the stones had 
also been placed in a shallow trench on a cement base below the level of the Wall, where a lip of the 
gypsum-cement base could be seen curving up in front of the lowest course of stones, thus retaining 
the shape of the bottom of the foundation trench in which the platform was laid. 

While examining the fragments of gypsum-cement filling the foundation trench of the stone 
platform, the first of a series of deep circular holes was discovered, filled with pieces of broken 
gypsum-cement and disturbed sand. Two more holes were found in front of the stone platform, 
and then, about 1.50 m further eastwards, another row of holes was found which extended right 
into the centre of the Gateway. A third row appeared just over 1.50 m further east, again extending 
into the Gateway. The completed excavation of three squares on the north-east side of the Gateway 
revealed a total of twenty-seven holes arranged in three parallel rows; in several instances the holes 
were in pairs although there was no indication that one had been dug to replace the other. The 
holes were all about 30 cm in diameter and up to 50 cm deep with smooth, vertical sides and flat 
bottoms. It was clear that they had been carefully prepared, and in the filling of one hole there was 
a piece of broken gypsum-cement with a curved side bearing the impression of wood, suggesting 
that it had been used as packing and poured in wet round the base of a wooden post. Nothing else 
was found in any of the holes to give a clearer idea of what they contained, and it is unfortunate 
that the ground north of the Great Gateway is too disturbed to preserve the original ancient surfaces 
associated with the holes and the brickwork of the Wall. It is clear from the way that the cement in 
the Gateway and under the stone platform is shaped round the holes and does not cover them, 
that the holes and their contents were already in position when the stonework associated with the 
Great Wall was erected. The order of building seems to have been: (i) the cutting of the holes and 
the erection of the posts; (2) the laying-in of the cement base for the stones of the niche and Gate- 
way, smoothed round the posts, but elsewhere projecting about io cm beyond the stonework; 
(3) the setting of the stone fittings of the niche and door-jamb; (4) the building of the brickwork 
of the Great Wall itself, which projects slightly over the base of the door-jamb. When the stones 
of the Gateway were removed, part of the brickwork of the Wall was damaged; similarly, there is 
also damage to the bricks where a post-hole lay close to the Wall. The destruction of the posts 
and the stone fittings must have taken place after the building of the brick Wall, though not at 
the same time. The post-holes were filled with dirty sand and chips of gypsum-cement; these chips 
and a few fragments of dark, ashy mud-bricks also lay over the holes and are the debris which was 
scattered over the ground during the removal of the posts, obscuring the places in which they 
had stood. 

South of the Gateway, two squares were opened this season in front of another niche which 
apparently formed the symmetrical partner of the one already examined on the north side. Pendle- 
bury had noted that there was no surviving stone platform here, but, below the hard layer of animal 
dung and mud, we uncovered the broken remains of limestone blocks and gypsum-cement, indicat- 
ing that there was a stone platform here too, similar to the one in the north niche. In front of this 
was a hard and compressed spread of crushed white limestone chips and fragments of dark, ashy 
mud-bricks of the type used in the brickwork of the Wall behind. There was not enough time this 
year to excavate this area completely, but already appearing in the white limestone surface are the 
outlines of circular holes, apparently continuing southwards the alignments of post-holes fully 
excavated on the north side. 

The interpretation of these rows of post-holes is by no means certain. In depictions of buildings 
in the Amarna tomb reliefs and on blocks from Hermopolis and Thebes columns are invariably 
depicted standing on flat column-bases; posts rising straight out of the ground are not shown. 
It is clear from the sequence of building given above that the posts were removed and their holes 
filled in and covered over after the Wall was built, but before the stone jamb was removed. Their 

purpose is most probably linked with the construction of the Wall, perhaps supporting a forest of 
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scaffolding poles used in the construction of the brickwork and the fashioning of the limestone 
sculptures in the niches. 

The two pieces of work described above were the major undertakings of the season. Three smaller 
and quicker projects were also tackled. The first was to verify the existence of a northern entrance 
in the east side of the Great Wall close to its north end. This gateway had been sketched in pencil 
on the plan of the Great Wall made by the draughtsman, H. Waddington, in 1931, and the area was 
subsequently buried under a spoil heap. The removal of this dump revealed an entrance 4.10 m 
wide, flanked by buttreses formed by thickenings of the brickwork of the Wall. Here Wall. Here the remains 
of the Wall stand little over a metre high and no stonework was found in situ although small frag- 
ments of sandstone, one with a smooth surface painted red, were found in the debris. 

The second project was the investigation of part of the large North Administrative Building to 
see whether the evidence for different constructional phases suggested on the published plan still 
survived.5 The whole of this complex was cleared in 1924 and called by its excavators 'The North 
Sanctuary'. Although its function is more likely to have been a civil, administrative one, rather than 
religious, it is unlike any other building yet excavated at Amarna. Its main features are a square 
platform cut out of the rock with steps on either side at the front, and two large courtyards with 
rows of contiguous rectangular rooms along two sides, which are probably magazines. In the 
south-east corner of the building, walls appear on the published plan which may belong to two or 
even three phases of rebuilding, although no details are given in the preliminary report. During the 
i98i season the surface was cleared in an area where these walls were expected to cross. Despite 
the generally denuded appearane of the site, two periods of building became apparent in the area 
examined, although it was impossible to show stratigraphically which was the earlier; the method 
of construction and types of bricks used in each were the only indicators available, and if anything 
conclusive is to be said about these buildings, further investigation must be done. 

Our final area of excavation lay next to the only group of small houses independent of the great 
estates which Pendlebury cleared in the North City. These houses were U. 25. I, 4, 5, and 6, 
situated in the south-east corner of the North City. West of these houses is a flat piece of ground 
bordered on the north by a seasonal water-course and on the west by large dumps from the 1931 
season, where a number of small buildings built of walls one brick-length thick lie exposed. Some 
of these walls are standing up to three courses high, others are eroded to mere strips of gravel and 
it seemed at the outset that Pendlebury might have continued working in this direction from U. 25. I, 

4, 5, and 6 although only the plans of those numbered houses survive. When we removed the small 
mounds of sand which obscured some of the walls, it became clear that Pendlebury had indeed 
worked only in the numbered houses and that this area had been plundered before his time. Out 
of the plunderers' dumps came a large quantity of pottery and some of the choicest finds of the 
season including a complete blue faience wdbt-eye ring and other pieces of fine faience rings and 
tiles. 

The other finds from this season's work came mostly from the grounds of U. 24. i. Numerous 
fragments of faience jewellery and tiles, polychrome glass, hieratic jar-labels, and a collection of 
worked flint tools were found. A number of pieces of stone sculpture and inscriptions, all smashed 
into very small fragments, were also found in the vicinity of U. 24. I, U. 25. 7, and U. 25. I I . These 
once belonged to columns, door-jambs, and statues in limestone, granite, and quartzite, suggesting 
that either the houses themselves or buildings nearby were adorned with sculptures in fine stones. 

The presence of such sculpture, the relatively large size of U. 24. i and its southern neighbours 
U. 25. 7 and U. 25. ii, and their setting close to the North Riverside Palace may indicate that those 
who occupied these great houses were important officials close to the King, or even members of 
the royal family. This suggestion finds some support in a note among the records of the 1924-5 
season that, while house U. 25. ii was being rebuilt for use as the Society's North Dig House, 
two limestone door-jambs were found in it, inscribed with the names of Queen Tiye and 

5 See Whittemore, JEA 12 (1 926), pl. vi. 
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Smenkhkarec. However, no illustration survives, nor any indication of the context in which the 
royal names occurred. Pendlebury re-excavated these stones and found them too badly damaged 
to check, and only one piece bearing part of the group hmt nsw wrt could be distinguished.6 The 
stones have since been lost. 

Appendix 2: The Amarna Survey (Salvatore Garfi) 

The Amarna Survey began with two seasons of basic surveying at the site, in I977 and I978, when 
sufficient was done to enable a series of outline maps to be constructed covering the main city. 
These would take in all published detail, unpublished material mostly in the EES archives, certain 
detail on old aerial photographs where subsequent development on the ground has obscured the 
ancient remains, and surface observations made during the I977/8 work. This last category includes 
the freshly surveyed edge of cultivation. The original intention was to prepare the map sheets at 
a scale of i: 2,500 for printing at the same scale, each sheet being of a size to make a double-page 
spread in a volume of the same format as the old The Temple of Deir el-Bahari volumes. Subse- 
quently the scale of the working maps has been changed to I: i,000, for reduction in publication to 
I: 2,000. Individual sheet size is to remain the same to fit the double-page spread of a Deir el-Bahari 
volume. The first draft map at this scale, of the North City, was completed in the autumn of I979, 
and part of a second one during the summer of I980. Draft maps made from the compiled data 
are now referred to as base maps. A series of eight, numbered from north to south, is estimated to 
be necessary to cover the main city (see fig. 7). The season of i981 saw Mr Salvatore Garfi join the 
Amarna expedition and take over responsibility for completing this set of maps. Each base map 
requires to be taken into the field for an overall check on accuracy, for insertion of further archaeo- 
logical detail, and for the addition of contours. A small part of one near-completed sheet is illustrated 
in fig. 8 as a sample of the style adopted. At the time of writing (August I982) two map sheets have 
been completed in this way, nos. i and 8, and base maps prepared for nos. 2 to 7, for field-checking 
in the i983 season. It is hoped to complete the whole series in I984, and proceed to publication. 
In addition to funding from the Society, financial support has been kindly provided by the R. J. 
Kiln Foundation. 

Appendix 3: The Faunal Analysis (Dr Howard Hecker) 

The season of i982 included for the first time a faunal expert, Dr Howard Hecker of the University 
of New Hampshire, who began the task of examining and recording the collection of animal bones 
accumulated over four seasons of excavation. He was able to complete a study of only a portion of 
the total collection, but the results, although provisional, are of sufficient interest to summarize. 

Pig was clearly the most important of the three domestic mammalian food species found at the 
site. It is likely, too, that the pigs were reared at the site itself, on account of the presence of very 
young individuals, of the relatively frequent occurrence of nearly every skeletal element, and the 
presence of many complete long bones and the relatively few bones which exhibit cleaver-chopping 
to render them more easily transportable. The isolated desert location of the site and the presence 
of large rubbish-heaps around it make pig a sensible choice economically. Against this, however, 
has to be set the evidence for a religious proscription on the eating of pig in ancient Egypt. Pigs 
appear occasionally in tomb scenes amongst other farm animals, but until fairly recently archaeo- 
logists in Egypt paid so little attention to faunal material from settlement sites that insufficient 
data exist against which to compare our own collection. It may be, however, that popular practice 
simply diverged considerably from religious ideals. 

At two of the three locations within the Workmen's Village site goat was probably second in 
importance to pig. The sample includes numerous goat-horn cores (and sheaths), especially from 

6 For Pendlebury's own account of this re-excavated material see JEA i8 (1932), 145. 
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site Xi dug in 1979 which included a collection of tiny rooms identified at the time as possible 
animal pens. Both here and elsewhere at the site goat-like droppings are not uncommon in the 
strata, reinforcing the idea that, like pigs, goats were actually reared on the spot, sharing with pigs 
the catholic eating habits suited to the environment of the site. Conspicuously absent from the 
assemblage are definite sheep remains. A sizeable number of bones has been recorded as 'sheep/ 
goat', reflecting the common difficulty of separate identification and it was expected that definite 
sheep bones would appear, but none actually did. This may, again, reflect the specialized environ- 
ment of the site. 

The third basic meat source was cattle, which, in terms of usable meat contributed to the diet, 
though not necessarily in actual numbers, may even have surpassed goat and possibly equalled pig 
at one of the three locations present in this initial sample. The cattle may not, however, have been 
raised in the immediate surroundings. This is supported by the absence (or very infrequent occur- 
rence) of certain skeletal elements (e.g. cranial fragments and teeth), and by the apparently higher 
frequency of clear-cut or chopped bones. The practice of preparing meat joints at special centres, 
and of packing them in large pottery vessels for subsequent transport, is well documented at El- 
'Amarna. One such centre seems to have been located by Pendlebury in the middle of the city, not 
far from large groups of bakehouses (City of Akhenaten, iii, io6-12, 169-72, 2II-I2), and the 
practice gave rise to a particular kind of ink jar-label which tends to occur on one particular kind 
of vessel (op. cit., II, 112, type XII). Amongst the labels from our own excavations at the Workmen's 
Village are parts of two meat labels. Sherds from this kind of vessel are very common, but it is 
quite likely that it was used to store more than one type of commodity. 

Finally it might be noted that the meat diet was supplemented by a fair amount of fish and fowl, 
and the finding of a large part of the shell of a turtle (trionyx) points to a further possible dietary 
supplement. 
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PLATE II 

i. View of quarry face in square Mio, showing the weathering steps corresponding 
to phases II and III, and the wall of phase IV above. Scale i m 
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2. Stratigraphy in square P, looking north-east . The stonework along the top, including the door 

2. Stratigraphy in square PI5, looking north-east. The stonework along the top, including the door 
with lintel, belongs to phase VIII (chapels); the rubbish below is probably phase VII; the I-metre 
scale rests on a floor of phase IV (buildings). The white cross marks the stratigraphic position of 

object 232I, a hieratic jar label of year i6 
E1-'AMARNA EXPEDITION I981-2 



PLATE III 

i. Square I8 at an early stage in excavation, looking north. The base of the pottery 
water jar rests on masonry construction; the fallen stonework reveals the extent to 

which the masonry rose around the vessel 

2. Religion at the Workmen's Village: a hawk image rendered in paint on a limestone boulder. Note the figure of the hawk 
on a perch painted in black on the front 
El-'AMARNA EXPEDITION, I981-2 



i. The Great Wall in the North City: view northwards showing post-holes east of the 
Wall and cement base for a door-jamb in the gateway; the stone platform of the north 

niche is visible in the top left corner 
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2. House U.24.I in the North City: southern row of 
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THE TOMB OF TIA AND TIA: PRELIMINARY 

REPORT ON THE SAQQARA EXCAVATIONS, 1982 

By GEOFFREY T. MARTIN 

THE joint expedition of the Egypt Exploration Society and the Leiden Museum, 
which has been working in the Memphite necropolis since 1975, began in I982 to 
excavate the tomb (see fig. i) of the princess Tia (daughter of Sethos I and Queen 
Tuy, and one of the two sisters of Ramesses II), and of her like-named husband Tia.t 
The latter, though not as far as is known a member of the royal family, everywhere 
takes precedence over his wife in the surviving reliefs. The exact location of the tomb 
had been a matter of dispute,2 but its precise situation was established in I975, viz. 
immediately adjacent to the north side of the funerary monument of Horemheb.3 The 
systematic uncovering of the tomb of the Tias was w reserved for the centenary year of 
the Society, work beginning on the site on 23 January I982 and contuiuing until 

I5 March. The Society's representativs representatives were Dr G. T. Martin (University College 
London, Field Director), Mr K. J. Frazer (surveyor), Miss J. D. Bourriau (Fitzwilliam 
Museum, Cambridge), Dr J. MCambridgelek (Griffith Institute, Oxford), Drand Mr D. Maek (Griith Institute, Oxford) and Mr D. A. Aston 
(Birmingham University). Those representing Leiden were Dr M. J. Raven, Mr M. 
Vinkesteijn (photographer), and Dr J. van Dijk (Groningen University). The Inspector 
of Antiquities was Mr Mohammed el-Ashry, who gave us every assistance. Grateful 
acknowledgement is made, for personal interest in the excavations and for affording 
every facility during the outset and throughout the course of the work, to the President 
of the Organization of Egyptian Antiquities, Dr Ahmed Kadry, and to other Egyptian 
friends and colleagues. The hospitality, friendship, and aid of the Director of the 
Netherlands Institute, Cairo, and Mrs Jansen, and the staff of the British Embassy 
and the British Council, Cairo, are likewise recorded with appreciation. 

By the end of the season approximately two-thirds of the monument had been 
exposed (pl. V, i), the overall measurements being 25.20 m east to west, and 10.85 m 
north to south. The extreme east end of the structure where the pylon is certainly 
located4 will be dealt with in I983, and on the analogy of Horemheb's tomb a paved 
forecourt may also be expected. By contrast with the tomb of Horemheb the archi- 
tecture is almost entirely of limestone, and this probably accounts for the fact that 
much of it was dismantled for reuse in antiquity. The elements revealed so far are a 

I For the tomb see PM 111I2, 2, 654-5. The princess is called nbt pr, smcyt n(t) 'Imn, snt nsw ipst. Her 
husband's principal title is imy-r pr-hd m t; iwt Wsr-mfrt-rr-stp-n-rr m pr-'Imn. Whether the temple in 
question was the Ramesseum at Thebes, or a like-named temple in the great Amun enceinte at Memphis, as 
seems possible, remains to be seen. 

2 Giza and the Delta had previously been postulated. 
3 Martin, JEA 62 (1976), 13 n. 13. 
4 Part of the south 'wing' of the pylon was exposed in 1975 during the excavation of the forecourt of 

Ijoremheb's tomb, but was re-covered with debris for security reasons. 
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THE TOMB OF TIA AND TIA 

portico, only partly excavated, leading into a large colonnaded courtyard with a shaft 
to the substructure. Only one of the three covering slabs of the latter was removed by 
the robbers, and the aperture is insufficient for the removal of large pieces of funerary 
equipment, such as stone sarcophagi, giving rise to the hope that valuable material 
might still be in situ in the burial chambers.5 At the west end of the court a shallow 
ramp with a low balustrade leads into an antechapel, originally with two columns 
supporting a ceiling, and flanked by side chapels. A door on the west of the antechapel 
gives access to a rectangular cult room, almost totally destroyed. Traces of plaster at 
pavement level show that the customary stela was once positioned here. A wholly 
unexpected feature was the discovery of a rubble-filled pyramid with limestone casing, 
built on a podium at ground level immediately behind and to the west of the cult 
room.6 The original height of the pyramid, excluding its podium or base, has been 
calculated at 6-35 m. The latter is inscribed, and to judge from the remaing texts 
on the north and west faces a column of text ran at least part way down each side of 
the pyramid. The granite pyramidion7 was last seen in private hands in private hands in England in 
the eighteenth century, but has been lost to sight. It was a substantial monument, and 
it is hard to imagine that it has been totally destroyed. Fortunately the primary publica- 
tion, showing each of the four sides, is a good one for its time, if we consider that 
almost nothing was known of Egyptian antiquities or of the hieroglyphic script at that 
period. Against the south face of the south face of the podium was found a cache of painted Ramesside 
shabtis inscribed with the personal name P;-imy-r-?nwty.8 A shaft, which will be 
cleared next season, lies adjacent to the east. 

We may now turn our attention to the more specific details of the scheme of decora- 
tion, remarking at the outset that, by contrast with the tomb of Horemheb, no intrusive 
material from other New Kingdom tombs has so far been found in the debris. The 
great courtyard (E) measures 12.05 m x 9.53 m. The peristyle entablature here was 
supported by six piers and eight columns, most of which have been completely 
destroyed. Two stelae were positioned in the court, one against the north face and the 
other against the south. We ourselves found the lower part of the latter in position, 
its counterpart being in Florence.9 The original location of a fine intact stela,10 found 
in the north-east corner of the courtyard, has yet to be determined. Statues were 
found at the south-east part of the court (see pl. V, 2). They have received only a 
preliminary roughing-out at the hands of the sculptor (the work may even have been 
done in the quarry), and the discovery is interesting in indicating that the statues 

5 A small fragment from one of the granite sarcophagi has been in Copenhagen for many years, and was 
probably found in the surface debris of the tomb in the last century. For the fragment see PM loc. cit. 

6 The casing blocks were secured by wooden butterfly clamps, of which two are still in position. 
7 Op. cit., 654. The angle of slope of the sides of the pyramid is apparently steeper than that of the 

pyramidion, but the difference is probably due to 'artistic licence' on the part of the draughtsman who drew 
the latter in the eighteenth century. 

8 A rare name recorded in Ranke, Die dgyptischen Personennamen, I, 101, I. 
9 PM loc. cit. 
10 At the top of the stela six baboons adore the sun boat. In the upper register the Tias worship Osiris, 

Isis, and Nephthys. Below, a shaven-headed servant with a markedly pyrgocephalic skull censes and libates the 
tomb owners. He is named as the sdm-rf P;-n&t-n-niwt, a name which equals P;-nht-m-mnwt (PN I, 113, 19). 
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were to have been finished in the tomb itself rather than in a workshop. The principal 
decorative elements may now be noticed. The remains of the east wall show the seated 
Osiris adored by the Tias, the husband presenting a gift of seven sacred oils. Above 
the scene are the remains of eleven columns of text. Adjacent we see Horus and Isis 
worshipped by the two tomb owners, the husband censing and offering a libation 
vessel, the wife holding out a bouquet. Above are the remains of eight columns of 
inscription. Fur the right the Tias adore the seated Atum, with eight columns 
of text above. On the west wall is a well-preserved scene depicting the official Tia 
adoring a god in a shrine, with a register beneath of bowing servants bringing offerings. 
Two of them are named as the sdm Dd-nht and the sdm Tnr-imn (see pl. VI, i). 

Moving into the antechapel (B), we note a scene on the south side of the 

. 

.east wall showing the king adoring the cow of Hathor in a shrine with a 
F-r , statue in front. The south wall shows the royal family and the Tias and 

their two daughters worshipping Osiris, who is standing in a shrine on a 
* pedestal. One of the daughters is named as Mwt(?)-mtn-nfr (see fig. 2). 

Chapel A is the best preserved part of the monument. Its south wall 
T-h t shows a boat scene with the Tias being towed in their funerary barge to 

Abydos (see pl. VI, 3). It is a particularly vivid and lively example of the 
Iu genre, and exhibits numerous interesting details, particularly the presence 

on board of the Tias' horses, and the activities of the sailors, who are 
wll of clambering about in, and adjusting, the rigging. Two of the matelots are 

FIG. 2 named as Mnw-htp and 'Imn-m-ipt. The scribe 'Iw-rwdf, who holds the 
ropes attached to the funerary boat, is named several times elsewhere in the tomb and 
on a stela in Durham,II which with little doubt originated from our site. He must 
have been a prominent member of the household of te princess and her husband, 
since he was accorded the privilege of burial within the confines of their funerary 
monument. His tomb-shaft is at the south-east end of the portico, and will be excavated 
next season. Adjacent to the boat scene is an almost entirely destroyed relief which 
showed three sacred cows or bulls, the first one on a smaller scale than the others 
and, therefore, probably a calf. The chapel itself was dedicated to the cult of Apis. 
The plinth for his statue, of which a large fragment was found in the adjacent court- 
yard, is in position at the rear of the chapel. The plinth is a hollow structure, originally 
doubtless filled with rubble, consisting of flat upright limestone blocks some 45.0 cm 
high, firmly cemented together and to the pavement with a gypsum mortar. The north 
wall of the chapel shows Tia and Tia adoring a row of nine gods (see pl. V, 3), divided 
into two groups, one of three and one of six, separated by a column of inscription. 
The scene is particularly well preserved, with much of the bright colour intact. The 
deities, reading from right to left, are Osiris-Anedjty,I2 Isis, Horus, Osiris, Isis, 
Wepwawet, uncertain, HIjapy, and Qebehsenuf. A fragmentary block found in the 

PM Op. cit., 740. 
I2 He wears on his head a characteristic emblem (not shown on the Plate), viz. the bicornate uterus of a 

heifer (Gardiner, sign-list, F45). For another example see Calverley, The Temple of King Sethos I at Abydos, 
inI (London and Chicago, 1938), pl. 15. On the symbol see Derchain-Urtel, Synkretismus in agyptischer 
Ikonographie. Die Gottin Tjenenet (Wiesbaden, 1979), 8-9, with n. 27. 
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debris shows that two more rows of deities were shown above, and the middle register 
must have shown, at the far left, Amset and Duamutef. It is clear that the sculptor 
and painter took less trouble over the representations of the deities where these were 
partly masked by the bull effigy on its plinth. All in all the chapel is a remarkable and 
valuable addition to our knowledge of the private funerary cult in Memphis in the 
early Ramesside Period, with some totally unexpected features. 

Comparatively few small finds were present in the debris of the superstructure. 
The most important was a calcite shabti (see pl. VI, 2) of hard, marble-like consistency, 
found in the antechapel. The head was made separately, but has not so far been located. 
rThe torso is inlaid with strips of translucent glass, which seem to cover a text written 
in black, of which the name of the husband, Tia, is just discernible. This object is of 
the highest quality, and gives rise to the hope that comparable material, with other 
objects of historical and artistic interest, await discovery next year when the excavation 
of the tomb of the Tias will be completed. 



i. The tomb looking east. The Pyramid in the foreground 2. South-east corner of the courtyard, showing unfinished statues 

3. Frieze of deities in Chapel A 
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PLATE VI 

i. Detail of west wall of the Courtyard, showing 
an offering-bearer 

2. Inlaid shabti, found in the Antechapel 

3. Detail of south wall of Chapel A, showing the voyage to Abydos 
THE TOMB OF TIA AND TIA 
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THE SURVEY OF MEMPHIS, 1981 

By H. S. SMITH, D. G. JEFFREYS, and J. MALEK 

To commemorate its centenary, the Egypt Exploration Society has undertaken the 
archaeological survey of the ruin-fields of the he great city of Memphis. Because of its 
size and nature, Memphis has never been fully mapped, and much of the archaeo- 
logical work that has been done is not adequately recorded. The aims of the survey 
are to provide detailed archaeological maps of the city, to draw plans and elevations of 
all standing monuments, to photograph and copy reliefs and inscriptions, to investigate 
the stratigraphy and history of the city, to carry out environmental tests, and to record 
archaeological and documentary material from earlier work. A number of British and 
foreign scholars have expressed interest in contributing to this project, which will be 
carried out in close co-operation with the Antiquities Organization of Egypt and its 
inspectors. To the Head of the Antiquities Organization, Dr Ahmed Kadry, and the 
Permanent Archaeological Committee, the Society is grateful for permission to under- 
take this new project, and to many of its officials, notably Dr Mutawwa' Balbush, 
Dr Ahmed Bezzawi, Dr Ahmed Moussa, Mr Sa'id el-Fikey, Mr Muhammad 'Asheri, 
and Mr 'Abd el-Kerim, the expedition is indebted for courteous and practical help. 
Memphis, like many other ancient sites in Egypt, is under threat from the rising 
water-table and other inevitable modern developments; the Society's survey is intended 
as a collaborative contribution to its eventual scientific recording. 

This article includes summary reports on the archaeological and epigraphical work 
done during 1981 by H. S. Smith and J. Mailek respectively, and some preliminary 
observations upon the topography of Memphis by D. G. Jeffreys. 

Archaeological recording 
The concession granted for the preliminary season of the survey comprised Kom 
el-Rabi'a and K6m el-Fakhry, that is, the south-west corner of ancient Memphis, 
south of the village of Mit Rahina and west of the museum of the Ramesside colossus 
(see fig. i). For administrative reasons work was somewhat delayed; it covered the 
period from 5 to I7 December i981. The staff members were Professor and Mrs 
H. S. Smith, Dr J. Malek, Messrs D. G. Jeffreys, P. G. French, J. D. Ray, K. J. 
Frazer, and Miss L. L. Giddy. Work was begun on the following sites: 

i. Temple A 
This temple of Ramesses II is situated immediately south of the museum on Kom 

el-Rabl'a. It was discovered and excavated in 1961-2 by Dr 'Abdu Tawab el-Hitta, 
who was never able to publish a full report. The ruins lie at a low level and are now 
partly flooded and salt-encrusted, so the survey began work by partially clearing them 
of weeds. The plan revealed (see fig. 2) is that of a conventional Ramesside temple, 
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entered from the west through a granite gateway flanked by pylon towers, in front of 
which are granite seated figures, about twice life-size, of Ramesses II. The gateway 
leads into a pillared courtyard, beyond which is a triple sanctuary of the normal type 
with wider central chamber. In front of the sanctuary in the court were traces of 
various later reconstructions whose date is, perhaps, suggested by the find of a Hel- 
lenistic terracotta figure of a pregnant woman. The walls do not survive to a sufficient 
height to preserve their scenes, but inscribed blocks and statues removed from the 
temple by Dr el-Hitta were recorded by Dr Malek (see below). The dimensions of the 
building cleared are 23.50 m east-west by 12.60 m north-south. However, blocks 
lying in a pool west of the pylon suggest that there may have been a front court, and 
an ancillary building stretches northwards towars towards the museum; clearance of these 
will be undertaken when the water-table is lower. 

2. Temple B 
South of Temple A on Kom el-Rabf'a are further partly submerged structures of 

limestone excavated by Dr el-Hitta in I96I-2. At the north-west corner a group of 
heavy walls with a rebated south-west corner may represent the west tower of a pylon 
facing north. Abutting its north face are smaller rectlinear astructures with at least 
one circular emplacement cut in the floor, while to the east is a sunken rectangular 
tank. These may be remains of purification places in front of the hypothetical pylon. 
Some distance to the south are two rectangular granite statue-bases, one of which 
appears to be in situ, facin situ, facing north; the remains of the inscriptions appear to show the 
royal names of Ramesses II, though in an unusual form. Behind the statues to east 
and west are further remains of heavy masonry, possibly belonging to a north-facing 
pylon, while Dr el-Hitta found a tank containing an oval basin to the east. It is possible, 
therefore, that these buildings are to be interpreted as the first and second pylons of 
a temple of Ramesses II entered from the north, fronted by statues and ablution- 
places, with an open court between them; if so, the sanctuaries must lie in the sanctuaries must lie in the un- 
excavated area to the south. They are, therefore, collectively designated 'Temple B', 
though the possibility that they belonged to more than one temple cannot at present 
be excluded. These buildings were cleared and planned so far as the water-level at 
the time allowed. 

3. Brick Magazines located above the tombs of the High-Priests (see fig. 3) 
To the north-west of the tombs of the High-Priests of Memphis of the Twenty- 

second Dynasty on Kom el-Rabl'a, excavated by Dr Ahmed Badawi and Dr Mustafa 
el-Amir in I942,' lies an area of mud-brick magazines presumably cleared by them but 
left unpublished. They comprise two large circular domed silos at the north-west 
corner, with rectangular chambers above, of smaller size without doors to the south. 
They thus present the aspect of a granary area, perhaps belonging to a temple. The 
site, when fully cleared of weeds and debris, should be of interest for the stratification 
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and history of southern Memphis outside the late enclosure wall of the temple of 
Ptah (see fig. 4); for immediately to the west is an isolated high mound of debris, 
apparently stratified, which represents the later levels of urban accumulation, cut away 
elsewhere over the centuries. This is reserved for future investigation. 

Other Work 

To test the usefulness of existing debris sections on K6m el-Rabila, Miss L. L. Giddy 
cleaned and drew a section in the area of the area of the athor temple,z which demonstrated 
that the course of the destruction and reoccupation of the precinct of this temple can 
be clearly charted in sequence down to Roman times, even if exact dates cannot yet 
be given to the episodes. At the request of Mr Muhammad 'Asheri, Inspector of 
Memphis, Mr Jeffreys planned the early Middle Kingdom cemetery on K6om el-Fakhry, 
which was discovered by Dr el-Hitta and subsequently summarily published by Dr 
Christine Lilyquist.3 He also planned for the Antiquities Service a most interestinteresting 
Middle Kingdom settlement adjoining the cemetery which Mr 'Asheri has discovered 
and is excavating. Survey stations were established by Mr Jeffreys and levels-traverses 
taken which have already enabled him to produce a useful profile of the ruins of 
southern Memphis (see fig. 5). 

Thus the results obtained in under a fortnight of preliminary work, though modest 
in themselves, exhibit clearly how much there is to be done and how much can be 
achieved. Of the urgency of surveying and recording the ruins of Memphis, there can 
be no doubt, and the Society hopes that, with the co-operato the Antiquities 
Service and of its own skilled workers, the position can be transformed in the next 
few seasons. 

Inscribed and decorated monuments 

Temple A 
Thirteen inscribed monuments or fragments are known to have been found within 

this structure or nearby. Five of these are statues in red granite, dated by their inscrip- 
tions to the reign of Ramesses II, which were discovered by Dr el-Hitta in I961-2. 

The most interesting piece is a triad with Ptah nb mrt ; phty accompanied by 
Sekhmet and Ramesses II. The king is shown with a sun-disc and a sceptre and thus, 
although not described as such in the texts, replacing Nefertem in his role of the 
junior member of the Memphite triad. The monument, originally probably from the 
eastern part of the temple, and its main cult statue, has been restored from fragments 
by the Antiquities Service and set up near the museum at Mit Rahina. 

Two colossal standing statues of Ramesses II have also been removed to the neigh- 
bourhood of the museum by the Antiquities Service. The larger of these, almost 7 m 
tall and now in a very fragmentary state, carries representations of Princess Bent'ant 
and an unidentified prince in sunk relief by the legs of the king and thus provides a 
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valuable chronological clue. The smaller colossus, over 3 m tall, is identified by an 
inscription on the belt. 

Another two over-life-size seated statues of Ramesses II flanked the entrance to 
the temple court. Only their much eroded lower parts have survived and have now 
been reset on their granite rectangular pedestals (the southern of these is lying on its 
side). The statues have lost any texts which they may originally have carried, but the 
pedestals are still inscribed on two of their faces. 

The inscriptions on all these monuments are orthographically and palaeographically 
closely related and can be distinguished from others, e.g. the nearby 'Abu 'l-Hol' 
colossus, a circumstance which perhaps indicates different phases of building activity 
by Ramesses II at Memphis. 

The two fragments of a red granite uninscribed lintel from above the doorway to 
the temple court have on examination proved to come from the massive false door 
stela of a certain Sole Companion (smr wrty) Kaires (K?-ir-s) of the Fifth/Sixth 
Dynasty, perhaps brought here for reuse from Saqqara. The size of the monolithic 
false door was very impressive, some 2-I5 m by 3-o6 m. 

Another six objects are smaller limestone fragments inscribed/decorated in sunk 
relief, but none of these can with certainty be said to have formed part of the original 
decoration of Temple A. One block carries only cartouches of Ramesses II, while in 
another two cases these accompany large figures of a deity or personification, unfor- 
tunately unidentifiable. One relief shows the head-dress probably of Ptah-tatenen. 
The remaining two blocks contain remains of hieroglyphic signs. 

Temple B 
Two decorated pieces have been identified in the northern buildings of this structure: 

a limestone block with the foot of a large running (or smiting) figure in deep sunk 
relief, probably Ramesside, and a reused fragment from a Fifth/Sixth Dynasty tomb 
with the remains of two registers of men in a fine low relief. 

The only inscribed/decorated monuments still visible in the southern buildings of 
this site are two large red granite statue-pedestals. The better preserved is the northern 
of these which carries the remains of processions of fecundity-figures on its longer 
sides, led towards the royal names on the front of the pedestal probably by personifica- 
tions of Upper and Lower Egypt. The back was decorated by a series of royal names, 
including two serekhs, but the still faintly visible signs within do not appear to cor- 
respond to any of the known Horus-names of the expected Ramesses II. The southern 
pedestal is incomplete and its decoration has been almost completely destroyed by 
frequent fluctuations of the water-table, but a photograph taken during El-Hitta's 
196I-2 clearance shows a now lost cartouche of Ramesses II accompanying a fecundity 
figure on its (now) southern face. 

Two fragments of an over-life-size seated figure in red granite were found in this 
area by El-Hitta and may have once been placed on one of these pedestals. The head 
and arms are now lost, but the surviving text, mainly on the statue's back pillar and 
the back of the seat, identifies it as that of Ramesses II. The statue has been restored 
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and set up at the back of the garden behind the museum at Mit Rahina by the Anti- 
quities Service. 

A large standing royal statue of the standard-bearing type was reported by Bonomi 
in 1847 some 120 m south-south-west of the 'Abu '1-Hol' colossus, therefore in the 
area of our Temple B, and described as the 'Son of Sesostris'. It was also noted and 
partly recorded by J. G. Wilkinson, R. C. Lepsius, J. Burton, and R. T. Lieder at 
about the same time. Despite some slight discrepancies in their descriptions the statue 
can be identified with one of the sculptures behind the museum at Mit Rahina. The 
text running down the standard of Ptah-tatenen, now unfortunately even more 
damaged than it was 130 years ago, contains an unusual Horus-name Nfr-hr-Rr, but 
the nsw-bity cartouche appears to be that of ... m;rt-Rr stp-n-Rr, i.e. probably of 
Ramesses II. 

Area north-west of the Temple of Ramesses II 
Twelve small relief-fragments have been found, ten of which contain the remains of 

scenes with deities or texts with the names of Ramesses II and probably come from 
the temple. One of the fragments probably dates to the Old Kingdom, comes from a 
royal monument, and may have been reused; another, inscribed in a very high relief, 
may be of the Late or Ptolemaic Period. 

Most of the texts of the monuments mentioned above have been copied, but for 
technical reasons (size, necessity to move very heavy pieces, water level) the recording 
of some of them or some details has had to be deferred until next season. Some further 
inscribed fragments lying behind the museum at Mit Rahina may be identified as 
coming from Temples A and B and will be recorded at a later date. 

In the cases where it is possible to compare the present condition of inscribed or 
decorated objects with photographs taken during the original excavation, the deteriora- 
tion and the resulting loss of valuable information during the past twenty years is truly 
alarming and underlines the need for a systematic recording of existing monuments. 

Some observations on Memphite topography 
Even at this early stage of survey some observations concerning the topography of the 
site may be offered for discussion. These concern larger aspects of the site as well as 
local problems raised by work already done within the ruin-field. 

In view of the wealth of documentary evidence attesting the importance of Memphis 
as a river port it is astonishing that no part of its harbour-works is known to us. An 
important feature of any future work here should be an attempt to localize these 
installations, which controlled all Nile traffic and housed a major customs-post. 

At the town of Tarfaya, 4 km south-east of Mit Rahina, a 20-m contour line (above 
mean sea level) marks the former course of a Nile branch which gradually silted up in 
the i87os; until that time Tarfaya had actually stood on an island.4 Taking this contour 

4 Compare for example Linant de Bellefonds, Carte hydrographique (1854), with map of WO Intelligence 
Dept. (i882). 
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as an arbitrary marker of a potential flow line at this latitude and applying it at Memphis, 
we find that the land-form shows two depressions, the first a roughly linear one on the 
north-east side of the ruin field, the second an irregular line on the west side (see 
fig. i). On the north-east side no antiquities, as far as we know, have been reported 
as having come from east of this feature, apart from objects bought or 'found' at 
dealers' markets at Bedrashein itself, and a small mound (called Sohar Gilleh in i870)5 
attributed by Duemichen to the Graeco-Roman Period,6 which may be one of the 
'Islands of Memphis' mentioned in some documents and Classical historians.7 Of 
nineteen pits sunk by Horner in i852-4, none east of the depression produced any 
artefacts, in marked contrast to those within the present ruin-field, which yielded 
quantities of worked stone, pottery, and fired brick.8 

The eastward tendency of the river in places throughout Middle Egypt,9 considered 
together with this dearth of material from the eastern part of the 'Memphite plain', 
raises the possibility that the course of the Nile in antiquity was much closer to the 
site than has so far been supposed, and that the feature east of K6ms Dafbaby, Nawa, 
and Arbayn might be a relic, if not of the river itself, then perhaps of one of the 
riverine earthworks of which some traces were still visible in the late fifteenth century.'0 
Such a physical configuration would necessarily hold only for the latest occupation at 
the site. However, the location of numerous earlier sites-a Mithraeum of second- 
century date,'" finds of the Persian Period,12 and even a Nineteenth Dynasty temple 
and palace complex'3-all close to the east edge of the ruin-field, suggests that the 
eastward extent of the city remained unchanged during the last I,500 years of its 
occupation, although it certainly spread far to the north during this time.14 

If, however, the eastward drift of the river had been a gradual and continuous pro- 
cess, it may at earlier periods have flowed through some part of what is now the ruin- 
field. Although we have very little idea about the appearance of the city before the 
New Kingdom, an Early Middle Kingdom cemetery (see fig. 4) and a Middle Kingdom 
settlement are known to lie immediately south of the village of Mit Rahina.I5 A levels- 
traverse across this area has shown that the contemporary ground level was 2 m+ 
above that of the Ramesside foundations only 150 m to the south-east, requiring a 
fairly steep gradient between the two areas in the Middle Kingdom (see fig. 5). The 
possibility that this high-lying ground might indicate an original alluvial bank or 
mound has already been noted ;16 whether because of this or because the site was already 

5 A. Mariette, Le Serapeum de Memphis (1875), map at end. 
6 J. Duemichen, Karte . . . Memphis, in Zur Geographie des alten Aegyptens (1894). 
7 For example, H. I. Bell, Jews and Christians in Egypt (1924), 8I, 85. 
8 L. Homer, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. I48 (i858), pl. 2. 
9 K. Butzer, Early Hydraulic Civilization in Egypt (1976), 34-5. 
o1 J. van Ghistele, Voyage en Sgypte 1482/3 (IFAO Voyageurs no. i6) (1976), I67. 
" F. Cumont, Textes et monuments figurds relatifs aux mysteres de Mithra (1896), II. 520; A. Wiedemann, 

WZKM 3I (1924), 310. 
12 E. Chassinat, BIFAO 8 (1911), I45-8. 
I3 C. S. Fisher, Univ. Penn. Mus. Journal 8 (1917), 211-30. 
14 N. Golb, JNES 24 (1965), 257. 
I5 A. T. el-Hitta, Rev. Caire 33/175 (I955), 50; C. Lilyquist, JARCE II (1974), 27; B. J. Kemp, JARCE 

13 (1976), 25-8. I6 B. J. Kemp, Antiquity 51 (x977), 192. 
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heavily built up in the Old Kingdom, the fact of this sharp drop to the east might be 
explained by the river edge's having been in the vicinity at the time. 

The 20 m contour also passes the west side of the ruin-field and may here reflect the 
vestigial waterway now called the Bahr Libeini.17 Such remanent waterways may have 
fed the desert-edge harbours of the funerary monuments in the Old Kingdom,18 and 
the open depression of the valley-temple harbour of Unas is still identifiable on the 
ground. Whether the city was ever confined by such a waterway remains in doubt, 
although the mention of a district near Hikuptah 'between the waterways' on the 
endowment stela of Apries from Birket Mit Rahina might suggest that it was.'9 In-situ 
limestone blocks observed in the side of the Muhit Drain to the north-west of the ruin- 
field, and only 15 m east of the Libeini, would seem to indicate that buildings crowded 
its banks. 

If we turn to more local aspects of the topography and stratigraphy of the site, a 
further interesting comparison of levels may be mentioned at the south-west corner 
of the (Hellenistic) Ptah enclosure wall. This site (see fig. 3) has been excavated by 
Badawi I942,20 Habachi I950o,21 and Anthes I955-6.22 Several cist-burials dating to 
the Twenty-first or Twenty-second Dynasty were found at, or close to, the level of 
the floor of the Ramesside sanctuary. In particular the threshold of the tomb of Ptah- 
khac (time of Psusennes I) lay only 70 cm above that of the sanctuary. Tombs of 
Petiese, with sarcophagus of Amenophis Huwy, and of Sheshonq, and of Sheshonq, Harsiese, and 
Takelot, all built apparently outside the sanctuary precinct, have two storeys of which 
the lower is also at a level comparable with that of the sanctuary floor. It is clear that 
Eighteenth Dynasty building material was available for reuse in the walling and roofing 
of these tombs, as well as in the sanctuary itself, and our impression is that the ground- 
level here had not risen appreciably between the end of the Nineteenth Dynasty and 
(say) the Saite Period. That a substantial post-Ramesside accumulation had, however, 
occurred outside the south wall of the sanctuary precinct23 suggests that all the Third 
Intermediate Period structures lay within a larger enclosure that also embraced the 
sanctuary (no west or north precinct wall was located during excavation).24 This is of 
importance when we consider the 'West Hallthe 'West Hall' of the Ptah enclosure, excavated by 
Mariette in 87 5 under de Morgan in 6 and by Petriette, in I907-8.27 
A plan of the hall by Daressy28 took no account of the pronounced 'skew' shown in 
Petrie's taped-offset plan,29 according to which the axis of the hall itself lies 6? east of 

17 J. Yoyotte, Rds 13 (I96I), 95-6. 
18 G. Goyon, RdS 23 (1971), 137-53; see, however, Butzer, op. cit., 46 n. 2. 
19 B. Gunn, ASAE 27 (1927), 217-18. 
20 M. el-Amir, CdE 41 (1946), 56-8; A. Badawi, ASAE 42 (1943), 1-23; 44 (i944), 181-206; 54 (I957), 

153-77. 
21 L. Habachi, in R. Anthes, Mit Rahineh 1956 (1965), 6o-5. 
22 R. Anthes, Mit Rahineh I955 (i959); Mit Rahineh I955 (1965). 
23 J. Jacquet, in Anthes, op. cit. (1965), 59. 
24 Ibid., 40, 54. 25 Maspero, in Mariette, MD (1872), 7-8. 
26 G. Daressy, Rec. Trav. 14(1893), 172-4; ASAE3 (1902), 22-31; E. Brugsch, EEF Arch. Report(1892-3), 

24. 
27 W. M. F. Petrie, Memphis I (1909), 5-6. 
28 G. Daressy, ASAE 3 (1902), 23. 29 Petrie, op. cit. pI. 2. 
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the line of the west wall of the enclosure. A projection of the hall's north-south axis 
southwards gives a truer approximation to a right angle with both the south wall of 
the enclosure and that of the Ramesses II sanctuary, a situation which suggests a pre- 
Ramesside plan of more regular shape (see fig. 4). At the site of the west hall there is 
evidence that such a building existed: Petrie found a number of discarded stelae, 
some dating to Tuthmosis I and IV, in the foundation trenches of the Ramesside 
walls ;30 a relief of the time of Amenophis III (plus a cache of reinterred Old Kingdom 
statuary) had earlier been found west of the Ramesside pylon, as well as a foundation 
deposit of Tuthmosis IV.39 This last was apparently associated with a north-south 
mud-brick wall, interpreted by Daressy as that of a temple opposite the Ramesside 
pylon.32 It could, however, equally well be part of an (original?) hall later bisected by 
the Ramesside pylon. Elsewhere there is more evidence of such a realignment: at the 
north gate of the Ptah enclosure the axis of a Ramesside colonnade lay east of the 
surviving gateway of Ammenemes III,33 which would be understandable if the axis 
of the entire west part of the enclosure had shifted eastwards. Again, such a shift 
could well be reflected in the acute acute angle formed by the pylon and south precinct wall 
of the sanctuary,34 a curiosity also noted in the pylon of the temple of Hathor further 
to the south. 

Finally, it may be useful to mention briefly a single monument, the large alabaster 
sphinx close to the (unlocated) south gate of the Ptah enclosure. Some uncertainty 
seems to have existed in the past concerning the circumstances in which this monu- 
ment was discovered: Anthes reported that no publication concerning its discovery 
and subsequent histor to the editorwas ofknown to him or to the editors of the Topographical 
Bibliography.35 He identified a sphinx found by Petrie 'near the colossus' with the red 
granite sphinx now in Philadelphia (Univ. Mus. Mus. E2326).36 Elsewhere, however, the 
granite sphinx is said by Petrie to have come from the north gate of the Ptah enclosure,37 
and in his seasonal report the two sphinxes are clearly distinguished.38 The sequence 
of events seems to have been as follows: both sphinxes were found by Petrie during 
his 1911-12 season; the granite one, which came from just within the north gate of 
the Ptah enclosure, was in Philadelphia by the following year. The alabaster sphinx 
was found on its side a little east of the limestone colossus of Ramesses II, immediately 
south of the Saqqara-Bedrashein road; it was almost certainly close to its original 
position. It was raised and set in the excavation-pit on stone chocks to keep it clear 
of ground-water, and stayed there until at least I924.39 By 1936 it had been repositioned 
on firm ground, facing east.40 In 1953 it was given a concrete base4I and has occupied 
its present position in the museum grounds at Mit Rahina since then. 

30 Ibid., 7, pl. 7-9. 3I Daressy, op. cit., 2z5. 
32 Ibid. 33 Petrie, Tarkhan and Memphis v (I9I3), 32. 
34 Anthes, op. cit. pl. i, 6e. 35 Op. cit., 42. 
36 Petrie, Roman Portraits and Memphis iv (i9i i), 23; Anthes, op. cit., 42. 
37 Petrie, in R. Engelbach, Riqqeh and Memphis VI (1915), 33. 
38 Petrie, EEF Arch. Report (1911-12), 19-20. 
39 Photograph in album of C. A. Sims, RAF, in EES archive. 
40 See for example Robichon and Varille, En Jgypte (I937), pL. 31. 
41 CdJ 56 (1953), 282, reprinted from La Bourse egyptienne, 10 Feb. 1952. 
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QASR IBRIM 1980 AND 1982 
By W. Y. ADAMS, J. A. ALEXANDER, and R. ALLEN 

EXCAVATIONS during 1980 and 1982 were carried out at Qasr Ibrim from January until 
March under the direction of the authors by a force of some sixty men from Quft. 
In 1980 nine and in 1982 eleven other specialists worked with the expedition (see list 
on p. 49), and we are most grateful to themn, to our domestic bursars (Mrs N. Adams, 
Miss R. Bradley), our medical officers (Dr A. Villeneau, Dr G. Reilly), our recorders 
(Mr P. French and Miss P. Rose), our architects (Mr M. Morris, Mr M. Mallinson, 
and Dr J. Knutsted), our photographer (Mr T. Bonner), and our auxiliaries (Mr N. 
Adams and Mr P. Alexander) for their help. We are also grateful to our Egyptian 
inspectors Adel Farid Tobia, Nageeb Mohammed, and Magdi Sayed Abuelela, and 
to their superiors, Dr Khadri, Dr 'Ali el-Khouli, and Sayed Abdin Siam for their aid. 
The expedition was funded by the Society and the Smithsonian Institution. 

Three factors dominated the campaigns: (i) the continued destruction of parts of 
the site by wave-action and percolating water (it must not be forgotten that Qasr 
Ibrim is the last site still being destroyed at which salvage work began under the 
UNESCO International Committee); (ii) the decision to complete, by 1982, the study 
of the Islamic (sixteenth-nineteenth century) settlement; (iii) the superb preservation 
of organic remains at the site (see Table i) which made it essential to sample and study 
a wide range of materials not usually found. 

The fortified settlement, now an island in Lake Nasser, stands on an isolated hilltop 
which had been eroded, on the west, to steep cliffs by the river. Now that all parts of 
the site have been sampled, it can be demonstrated that up to 5 m of settlement debris 
accumulated on the uneven surface of the hilltop, most of it during the last 3,000 years. 
For over 2,000 years a defensive wall has ringed the hill pierced by gates on the north- 
east and south-east sides. Lake Nasser has now flooded nearly half those defences, 
and about one-fifth of the settlement, whilst studies in 1980 and 1982 show that the 
percolation and peristaltic action of water from the lake have destroyed all organic 
evidence over a wide zone on the eastern side of the settlement. The only remaining 
gate is also exposed to the waves and is in imminent danger of collapse (see pl. VII). 

The results of our work can be summarized as follows: the excavation of the Islamic 
settlement was completed and a report on it should be ready for publication this year; 
salvage work on the threatened fortifications, the gateway, and levels on the lake edge 
was also carried out. 

The Islamic Settlement 

Although the date and nature of the acceptance of Islam at Ibrim are still uncertain, 
the region was first incorporated in an Islamic state, the Ottoman Empire, in the 
early sixteenth century and became a frontier fortress which retained an Ottoman 
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garrison (traditionally described as Bosnian), until the early nineteenth century AD. 
Documentary evidence, as shown by Dr Hinds's preliminary researches, indicates that 
Ibrim was also an administrative centre of some importance. 

4./ 
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FIG. i. Pattern of excavation at Qasr Ibrim. Areas examined in I980-2: G, H, I, J. Analysis of excavation 
since I966. All periods: B, C, D, E, G. All Islamic and Christian levels: A, F. All Islamic and Late 

Christian levels: H, I, J. Sampled before flooded: K. Roman remains: R 

In I980 and i982, the 25 per cent of the Islamic settlement not previously examined 
was excavated, fifty structural architectural units being recognized in some 2 m of 
accumulated debris. They were west, north, and east of the mosque (which had pre- 
viously been the cathedral) (see fig. i) and overlay several metres of earlier settlement 
debris. Much of the final building phase, which was abandoned at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, still stood into the 195os, and it was, therefore, possible to recognize 
architectural units which had existed in I813 and to trace back their history, and that 
of their precursors, into the sixteenth century. 

In structural terms, the buildings were all very similar, the walls being built of 
roughly quarried or reused sandstone blocks set in mud mortar and averaging between 
50 and 6o cm in thickness. Many of the interior walls were mud-plastered and white- 
washed, some (i.e. unit B 25, room 96) being decorated with geometric designs boldly 
rendered in black, yellow, and red. The interiors of most rooms contained wet-laid 
mud floors or compacted occupation surfaces, many of which had often been renewed. 

R 
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A number of rooms also had floors made of cemente white-sandstone chips. Other 
features commonly found were benches (mastabas), hearths, grinding-surfaces, latrines, 
storage pits, and mud storage bins (somas). A great variety of artefacts was recovered 
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FIG. 2. The final phase of the Islamic settlement: ---- == high-water level; - -- - - = limit of 
percolating water I982 

(over 320,000 in 1982), and these are discussed later in this report. They included 
pottery (largely locally manufactured but wheel-made wares from Egypt and Chinese 
porcelain were also exemplified), textiles, basketry, matting, and wooden, metal, 
glass, and leather objects. Among the more notable artefacts recovered were a stool 
made from a solid block of wood, a tin-chased brass water ewer (ibriq), part of a 
musket, a complete sabre in a wood and leather scabbard, and part of a painting of 
a mosque scene on paper. Unexpectedly common finds were fragments of Turkish and 
Arabic manuscripts, the total from the two seasons being over 3,600 pieces; of these, 
almost 200 were complete documents. 

One of the most interesting results of the I980-2 excavations was the definition of 
two standard types of domestic unit (here Style i and 2) in the sixteenth to eighteenth 
centuries and, through the extraordinary preservation of organic remains, the use of 
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individual rooms within them. No communal structures other than the mosque 
(utilizing the cathedral) and the defences (which were refurbished earlier walls) have 
been recognized. The street pattern followed existing alignments, presumably 
because the existing town-gates and the cathedral dictated them. The domestic 
units could best be studied west and east of the mosque (see fig. 2) where they overlay, 
but did not normally utilize, earlier buildings, except to quarry them for stone and 
soil (for mud-mortar). 

The new property boundaries, once established, seem to have been respected 
throughout the Islamic Period although subdivision of plots took place. The succession 
of events could best be seen east of the mosque (see fig. 3) where, to begin with, 
quarry pits were dug and rubbish dumping took place. This was followed by levelling 
and the laying out of large rectangular walled plots (e.g. B 59). 

Domestic Buildings, Style I. Within these plots, rectangular rooms, sometimes two 
storeys high, were built around a central open space making a house which was entered 
through a large street-door, in some cases with a smain ansome cases with a smaller door in an opposing wall. 
Most of these houses were part of even larger rectangular properties; for they had 
attached to them large second courtyards on terraces cut into the hillside with separate 
gateways to different streets and stairs up to the small back doors of the houses. These 
second courtyards had no rooms built inside them. This style of house was found in 
I982 on the eastern slope of the hill and was part of the he first Islamic building pattern 
in that quarter. The uses of the rooms and open spaces around which they were 
grouped could be identified from the structures and debris within them and linked 
with Islamic social practice. Rooms with fireplaces, water storage, and mastabas may 
be considered women's rooms, and those near the main gateways with well-made 
floors and mastabas can be assigned to masculine use. Storerooms, store-pits and bins 
(mainly for barley and durra), byres and tethering areas (for equids and caprids), 
latrines, children's play-areas, processing areas for leather, cotton, and food, and middens 
could all be identified. Households consisting of one, two, and three natural families 
seemed present. It would appear that east of the mosque at least, generous parcels of 
land were available in the seventeenth century to the relatively wealthy, the large, 
securely walled second courtyards attached to the houses probably being for the storage 
and perhaps the processing of trade goods. 

Domestic Buildings, Style 2. A change in the domestic buildings seems to have 
come in the eighteenth century when at least the eastern part of the settlement within 
the walls became more crowded. The large plots of land were divided, the second 
courtyards becoming separate houses. Occasionally single rooms were transferred 
from one house to another, but, in the main, the original property boundaries survived 
to the end. The households were now often single family ones and, with many more 
animals being kept in their courtyards, resembled impoverished farmhouses and yards. 

If the preservation of documentary evidence had not been good at Ibrim it would not 
have been possible to recognize the settlement as a military one, in spite of its defences. 
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The Fortifications 
In both seasons work was carried out on the fortifications (in 1980 in the west and 
south-west and in 1982 on the north-west (see fig. i)). The walls had been refurbished 
in Islamic times, but there was no evidence of new construction, merely the repair and 
patching of the existing walls and bastion. This was particularly noticeable in the 
north-west where excavation showed that the destruction of houses immediately 
inside the ramparts had not been caused by Egyptian bombardment in the early 
nineteenth century, but by much earlier quarrying. 

Arabic and Turkish textual material' 

The number of items inscribed on paper in Arabic or Turkish (excluding items 
inscribed both with Arabic and Old Nubian) was c. 3,900. Of the 1,413 found in 
1982, ninety-four contain complete or fairly complete texts. The bulk of this material 
belonged to the period 1550-I800oo. Inscribed materials other than paper included 
copper/brass coins (7), sherds (6), glass weights (2), wood (i), a mud seal, and an egg. 
The material can be classified as follows: 

(i) Military pay documents (which form the major category). The principal sub- 
division under this heading is that of dockets in Turkish which specify advances on the 
pay of individual soldiers. These dockets supplement similar material found in the 
course of earlier seasons and are of particular value in that each of them is dated and 
is authorized in the name of the commandant of the time. The number of such dockets 
(complete and fairly complete) found in the 1982 season is thirty-three, the spread 
of dates being from AH 967 (AD 1559) to AH 1223 (AD i808). Other items of special 
interest under this heading are: half a dozen letters in Arabic to an Ibrim paymaster 
of the eleventh century; part of a pay-list in Arabic for the year AH 1275; and a few 
items relating to entitlements of military personnel to agrarian revenues in the vicinity 
of Ibrlm (the dates AH II04, II1113, I 1199 (?), and 1204 occur). 

(ii) Amulets and charms. These include twenty-seven complete or fairly complete 
amulets on paper (higabs), six charms on sherds, and an inscription on an egg, all 
written in Arabic. 

(iii) Other significant items on paper. Of particular interest are two inventories of 
possessions, dated AH ioI6 and 1064, two certifications of debt (one dated AH 1162), 
an imprecation, a letter relating to a dispute between a man and his wife, a Turkish 
fragment containing the date AH 967-the earliest so far attested in Ibrim material of 
the Islamic Period, and a water-colour representation of a mosque. In 1980, nearly 
2,500 fragments of manuscript in Arabic and Turkish were also found and, whilst 
analysis is still being carried out, it is already evident that there is a large number of 
higabs; commercial documents relating to a trade in dates, cereals, cloth, and slaves; 
a number of legal documents including the bill of sale for a house; and administrative 
correspondence which includes pay dockets for the Ottoman garrisons both at Qasr 

Information from Dr M. Hinds. 
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Ibrim and at Sai Island, 3oo00 km to the south. Many of the documents are dated, the 
dates ranging between AD 1566 and I8o8. 

A table of the kinds and amounts of material found in 1982 indicates the scale of the 
problem of recording: 

TABLE I 

Found and sorted, and preliminary Number of Specialist study made by 
study made on site in i982 specimens 

Textiles c. 25,000 *Miss E. Crowfoot 
*Mrs N. Adams 

Animal bones c. 20,000 Dr C. Gregson 
Plant remains very large Dr. P. Rowley-Conwy 

amount 
Basketry and non-textile fibres c. 3,500 Miss M. Stafford 
Rope, cordage, and string c. I5,000 f 
Leather and skin 8,ooo *Mr P. French 

*Dr J. Alexander 
Manuscript fragments (not Arabic or 922 *Dr M. Hainsworth 

Turkish) 
Ceramics c. I30,000 *Prof W. Adams 

*Mr R. Allen 
Miss R. Bradley 
*Miss P. Rose 

Metal, glass, and wood c. 4,000 *Mr P. French 
*Miss P. Rose 

* Also took part in I980 excavations with Mr B. Driscoll and Dr. Hamdi Saquet. 

In these two seasons a detailed study of animal and plant remains was instituted. 

Animal remains2 

Some 5,600 bones, hooves, and horns (skin is considered separately) from the secure 
Islamic levels were recorded, identified, and measured. Detailed analysis of the data 
has not yet been done, but it is clear that the animal part of the economy was entirely 
based on the consumption of domestic animals, mostly sheep, goats, and cattle, with 
a very low proportion of pigs after the Christian levels. The preservation of horn 
allows unequivocal separation of sheep from goats and of males from females. Female 

sheep and goats predominate in the flocks at Ibrlm, a fact which shows the importance 
of dairying in the economy. At least some of the cattle were of the humped variety. 
The presence of only a very few bones of donkeys and horses, although much dung 
was found, suggests that, while it is known that they were of great economic and 
military importance, they were not normally eaten and their carcases were disposed 

2 Information from Dr C. Gregson. 
E 
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of away from the town. A few camel-bones are present in the domestic refuse and 
presumably these animals were occasionally eaten as well as being used for transport. 
Camel, equid, bovid, and caprid dung and tethering posts show that animals were 
housed within the town. While some complete skeletons of dogs occurred in the 
Christian levels, which shows that although they were not eaten they were not regarded 
as unclean, this contrasts with the almost complete absence of dog bones in the 
Islamic settlement. The presence of actual horns among the few gazelle remains has 
allowed identification to species as Gazelle dorcas. 

Skin, hide, and leather fragments were among the commonest objects found, 2,617 
(in 1982) coming from Islamic levels. They permit the following table to be completed.3 
It can be seen that at least fourteen species were utilized. 

TABLE 2 

Species Bones Dung Skin/Hide Comments 

Domestic: 

Sheep/goat common common common eaten and skin used 
Cattle fairly common common less common eaten and hide used 
Camel rare rare n.y.r.* eaten 
Horse/donkey v. rare common n.y.r. not eaten 
Water buffalo v. rare n.y.r. n.y.r. 
Dog rare rare n.y.r. not eaten 
Cat rare n.y.r. n.y.r. not eaten 

Wild: 
Gazelle rare - tentatively eaten 

recognized 
Crocodile rare - tentatively 

recognized 
Hippopotamus rare - tentatively 

recognized 
Snake rare - rare 
Lizard - rare 

* n.y.r. = not yet recognized 

Sheep and goat skinere commonest and were commonest and were made into leather in the settlement, 
for quantities of partly scraped and fully scraped raw skin and thin leather were 
found. Thicker leathers were also found with a variety of finishes and suggest quite 
sophisticated preparation. The leather was locally used; the courtyard of House B55, 
where two leather workers' 'palms' were found, was an especially busy area. 

3 Information from Mr P. French. 
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Among the i,099 artefacts found in 1982, five main categories could be recognized: 

TABLE 3 

Complete Incomplete 
Footwear: 

Shoes 13 297 
Boots I - 
Sandals I 8I 

Bags: 
Water/Milk 4 ii8 
Amulets (higab) I5 2 

Clothing: 
Skirts (rahat) 29 
Full fleece cloaks or coats 5 
Belts 12 

Equipment: 
Purses 2 
Straps I 66 
Scabbards 2 8 
Thongs/Cords 4I 
Whip (?) Handles 3 

Jugs/Buckets: 
Jugs I - 
Buckets I I 

Of special interest is the footwear, with a number of well-made forms, and the rahat 
skirts which were still being worn in the nineteenth century by young Nubian women. 
A few small fragments of fine applique ornamented and multicoloured objects also 
probably derived from clothing. 

Plant remains4 

Work on 1980 and 1982 samples, dry-sieved through meshes down to 0.3 mm and 
usually consisting of I.5 1 of excavated soil, was concentrated on the Islamic settlement 
occupation. In selected units, each level of floor within each room or courtyard was 
sampled as well as any additional features such as pits, fireplaces, cooking areas, etc. 
Sorting was carried out on site using a Zeiss Technical Stereomicroscope. 

The presence of an Ottoman garrison here had led to certain expectations; it was 
thought that the garrison would have been supplied from the nearby farmers of the 
Nile Valley. Evidence of food and other plants was expected, but evidence of crop 
processing (threshing, winnowing etc.) within the fortress was not thought probable, 
as such activities are not normally associated with purely military occupation. However, 
sorghum-winnowing residues were the most common botanical material on the site, 

4 Information from Dr P. Rowley-Conwy. 
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and several threshing areas were found. The botanical evidence thus supports the 
archaeological and documentary evidence that inhabitants were themselves land- 
holders in the valley below and farmed it from the fortress. It will be of great interest 
in future seasons to compare this with the behaviour of the Roman garrison. 

During the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries, cereals (principally sorghum, wheat, 
and barley) and pulses (termis bean, pea, and lentil) were common, but some food 
plants common in the area before the building of the High Dam (broad bean, chickpea, 
sesame) were rare. Other plants (e.g. castor bean, flax, cotton) were also common. 
Future work must attempt to explain this pattern and why, for example, the sorghum 
of the period is the advanced Sorghum bicolor bicolor (race durra); definite evidence of 
it is, however, so far lacking from Qasr Ibrim before the sixteenth century. 

Textiless 

More than 25,000 fragments were examined and recorded on site in 1982, of which 
the greater quantity can be assigned to the Late Islamic Period. Much of the collection 
is of recognizable domestic clothing: fragments from men's galabiyehs, blue and white, 
much the same as those still worn locally; remains of wide Turkish-style trousers 
worn by men and women in cotton and linen, and collars and hems from kaftan-style 
white cotton or flax robes. The largest pieces preserved came from blue and white 
checked milayehs worn by women, or from heavy brown woollen blankets, probably 
earlier examples of the hulaliyeh referred to by Lane as worn in the southern Egyptian 
provinces in the I83os. Most of this material was probably locally produced. 

Small fragments demonstrated contacts with the famous textile and carpet manu- 
factories of Egypt, Syria, and Iran. These tiny fragments of satin, silk-damask, printed 
cottons, and fine silk and flax striped fabrics used for high quality kaftans survive in 
sufficient quantity to indicate the wealth of some of the inhabitants, as do the remains 
of embroidery and woven decoration on Turkish-style hand towels, and a few excellent 
sewing details survive in hems and necklines. Much of the material, however, suggests 
the poverty of the final period of the settlement, for even the smallest items are patched 
and repatched; the sewing is coarse and attempts at decoration are rough and unskilled. 

Preservation of textiles at Qasr Ibrim is exceptional. Scraps of unmistakeably 
Meroitic, X-Group, and Christian weaves were used to block the gaps between the 
unmortared stones of walls in the late Islamic houses, and are included in the pads 
formed of layers of rags tacked together, perhaps made for saddles, cushions, or bed- 
ding. Complete articles of clothing are naturally rare, but most of an undyed 3-m blue- 
bordered milayeh survived as well as a blue galabiyeh, ten children's dresses (some 
very rough, but decorated with coloured panels or reused details cut from larger 
garments), ten caps, and many bags of various sizes (from small smoking-pipe bags to 
larger ones including two in a silled knotting technique). A profusion of doll's dresses 
(eleven complete), balls, and a few string necklaces and bracelets, show something of 
the children's toys. 

5 Information from Miss E. Crowfoot and Mrs N. Adams. 
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Rope, cordage, and string6 
Some 15,000 pieces of 0-3-I15 cm diameter were found, the majority being made of 
palm fibre, palm leaf, and halfa grass. The 500 fragments recovered from undoubted 
Islamic levels were analysed on site using a new typology and recording-system suit- 
able for computer-programming. Complete artefacts were few, but a large part of a 
harness for fixing pots (gadus) to a waterwheel (sdqia) and a number of animal hobbles 
could be recognized. The commonest form of cordage, in palm fibre and halfa grass, 
was Z-twisted and S-plied, usually with two plies, although three plies were numerous. 
Palm-leaf cordage differed in being S-twisted and Z-plied. A surprisingly limited 
range of knots were used. The simple overhand knot was commonest, followed by the 
square knot, cow-hitches, half-hitches, and figure-of-eight knots; splicing was rarely 
used. 

Basketry 
Some i,8o00 specimens, mostly of palm fibre, the total from undoubted Islamic levels, 
were analysed on site using a typology devised by Mr Driscoll and recorded in a form 
suitable for computer programming. Three major types of basketry (coiled, twined, 
and plaited) were found. Plaited, both 'continuous-plait' and 'plait-connected', was 
the commonest, forming 85-90 per cent of the sample. Coiled varieties totalled 10-14 
per cent and twined i per cent. The preponderance of large plaited forms of flat- 
bottomed baskets reflects their use in lining grain and bean storage pits, of which over 
100 were excavated this year. Cylindrical open-weave bags and large round and 
rectangular mats were also common. A variety of coiled artefacts were also found; 
the majority were lids for containers but small bowls and discs were also common. 
All types were sometimes well decorated with black, red, white, and yellow geometric 
designs. A minority were also decorated with horizontal strips of leather sewn on to 
the coils. Twining was rare. A good selection of palm fibre sandals was found. 

Ceramics 

(i). Vessels. In 1982, as in 1980, over 130,000 potsherds and a number of complete 
vessels were recorded on site in a form ready for computer processing using the 
typology and system devised by Professor Adams. In the Islamic Period, unlike the 
earlier periods on the site, local hand-made wares predominated for several hundred 
years, but of especial interest were the imported glazed wares from Northern Egypt 
and China. 

(ii). Other Objects. Pipes: a fine series of smoking-pipes has been recovered and a 
typology of them has been evolved by Mr R. Allen. 

Spindle Whorls: these were normally made of baked clay in the Islamic Period. 
Figurines: a few baked and unbaked clay figures of animals (camels and horses 

could be recognized) were found. 
Gaming Counters: these were cut from sherds. 

6 Information from Miss M. Stafford. 
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Metal, glass, horn, and wood7 
Some 3,500 artefacts in these materials were card-indexed, photographed, and the 
majority drawn. Glass was the commonest of these materials, being used for beads, 
mostly in single colours, bracelets, and glass vessels. The latter were mostly utilitarian 
green containers but five fluted pieces in other colours occurred, some probably being 
imports from the Mediterranean world. A few horn bracelets were found. Fine wooden 
objects, so common in the Christian Period, hardly appear in Islamic times, and even 
crude bowls, pins, pegs and stakes, pins, pegs and keys are rarer. Finds of metal were 
sparse and mostly of simplte type. The finest object in 982 was a sabre in its leather 
scabbard. Other fighting equipment included lead shot, a shot mould, gunflints, and 
iron daggers and arrow-heads. Domestic objects included needles, toilet implements, 
knives, and nails. Fragments of copper/bronze bowls and other vessels were also found. 
The few coins discovered will be discussed elsewhere. 

The Christian Period (AD c.550-c.1550) 

During this period, Ibrim was an important religious and administrative centre in a 
Christian Nubian kingdom and three phases of activity, designated Early, Classic, and 
Late, can be distinguished. 

The Late Christian Period 

In 1980 and 1982 the excavation of the Late Christian settlement (IIOO1-1550) was 
completed, some twenty-five structural units being recognized. Over much of the area 
inside the walls, for the defences were refurbished in this period, only pits and a 
scatter of rubbish were found. The eight structural units excavated all proved to be 
domestic although one of them (LC 763) was the palace of the Eparch. Six lay along 
the top of the north-western cliff-edge and two immediately inside the north-west 
bastion. Only four of them had been newly built; the others were reoccupations and 
rebuildings of older structures, conforming to a pattern of reoccupation that was very 
common in the Late Christian Period at Qasr Ibrlm. 

The most interesting of the excavated buildings was House LC 763, a large stone 
dwelling measuring about 9 m x i i m. It was originally two storeys high with separate 
entrances to the upper and lower floors. The ground-floor plan included two large 
dwelling rooms, an entrance hall, a stair closet, a latrine, and two vaulted storage crypts 
that could be entered only from above. A mass of fragmentary correspondence found 
within the house reveals that it was once the residence of an Eparch of Nobatia (i.e. 
Viceroy of Lower Nubia), whose name was Isra'il. Altogether no fewer than 1,279 

whole and fragmentary letters were found in House 763: 604 in Old Nubian, 396 in 
Arabic, 134 partly in Old Nubian and partly in Arabic, 4 in Greek or Coptic, and 141 
that were too fragmentary for identification. This material has not yet been analysed 
in detail. 

7 Information from Mr P. French. 
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Another Late Christian building, House 849, had seemingly been destroyed by fire 
with much of its contents. More than fifty pottery vessels were found crushed on the 
lower floors. Other interesting finds from the Late Christian levels included a complete 
knee-length leather boot, and a bronze standard adorned with a Dionysus figure and 
a lion or leopard head; this object must surely be of pagan origin, but it had been 
deliberately buried under the threshold in the house of the Eparch Isra'il. 

A scatter of pits dug in this period without any associated structures were found 
over the whole area examined in these two seasons, and suggest that large areas within 
the walls were left uninhabited. 

During this period, the town walls, apparently long allowed to decay, were repaired. 
Where examined on and beside the north-west bastion (1980) and along the north- 
western cliff-edge (1982), they showed that the whole wall had in places been rebuilt 
from its foundations and the north wall of the bastion had been heavily restored. 

Textual evidence 
The preliminary study of the textual finds from this period was carried out on site.8 
Some 1,050 manuscript pieces, including over fifty entire documents of this period 
(excluding those wholly in Arabic) were found in 1982 and a similar amount in 1980. 
In 1982 there were 803 in Old Nubian, 195 in Arabic and Old Nubian, 43 in Coptic, 
I I in Greek and Coptic, and 9 in Greek. 

Old Nubian. The 803 fragments included over fifty complete or fairly complete letters. 
Thirty-two documents are written both in Arabic and Old Nubian. Most of the time 
it appears that the document has been reused at a later time, and we may already 
assume that in most cases the Arabic parts are not additions to or even translations of 
the Old Nubian texts. The documents may be analysed as follows: three Christian 
amulets containing texts in Old Nubian and mentioning several personal names; an 
important group of official inscriptions mentioning kings (6&ci\it o'ypo'f or oypo-), 
eparchs (ern) and bishops (ewinC). The list of personal names is important; X^hy\, 

tpxs^no-', and p&TH&t7 are the most frequent. One of them, icp^H\, occurs six times 
in Old Nubian and once in Arabic. The long and complete texts were written on 
leather scrolls. On one of them can be read the names of a&^&pi^x and cop, probably 
the ruler of Nubia Zacharia and his son Georgios, contemporaries of Mu'atasim of 
Baghdad in the mid ninth century AD. In the same inscription is a list of eparchs of the 
Nobades. The other scroll bore no name. 

If we compare the amount of Old Nubian material found this season with that 
already known, this year's finds constitute an important contribution to the corpus of 
Old Nubian texts, increasing it by at least 20 per cent. 

Coptic. The two most important of the fifty-four pieces were from a devotional book 
and were beautifully written on both sides of parchment pages. They were part of a 
Coptic text on Adam and Paradise, probably a commentary on Genesis. A second 
page about St Michael and the Devil may belong to the same book. 

8 Information from Dr M. Hainsworth. 
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Pottery 
From the Late Christian Period, in 1982, five collections of complete vessels were 
made and there were quantities of Early Christian and X-Group sherds from the 
numerous pits dug. 

Metal 
In the Late Christian levels a fine brass/bronze object, probably a lampstand of Late 
Roman date, and carved wooden plaque, perhaps a book cover, were identified. 

FIG. 4. Section showing Roman building and defences of all periods. i: 25 

The Early and Classic Christian Periods (AD c.700-1100) 

Although no deliberate excavation of levels of these periods was undertaken, much 
new information about the Early Christian settlement was obtained east and west of 
the cathedral. 

East of the Cathedral 
On the top of the hill and protruding from its northern and eastern slopes were 
buildings on the same north-west-south-east axis as the streets of Early Christian 
houses excavated further south in earlier seasons. Although apparently broadly con- 
temporary, two other complexes on different alignments were found nearby: 

(i) The North-Eastern Complex. Buildings could be traced for 25 m across the area 
excavated, but beyond that had been destroyed, probably by erosion. On the top of the 
hill the wall tops were only a few centimetres below the Islamic floors, but were found 
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2-3 m lower than this on the hillsides. They were not excavated, but from their plans 
seemed to be domestic. 

(ii) The Northern Complex. At the same level as the north-eastern complex, and 
only 3 m away from it, a separate contemporary complex was found on a completely 
different north-east-south-west alignment. This was not excavated but appears from 
its plan to be a single large building revetted into the hillside. 

(iii) The Eastern Complex. Low down on the eastern side of the hill, close to the 
fortifications, a third complex was laid out in Early Christian times, its foundations 
using one of the walls of a Roman building (R. 3); it thus lay west-east on a quite 
different alignment from the other contemporary ones. It appeared to be a single large 
building terraced into the hillside, with its floor levels c. i m above the Roman levels. 

West of the Cathedral 
On the level area, between the cathedral and the western fortifications, and on the 
hillside sloping down to the north-west bastion could be seen a street lined with 
houses although it was not uncovered in these two campaigns. It lies below the Islamic 
and Late Christian remains. The houses and street were laid out on the north-west- 
south-east alignment found over the whole western half of the Early Christian-X-Group 
settlement. 

The Ptolemaic and Roman Periods (323 BC-AD 630) 

Relatively little was known of these periods at Ibrim before 1980 and few structures 
could definitely be assigned to them, but, since the action of wind and waves had 
destroyed so much of the fortifications, it was decided in 1980 to excavate two of their 
remaining sections, and the adjoining deposits, in the south and the north-west; they 
proved to belong to these periods. 

The Southern Ramparts (see fig. 5) 
The fortifications which enclose the hilltop were shown to have been first built under 
the Ptolemies, perhaps as early as 100 BC, following the line of an older system of 
revetment walls. They were enlarged and strengthened at least twice during the 
Roman Period. 

Approximately 3*5 m depth of refuse deposit was excavated from a 21 m stretch of 
a narrow passage or street (South Rampart Street), along the inner face of the fortifica- 
tion wall. The uppermost 2 m of this yielded large quantities of Roman military debris. 
Of especial interest are fragments of several hundred military boots and sandals and 
several thousand fragments of cloth, many of them of wool, which may well have 
been brought from more northerly provinces. Among the tens of thousands of pot- 
sherds, over 75 per cent were from wine amphorae, a considerable number coming 
from Mediterranean countries outside Egypt. There were also a few sherds of a very 
fine black ware (terra nigra) which appears to have been made in North-western 
Europe. It was possible to identify twenty-seven wholly new pottery types, and a 
Field Manual of Ptolemaic and Roman pottery has been prepared by W. Y. Adams. 
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The state of the one remaining town gate gave cause for alarm, and Mr Mallinson 
numbered all the stones still standing and prepared numbered elevations and photo- 
graphs of it. 

Some 500 fragments of textual material, mostly in ink on papyrus, were also found, 
the majority being administrative and private documents in Greek. The forty-two 
fragments in Latin seem to include part of an order of battle. Many inscriptions in 
Demotic, both on papyrus and on amphorae, were also found. 

FIG. 5. Section showing relationship of Christian Period houses to the Ptolemaic and Roman defences. i: 25 

Along the inside of the ramparts, tens of thousands of water-worn pebbles, brought 
from some distance, had been dumped, apparently as ammunition for slingers. The 
garrison had also fashioned larger balls from the local sandstone as missiles for ballistas; 
nearly 1,000 of these were found, many of them with painted names and inscriptions 
in Greek. Arrowheads and shafts and fragments of wooden, leather, and basketry 
equipment were also present in large numbers. All organic remains in the bottom 
metre of rubbish had been destroyed by percolating water. 

The North-western Ramparts and Tower 
Here the Ptolemaic rampart was found largely intact, since it had been buried within 
the later defences. During the Roman occupation, a great square external tower 
(known as the North-west Bastion) had been erected overlooking the river. Its excava- 
tion, after partial collapse owing to its being undermined by the water, showed that 
the interior of the tower had been filled to a height of at least 9 m with stone chippings 
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and occupation debris including many thousands of wine-amphora sherds. The 
abundance of sling and ballista ammunition indicates that the tower was intended for 
artillery. Built up against the inner face of the ramparts here was a contemporary 
house (Ri) of which parts of several rooms survived. Further north, in 1982, strata 
resting on bedrock, containing only Roman pottery, were found. 

Buildings inside the South-eastern Ramparts 
In 1982, two more buildings of this period were found near the present shore of the 
lake on the south-east (see fig. 2). One (R2) protruded from the hillside 2*25 m above 
the water-level. The stratum on and around the stone building had lost all its organic 
content through percolating water. The second and larger structure (R3) had been 
built higher up the hillside and was partially exposed in excavating the Islamic houses 
B55 and B46. Some of its walls were i m thick and excellently made, plastered, and 
painted. On its fine cement floor stood an intact waterpot, a wooden mortar, and a 
fireplace. The test excavation at the water's edge on the eastern side of the island 
produced a hoard of first-century BC amphorae, fifteen with inscriptions in Demotic, 
as well as a wide range of Roman wares. 

Plant and Animal Remains9 
Such little as is known of the history of sorghum suggests that race durra was Sorghum 
bicolor bicolor introduced from India during the Roman Period. Definite evidence of 
it is, however, so far lacking from Qasr Ibrim before the sixteenth century. Primitive 
cultivated sorghum, S. bicolor bicolor race bicolor, is on present evidence known from 
X-group times and later. The early grains of this race seem very small, little different 
from wild sorghum, S. bicolor verticilliflorum, which is so far the only type recovered 
from Roman and earlier samples. 

A preliminary study of the animal bones of this period showed camel to be present. 

It is now obvious that Ibrim formed part of both the Late Ptolemaic and Roman 
frontier defensive system, the Roman occupation lasting for longer than the two years 
mentioned by Pliny and Strabo, and probably continuing until near the end of the 
first century AD if not beyond. 

Napatan and Meroitic Period Levels (c.700 BC-AD c.350) 

Although no excavation of levels of the pre-Roman part of this period was carried 
out in 1980 or 1982, a detailed study and recording of the remains of the main temple, 
first built by Taharka (690-662 BC) and successively enlarged and partially rebuilt in 
the Meroitic and post-Meroitic Periods was made by Dr J. Knutsted. This study, and 
that of the Christian church that replaced it, has provided much new evidence of its 
constructional history. Some thirty fragments of Meroitic text on stone, wood, and 
papyrus, mostly funeral inscriptions, were also found. 

9 Information from Dr P. Rowley-Conwy (plants) and Dr C. Gregson (animals). 
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New Kingdom (1580-1085 BC) 

Although no deliberate excavation of levels of this period was undertaken in 1980 or 
1982, reused inscribed stone blocks and potsherds suggest that the site was occupied 
during this period and the oldest building so far identified is the foundation of a 
stone temple, built by the early Egyptian colonists. 

General Conclusions 

Our knowledge of Ibrim has increased greatly in these two seasons and shows the 
increasing importance of the site and the need for continued urgent rescue work. The 
superb survival of organic material of all kinds and periods means that the threat of 
destruction by percolating water must be met by excavation in the next few years or 
much of the evidence will be lost. 

Now that excavation of the Islamic and Late Christian settlements has been finished 
and much work on the final reports carried out, attention can be turned to the earlier 
periods, which recent excavations have shown to be richer and more important than 
previously expected. Ibrim as an urban centre in an X-Group and Early Christian 
kingdom, and as a major frontier outpost in Roman and Ptolemaic Periods deserves 
detailed study and it is hoped to commence this research in 1984. 
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LA DATE DU CHEIKH EL-BELED (CAIRE CG 34)* 
Par CL. VANDERSLEYEN 

KA-CAPER, dit le Cheikh el-Beled, n'etait ni un chef de chantier surveillant la cons- 
truction des pyramides, ni un fonctionnaire epaissi dans les bureaux - opinions 
exprimees jadis par Maspero et d'autres - mais un simple 'pretre lecteur en chef'. 
La date de sa celebre statue est fort incertaine; depuis sa decouverte au siecle dernier, 
on a hesite entre la 4e et la 5 e dynastie sans justifier une opinion plutot que l'autre.' 

Pour cerner la date de la statue, on peut analyser: (i) le mastaba ou elle a ete trouvee, 
(ii) la stele qui s'y dressait, (iii) surtout, la statue elle-meme. 

(i) Le Mastaba. C8, dans la region nord de la Necropole de Saqqara, est un 
enorme mastaba (46.60 m x 23.50 m) en briques noires, avec un puits et une chapelle 
exterieure sans toit. Le seul parallele pour le plan et le type de briques est C5, 
le mastaba voisin de Ratnefer, aussi depourvu d'indices de datation directe que 
celui du Cheikh el-Beled. Le mastaba Co20 ou aurait ete trouve le Scribe accroupi du 
Louvre,2 egalement de date incertaine, presente aussi certaines affinites avec ces deux 
tombes. Les mastabas de briques crues existent de facon continue de la i e dynastie 
jusqu'a la fin de la 4e dynastie, selon Reisner.3 En fait, meme si a partir de Cheops 
les mastabas en pierre de taille apparaissent soudain et se generalisent aussitot, on 
trouve des mastabas de briques crues, noires ou jaunes, jusqu'a la 6e dynastie.4 
L'infrastructure ou il y a un puits et non plus un escalier apparait au debut de la 4 e 

dynastie, mais existe jusqu'a la fin de l'Ancien Empire.5 Enfin, si jusqu'a Cheops les 
* Je tiens a remercier Mme J. Wattez, eleve de l'Institut Superieur d'Histoire de 'art et d'Archeologie de 

Bruxelles, pour l'aide scientifique precieuse qu'elle m'a apportee au cours de cette etude. 
1 Dans le PM I, ere edition, io8, cette hesitation apparaissait ainsi: 'Early Dyn. IV (Mariette) or Dyn. V 

(Borchardt)'; dans la nouvelle edition (1977), 459, on lit: 'Late Dyn. IV or early Dyn. V'. Voici un choix 
d'opinions enumerees dans l'ordre chronologique des publications: Fr. W. von Bissing, Denkmdler agyptischer 
Sculptur, I (Munich, I9ix), pl. ix: fin de la 4e dyn. ou suivante; H. Fechheimer, Die Plastik der Agypter, 
4e edition (Berlin, I923), date de 2600 Racnefer, Ti, le Cheikh el-Beled jeune (pl. 39) et la tete de lion d'Abousir, 
donc plutot de la 5 e dynastie. NB: Rachotep et Nefert, Chephren y sont dates de 2800; Fr. von Bissing, 
Agyptische Kunstgeschichte (Berlin, 1934), 8i: 4e dyn.; J. Capart, L'Art dgyptien. Choix de documents, II. La 
statuaire (Bruxelles, I942) pl. 250o-: 4e dyn.; Chr. Desroches-Noblecourt, Le Style egyptien (Paris, 1946) 68: 
4e dyn.; W. S. Smith, A History of Egyptian Sculpture and Painting in the Old Kingdom (Oxford, 1949), 
ci-apres HESPOK, 48: debut de la 5e dyn.; W. Wolf, Die Kunst Agyptens (Stuttgart, 1957), 173: debut de la 
5e dyn.; J. Vandier, Manuel d'archeologie egyptienne, iII (Paris, 1958), ci-apres Manuel, 57: debut de la 5 e dyn.; 
J. Yoyotte, dans Histoire de l'art, i (Encyclopedie de la Pleiade) (Paris, i961), 339: 5e dyn.; K. Lange et M. 
Hirmer, Agypten, 4e edition (Munich, I967), pl. 59: 5e dyn. (p. 62: 'friihe 5. Dynastie'); K. Michalowski, 
L'Art de l'ancienne Egypte (Paris, I968), 185, fig. 72: 4e dyn.; D. Wildung et W. Seidel, in C. Vandersleyen, 
Das alte Agypten (Propylaien Kunstgeschichte, vol. I5) (Berlin, 1975), pl. I37a et 138: vers 2440, c'est-a-dire 
sous Ouserkaf, premier roi de la 5e dyn., selon la table chronologique de la p. 446. 

2 Selon Prisse d'Avennes, Mariette n'aurait pas trouve le Scribe, mais l'aurait achete a un antiquaire (cf. 
J-M. Carre, Voyageurs et ecrivains francais en lEgypte, i (Le Caire, 1932), 311-12, information que je dois a 
M. van de Walle). 

3 G. A. Reisner, The Development of the Egyptian Tomb down to the Accession of Cheops (Cambridge, 
i 936), 237. 

4 Selon les dates de Kl. Baer, Rank and Title in the Old Kingdom (Chicago, I960), liste des documents. 
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chapelles sont enfoncees dans le massif de briques, 'sous le regne de Cheops, a Giza, 
les chapelles, construites en briques ou en pierre, sont exterieures. Les mastabas avec 
niches ne reviennent qu'a la fin du regne; a ce moment, on utilise de nouveau les 
chapelles exterieures', mais desormais en L.6 Toutefois, ce critere n'est pas aussi 
decisif qu'il pourrait paraitre, car il n'est pas prouve que cette regle constatee a Giza 
peut s'appliquer a Saqqara, ni qu'elle est sans exceptions. 

Avant la tombe du Cheikh el-Beled, il y avait a Saqqara Nord - en suivant les 
informations chronologiques de Kl. Baer7-un cimetiere de la Ie dynastie; a proximite 
de celui-ci, quelques tombes archaiques de la fin de la 3e dynastie: Hesyrec, 
Khabaousokar, Metchen, et quelques tombes de la 4e dynastie (Bi, Ai, B6 ?). Les 
tombes suivantes dans le temps datent au plus tot du regne de Sahourec (CI5). La 
tombe de Ka-aper ne peut donc se situer dans une 'serie' de constructions qui la 
rattacherait a une poque epoque determinee. 

(2) La Stele. Dans ce mastaba se trouvait une grande stele monolithique en granit 
rouge, du type II 2 de Rusch,8 type qui apparait sous Chephren et est en usage 
jusqu' la 6e dynastie, exceptionnellement meme jusqu'au regne de Pepi II. Sur le 
linteau superieur de cette stele se trouve une simple ligne de neuf signes hierophyphiques 
en creux, grands et franchement tailles. Miss Murray9 estime que ce style indique 'le 
debut de a dynastie'; W. S. Smith' pense a fin de la e d pense a la fin de la 4 ynastie; mais il ajoute 
sans autre justification 'although I should prefer to place it early in Dyn. V'. 

(3) La Statue. Dans la statue elle-meme, les details significatifs sont: (a) les yeux 
incrustes; (b) la position du bras gauche, plie a angle droit de sorte que l'avant-bras 
est horizontal; (c) le realisme extreme du visage et du corps. 

(a) Les yeux rapportes du Cheikh el-Beled sont confectionnes selon le systeme le plus ancien, 
celui oi l'siris et la pupille apparaissent h travers une cornee en cristal de roche au verso de laquelle 
ils sont peints. Le systeme posterieur rendra cette partie centrale par un simple disque d'obsidienne 
opaque, applique sur le blanc de Folil." Le plus ancien exemple de ce deuxieme systeme se trouve 
sur la statue de Kaemked (Caire CG I119) qui aurait vecu au plus tot sous Neferirkare<; tous les 
autres exemples d'Ancien Empire sont de la 6e dynastie. De l'ancien syst)me, les seuls exemples 
bien dates sont Ra9hotep et Nefert, du debut de la 4e dynastie. Peut-etre la meme facon de figurer 
l'oeil existait sur les statues de Djeser et d'Hemiounou, mais leurs yeux ont ete detruits. On peut 
encore citer le celebre scribe du Louvre (N 2290), le scribe de Morgan (Caire CG 36), la statue 
assise qui lui faisait pendant (Caire CG 35), la statue de Kai au Louvre (A io6), tous monuments 
dont la datation n'est pas plus fixee jusqu'a present que celle du Cheikh el-Beled. 
(b) La position du bras gauche plie a angle droit et dont l'avant-bras est horizontal est exception- 
nelle. Le seul parallele est precisement la statue Caire CG 32, dont l'origine n'avait pas ete notee, 
mais qui provient aussi - Capart l'a demontre -de la tombe du Cheikh el-Beled. Cela n'aide 
malheureusement pas i en determiner la chronologie. Si c'est bien la un signe d'archaisme, on 
pourrait dire que cette pose du bras est plus ancienne que la pose ou l'avant-bras est en oblique et 
qui sera seule utilisee par apres. La statue Caire CG 267 fait illusion: I'avant-bras est actuellement 

5 Reisner, op. cit., 366, 14. 6 Vandier, op. cit., II, 271. 
7 Baer, op. cit. 8 ZAS 58 (1923), I101-24. 
9 M. Murray, Saqqara Mastabas, I (I905), 4. I10 HESPOK, 173. I 

A. Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Materials and Industries (4e edition revue par J. R. Harris) (Londres, 1962), 
99-107. 
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horizontal, mais cette position n'est pas originelle; c'est le bras qui a pivote sur le tenon qui le 
rattache a l'epaule. 

(c) Reste le realisme de la statue, tant du corps que du visage. Le visage presente assurement le 
realisme le plus pousse que l'Igypte ait produit. Les paralleles les plus frappants sont le buste 
d"Ankhhaf, les tetes de remplacement, c'est-a-dire uvres franchement de la 4e dynastie; on 
peut y joindre Rachotep et Nefert - encore plus anciens - dont les traits juveniles sont moins 
favorables a un realisme charge. Les scribes du Louvre et du Caire - deja cites - ont des visages 
tout aussi individualises, mais ils ne sont pas dates, pas plus que les statues statues de Ranefer moins 
caracteristiques, mais qui pourraient etre les dernieres a presenter nettement en ronde bosse 
l'alternance du physique mince et gros, alternance qui existait deja dans la tombe du Cheikh el- 
Beled.12 

Au point de vue de la corpulence, le seul paralleele est la statue d'Hemiounou, au moins en ronde 
bosse, car des figurations d'obesite, en-relief, se retrouvent pendant tout l'Ancien Empire: par 
exemple, dans la tombe de Meresankh III,13 de Nefer et Kahai,14 et de Neferseshemre.'15 

Pour essayer de fixer dans le temps les statues de Racnefer, dont le mastaba - rappelons-le- 
est le seul parallele a celui de Ka-caper, on peut examiner la statue de femme trouvee avec elles, 
la dame Hekenou (Caire CG 53). Elle se revele malheureusement fort exceptionnelle, dans une 
categorie deja peu fournie, celle des statues de femmes assises. Elle est la plus grande (I .20 m), 
comparable pour la taille a celle de Nefert seulement (i.I8 m), ensuite viennent CG 48 (0.76 m), 
CG 82 (o.59 m) etc. Elle est pourvue d'une dalle dorsale jusqu'au sommet du crane. Le parallele 
le plus proche est encore Nefert; puis la dame Roudjou du musee de Vienne (7507, 0.54 m; 5e 
dyn.). Toutefois, les mains d'Hekenou reposent sur ses genoux, comme celles de Roudjou, alors 
que Nefert a encore la pose archaique du bras replie sur la poitrine, pose qui - dans la statuaire 
royale - est attestee pour la derniere fois sous Cheops. 

Pour les statues d'hommes et de groupes, la dalle haute et large se retrouve - en dehors des 
triades de Mycerinus et de la dyade de Sahourec (MMA 18.2.4) - dans des monuments varies 
qui, a premiere vue, ne se laissent pas grouper dans le temps; on la trouve entre autres chez Kai 
(Louvre A io6), chez Racnefer (Caire CG i8 et 19) ou encore chez Ti (Caire CG 20). 

Si nous recapitulons les points abordes dans ce tour d'horizon, nous devons reconnaitre 
l'absence de criteres precis et decisifs. Tout au plus peut-on parler de tendances. Les 
statues trouvees dans la tombe de Ka-caper sont considerees universellement comme 
les plus anciennes statues en bois conservees de l'Igypte ancienne. Les indices releves 
nous parlent d'archaisme ou bien sont uniques en leur genre; il semblerait qu'il y a, 
entre les rares oeuvres surement de la 4 e dynastie et celles de la 5 e dynastie, un vide 
incertain dans lequel se situeraient les statues de la tombe C8 et quelques autres 
monuments celebres et mal dates comme les scribes accroupis du Louvre et du Caire 
et les statues de Ra(nefer et de sa femme Hekenou. Sont en faveur de la 4e dynastie: 
le type de mastaba et de stele, la composition de FL'ceil rapporte, surtout le realisme de 
la tete et du corps ou les paralleles appartiennent aux regnes de Cheops, de Chephren, 
de Mycerinus. En faveur de la 5e dynastie, il n'y a aucun indice, aucun parallele. Ceci 

explique que non seulement Capart et von Bissing, qui sont anciens, mais des auteurs 

12 J. Capart, JEA 6 (I920), 225-33. 
13 D. Dunham et W. K. Simpson, The Mastaba of Queen Mersyankh III (Giza Mastaba i) (Boston, 1974), 

pl. IlIa et fig. 4. 
1 A. Moussa et H. Altenmuller, The Tomb of Nefer and Kahay (Archaiiol. Veroff. 5 DAIK) (Mayence, 

1976), pI. 26. 
I5 J. Capart, Une rue de tombeaux a Saqqara, ii (Bruxelles, 1907), pl. XII-XVII. 
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recents comme Michalowski et Chr. Desroches-Noblecourt datent l'ceuvre de la 4e 
dynastie. 

Sur quoi repose alors la tendance repandue - acceptee meme - aujourd'hui de la 
dater du debut de la 5e dynastie ? Citons les propres termes de W. Stevenson Smith 
a ce sujet:16 
The large crude-brick mastaba of Ka-aper with its simple exterior chapel could be dated with 
plausibility to the later years of Dyn. IV. The monolithic stela of red granite, well worked and 
inscribed on the cross-bar with large incised hieroglyphs giving the titles and name of the owner, 
would accord well with such a date. The position of the tomb as one of the earliest mastabas in 
the later extension of the Northern Cemetery at Saqqarah is also contributory evidence. I should 
be inclined to place the date a little later, however, in the early years of Dyn. V, and to group the 
wooden statue of the owner, the famous 'Sheikh el-Beled', with the realistic portraits of the first 
half of that dynasty. 

II s'agit donc d'une preference, dictee peut-etre par une prudence inquiete. Dater le 
mastaba des 'later years of Dyn. IV' prepare deja la conclusion, puisqu'il n'y a aucun 
indice concret permettant de situer le mastaba a une date si precise. Et je ne vois pas 
ce que Smith peut regrouper sous l' etiquette de 'portraits realistes de la premiere 
moitie de la e dynastie'. En effet, il faut oter de ce groupe la tete Salt, qui est amar- 
nienne; 7 il reste alors une petite serie de statues non datees: les deux scribes deja 
cites et Racnefer. Par contre, les portraits realistes surement dates sont nombreux 
sous la 4e dynastie: statues royales de Mycerinus, tetes de remplacement, 'Ankhhaf, 
Heminou, Ra(hotep et Nefert. I1 n'y a donc aucune objection a dater le Cheikh 
el-Beled de la 4e dynastie; on n'est meme pas oblige de situer a la fin de cette dynastie, 
le milieu ou le debut ne sont pas exclus. Malheureusement, il n'est pas possible de 
demontrer qu'il appartient a la 4 qu'il appartient de prouver qu'il n'appartient pas a la 5 
dynastie. On peut seulement affirmer qu'il n'est surement pas anterieur a la 49 , ni 
posterieur a la 5e. 

Bien qu'il n'y ait aucune raison actuellement de situer le Cheikh el-Beled a la 5e 
dynastie, certains auteurs tirent de cette datation hypothetique des consequences 
prematurees: Smith estime ainsi que la construction de la tombe du Cheikh el-Beled 
a Saqqara correspond a la revitalisation de cette necropole par le deplacement de la 
necropole royale de Giza a Saqqara avec Ouserkaf, ce qui est actuellement une pure 
vue de l'esprit, car les mastabas de Ka-aper et de Racnefer en seraient les seuls temoins. 

Wildung et SeidelI18 attribuent l'existence de deux statues du Cheikh el-Beled, une 
ou il est jeune, l'autre, mur, a l'importance accrue du culte solaire au debut de la 
5e dynastie. En fait, l'importance du soleil etait deja tres grande sous Chephren. Et 
deja dans la tombe d'Hemiounou, du regne de Cheops, il y avait deux statues, une au 
nord, et une seconde au sud, mais dont il ne reste que des fragments trop insignifiants 
pour qu'on ait la preuve qu'elle etait svelte.19 

En conclusion, le Cheikh el-Beled peut etre date: '4e/5e dyn.'; mais le plus vrai- 
semblable est qu'il soit de la 4e dynastie. 

16 HESPOK, 48. I7 C. Vandersleyen, BSFE 73 (1975), 24. I8 Loc. cit. 
19 E. Staehelin, Untersuchungen zur agyptischen Tracht im Alten Reich (MAS 8) (Berlin, 1966), 184. 
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Post Scriptum 

Yoyotte, Les Tresors des pharaons (Geneve, i968), 32, s'exprime, 'a propos du scribe du Louvre, 
avec une ambiguite calculee. Annon9ant quatre statues illustrant 'la societe des Ve et VIe dynasties', 
il ecrit: 'Le theme iconographique, la conception plastique et le style d'execution du fameux 
"scribe accroupi" du musee du Louvre, permet de rattacher cette ceuvre - communement datee 
d'apres de vagues indications de Mariette, qui la rapporta d'lRgypte, a la Ve dynastie -a la grande 
ecole royale de la IVe dynastie.' 

F 
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THE EMERGENCE OF HORUS 
AN ANALYSIS OF COFFIN TEXT SPELL 148 

By ROBERT H. O'CONNELL 

The Text 

THE basis for any analysis of an ancient literary text is the establishment of the text 
itself through critical comparison of all extant witnesses to the textual tradition. 
Variants and aberrations must be weighed so as to arrive at the most reliable ancient 
witness to the original text. The oldest textual evidence is not, however, always 
necessarily the best; for it may, at times, preserve a corrupt version of the original 
tradition. Nor is the most conventional reading always preferable; for it may betray 
the editorial hand of a later scribe. Usually, that reading which best explains the origin 
of its sister variants is the reading which is to be prred. De Buck's critical edition 
of The Egyptian Coffin Texts' is the source for this textual analysis of Spell I48. 

Of the eight extant texts of Spell 148 two (S2Ca, S2Cb), from the outer coffin of 
Msht found at Siut, are so poorly preserved that they offer very little evidence for 
tracing the relationship between the variants. B4C, from the outer coffin of St-hd-htp 
found at El-Bersheh, gives only the prescript (II, 209C) and opening (II, zogd) of 
the spell, the prescript of which is not preserved in any of the other texts, a fact 
which suggests that it may be a later gloss. The five remaining texts are from the 
coffins of two persons-the inner coffin of Msht mentioned above (SiCa, SiCb) and 
both inner and outer coffins of Nhti (SiP, S2P, SiChass)-both of which were found 
at Siut. It stands to reason, therefore, that the closest proximity in the textual tradi- 
tions and in the orthography of terminology should exist between SiCa and SiCb on 
the one hand, and SiP, S2P, and SiChass on the other. In general the former do 
indeed resemble each other much more closely than they resemble any of the latter 
texts, and the reverse is also true. This suggests that we are dealing in essence with 
only two textual subdivisions. Accordingly, certain conventions of the Msht texts are 
altogether different from those of the Nhti texts. For example, the first singular pro- 
noun is 2 in the former coffin texts but spelt ( 2 in the latter. Also c I of the Msht 
texts is written IA in those of Nhti. Such phenomena may reflect either common 
conventions among geographically local scribes or conventions of different time- 
periods within which these texts were copied. The latter seems the better explanation 
since we know that both coffins were excavated at Siut. 

What remains to be explained are the numerous minor discrepancies in the text and 
in orthography which exist between readings taken from coffins of the same individual. 
For instance, in II, 20gd the SiCa text spells the full form t 5 (snd) where SiCb 

spells it with only the phonogram ;:. The latter frequently substitutes , for the 
j of the former (cf. ii, 2Ioa, C; 2Iib, C; 2I3b; 2I7b; 2I9e; 22id; 224f). The order 

De Buck, A. and Gardiner, A. H., The Egyptian Coffin Texts, ii (Chicago, 1938), 209-26. 
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]Pl::,~0 =:--l0l I (SiCa) is opposed to ~o2 po]ii ~ (SICb) at II, 

217d. Each of the three readings l- (SiP), _ (S2P), and -- (SiChass) 
from II, 2iob differs from the other, though they derive from coffins of the same 
person. The placement of f in II, 222C differs between SiP and SiChass, a fact 
which shows that once it is used as a determinative of a plural noun (8S10) 
and elsewhere as a determinative of the whole construct form (b1t1h it s ). 
At ii, 2I 5a the coffin texts of both Msht and Nhti each show defective and full spellings 
for swty and of the five legible texts no two entirely agree. In addition, arrangements 
of double lines in the column such as those in SICa at ii, 2i6a, c and SiP at II, 2I6c 

may have been for the purpose of preserving space on the writing surface. Two 
interesting examples of this occur in this spell: (i) in S2P at II, 2I7d where the suffix 
*t occurs below two nominal verbs so as to serve double duty for both terms; and (2) 
where the phenomenon occurs at II, 225f in SIP and SIChass. 

Such discrepancies might best be explained by suggesting that the text was repro- 
duced by being recited from memory or by being orally read from a master copy 
before a number of scribes who would inscribe according to their own personal 
spelling style what they heard aurally. The advantage of such a dictation method would 
be that several copies could be made simultaneously from the same source. The dis- 
advantage would be the inherent lack of homogeneity among the finished copies, 
especially where fixed spellings for terms did not exist in the ancient orthography 
and where a scribe could easily commit errors of memory when recording what he 
heard. Certain consistent traits in individual coffin texts of Spell 148 show that each 
was done separately by different scribes and not all by the same scribe. For instance, 
the spelling of t A of SiCb is consistent throughout and unique to this version of 
Spell 148. Also SiChass always uses the form r^, never , as the other sister variants 
(SiP, S2P). The reversal of word-order, occasional omission of words or intrusion of 
suffixes might thus best be accounted for as the result of a lapse of concentration on 
the part of the stenographer. Indeed, there are no really compelling similarities in 
spelling arrangement which would suggest that a single written source was visually 
copied when inscribing the various coffins. Even if we were to insist that some written 
sources were used-and some evidence suggests that a few scribes may have used 
visual copying techniques-most of these copies must have been reproduced by oral 
recitation to have allowed for such variation in the text. 

Recognizing the inherent inaccuracies of the copying methods used by the recorders 
of our texts of Spell 148, we are well advised to exercise a fair measure of tolerance 
when trying to establish the best available reading. The following is the text (compiled 
according to the general criteria of textual analysis outlined above) which underlies 
the transliteration, translation, and subsequent grammatical and formal analyses: 

Prescript 
CT II: 

209c < 
s 

t - 
j~ :a 
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A. The Announcement of the Pregnancy of Isis 

209do .1, aia'j 

z'b 
ZIOCb ttna9 

211 I OC -a fi a l 

2iIb IIS- I ^ 1%? r n 

214 IC &1- 8. 9a5i 

215a 7SJ 
o 

h p I 

iIid-I2a ltl 
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C. Atum-Rer's Advi'ce to Exercise Discretion 

zi6b~~~~~~~~~~ 

2i6c ~ 

2i6d-17b -- 

ZI7c-e 

zi8a 

D. Isis' Proclamation of the Decree for Protecti'on 

zi8b e 

2i8c-d 

zi9bga ' 

E. Isis' Instructi'on to the Unborn Horus 

2 19f-2oa ~ 

22od-eI1 
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F. The Emergence of Horus 
I. Introductory Summary 

22ia-b 00 tC Ld Dl @a9j S'21 

2. Isis' Preparation for the New-born Horus 

22ic-d 
el^^^ < s 

222ie b N ^-1,a 

22If2C J 

3. The Advent of Horus 

222da _l- 'S 

222e-3a ^ J2Jj4j [n a3 
223b-c S A-S 1: 1 

223d 

223e QAIZ-T^ ^ 

224a 3C-3 > S<--><n> 

224c-d 

224e 1 

224f n < A j 3 

224g 4^ m JIAc 

225a j=ji 
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225c-d m>,aS 

225ef 

225f 2 AC? 

226a r- 

Critical Apparatus 
a. 2o9c. As this prescript appears only in B4C it may be no more than a later gloss to the ancient 
traditional text. 

b. 209ogd. ssd appears from the majority of texts to be better read with the crocodile determinative 
than with that of the binding (~). Yet this does not preclude accepting the cord-determinative as 
an alternative spelling of the same noun. It would appear that Pyr. 889d and Io48b were speaking 
of the Bull and Nut as constellations, thus making it very likely that even with the cord-determinative 
-used phonetically rather than ideographically as Faulkner (JEA 54(I968), 41 n. 2) has suggested- 
ssd designates a light or luminary of brilliant lustre. This fits very well with Wb. IV, 300,2 where ssd is 
said to designate a star or constellation when using the crocodile determinative (cf. Griffiths, JEA 
56 (1970), 194). An instructive synonymous parallelism from the Gebel Barkal stela of Tuthmosis III 
(Reisner and Reisner, ZAS 69 (I933), 27) combines the ideas of an attacking crocodile's sudden 
rushing with that of the streaking of a falling star across the heavens (at 1. 5): ssd.f r imywty pdty 2 
my sbi d].f hrt rk m wmt(t) [wn], 'rushing as a crocodile (rushes), like a (falling) star between the 
two bows (of heaven) when it crosses the sky'. This might suggest that the crocodile was a stereo- 
type for sudden movement in Egyptian literature and would commend combining the ideographic 
determinative of sudden movement with the designation for a star when the Egyptians intended to 
designate specifically a falling star, as opposed to a fixed star. 
c. 2iob. ts.s. Contrary to Gilula (JEA 57 (I97I), I5 n. 2) it would appear from context that the 
readings ts n.s are sdmf, not sdm.n-f, in form. The n.s is best seen as a reflexive dative which often 
appears with verbs of motion or naturally reflexive verbs. The preferred text here is that where 
the reflexive is implied, not expressed, since it would provide a more likely explanation for the 
derivation of the fuller form from it. The Nhtl texts generally reflect the later tendency towards 
fuller spellings. 
d. 2I2c-d. iwcrty.fy is the preferred reading according to the majority of texts. The one instance 
where the determinative I follows (SiCa) might suggest that it be read iwr it Gb, 'the inheritance of 
(his grand-)father Geb', where iwr would be a perfect passive participle ('the thing inherited'), but 
textual evidence favours by far the sdm.ty.fy form. The SiCa reading is one of the very few errors 
which may reflect the use of visual copying methods as it seems to be either a homoeoteleuton or 
dittography for the twice repeated it which immediately follows. 

e. 213a-b. Sth. The presence of the determinative A in S2Ca shows that this spelling was practised 
by the scribes of the coffin text of Msht as well as those of Nhti. 
f. 214C. It is difficult to determine why the determinative M appears in such a variety of positions 
in five of the six legible textual variants, because no two are in agreement. For the present it seems 
best to be cautious (withholding judgement) and follow the SirCa text which omits it altogether. 

2 Wb.: Erman, A. and Grapow, H., Worterbuch der agyptischen Sprache, 6 vols. (Berlin, 1955). 
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g. 2I4d. rc.sn. This is one of the clear cases of divergence between the Msht texts which witness 
to the third plural pronoun sn after r; and the Nhti texts which do not. It seems preferable to take 
the fuller reading if it be accepted that these adjectives can be considered to function as sdm.f verbs 
in those instances when they occur in subordinate clauses. Hence they are translated as circum- 
stantial sdm.f stative verbs. 
h. 215a. swty. Lack of consensus among the textual variants makes absolute certainty of the best 
reading quite impossible. This reading represents only the major agreement to double the phono- 
gram. 
i. 2I5b. s;. Here is another instance of clear separation of orthography between Msht texts which 
write 'pd?; and the Nhti texts which write B6 only. 

j. 215c-I6a. iwr(w) again represents a complete lack of conformity in orthography between the 
variants. There is nevertheless a clear propensity towards fuller spelling in all the Nhti texts. 
k. 22Ib. whr. At 22Ib the readings of SICb and SiChass are vindicated upon comparison with 
the spelling of the same term at z22b, c (cf. Faulkner, JEA 54 (I968), 43 n. 24). 
1. 22 If. wnn kt. There is really no reason to suggest here that kt yields poor sense and that the 
pronoun k alone is to be preferred (cf. Faulkner, JEA 54 (I968), 43 n. 27). If Isis refers to the 
fact that one presently occupies this office to which Horus is the desired claimant, then she only asks 
that 'another'-namely Horus-be there. It is because of the apparent difficulty with this reading 
that the scribes in all probability later emended it to k alone, which does minutely alter the idea 
in the sentence. 

m. 225c-d. ;dw'i. Both Faulkner (JEA 54 (I968), 43 n. 33) and Gilula (JEA 57 (I97I), i9 n. 46) 
suggest that all readings be emended to conform to S I Cb, which displaces the crocodile determinative, 
thus reading: n id wl. It seems difficult to believe, however, that the majority of texts are in error 
here. More likely is the possibility that this is a rare usage of the passive sdm;f form where, contrary 
to general principle in Middle Egyptian grammar (cf. Gardiner, Grammar,3 ??420, 424), the ending 
I occurs before the suffix pronoun. It must be remembered that as poetry the Coffin Texts may 
conserve stylistic features of archaic grammar such as this (cf. Pyr. ??II64, 1509, 1705, cited by 
Gardiner, Grammar, 337 n. 2). In any event recourse to emending the text against such a strong 
support for the majority reading should only be taken as a final resort. 

Transliteration, Translation, and Analysis 

Prescript 
209c irt hprw m bik 

Forming [one's] essence as a falcon: 

A. The Announcement of the Pregnancy of Isis 

20od ki ssd snd ntrw 
[After] the blast of a meteorite such that [even] the gods fear 

2zoa rs 1st bkft hr mtwt sn.s Wsir 
Isis awoke pregnant by the seed of her brother Osiris! 

2iob ts's hmt wnt 
Thus the woman raised herself abruptly, 

2ioc ib.s ndm m mtwt sn.s Wsir 
her heart pleased with the seed of her brother Osiris, 

3 Gardiner, Grammar: Gardiner, A. H., Egyptian Grammar, 3rd edn. (Oxford, I957). 
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2Iia dd.s wy 
as she said: 
ntrw 
'0 gods! 

21 ib ink 'st snt Wsir rmt hr itw Wsir 
I, Isis, sister of Osiris, who wept concerning the loss of the patriarchy of Osiris, 

2IIC wp sRwt tJwy 
Judge of the slaughtering of the two lands, 

2 Iid- 2a iw mtwt.f m-hnw ht.i 
whose seed is now within my womb- 

2I2b-c ts.n.i irw ntr m swht m s;.i 
I have conceived the form of a god within the ovary as my son, 

2I2c-d hnt psdwt hk(i).tyfy t; pn iwr.ty.fy Gb 
the foremost of the Ennead, who will rule this land, who will be heir to Geb, 

213a-b mdwty.fy hr itf sm;.ty.fy Sth hfty n itf Wsir 
who will argue on behalf of his father, [and] who will slay Seth the enemy of his father 
Osiris.' 

B. Isis' Invocation for Divine Protection 
2I3C my ntrw 

'Come, 0 gods, 
iritn mktwf m-hnw idt 
so that you may secure his protection within my womb! 

214a-b rh m ibbtn nb.tn is pw ntr pn imy swhtf 
Know in you heart that your lord is this god who is in his seed-stage, 

214c tfrr irw nb ntrw 
blue-haired, [befitting] the form of the lord of the gods, 

214d r*.sn nfr.sn 
when they are great and they are full, 

2 15a hw swty hsbd 
[even] the strands of the two plumes of blue!' 

C. Atum-Rgr's Advice to Exercise Discretion 

215b ihi in Itm-Rr s; ib.t hmt 
'Ho!' said Atum-Rec, 'Restrain your heart, 0 woman! 

215c-i6a irh.tn rf mu isst ntr is pw nb iwr(w) ps_d(w)t 
How do you know concerning him whether he is a god, lord, and heir of the Ennead, 

216b iri.tn rf m-hnw swht 
that you [thus] act concerning him [who is] within the ovary ?' 

2i6c ink 'st h/t spst r ntrw 
'I am Isis, more spiritual and noble than [all] the gods. 

216d-17b iw ntr m-hnw ht.i tn mtwt Wsir pw 
There is indeed a god within this womb of mine! It is the seed of Osiris!' 

2I7c-e dd.in Itm-Rc iwr.t sdh.t hnwt pw iwr.t mss.t r ntrw wnt mtwt Wsir 
Then Atum-Re' said, 'As you are pregnant, then that which you should conceal, 0 
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mistress, is that your pregnancy is [to result in] your giving birth to godhead which 
was [formerly] the seed of Osiris, 

217e-f is pw iml iw rkw pw smi it.f 
lest that [very] enemy come who slew his father 

2I7g sdi.f swht m-hnw nhn.s 
that he might break the seed within its infancy, 

2z8a nri rf wr-.hk;w 
[the one] whom [even] The-Great-of-Magic fears.' 

D. Isis' Proclamation of the Decree for Protection 

2i8b sdm nw ntrw it-n 'st 
'Hear this, 0 gods,' said Isis, 
dd.n 7tm-Rr nb hwt-rhmw 
'which Atum-Rze, lord of The-Mansion-of-Images, has declared! 

218c-d wd.n.f n.i mkt s.i m-hnw ht.i 
He has commanded for me within my womb the protection of my son, 

2i8e ts.nf snwt h4.f m-hnw idt'i tn 
having knit together an entourage about him within this womb of mine, 

219a rh.f iwcw Wsir is pw 
since he knew that he was the heir of Osiris. 

219b dy s; bik imy ht.i tn in Itm-Rr nb ntrw 
Protection has been granted the Falcon within this womb of mine by Atum-Rec, 
lord of the gods.' 

E. Isis' Instruction to the Unborn Horus 

219c-d m(y) pri hr ti di.i n.k i(w) 
'Come and go forth on the earth so that I may give you honour 

219e sms.tw smsw it.k Wsir 
such that the retainers of your father Osiris may serve you, 

2I9f-2oa ir'i rn-k ph'n.k ;At swit hr snbw imn-rn 
so that I may make your name such that you will have reached the horizon having 
passed over the ramparts of The-Hidden-of-Name. 

22ob pri phty m-hnw if i 
Go forth in power from within my flesh, 

220oc p.hn ft m-hnw if.i 
when the surging-force has arrived within my flesh; 

22od-e p.hn at ksf skdd khw 
when the surging-force has reached its limit, sail forth into sunshine.' 

F. The Emergence of Horus 
i. Introductory Summary 
22i a-b iri nf stf 4dsf hms(w) m hnt ntrw m snwt Whr 

[Then] he made his own place having sat down as the foremost of the gods in the 
entourage of the Whr: 
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2. Isis' Preparation for the New-born Horus 
22ic-d Bik s;.i hrw hms r.k m ti pn n it^k Wsir 

'O Falcon, my son Horus, settle down in this land of your father Osiris 
22Ie m rn.k pw n bik hry snbw hwt imn-rn 

with this your name of "Falcon", over the ramparts of the mansion of The-Hidden- 
of-Name. 

22zf dbh.i wn kt 
Let me ask that another may be 

222a m smsw Rc-;hty m-.ht wi; p;wty n nhh dt 
in the suite of Rec-Akhety in the prow of the primeval bark for ever and ever.' 

222b h. '1st r Whr in Hrw 
Isis descended to the Whr, [with] Horus being brought [along]. 

222C dbh.n 7st wnn.f m Whr m ssmw n nhh 
Isis [then] asked that he might be in the Whr as ruler for eternity. 

3. The Advent of Horus 
222d mI r-tn .Hrw ntrw 

'Behold Horus, 0 gods!' 
222e-3a ink .Hrw bik hry snbw hwt imn-rn 

'I am Horus the Falcon who is over the ramparts of the mansion of The-Hidden-of- 
Name. 

223b-c ph.n cht'i Jht sw;.n.i ntrw nwt 
My flight has reached the horizon, I having surpassed the gods of the sky, 

223d shnt'i st.i r p;wtyw 
so that I have elevated my place more than the Ancients. 

223e n ph.n iuw rht-i tpt 
The Aggressor cannot reach [even] my first flight 

224a wm st.i r Sth hft n it.i Wsir 
so my place is far from Seth, the enemy of my father Osiris. 

224b in'n.i w;wt n nhh n cndw 
I have traversed the roads of eternity to the dawn 

224c-d tni.i m rht'i 
after having ascended in my flight. 

224e nn ntr irrt n.i 
There is no god who can equal me 

224f ;d'i r hft n iti Wsir 
so [now] I may show vengeance against the enemy of my father Osiris, 

224g dy hr tbwt.i 
who will have been set under my sandal 

225a m rn'i pw n ?dmw 

by this my name of "Avenger". 

225b ink Hrw nms n '1st try mkwt.f m-hnw swht 
I am Horus, born of Isis, whose protection was within the ovary. 

225c-d n ;dw.i hh n r.tn 
I cannot be attacked by the fiery blast of your mouth, 

225e n pchn wi ddtytn rei 
nor can what you say against me reach me. 
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225f ink .Hrw w; st r rmt r ntrw 
I am Horus, far distant from people and from the gods. 

226a ink .Hrw s; '1st 
I am Horus, son of Isis.' 

Grammatical Analysis 

209C. irt. Active verbal infinitive in initial position, used here as a heading: 'making/forming' or 
'the shaping of'. 

209C. hprw, 'form', refers here to the self or personal nature. 

209C. Because this clause is used as a prescript, that which follows must necessarily be the 
opening of the spell employing an initial verbal construction. 

209gd. ki may be taken as an active verbal infinitive in the style of a heading since most texts do not 
begin with the prescript of B4C. While the form could be otherwise taken as an initial future 
sdm'A or an initial emphatic sdm-A these seem less likely than the infinitival usage. From a com- 
parison of the views of Faulkner (JEA 54 (I968), 4I n. 2) and Griffiths (JEA 56 (1970), I94-5) it 
seems that this hapax legomenon must be understood in the light of its determinative I which 
implies force, and by its relation to ssd. If it be taken to mean 'striking', as has been suggested, then 
perhaps the meteor to which ssd refers is a meteorite which actually struck the earth. 

209gd. snd is an adjectival verb here used in a nfr-sw construction so that it may be translated as a 
present tense (cf. Gardiner, Grammar, ?374). 
209d. This phenomenon seems to be an omen which precedes but does not directly cause Isis' 
pregnancy which follows (cf. Griffiths, ibid.). 
2Ioa. rs 'st. An emphatic sdm'A stressing the condition of pregnancy in which Isis awakes. Were 
this text to be understood as a drama, rather than an epic poem, it might be possible to understand 
rs as another initial infinitive, thus having the account open startlingly with a series of abrupt 
statements sympathetic to the agitated subject matter. 

2ioa. bk;t is a third feminine old perfective: 'being pregnant'. 
2Iob. ts.s. This is a sdm.f of circumstance emphasizing manner, thus describing the pregnant state 
in which she raises herself abruptly. 
2iob. wnt is an old perfective here used adverbially with the sense 'to move quickly/energetically'. 
2Ioc. ndm. This temporal circumstantial sdm.A seems to be philologically related to Hebrew 73, 
'to be pleased, pleasant'. 
2I1 a. dd.s is another circumstantial sdmf with temporal domain. 

2IIb. rmt. Perfect active participle. It cannot be an infinitive since it is non-initial. The antecedent 
is 'Ist since it is she who is the grammatical subject. 
2I b. itw has plural strokes which here indicate an abstract noun. Thus this 'fatherhood' probably 
refers to a rule or status in the Ennead paralleled in English by the meaning of the term 'patriar- 
chy'-albeit without the ecclesiastical connotation. 
2IIc. wp. Perfect active participle in substantival usage ('one judging') as denoting the one who 
settled the war between Upper and Lower Egypt and united the two. Its antecedent is Wsir. 
21 IC. srwt is more likely to be taken as an abstract noun 'slaughtering' than as a plural 'slaughter- 
ings'. This is a term with reference to warfare in the myth concerning the unification of Upper and 
Lower Egypt. 
211d-I2a. iw here is circumstantial in function. In Middle Egyptian iw can either introduce an 
independent clause or a circumstantial clause. In Late Egyptian the first falls into disuse. In this 
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instance it tends to emphasize the truth affirmed as being more intensely present than if it had not 
been used. Hence the adverb 'now' is used. 
2i2b-c. ts'n-i is a sdm.nf of the past here used with a present perfect nuance, since she is emphasiz- 
ing not the conception but the present result of the conception. This is the main verb of the sentence 
which began at 2I ib. Perhaps, in view of the context, the verb is better translated as 'conceived' 
than 'moulded' or 'knit together', though this usage is admittedly figurative (cf. Ps. 139: I3). 
212c-d. hk(i) may be related philologically to Hebrew PPn, whose potel form designates a 
prescriber of laws or commander and hence may designate any sovereign. This is the first of a 
series of sdm.ty.fy forms, the relative form of the future. All of them have their antecedent in s. 

213a-b. mdw is a legal term for settling a lawsuit. 
213C. my is an emphatic sdm.A here used with an imperative force. 

213c. iri*tn is a non-initial prospective sdmf of result or purpose. Faulkner (Dictionary, 26 (4)4) 
says that in a usage where irn indicates result or purpose it may be translated 'achieve'. He cites 
other similar examples though not this passage. 
213C. mktw is another case where plural strokes are used to designate an abstract nominal form 
which has been derived from a verbal stem. 

214a-b. rh is an imperative which is used in this clause (rh m ib.tn) with the sense 'Learn!' or 
'Accept!' 
214a-b. is here indicates the fact that nbtn is the predicate: 'this god . . . is your lord.' It is a 
grammatical morpheme of subordination here indicating indirect speech (Gilula's 'content sentence', 
op. cit., I6-I7). 
214a-b. swhtaf evidently refers to the metamorphic stage of development in which Horus is at 
present. 
214C. tfrr, 'blue-haired', probably refers to the feathers of the head-dress mentioned in 2Isa 
rather than to the lapis-lazuli stone often used in the mortuary masks of officials. 

2i4d. sn. The antecedent actually follows in this case as the subject here is hw, 'barbs', or 'strands'. 

215b. ihiz in Faulkner (Dictionary, 28) is written ] f rm 1 ? yhy 'Oho!' derived from an older 
form ( ro -. 

215b. in Itm-Rr is explained by Faulkner (Dictionary, 22) as 'Atum-Rec says' where the preposi- 
tion in meaning 'by' designates the agent by whom something is being spoken (cf. JEA 2I, 179). 
However Gardiner (Grammar ?437) suggests that it is an abbreviation for i in in the sdm'in.A 
construction of the verb i, 'to say'. 

215b. si ib.t is an initial prospective sdm.A which here has a strong request (quasi-imperatival) 
force: 'Guard your heart!' 
21 5c-6a. irh.tn is the emphatic form of the verb rh, 'to know'. The emphatic prefix is in Gardiner's 
terminology the 'prothetic i' (Grammar, ?272). The suffix tn refers to the Ennead in general. 
215C-16a. m iasst is an interrogative construction which most frequently occurs with an emphatic 
sdm.f. Its sense is best translated: 'How is it that?' 

215c-I6a. is here indicates a subordinate nominal clause in apposition to ntr. 

216b. iri'tn is a non-initial prospective sdm.f indicating result (cf. 213c). It refers to the tumult 
which Isis was creating among the gods by her indiscreet announcement of her pregnancy. 
216b. r.f. Although Gilula translates 'against him' (op. cit., I4), there is nothing in the context which 
suggests that the gods in general were acting against the unborn Horus. Atum-Rec's only fear 
seems to have been that through Isis' indiscretion the report concerning Horus might have been 
circulated among the gods until Seth-the arch-enemy of Horus' father Osiris-would hear and 

4 Faulkner, Dictionary: Faulkner, R. 0., A Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian (Oxford, 1976). 
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subsequently try to harm the foetus (cf. 2I7e-g). This is why he will advise her to keep this secret 
from the gods (2I7c-d). 
2i6c. iht refers here to 'spiritual' as that which is pure, holy and, therefore, unable to lie. Isis is, 
in essence, swearing by herself as mankind would swear by the gods. 
216d-17b. iw here emphasizes the present reality of the statement which it here introduces. Hence 
it is translated: 'there is indeed.' 
2I7c-e. dd'in 'Itm-Rr is a sdm'in'A form which here indicates a past narrative of result or sequel 
(cf. Gardiner, Grammar, ?428-9). 
2I7c-e. iwr ta. This emphatic sdm.f functions nominally but seems best taken to convey con- 
comitant circumstance to what follows. It is a form which appears later in oaths (e.g. w;k N, 'as 
N lives', from the hieratic ostracon 0. Nash i (R io) where it occurs twice)5 and here also serves 
as the protasis of the subsequent injunction. 
217c-e. sdh4t is best understood as a relative form ('that which you should conceal') since Atum-Rec 
refers here not to hiding her pregnancy but only to the fact that it came by the seed of Osiris-the 
very thing which she boasts (2i6d-I7d) and which Atum-Rec fears Seth will hear (217f-g). 
217c-e. hnwt never has the determinative of the infant (j) when it means simply 'mistress' 
(Faulkner, Dictionary, 172) so there may be a sense in which this spelling means 'expectant mother'. 
2zI7c-e. iwr'tb is an emphatic sdmf functioning nominally and introducing a 'that' clause: 'that 
your being pregnant'. 
217c-e. mssLt is likewise an emphatic sdmf functioning nominally. That it is appositional to iwr.tb 

supports translating with a copula between them: 'your pregnancy is your giving birth', but it is 
understood that the latter will result from the former. 
2I7c-e. r ntrw. While Gilula (op. cit., I4) suggests that this is the displaced adverbial modifier of 
sdh't ('conceal from the gods') there seems, nevertheless, to be no need for such a distant trans- 
position in order to give sense to this expression. Just as it was Isis' affirmation that her pregnancy 
was from Osiris' seed (217b), so also she was enthralled that she bore a god in her womb (216d-I7a). 
Accordingly, just as Atum-R& will admonish her to conceal that Osiris was the progenitor (2I7e), 
so here he warns her also not to reveal that she will give birth r ntrw, 'to divinity' (strokes indicating 
an abstract noun, not a plural). 
217c-e. wnt is a non-enclitic subordinating particle meaning 'that' for the past tense as ntt does 
for the present and future tenses. 

217e-f. is pw is a frontal extraposition to the following clause despite De Buck's placement at the 
end of 217e. is pw in the Coffin Texts is apparently used only in subordinate clauses. Here it 
dramatically re-emphasizes the following rkw pw. 
2I7e-f. imi iw. ims is described by Gardiner (Grammar, ??342-5) as a negative verb, which here 
occurs in communion with the verb zw, a non-initial prospective sdm'A, which in context may be 
literally translated: 'so that that one, the enemy, may not come', or, more idiomatically, 'lest that 
[very] enemy come', which emphasizes result and substantiates sdh't. 

2I7e-f. sm. is a perfect active participle: 'the one who slew' or 'who slew'. 

2I7e-f. it,f. The antecedent of the pronoun is the unborn Horus. 

2I7g. sdif is a non-initial prospective sdmAf which, since it follows a clause expressing a desire, 
indicates a clause of result or purpose. 
2 i8a. nri is possibly philologically connected with Hebrew Nt, 'be afraid', the niftal participle 
of HTV, 'to fear'. This is, of course, if nri is taken as the intransitive verb 'to fear'. It may also be 
the tertiae infirmae verb 'to protect' which Faulkner also cites (Dictionary, 134). As this verb does 

5 Greig, G., 'The Language of the Hieratic Ostracon, 0. Nash i, from the Nineteenth Dynasty: A Gram- 
matical Analysis and Translation' (Jerusalem, 1981 (unpublished)). 
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not appear to be initial, and the clause contextually seems to be an epithet of Seth, the former 
sense is employed here in a relative form, 'whom fears'. 
2i8a. rf may also be the enclitic particle rf (cf. Gardiner, Grammar, ?252) meaning 'as to him'. 
The antecedent of the pronoun is rkw, namely Seth. 
21i8b. sdm is an imperative by the demands of context. 
218b. ittin ist. Although it has been suggested that it is only an abbreviated form of the plural 
for 'goddesses' so that ntrw-it means 'gods and goddesses', yet it seems more natural to group it 
with the following to form a construction where the old perfective of the verb i, 'to say', is followed 
by an adverbial modifier in 7st expressing agent. It is more probably the old perfective than a 
feminine form of the verb i used in a sdm'inlA construction because the gender of verbs is unlikely 
to have been indicated in such an instance (cf. Gardiner, Grammar, ?437 n. gc). Literally it would 
read: 'that being said by Isis'. 
218b. ddpn Itm-Rr may be a sdm.n.A form in a relative clause which here is best translated by a 
present perfect 'which Atum-Re has said'. It should be noted that it could also be understood as 
a simple infinitive dd n Itm-Rr, 'the saying of Atum-Re('. The sense is similar in either case. 
2i8c-d. wdn.f is an initial sdm'nf which always emphasizes an adverbial clause-here m-hnw ht.i: 
'[It is] within my womb that he has commanded.' 
218e. ts'nf is more likely a temporal circumstantial sdm'n'f than an emphatic sdm'n'f in this context. 
Literally it is: 'after he had knit'. 
218e. h;.f. The antecedent of the pronoun is si, namely the unborn Horus. 

219iga. rhf is here a causal circumstantial sdm'f. 
219igb. dy si is a passive sdm'A which is followed by the preposition in (though elsewhere frequently 
by hr) expressing agent. 
219b. bik, the emblematic falcon of Horus, is here the indirect object of dy. 
2196gb. This statement stresses that Isis has thus received the protection which she was seeking 
from the gods (213C-15a). 
2i9c-d. m(y) is usually found as an enclitic particle following imperatives or a sdm'f expressing 
desire. Here, however, is one of the rare occasions in religious texts where my is found non- 
enclitically: 'Pray, go forth on the earth' (cf. Gardiner, Grammar, ?250). 
2igc-d. pria is the imperative which is usually expected with my. 

2ioc-d. di'i should be taken as a non-initial prospective sdm.f expressing purpose for such forms 
frequently follow imperatives (cf. 213C for the same). 
z2i9e. sms'tw is another non-initial prospective sdmf of result apparently dependent on diLi. 

2I9f-20oa. ir-i. A non-initial prospective sdm'f of purpose again, dependent on the imperative pri. 

2I9f-2oa. ph'n'k is a sdm'n'f which, although usually indicating the simple past, here has a future- 
perfect sense, expressing result: 'so that you [will] have reached'. It is dependent upon ir'i, just as 
smstw was dependent upon di'i. 

2I9gf-20a. swt is an old perfective describing antecedent circumstance. 
220b. prib. An imperative which potentially parallels the previous pri of 219C. It is addressed to 
the unborn Horus. 
220ob. p&ty is used here not in the sense of physical 'strength' but in that of the 'potency' of a god 
(cf. Faulkner, Dictionary, 93). This seems from the general context to be a rare use in Egyptian 
of the adverbial accusative: 'Go forth [as] power (i.e. powerfully)' (cf. Gardiner, Grammar, ?88, 
though he cites no such instance as this). 
220C. ph4n &ta is a temporal circumstantial sdm'n^A contemporaneous withprib. It carries a future- 
perfect sense ('when the surging-power [will] have arrived') as did phn'k (220oa). Here the verb pA 
is intransitive. 
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220c. ft is not the same type of power asphty (220ob) even though they bear the same determinative. 
Here it refers to the surging energy of the childbirth pains of this goddess. 

22o0d-e. ph n ;tb is again a future-perfect circumstantial sdmf (cf. 220c) but here it is contempora- 
neous with skdd and ph is now transitive, taking the direct object ks. 

220d-e. ksf. The pronoun's antecedent is the subject ft. Ks, which rarely appears without the 
crocodile determinative (supposedly symbolic of aggression or overwhelming strength; cf. Wb. v, 
139 (4, 5)), seems here to refer to the climax of Isis' labour pains. There is no need to accept 
Faulkner's suggestion that a textual omission precedes this term (JEA4 54 (1968), 42 n. 23). 

220d-e. skdd must be seen here as an imperative emphatic sdmf. It complements the imperative 
pri (22ob). This expression (skdd thzw) seems to refer to Horus' emergence from the womb into 
daylight. 
22ia-b. iri'nf is an initial emphatic sdm.nf stressing dsf: 'It is for himself that he made his place.' 
Since this verb contextually introduces a new section it is advisable to introduce it with the temporal 
adverb 'then'. This narrative sentence introductorily summarizes the discourse of 22IC-2C, which 
explains why this translation is concluded with a colon. 

22ia-b. hms(w) is an old perfective of antecedent circumstance. 

22ia-b. m hnt ntrw probably employs the m of predication. As this text is primarily concerned 
with the exaltation of Horus it would be insufficient to say: 'having sat among the foremost of the 
gods'. 
22ia-b. whr. Although it has been suggested that this is a masculine plural imperfective active 
participle ('who release' cf. Faulkner, Dictionary, 66) which finds its antecedent in ntrw, it is more 
likely to be a proper noun which perhaps refers to the primeval bark of the entourage of Re'- 
Akhety. This would explain the use of the ship and divine determinatives and its usage in the three 
occurrences in this spell (22ib; 222b, c). 
22ic-d. hms r'k is the imperative in sdm r'k form where the adjunct use of r plus the suffix reinforces 
the person addressed (cf. Gardiner, Grammar, ??252, 337). 

22Ie. hry begins an adverbial phrase modifying hms r.k (22Ic). 

22if. dbhki. This initial prospective sdm'f seems best rendered as a first person cohortative. 

22 if. wnn is a non-initial emphatic sdm.A which conveys the content of indirect speech. It should 
be translated: 'that . .. may be . ..'. 
222a. n nhh dt is a true hendiadys where the concept of eternity is conveyed first with the term 
using the determinative of time (nhh is usually written 3 I 1 ?) and then with that of the earth 

(dt usually written ]') even as Hebrew 'TI7 t.iY1 carries the same ideas of earth (often 13iS 
means 'world') and time (fS7_ is derived from m7 1 'to advance'). 
222b. h. '1st is one of the rare cases where the Coffin Texts may preserve a sdm'A of the past. 
Context prevents it from being read as an infinitive. 

222b. in .Hrw is read here as a passive sdm.A the active agent of which is Ist. Presumably Horus 
was still under her guardianship. For such circumstantial uses of the passive sdm.f in subordinate 
clauses see Gardiner's Grammar, ?423. 
222C. dbh.n Ist is a narrative sdm'n'A of the past. 
222C. wnn.f. As previously (22If), this is a non-initial emphatic sdm.f which conveys the content 
of indirect speech: 'that he may be'. 
222d. mi r_tn is another example of the imperative using r plus the suffix as a reinforcing adjunct 
(cf. 22 IC). Whether this pronouncement is the first statement of Horus (as both Faulkner and Gilula 
claim) or the herald call of Isis-whose prediction (212b-I3b; 2I4a-I5a; 216c-I7b; 2I9a-b) is 
ultimately fulfilled in the presentation of her son before the Ennead-is not evinced explicitly in 
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the text. But the fact that all three previous invocations of the gods (2I Ia, 2I3C, 2i8b) were made by 
Isis makes this fourth quite likely her words also. 

223b-c. ph'n cht' is an initial emphatic sdm.n-A stressing the subordinate clause introduced by 
swI.n.i. It is here translated as a present perfect. 
223b-c. sw;.n'i is a circumstantial sdm.n'f: 'after I passed'. 
223d. shnt.i is a non-initial prospective sdm.f of result dependent on ph.n chti. 

223e. n ph.n ziw. The n sdm.n.A form, as Gunn discovered (Eg. Syntax,6 chap. xiv, B., I28-9), 
is not a past tense but a very general present tense. This must, therefore, be seen as an initial form 
in this context. 

223e. i;,w is translated here as 'Aggressor' upon comparison of iuyt meaning 'rod' (Faulkner, 
Dictionary, 8 has variant spellings) and the term iuw from the Pyramid Texts ?264 (cf. Wb. I, 

27, also on p. 29 bwt from the Greek Period) which, with the determinative of two maces, seems 
consistent with the general field of meaning for imw as 'contender', 'adversary', or 'aggressor'. 
The duck-determinative need not be considered anomalous if it be remembered that it is a charac- 
teristic of these fowl to show extreme aggression during certain seasonal phases of their behaviour. 

223e. cht'i tpt. It seems to be the purpose of Horus to emphasize that even his first flight, 
characteristically the most feeble of any young falcon, surpassed all previous divine flights. This 
implies that henceforth he need never fear the predacity of Seth. Hence the particle 'even' is used 
here for emphasis. 
224a. wi sti' seems best rendered as a non-initial prospective sdm'A of result: 'so that my place is 
far (i.e. out of reach)'. 
224b. in.n.i is an initial emphatic sdm.n'f which structurally parallels the use of the same form 
in 223b. The meaning 'traverse' is demanded by the direct object w;wt. 

224c-d. tnii should be understood here as a non-initial circumstantial sdmf: 'after I ascended'. 

224e. nn functions here like the Hebrew particle-verb of non-existence (1's): 'there is/are no'. 

224e. irrt should be understood here as a perfect active participle with the neuter ending -t (cf. 
Gardiner, Grammar, ?354) which should express some kind of negative potential idea: 'there is 
no god who can do [as] I [have done]'. 
224f. d-.i is a non-initial prospective sdm.f of result. The translation employs 'now' as a device 
to emphasize the resultant relation of this clause to the previous clause (224e). 

224g. dy is a rare use of the old perfective, indicating the end of a process, but used here within 
a futuristic context. Hence it is translated as a future perfect rather than literally: 'having been set'. 

225a. ?dmw may be philologically related to d (224f) and may be the stereotype antonym to juw, 
'Aggressor', used in 223e. 

225b. ms is a perfect passive participle where the semantic subject 'st is introduced by the pre- 
position n (cf. Gardiner, Grammar, ??36I, 379). 

225b. iry mkwtf is a rare construction where the perfect passive participle iry is followed by the 
semantic subject mkwt.f. Literally translated it is: 'which was made-his protection'. 

225c-d. n ;dw.i. This negative passive sdm'f is best translated as a present negative potential: 'I 
cannot be attacked' (cf. Gardiner, Grammar, ??422, (3); 424, (i)), since it is used here in synonymous 
parallelism with the following n ph.n wi which must be present tense (see below). 
225c-d. hh serves here as a direct genitive of the compound dw.i and as such expresses its semantic 

subject. This use of the direct genitive to express agent is also known with infinitives (cf. Gardiner, 
Grammar, ??30I, 306, (2)) and with the passive participle (?379, (2)). 
225c-d. r tn. The plural suffix is only of general reference to any potential adversaries whom 
Horus may encounter. 

6 Gunn, Eg. Syntax: Gunn, B., Studies in Egyptian Syntax (Paris, I924). 
G 
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225e. n phln wi is read here as a present negative potential n sdmnf since this form is practically 
always of present reference, as Gunn noted (cf. above n p.hn i;;w at 223e). 

225e. ddtptn is an imperfective relative form with genitive of authorship conveyed by the suffix: 
'which you [may] say'. 

Poetic Structure and Literary Genre 

It is one of the advantages of literary Egyptian that poetic structure can often be 
analysed as a means by which to verify sentence division, syntax, and sometimes even 
verbal aspect and mood. But care must be taken to avoid artificially imposing a formal 
structure on to passages by means of textual emendation or through interpreting verb 
forms according to obscure notions so as to lend symmetry to the work where such 
may never have been intended by the author(s). A sane and balanced approach must 
always be characterized by a high level of textual conservatism where ancient literature 
is concerned, if only out of recognition for the fact that there are immense gaps in our 
present knowledge concerning the 'postulates' of the ancient literary world. 

The following analysis of poetic structure in Spell 148 is based solely on the content 
and syntax of individual passages. Rhythmic considerations must remain outside the 
scope of this analysis since there is, at present, little compelling evidence of the precise 
nature of metric conventions in the poetry of the ancient Near East. 

One example of structure based on subject content occurs in 2i8b-igb where the 
arch-like schema (a-b-b-c-b-a) looks as follows: 

2 8b a dd.n Itm-Rc nb hwt-rhmw 
2i8c-d b wd.nf n.i mkt s;'i m-hnw ht.i 
2x8e b ts-nf snwt hif m-hnw idt.i tn 
219a c rh f iwrw Wsir is pw 
2i9b b dy st bik imy hti tn 

a in 'Itm-Rr nb ntrw 

In no instance here is there pure repetition but the parallelism is quite evident. 
Again, the 'rounded chiasm' (a-b-c-b-c-a) of 220b-e is based both on the content 

and the grammatical structure of the passage: 

220b a' pri (imperative) phty b m-hnw if i 
220c c p.hn it (intransitive) b m-hnw if i 
22od-e c p4hn it (transitive) ks.f a" skdd (imperatival) 4hw 

Here there is a clear pattern of repetition between the stichoi of the passage. Thus the 
two 'a' stichoi create an inclusio. 

A more elaborate example of poetic structure based on content occurs in 223b-5a 
where the outline follows this pattern using whole couplets and tricola to define 
structural units: 

223b (ph-n rht-z' ht 
223c a' swr'n'i ntrw nwt 
223d shnti st.i r p;wtyw 
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223e b in ph.n ibw crhti tpt 
224a [w~ st' r Sth hft n iti Wsir 

224b a" Jin.ni w;wtn nh nh n rndw 
224c-d _tndi. m rhtzi 

224e b" Inn ntr irrt n.i 
224f J d'i r hft n itz' Wsir 
224g | dy hr tbwt-z 
225a km rni pw n ;dmw 

Essentially both groups labelled 'a' speak of the extent of Horus' flight as elevated 
beyond anything formerly attained. Both 'b' groups describe the inability of other 
gods to equal the pre-eminence of Horus and finish with an allusion to Seth, 'the 
enemy of my father Osiris'. The latter variant extention(224g-5 a) is a device reminiscent 
of the 'ballaste variant' of ancient Semitic poetry. 

There is at least one clear example of parallelism within this spell at 225c-e. The 
first couplet states figuratively what the second reiterates in non-figurative terms. This 
'emblematic parallelism' is another example of structure based on content: 

225c-d a n ;dwi b hh n r.tn 
225e a n p.hn wi b ddt.tn r.i 

An example where poetic structure has been based on purely syntactical considera- 
tions occurs at 219c-20a. Schematically this sentence is structured as follows: 

Imperative Purpose Clause Result Clause 
P ,2zi9d di.i . .. 219e sms.tw . . . 

219 2I9f r-i . . .. 2 oa phnk . . . 

Both the purpose clauses have the first singular pronoun as subject (Isis) and both 
the result clauses have the second singular (Horus). This is one of the instances where 
linear poetic structure is helpful in determining verbal aspect and syntax. 

One final example of poetic structure occurs from 2i7c-e where there appears to be 
some type of word-play or alliteration going on within the sentence, especially at 2 I7d: 

217d iwrt sdh.t -hnwt pw 
iwr t mss.t .r ntrw 

All the verb forms here are in some sense nominal and each of the stichoi of 2I7c-e' 
ends with an address of some deity: 'Itm-Rr, hnwt (i.e. Isis), ntrw, Wsir. 

This analysis of poetic structure serves only to describe those instances where some 
formal relationship has been created within the literary passage based upon content 
or syntax of the passage. However, when one speaks of literary genre one is particu- 
larly concerned with conventions of form and style which involve the work as a whole. 
To date, not enough research has been done to determine the similarity of formal 
conventions used in composing the Coffin Texts. One such convention in Egyptian 
religious literature has been noticed in this spell by J. G. Griffiths (JEA 56 (1970), 

94-5), namely the pathetic fallacy of the 'omen' which introduces any event of cosmic 
significance such as the birth of a god (cf. 209gd-Ioa). 
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Some measures for determining major sections within poetic works are: noticing 
shifts in verbal aspect or mood, or changes in the subject matter or speaker. Such 
divisions have been delineated in this spell by the outline headings which have been 
employed in the translation which follows. Another means for determining the formal 
structure of a particular genre is afforded through distinguishing narrative from dis- 
course. The narrative summary of 22Ia-b actually states what the discourse (22Ic-2a) 
and narrative (222b-c) go on to reiterate more comprehensively. Such a convention is 
also seen in Biblical Hebrew (cf. Judg. 4: 4-5: 3 i) as is the reverse situation (cf. Exod. 
I5: I-2I) where the narrative summary follows the poetry. 

An additional unifying device whhih helps to delineate the structure of a literary 
genre is the employment of motifs. Notice the use of the motifs: m swht (212b), m-hnw 
swht (2 6b, 225b); m-hnw ht'i (2i id-ia, 2i8c-d), m-hnw idt (213c); and m-hnw hti tn 
(2i6d-I7a), m-hnw idt'i tn (2i8e), imy htdi tn (zigb). These all serve to unify the work 
as a whole. Other motifs mark off or introduce new sections, such as hr(y) snbw [hwt] 
imn-rn (220a, 221e, 223a), which is only used in the latter half of the spell. Other 
demarcating motifs are the vocative ntrw used by Isis (2i ia, 213C, 218, 222d) serving 
to introduce new sections and the four-fold ink Hrw (222e, 225b, f, 226a) used only 
in the final poetic section concerning the advent of Horus. 

According to the conventions of form and genre outlined above the following trans- 
lation form is offered a model for future studies of this spell: 

Prescript 

209C Forming [one's] essence as a falcon: 

A. The Announcement of the Pregnancy of Isis 

20gd [After] the blast of a meteorite such that [even] thie gods fear 
21oa Isis awoke pregnant by the seed of her brother Osiris! (2iob) Thus 

the woman raised herself abruptly, (zioc) her heart pleased [with] 
the seed of her brother Osiris, (2Iia) as she said: 

'0O gods! 
2Iib I, Isis, sister of Osiris, 

who wept concerning [the loss of] the patriarchy of Osiris, 
21 ic Judge of the slaughtering of the two lands, 
2iid whose seed is now within (212a) my womb- 
212b I have conceived the form of a god within the ovary as my son, 
212C the foremost of the Ennead, 
212d who will rule this land, 

who will be heir to Geb, 
2I3a who will argue on behalf of his father, 
2I3b [and] who will slay Seth the enemy of his father Osiris.' 

B. Isis' Invocation for Divine Protection 
213C 'Come, 0 gods, 

so that you may secure his protection within my womb! 
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214a Know in your heart 
214b that your lord is this god who is in his seed-stage, 
214C blue-haired, 

[befitting] the form of the lord of the gods, 
214d when they are great and they are full, 
215a [even] the strands of the two plumes of blue!' 

C. Atum-Rec's Advice to Exercise Discretion 

215b 'Ho!' said Atum-Rec, 
'Restrain your heart, 0 woman! 

215c How do you know concerning him 
whether he is a god, (216a) lord, and heir of the Ennead, 

216b that you [thus] act concerning him 
[who is] within the ovary?' 

2i6c 'I am Isis, more spiritual and noble than [all] the gods. 
2i6d There is indeed a god within (217a) this womb of mine! 
217b It is the seed of Osiris!' 
2I7c Then Atum-Re' said: 
217d 'As you are pregnant, then that which you should conceal, 0 mistress, 

is that your pregnancy is [to result in] your giving birth to godhead 
2I7e which was [formerly] the seed of Osiris, 
217e-f lest that [very] enemy come who slew his father 
2I7g that he might break the seed within its infancy, 
218a [the one] whom [even] The-Great-of-Magic fears.' 

D. Isis' Proclamation of the Decree for Protection 

2i8b 'Hear this, 0 gods,' said Isis, 
'which Atum-Re', lord of The-Mansion-of-Images, has declared! 

21 8c He has commanded for me (218d) within my womb the protection of my son, 
218e having knit together an entourage about him within this womb of mine, 
2I9a since he knew that he was the heir of Osiris. 
219b Protection has been granted the Falcon within this womb of mine 

by Atum-Rec, lord of the gods.' 

E. Isis' Instruction to the Unborn Horus 

219C 'Come and go forth on the earth 
219d so that I may give you honour 
2tge such that the retainers of your father Osiris may serve you, 
219f so that I may make your name 
220a such that you will have reached the horizon 

having passed over the ramparts of The-Hidden-of-Name. 
220b Go forth in power from within my flesh, 
220c when the surging-force has arrived within my flesh; 
220d when the surging-force has reached its limit, (220e) sail forth into sunshine.' 

F. The Emergence of Horus 
i. Introductory Summary 
22Ia [Then] he made his own place (22Ib) having sat down as the foremost of the gods in the 

entourage of the Whr: 
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2. Isis' Preparation for the New-born Horus 
22ic 'O Falcon, my son Horus, 

settle down in this land of (22Id) your father Osiris 
22Ie with this your name of "Falcon", 

over the ramparts of the mansion of The-Hidden-of-Name. 
22If Let me ask that another may be 
222a in the suite of Re'-Akhety 

in the prow of the primeval bark for ever and ever.' 
222b Isis descended to the Whr, [with] Horus being brought [along]. 
222c Isis [then] asked that he might be in the Whr as ruler for eternity. 

3. The Advent of Horus 
222d 'Behold Horus, 0 gods!' 
222e 'I am Horus the Falcon 
223a who is over the ramparts of the mansion of The-Hidden-of-Name. 

223b My flight has reached the horizon, 
223c I having surpassed the gods of the sky, 
223d so that I have elevated my place more than the Ancients. 
223e The Aggressor cannot reach [even] my first flight 
224a so my place is far from Seth, the enemy of my father Osiris. 
224b I have traversed the roads of eternity to the dawn 
224c after having ascended (224d) in my flight. 
224e There is no god who can equal me 
224f so [now] I may show vengeance against the enemy of my father Osiris, 
224g who will have been set under my sandal 
225a by this my name of "Avenger". 
225b I am Horus, born of Isis, 

whose protection was within the ovary. 
225c I cannot be attacked (225d) by the fiery blast of your mouth, 
225e nor can what you say against me reach me. 

225f I am Horus, 
far distant from people and from the gods. 

226a I am Horus, son of Isis.' 

A tentative schema of the genre-form of this spell might be set forth as follows: 

Theme-Form Theme Motifs 

209c Prescript 
PART I 

209d-i a' Introductory Narrative to Part I 
2IIa"-x3b A Isis rejoices in hope that Osiris' death may still be ntrw (21ia) 

avenged on Seth by the seed of Osiris within her 
womb 

213c-I5a B Isis pleads for divine protection of the helpless ntrw (213c) 
foetus while within her womb 

2I5b-i6b C Atum-Re? calms the agitated Isis with an admoni- 
tion to substantiate her boisterous claim of the 
foetus's divinity 
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216C-I7b 

217c-I8a 

2I8b-I9b B 

219c-2od A' 

D Isis testifies that she is trustworthy in saying that 
the foetus is Osiris' offspring 

C Atum-R& calms the agitated Isis with an admoni- 
tion to keep the father of the foetus a secret from 
Seth-thus he grants approval of the foetus's divine 
protection 
Isis rejoices that her request for divine protection of 
the foetus in her womb has been granted 
Isis incites the unborn foetus to take up the place 
of Osiris so as to vindicate his name 

PART II 

Introductory Narrative to Part II 
Isis procures a position of prominence for her son, 
hereafter named Horus 

Concluding Narrative to Isis' Procuration (22zzc- 
2a) 
Isis heralds her son Horus 

_-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --_ 

a Horus announces himself as the one who out- 
distances all his predecessors in his exaltation 

b Horus, elaborating on the fact of his divine origin 
and protection in the womb of Isis, affirms that he 
is safe from all assault 

a' Horus reiterates his exaltation 
b' Horus reiterates his divine origin in Isis 

ntrw (222d) 

ink Hrw (222e) 

ink Hrw (225b) 

ink Hrw (225f) 
ink Hrw (226a) 

zzIa-b 
22Ic-2a 

n trw (218b) 

A" 

222b-c 

222d 

222e-5a 

225b-e 

225f 
2zz6a 
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THE BURDEN OF KHA'KHEPERRE'SONBU 

By BOYO G. OCKINGA 
Frau Prof. Emma Brunner-Traut 
zum 25. I2.8I gewidmet 

Introduction 

EVER since Gardiner's pioneering editio princeps of the writing board (BM 5645) 
which bears the text of the Complaints of Kharkheperrersonbu,' his interpretation of the 
text as a purely literary composition has remained unchallenged.2 For him the work 
is no great achievement, no more than 'a collection or anthology of wise sayings 
ingeniously put together'; he writes of the author's (unattained) 'literary aspirations', 
his 'naivete' and 'pompous boast'.3 

The judgement of G. Kadish,4 the last commentator to have studied the text in 

depth, is considerably more sympathetic towards the ancient author. He sees the work 
as an 'indictment of the sorry lack of originality among the sorry lack of originality among the contemporaries of Kha- 

kheper-re(-senebu', who are guilty of 'plagiarism'.5 Kha(kheperre(sonbu is 'weary of 
this repetitiveness of his age and yearns for something new to say and fresh language 
with which to express it'.6 Although Kadish also notes that there is nothing new in 

Khackheperrecsonbu's literary style, for him the fact 'that he is aware of it lends a 

special poignancy to his opening lament'.7 'He is sensitive enough to see the problem; 
his tragedy is his lack of the creative imagination necessary to do what must be done. 
The fame of his work may have rested on that insight.'8 If this really was all that 

Khackheperre(sonbu achieved it seems rather doubtful that it would have been suffi- 
cient to secure him a place amongst the great literati of Ancient Egypt. That the 

Egyptians thought highly of him may be deduced from the fact that he is included in 
the list of sages of the past preserved in P. Chester Beatty IV,9 and in a similar list 
inscribed on a tomb wall at Saqqara.I' Modern interpreters usually bear in mind that 
the text may be incomplete, and that the achievements which won him lasting fame 
could have come in the lost sections of the work. 

I should like to thank Professor H. Brunner and Professor W. Schenkel for reading through my manuscript 
and for their useful comments and suggestions. 

I A. H. Gardiner, The Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage (Leipzig, 1909), Appendix, 95 ff., pls. 17 and i8. 
2 See, for example, S. Herrmann, Untersuchungen zur tUberlieferungsgestalt mitteldgyptischer Literaturwerke 

(Berlin, I957), 48 ff.; H. Brunner, Grundzuge einer Geschichte der altdgypt. Literatur (Darmstadt, 1966), 63 f.; 
E. Otto, Handbuch d. Orientalistik, I, I, 2, Literatur (Leiden/Koln, 1970), 144; id., in LA I, 896-7; M. Licht- 
heim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, I (Berkeley/Los Angeles/London, 1973), 145 f.; G. Kadish, JEA 59 (1973), 
77-90; E. Brunner-Traut in Neues Handbuch der Literaturwissenschaft, I, Altorient. Lit. (Wiesbaden, 1978), 
47-8. The only exception that has come to my notice is G. Lanczkowski-see below n. i I. 

3 Gardiner, op. cit., IIo. 4 See n. 2. 
5 Kadish, op. cit., 85. The interpretation that what we should call plagiarism is here being criticized rests 

solely upon Kadish's translation-compare that of M. Lichtheim, op. cit. 
6 Kadish, op. cit., 85. 7 Ibid., 86. 8 Ibid., 88. 
9 A convenient translation in W. K. Simpson (ed.), The Literature of Ancient Egypt (New Haven/London, 

1972), I. I9 Ibid., fig. 6. 
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The Meaning of mdwwt, psw, and hnw 
The prevalent understanding of the work rests upon the interpretation of three words: 
mdwwt, t_sw, and hnw. The translation of mdwt mMwt as 'new language' (Gardiner), 
or 'new words' (Kadish), and hnw as 'words' (Gardiner) or 'phrases' (Kadish), naturally 
lends weight to the assertion that Khakheperrecsonbu's prime concern was for fresh 
literary expression." A more precise definition of the first two terms in this context 
can be achieved by a comparison with their usage in the Prophecy of Neferti, a text 
which, as has long been recognized, belongs to the same genre as the Complaints of 
Kharkheperrersonbu.12 In the Rahmenerzdhlung that introduces the prophecy, King 
Snefru desires that someone be sought 'who may speak some mdwt nfrwt to me, 
tsw stpw at the hearing of which My Majesty will be entertained'.'3 The king's 
courtiers arrange that the lector-priest Neferti be summoned, and, when he appears, 
the king makes the same request: 'Come, Neferti, my friend, and recount to me some 
mdvt nfrzvwt, sw stpw, at the hearing of which My Majesty will be entertained'.14 

Thereupon Neferti asks: 'Of what has happened, or of what will happen, 0 Sovereign, 
my Lord?'I5 The king desires the latter, and Neferti launches into his prophecy. 

Assuming that Neferti did indeed fulfil the wish of his sovereign, and there is no 
reason to doubt this, we can draw the conclusion that his work can be termed nhzi n 
mdwwt nfrwt, tmsw stpw. In this context, therefore, these expressions cannot be under- 
stood as denoting isolated sayings, maxims or phrases, even though they literally mean 
'some excellent sayings', 'selected/choice maxims';16 they refer to a more extensive 
literary product, and their meaning can be better rendered 'discourse' and 'composi- 
tion'.17 Kha'kheperrecsonbu's usage of mdwt and tsw is similar. Instead of 'some' 
(nhi n) mdwt we have 'a collection of' (shwi) mdwt; in place of 'choice' (stpw) tsw, 'a 
gathering' (kdf) of tsw. In both texts the terms appear in the plural and there is the 
concept of selection. We should thus understand Khackheperre'sonbu's shzwi mdwt 
and kdf psw as terms that refer to the composition as a whole-it is not merely new 
words and phrases that he seeks, but a whole new message. 

This message is also called a hnw, the plural form in all probability being influenced 
by that of mdwt and t;sw. The singular hn has the basic meaning 'speech, affair' (Wb. 
III, 289); however, there are examples where the word refers specifically to a com- 
plaint or petition: 

Eloquent Peasant, Bi. 280: Toward the end of the seventh petition the peasant says to the High 

II To my knowledge, the only exception is G. Lanczkowski, Festschrift Grapow, I86, who translates 'Reden', 
'Ausspriiche', 'Wort', without, however, stating his reasons for doing so. He interprets Khackheperre(sonbu's 
desire for new compositions as a result of 'geschichtlichen Erkenntnissen . . . die letztlich auf der Einsicht 
in die Wandelbarkeit historischen Geschehens ulberhaupt beruhen'. 

1- Erman grouped them together with the Lebensmuiide, The Complaints of Ipuwer, and the Eloquent Peasant 
under the heading 'Meditations and Complaints' in his collection of Egyptian literature-Engl. transl. The 
Literature of the Ancient Egyptians (London, 1927). I3 12-I4, Helck, Neferti, 7, Il, im. 

14 Hfelck, op. cit., II-12, ri-k. I5 14, Helck, op. cit., 12, lim. 
16 Another example where the whole is seen as the sum of its component parts will be found in E. Brunner- 

Traut, LA I, s.v. 'Aspektiv'. 
17 'Composition' seems a fitting translation of psw since the latter is also derived from a root with the 

meaning 'to join together'. 
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Steward Rensi: 'My hn is done, my misery (m;r) has come to an end before you.' Hin, here standing 
parallel to m;r, clearly refers to the complaint made by the peasant. The word has a similar meaning 
in other texts as well: in his biography, in a context where he speaks of his treatment of petitioners, 
the Vizier Rekhmirec says:18 [w]sb.i hn nb, 'I answered every complaint'. Although the neutral 
meaning of hn, 'matter, affair, speech', would also suit this context, one can safely assume that 
matters brought to the vizier for his judgement were generally complaints of some kind. 

In P. Pushkin 127, rt. 3. I5I9 Wermai refers to the account of his misadventures as hn{'i}n ib.z, 

'{my} complaint of my heart'. 

Just as hn in these examples refers to a complaint as a whole, and not to words or 

phrases, hnw in Khackheperr?csonbu's complaint can be understood as an expression 
denoting his composition, which in character is also a complaint. 

Khackheperrecsonbu's Aim 
The words with which Khakheperre(sonbu qualifies hnw are of interest. He writes 
of 'probing/investigating' (d4r)20 a complaint (hnw). It is obvious to him that all is not 
well with the state of Egypt, and it is the situation of the country that forms the subject 
of his complaint. The root of the problem is, however, hidden, and the desire to 
uncover it leads him to investigate the complaint. He speaks of 'investigating a com- 
plaint by means of searching for the heart', (dbr hnw m hhzi n ib). The great care and 
attention which he pays in composing his work is here expressed, and is brought to 
our attention a second time in rt. 3: shmkd i htzi hr ntt iss m fh n dda nb, 'I sift my 
body (seat of emotion) for all that is in it when releasing all that I (am able to) say.' 
A comparison with a passage from the Eloquent Peasant is here rewarding.2I In a 
passage where he more or less excuses his outburst the peasant says (Bi. 275 ff.): 

iw grt ht-i mhti ib'i ;tp(w) My body was full, my heart laden; 
pri is m htzi n r(w) irhi the outflow from my body because of it, 
ngt pw m dnit mws ;s(w) wn rwi r mdwt it is a breach in a dam,22 its waters flowing when 

my mouth opened to speak. 
rhr ... Then.. 
snfnz'i ntt m hti ir(i)ni s/mwi I emptied out that which was in my body, 

washed my linen. 
hni hpr(w) mir' dr(w) hft-kr-k My complaint is done, my misery ended before 

you. 

The peasant's complaint (hn), unlike that of Khackheperresonbu, gushed forth from 
him uncontrolled, like a flood of water suddenly released by a breach in a dam. He 
also speaks of emptying out that which was in his body using the verb snf, a general 

18 Urk. iv, o083, 3. 
19 R. Caminos, A Tale of Woe (Oxford, I977). 
20 Cf. Faulkner, CD 320. For drr used in medical texts with the meaning 'to probe, to investigate' a wound, 

cf. v. Deines and Westendorf, Wb. d. med. Texte, II, 998 f. Herrmann, op. cit., 52, also translates drr with this 
sense. 

21 Herrmann, ZAS 80 (1955), 36 f. was, to my knowledge, the first to draw attention to the similarity of 
the imagery used in the two texts. 

22 We have here an example of the construction dealt with in Gardiner, Eg. Grammar, ?I89; Edel, Altdg. 
Gramm. ?972, and most recently by W. Westendorf, 'Beitraiige zum altagyptischen Nominalsatz. Teil 3: 
Der Nominalsatz vom Typ A B pw', NAWG i. Phil.-hist. Klasse (1981), Nr. 3. 
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verb for 'unloading', e.g. a ship of its cargo.23 The verb that Khackheperrecsonbu 
employs, shik, occurs in medical texts for the process of straining a mixture through 
a cloth,24 in other words, Khackheperrecsonbu 'empties out his body' in a more con- 
trolled, selective, way-he chooses his words carefully. We have here the same image 
as that used in the Teaching for King Merikarer (P 34) where it is said of the sage: 
iw(z) nf mrt rthfti, 'Macat comes to him filtered' (i.e. free of impurities). The verb 
rth25 is used in medical texts in a similar way to shkk-because he studies the writings 
of past sages, the learned man receives Macat in its pure essence. 

The Result of Khackheperre<sonbu's Investigation 

What was the result of this careful search? In the following discussion, based on the 
excellent translation of M. Lichtheim,26 I give a precis of the text with a more detailed 
treatment of the key sections.27 

I, 1-4. Khackheperrecsonbu expresses the desire to say something new; he does not want to repeat 
the same old things spoken by the ancestors. He chooses what he says with care, since repetition of 
what has already been said is nothing to boast of. 

I, 5-9. He states his intention to produce something new, he is 'not a teller of tales after they 
happen . . . nor a teller of what might be said'. This statement calls to mind the question Neferti 
put to King Snefru: Neferti asks what he should relate: 'Of what has happened or what will 
happen?' Neferti had, of course, been asked to relate some excellent mdwt, choice t;sw-from this 
we can draw the conclusion that traditional compositions of this kind had as their subject events 
of the past or future. Kha'kheperre'sonbu disassociates himself from this-it is his observation 
that 'from the first generation to those who come after, they imitate that which is past'.28 He once 
again expresses the desire to have something new to say, something which he can contemplate in 
his heart, which will relieve the burden that distresses him. 

I, 10-14. He now proceeds to do something which for this literary genre29 is indeed new-he does 
not dwell on the past or foretell the future but in contrast ponders on the present condition of the 
land, which is causing him so much anguish. There then follows a description of the situation of 
the country which is very similar to that which Neferti prophesies. The sorry plight of the land 
distresses him exceedingly; it is painful to keep silent, but it is impossible to vent one's concern.30 
Khackheperrecsonbu longs for a heart upon which he can pour out his concerns. 

II, i-6. He now addresses his heart and asks it to unravel for him what is going on in the land. 

23 Wb. iv, i62, 8. 
24 v. Deines and Westendorf, op. cit. II, 792. 
25 Ibid., I, I56. 
26 See n. 2. Any variations in my translation will be discussed. 
27 The numbering of the lines, e.g. I, i instead of rt. i, follows that of Lichtheim. 
28 Lichtheim is the first to have correctly understood this sentence. 
29 The author of the Teaching for King Merikarjr also mentions the situation of the land in his time, but 

this text belongs to the genre of Instructions. 
30 This is stated at the end of the text (II, 4-5), and in the similar chaotic situation described by Neferti 

(49-50) the same holds true: 'To answer a speech the arm thrusts a stick,/One speaks by killing him./Speech 
falls on the heart like fire,/One cannot endure the word of mouth' (trans. Lichtheim, op. cit., I42). Cf. also 
the situation of the Lebensmilde, who laments the absence of someone with whom he can speak. 
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There follows another short description of the general miseries which all are suffering; then, 
toward the end of the section, come the words: 

One wakes to it3i every day, 
And the hearts do not reject it. 
Yesterday's condition (hrt) is like today's, 
hr sni r.s (i)n rs; hr dri32 
(Because33 it is imitated34 by the masses, because35 of inflexibility36.) 
None is wise enough to know it, 
None angry enough to cry out, 
One wakes to suffer each day. 

We have here the cause of the complaint that Khackheperre'sonbu was investigating, the reason 
why everything in the country is so chaotic-tradition has so fast a hold on everyone that it is 
impossible to break out, and the mistakes that cause the problems are forever being repeated as a 
result. However, although he now has the answer to the problem, it is not thereby eliminated; it 
still weighs heavily upon the sage. 

Conclusion of the Text 

II, 4-6. There follows a new section, the lament that, although it is painful to keep silent to what 
one hears (i.e. the repetition of the same old speeches and counsel), it is futile to speak out against 
it since no one wants to listen-the similarity to the situation prophesied by Neferti has already 
been noted (see n. 30). The conclusion of the text is however not totally negative, even if the attitude 
expressed is somewhat stoical: 

When I speak to you, my heart, you answer me,37 
A heart that has been reached is not silent. 
Lo, the situation of the servant is the same as that of the master, 
Much is that which weighs upon you. 

Khackheperresonbu's heart (i.e. his understanding) has not deserted him; he has reached his heart; 
it has revealed to him what the cause of his troubles is, and it shares the burden he has to bear. 
The second line of these concluding words picks up the thought expressed in the title-there we 
have hhi n ib, here Ib ph(w), 'searching for the heart' and 'the heart that has been reached',38 thus 

31 i.e. the general state of affairs. 
32 This line, which is central to the understanding of the whole text, has been rather problematical. 
33 For the preposition hr introducing a causal clausal clause, see Westendorf, Gramm. d. Med. Texte, ? 437(a)(z). 
34 sni r, 'to imitate', as in I, 7. sni is an infinitive, its object being the suffix pronoun s, which is governed by 

the preposition r. s refers, of course, to hrt. The subject rf, 'the masses', is introduced by the preposition 
(i)n. For this construction see Gardiner, Eg. Grammar, ?300; Westendorf, op. cit., ?291, 2. A similar con- 
struction occurs in Admonitions, 6, 7: magical incantations are rendered ineffective hr shi st in rmtw, 'because 
they are remembered by men'. This phrase is discussed in detail by Westendorf, Der Gebrauch des Passivs 
in der klassichen Literatur der Agypter (Berlin, 1953), 33-4. shi here, just as sni in Kha(kheperreCsonbu, is 
either a masculine form of the infinitive, or a defective writing omitting the feminine t-ending. 

35 The preposition hr expresses cause (v. Deines and Westendorf, op. cit. II, 622 (D) I). 
36 In New Kingdom texts dri has the basic meaning 'to be hard, solid'. It can be used in a negative sense- 

'to be difficult, laborious', as well as positively-'solid, dependable' (Wb. v, 599). Here the determinative 
indicates a negative meaning. 

37 This is an example of a Wechselsatz: see H. J. Polotsky, Orientalia 33 (i964), 28i f.; F. Junge, Syntax 
der mitteldgypt. Literatursprache (Mainz, 1978), I 15 f. 

38 ib p.(w) can be compared with several other similar compounds expressing character qualities (in general 
see Brunner, LA II, 1159, II, A if. on this). Of particular interest are the terms tkn ib and is-lb. To judge 
from their occurrence in the Counsels of Discretion (0. Michaelides i6) ?8 (see K. A. Kitchen, Or. Ant. 9 
(1970), 205) these are opposites. (Although most sections in this text are synonymous parallelisms, there are 
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very nicely rounding off the whole composition, and suggesting that the text, as we have it, is 
complete. 

The Influence of Khackheperre'sonbu 

The Complaints of Khackheperrersonbu is truly a remarkable work, and its author well 
deserves the high regard in which he was held by later generations. To our knowledge, 
he was the first person to have rejectedvenerated the venerated tradition of imitating the fore- 

fathers,39 which was so widespread in the Middle Kingdom.40 His rejection of imita- 
tion of the past is, however, not a result of his desire to produce something new for 
novelty's sake, it is the result of the recognition that imitation of the past is the cause 
of the troubles which, in his time, plague the country. Anticipating this discovery, 
he desires, from the start, to say something new. Instead of dwelling on the past or 

future, he chooses a new theme for his work and ponders over the present. If we can 
accept Kha(kheperre&sonbu's (implied) claim that he was the first to have written a 
composition dealing with the situation in his own time, and we have no reason for 

doubting this, then we have here another indication for the argument that the Admoni- 
tions of Ipuwer is a product of the late Middle Kingdom at the earliest,41 since, as far 
as its damaged condition allows us to judge, it too is a lamentation over the situation 
of the country as seen and experienced by the writer. 

Although the Complaints of Kharkheperrecsonbu is written as though meant only for 
the author, it was of course directed at a wider audience, society in general, or at least 
its educated class, and one naturally wonders how its revolutionary message was 
received. There is evidence that enables us to say with relative certainty that it did not 
go unheeded: 

(a) The Admonitions of Ipuwer has already been referred to; it may well be that 
Kha'kheperresonbu set the example for Ipuwer to write on contemporary problems. 

(b) There is a very interesting development in the meaning of the verb sni (+direct accusative)42 
which supports the view that Khackheperre'sonbu influenced society to some degree. In texts of 
the Old and Middle Kingdoms, particularly in Instructions, the verb sni, which has the basic 
meaning 'to pass by', takes a direct object, and has the specific meaning 'to transgress, to ignore' :43 

'All that is written in this book, sdm st mi dd- st m sn(w) how hr s';t (obey it as I have said it, do 
not exceed what has been set down)' (Kagemni, 2, 5)44; ndr m?rt m sn(w) si, 'Hold to the truth, do 

also antithetical examples, e.g. ?4, where ODM 1398. 3 supplies the missing first word: wKb, G. Posener, 
DFIFAO 0 20 (1977), p1. 14.) These expressions describe the relationship of a person to his heart, the seat of 
reason and understanding. The ;s-ib is an impatient person (cf. Faulkner, CD 5; Kitchen, op. cit., 206). In 
contrast, the tkn-ib is literally 'one who is close to his heart'-'one who is patient, self-controlled' seems the 
best translation: 'The patient man seeks out a (good) end, there is no impatient man who is free of enemies.' 
The expression ib pi(w) has a similar intrinsic meaning to tkn-ib-the person who has reached his heart is 
obviously close to it. At the end of his discourse KhackheperreCsonbu has reached his heart; he has overcome 
the unsettled, distraught state he was in at the outset, and has achieved the ideal of calm, patient self-control. 

39 Lichtheim draws attention to this in n. 2 to her translation. 
40 E. Blumenthal, Untersuchungen z. dgypt. Konigtum d. MR, I, Die Phraseologie (Berlin, 1970), Di. I4 

and 15. The Wb reference to New Kingdom examples should be deleted; these are examples of sni+ direct 
accusative with the meaning 'surpass': see below. 

41 See Lichtheim, op. cit., introduction to translation of text, pp. 149 ff. 42 Wb. III, 455 B. 
43 See G. Posener, Litterature et politique (Paris, 1956), 152 n. a; Kitchen, Or. Ant. 8 (1969), 191 n. ii. 
44 P. Prisse, 2, 5; Gardiner, JEA 32 (1946), 74, p1. 14. hfw hr is, in fact, pleonastic. 
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not exceed it' (Ptahhotpe, I 5) ;45 m sn(w) kd'im stn(w) m bitNi, 'Do not ignore my character, do not 
distance yourself from my disposition (Loyalist Teaching, ?8, 5);46 ir(i) mi kd(zi) nn sn(t) im, 'Act 
according to my character without transgressing therein' (Teaching of a Man for his Son, ?3).47 

This usage is not confined to Instructions. On a stele of Intef W4h-rnh48 the king says: 'There 
was no lie that came from my mouth, n(n) mdwt sn(i)t ddtsni, no transgression that I uttered.' 
I have not been able to find a single example from the Old or Middle Kingdoms where 
sni+direct accusative has a positive meaning. In the New Kingdom, however, this positive usage 
is very well attested, with the meaning 'to surpass':49 In an inscription recording his building 
activities Thutmosis I claims: sni'nzi ir(i)t dr-b;h 'That which was done aforetimes I surpassed' 
(Urk. iv, I02, 4); Tuthmosis III says: nn twt(i) sn(t) n ir(i)t nbt m pr(w) -t(i)f Imn(w), 'There is 
nothing to equal the surpassing of all that was done in his father Amuin's house' (Urk. IV, 585, I); 

Amenophis II states in inscriptions on several columns in Karnak: d(i)n'i how hr wnt m-b;h zni'nzi 
ir(i)t'n drtiw, 'More than what previously was, I did; that which the ancestors achieved I sur- 
passed' (Urk. IV, 1328, Io, and I330, 15); Ramesses II similarly claims:50 snin'i ir(i)\n bitiw, 'That 
which the Kings of Lower Egypt did I surpassed'. 

In the section of the text of the 'Restoration Stele' of Tutcankhamiin in which are described the 
measures he took to restore the temples of the land, comes the statement: sni'nf iryt dr rk imiw 
h6t, 'That which had been done since the times of the o ancestors I surpassed' (Urk. , 2029, 8). 

The boast to have surpassed the deeds of the ancestors is not confined to royal inscriptions, even 

though these furnish the majority of examples. Kenamuin, an official of Amenophis II, describes 
some of his works for the king and says, referring to himself: sni'nf ir(z)t dr-b;h, 'That which was 
done aforetimes he surpassed' (Urk. iv, 1406, 8). A radical change in outlook must have taken 
place to bring about such a development-what was once judged negatively is now regarded 
positively. 51 

(c) We have evidence to show that, at least during one period in the New Kingdom, the once 
positive action of imitating the ancestors was looked upon with disdain. In an inscription on one 
of his statues, Amenophis, son of Hapu, states: d(i) wi nb'i r imy-r k;wt nbwt smn'n'i rn ny nswt n 
dt n sniki r ir(i)t dr-b;h, 'My Lord (Amenophis III) appointed me Overseer of all Works; I having 
established the name of the King for eternity without imitating that which was done previously' 
(Urk. iv, I822, I0-I2). 

Whether the influence of Kha'kheperre'sonbu lasted from his times through to the 
New Kingdom is difficult to determine with certainty. It is, however, worthy of note 
that the only extant copy of his work can be dated to the early Eighteenth Dynasty,52 

45 Z. Zaba, Les Maximes de PtahFotep (Prague, 1956), 28. Cf. also H. Brunner, ZAS 86 (I96I), I45 ff. 
for similar advice in a Coptic text. 

46 Posener, L'Enseignement loyaliste (Geneva, 1976), 33 f. 47 Kitchen, op. cit., I89 ff. 
48 Cairo Cat. Gen. 205I2, 5; W. Schenkel, Memphis, Theben, Herakleopolis (Wiesbaden, I965), no. 69. 
49 Wb. III, 455, I7. Sni construed with the preposition r is another matter. An examination of the examples 

for this usage shows that in Middle Egyptian texts it always means 'to imitate'. The Wb. entries III, 456, 
7 and 8, are misleading. In the examples that it brings in support, sni r must be translated 'to imitate'. The 
entry Wb. III, 456, 9, is valid only for Late Egyptian and Graeco-Roman temple inscriptions; the Middle 
Egyptian equivalent is sni +direct accusative. This can be clearly seen from a passage in the Kadesh inscrip- 
tion of Ramesses II (KRI 11, 12, ?30). Here the monumental inscriptions all have sni+-direct accusative where 
P. Chester Beatty, II, has sni r+object-one can expect Late Egyptian idioms to creep into the papyrus text. 

50 Wb. Belegstellen, III, 455, 17 (696). 
51 This is not to say that one never speaks of surpassing that which was done in the past in Middle Kingdom 

texts. Such claims are, of course made; however the actions of the ancestors are always taken as a precedent; 
one copies what they did, but does more. A good example is Merikarer P 90 (Blumenthal, op. cit. D3. 4). 
The revolutionary new aspect which we have here is the rejection of the example of the past and the search 
for a new way. 

52 See Gardiner, Admonitions, 96. 
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and it is precisely during this period, an age that boasted of its new achievements, 
that Egypt experienced a new cultural upsurge which brought forth innovations in 
various fields.53 Although the question whether Kha'kheperre(sonbu directly influenced 
this development must remain open, we can be sure that his message fell on receptive 
ears during this period. 

53 See E. Hornung, Grundzige d. dgypt. Geschichte (Darmstadt, I978), 74 f. 
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UNE STATUE DE REINE BRITISH MUSEUM ET 

KARNAK ET LES PARADOXES DU PORTRAIT 

EGYPTIEN 
Par R. TEFNIN 

LA presente tude vie a preciser la situation chronologique et l'identification du grand 
buste de reine conserve au British Museum sous le numero 60I [93] (voir pis. VIII, 
I-4; IX, I-2). On en donnera tout d'abord une description detaillee, puis une analyse 
interne tendra a degager les criteres chronologiquement utilisables, enfin, l'etude des 
conditions de la decouverte permettra de retrouver la partie manquante de la statue 
et d'assurer son identification. Cette identification menant a un double paradoxe 
iconographique, c'est la question du sens de ce que nous appelons le portrait egyptien 
qui se trouvera finalement posee.I 

Description 
Dans son catalogue de la sculpture egyptienne du British Museum, E. A. W. Budge 
presente l'ceuvre comme suit: 

Upper portion of a colossal statue of a queen, wearing the headdress characteristic of the goddess 
Hathor, with an uraeus over the forehead. The lady represented is one of the queens of Rameses II. 
Found by Belzoni in 18I7. XIXth Dynasty. About I300 B.C. Height 3 ft 81 in. n? 6oi.2 

Etat de conservation 
Tel que le buste se presente au British Museum, il est impossible de decider s'il a 

appartenu a une statue debout ou a une statue assise. En effet, la cassure qui a emporte 
la partie inf6rieure du corps passe exactement, de face, par la saignee des coudes et 
n'a laisse subsister aucun vestige des avant-bras. Tout au plus la position legerement 
oblique des bras depuis l'epaule peut-elle faire preferer l'appartenance a une statue 
assise; la suite de cette etude confirmera que telle etait bien l'attitude originelle. De 
dos, le pilier dorsal apparait comme taille en biseau horizontal assez regulier par une 
cassure qui rejoint obliquement le creux des reins. Les traits du visage, emousses par 
l' erosion, surtout dans la region des yeux, se laissent encore aisement reconnaitre sous 
un eclairage frisant, et seules la tete de l'uraeus et l'extreme pointe du nez ont ete 
brisees. L'aeuvre offre de ce fait des conditions d'analyse exceptionnellement favorables. 

Dimensions 
Les mesures actuelles sont les suivantes. Hauteur totale: I I3 m; hauteur du visage: 

I Je dois la plus grande reconnaissance a MM. James et Davies, du British Museum, pour I'autorisation 
genereusement accordee de publier cette piece. 

2 E. A. W. Budge, Egyptian Sculptures in the British Museum (Londres, 1914), pl. xxxiv, p. 17. 
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0'2I4 m; largeur aux epaules: o*692 m; largeur maximale au niveau de la cassure: 
0o75 m; largeur de la taille (plus grand diametre) au niveau de la cassure: 0-50 m; 
largeur du pilier dorsale (erode): o-2II m. 

Presentation 
Les limites du vetement, une robe lisse et moulant etroitement les formes, ne se 

laissent pas distinguer, soit que l'usure de la surface ait fait disparaitre le trait finement 
incise qui pouvait indiquer le bord superieur de la tunique, soit - plus vraisemblable- 
ment - que la forme de la coiffure et la presence d'un collier aient rendu le detail 
inutile. Ce collier, qui couvre le haut de la poitrine entre les retombees de la perruque, 
est un collier ousekh compose de cinq rangees de minces plaquettes verticales et d'un 
dernier rang de pendeloques allongees, rendues au moyen de fines incisions. Une 
double ligne incurvee, egalement incisee, limite chaque rangee du collier, y compris 
les pendeloques. 

Le visage s'encadre dans une large perruque hathorique, amplement gonflee au 
point d'atteindre presque l'envergure des epaules. De minces cannelures horizontales, 
pressees les unes contre les autres evoquent le detail des meches, la ou la coiffure n'est 
pas couverte par le dessin delicatement cisele de la depouille de vautour. Posees sur 
la naissance des seins, les retombees des meches apparaissent sous une forme parfaite- 
ment circulaire, timbree au centre d'un disque incise, stylisant une extremite spiralee. 
A l'arriere, la perruque s'acheve par une large nappe cannelee horizontalement, qui 
couvre la nuque et le haut du dos, et vient poser sur le sommet du pilier dorsal. Au 
front enfin, se dresse le plastron d'un uraeus que son etat erode n'empeche pas de 
distinguer clairement d'une tete de vautour. 

Plastiquement, le torse est construit en formes menues, lisses, limitees par des 
surfaces parfaitement continues et d'une grande sobriete de modele. 1paules rondes, 
bras minces et presque cylindriques, sans aucun rendu de musculature, poitrine 
doucement bombee, petits seins ecartes, taille creusee, dessinee depuis l'aisselle par 
une courbe legerement concave, qui rebondit pour indiquer l'ampleur des hanches, 
tous ces traits relevent d'une meme discretion dans le maniement des volumes, d'une 
tendance a percevoir les formes en fonction d'une reference geometrique plutot que 
charnelle, et d'une vision svelte, elegante et juvenile de la feminite. 

Au centre du beau volume bombe de la coiffure, s'inscrit un visage finement ovale, 
au menton mince et effile, presque sans indication d'ossature. Ni la pommette ni 
l'arcade sourciliere ne fournissent d'accent plastique majeur. Comme celle du corps, 
la construction globale realise une forme lisse, epuree de tout accident, que la lumiere 
caresse avec fluidite. Reconnaissables sous eclairage frisant, les traits s'harmonisent, 
dans leur sobriete de lignes, avec la structure plastique: sourcils arques continument 
de la racine du nez a la tempe et rendus par un bandeau graphique stylisant le trait de 
fard, grands yeux en amandes limites par d'amples courbes sinueuses, bouche serieuse 
plutot posee sur le plan du visage qu'inseree dans une texture musculaire, nez aquilin 
de profil, triangulaire et aux narines peu saillantes de face. Contrastant toutefois avec 
cette elegance, les oreilles sont grandes et comme rabattues vers l'avant par la masse 

H 
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de la coiffure. On juge difficilement de l'expression psychologique, qui semble avoir 
ete voulue plutot serieuse et energique. Une impression d'intense feminite s'en degage. 

Analyse chronologique interne 
Etat de la question 

Budge, on l'a vu, attribuait l'ceuvre a la e dynastie et y reconnaissait meme une 
epouse de Ramses II, sans toutefois justifier son opinion. Vandier se ralliait a cette 
proposition, non sans quelques reserves: 'Une autre statue fragmentaire du British 
Museum (6oi [931) represente probablement, elle aussi, une femme de Ramses II: le 
visage, beaucoup plus triangulaire que celui du buste BM 602 (948) est assez different, 
par sa forme, des autres ceuvres, encore que les sourcils et les yeux soient traites de la 
meme maniere. La reine porte la coiffure hathorique, ce qui est exceptionnel a cette 
epoque'.3 Roeder, citant l'oeuvre a plusieurs reprises dans son etude sur le buste 
d'Amenardis a Sydney, se contentait d'un vague 'NR, undatiert'.4 Enfin Evers, se 
fondant sur la forme et le detail de la coiffure hathorique, datait l'euvre du debut de la 
I8e dynastie. On verra que cet auteur, si souvent bien inspire, faisait ainsi une nouvelle 
fois preuve de sa grande perspicacite.5 
Les criteres 

Pour tenter d'apporter une reponse definitive a une question de cet ordre, la premiere 
voie a explorer est celle de l'analyse systematique des elements de la presentation 
susceptibles de fournir des criteres chronologiques. Dans le cas present, on envisagera 
successivement la perruque hathorique et la depouille de vautour, le collier ousekh, 
la construction plastique et la definition physionomique. 

Coiffure hathorique et depouille de vautour 
Aucun exemple de cette coiffure ne semble atteste dans la statuaire de l'Ancien 

Empire. Son apparition en trois dimensions remonte a la seconde moitie de la I2e 

dynastie, aux celebres statues e de a reine Nefert, epouse de Sesostris II,6 et a une petite 
tete de sphinx f6minin conservee a la Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris, que son style 
permet d'attribuer, sans plus de precision, a la meme epoque.7 Cette mode se pro- 
longe ensuite durant la premiere moitie de la 8 e dynastie. On citera en particulier le 
sphinx du Musee Barracco8 et le petit sphinx de Minya el-Shurafa,9 deux statues en 
granit rose d'epouses de Touthmosis III au Caire,Io un buste de Vienne qui represente 
tres vraisemblablement une epouse du meme roi,II et un buste de reine au Caire, dont 

3 J. Vandier, Manuel, III, 427 n. 5. 
4 G. Roeder, Statuen dgyptischer Kiniginnen (Leipzig, 1932), not. pp. 15, 28, 29, 8o. 
5 H. G. Evers, Staat aus dem Stein, II (Munich, I929), ?189. 
6 Caire CG 38I-2: Vandier, op. cit., 586 et Evers, op. cit., I, pls. 72-5. 
7 Inv. 24: Vandier, op. cit., 609 et Evers, op. cit., I, pl. 76. 
8 Analyse et bibliographie dans R. Tefnin, La Statuaire d'Hatshepsout (Bruxelles, I979), 153-4. 
9 Caire JE 56599, cf. ibid., 155 n. 3. 
10 Caire JE 37638: Vandier, op. cit., 315, F. Bisson de la Roque, TOd (Caire, I937), 130 et fig. 79 [la statue 

porte le nom de la reine Satiah]; Caire JE 45076: Vandier, op. cit., 315, pI. I04 (7), A. Barsanti, ASAE 15 
(19I5), I74, pl. v [le nom de la reine est perdu mais le cartouche de Menkheperr'e subsiste]. 

II Inv. 5778. E. Komorszynski, Das Erbe des Alten Agypten (Vienne, I965), fig. 32 et p. I96; Vandier, 
op. cit., 224. 
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l'attribution est moins sure, quoique son style l'apparente clairement aux euvres 
precedentes.12 Le sphinx Barracco et les statues du Caire sont dates avec certitude du 
regne de Touthmosis III. Le buste de Vienne l'est presque aussi surement, pour sa 
parente stylistique et iconographique avec les epouses de ce roi; quant au sphinx 
miniature, sa ressemblance typologique, stylistique et physionomique avec le sphinx 
Barracco empecherait de la situer bien loin du meme regne. II apparait en somme que 
le champ chronologique de repartition des statues a perruque hathorique se concentre 
fortement autour du regne de Touthmosis III, aucune attestation sure n'existant pour 
les premiers regnes de la dynastie, ni, au-dela de ce terme, jusqu'a la Basse lpoque. 
Le regne d'Hatshepsout notamment n'en presente pas d'exemple, puisque les statues 
feminines de la reine portent tant6t la perruque tripartite, tantot le nemes ou le khat.'3 
En somme, plus que d'une continuite de mode depuis le Moyen Empire, c'est d'une 
resurgence qu'il parait bien s'agir apres la mort d'Hatshepsout, resurgence que l'on 
croirait volontiers motivee par le souci du retour i une definition specifiquement 
feminine du personnage des reines. 

Il conviendra donc de comparer entre eux deux groupes de perruques hathoriques 
bien circonscrits dans le temps la deuxie moiti de la e dxynastie l d tie et au milieu 
de la i8e. D'emblee, les deux groupes apparaissent nettement contrastes, pour leur l 
construction plastique et leur realisation decorative. 

Les coiffures hathoriques du Moyen Empire, plutot aplaties sur le sommet du 
crane, s'enlargissent en une courbe continue, tres ample, jusqu'au niveau du menton, 
puis se resserrent, toujours continument, jusqu'a l'epaule, enfin, marquent une 
obliquite tres nette, provoquant un fort amincissement des meches retombantes avant 
l'epanouissement de la spirale terminale. L'impression produite par ces volumes est 
celle d'une chevelure reelle, reposant partiellement sur les epaules, et presentant de ce 
fait son plus grand gonflement au niveau du cou. Le meme souci de realisme preside 
a l'organisation du detail de la coiffure. De fines incisions ondees individualisent les 
meches, dont de lentes ondulations rayonnantes traduisent la frisure, tandis que six 
ou sept liens egalement rayonnants,14 rendus par de minces bandeaux plats, la main- 
tiennent en place; en somme, une formule decorative complexe qui combine plastique 
et graphisme afin de rendre le plus fidelement l'effet d'une chevelure gonflee, vivante, 
aerienne. 

Les exemples de la I8e dynastie ne montrent pas le meme souci naturaliste. Bombee 
sur le sommet du crane, la forme trouve son ampleur maximale au niveau des yeux, 
puis s'affine progressivement sans marquer aucun affaissement sur les epaules, avant 
de se terminer non plus par des spirales gonflees, mais par un volume discoidal frappe 
en son centre d'un cercle incise. Les meches ne sont plus indiquees et seul un cerclage 
de cannelures horizontales evoque, de facon bien schematique, la realite d'une chevelure 
frisee. Le contraste entre les deux groupes s'accroit encore a la constatation du fait 

12 CG 42009. Vandier, op. cit., 315, pl. I04 (6); Evers, op. cit., II, ??189, 726. 
13 Tefnin, op. cit., I24 (perruque tripartite), 20-I (nemes et khat), 92 (khat). 
14 6 aux statues de la reine Nefert, 7 au buste de sphinx de la Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris. Cf. plus 

haut, notes 6 et 7. 
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qu'aucune des coiffures du Moyen Empire n'apparait couverte par la depouille de 
vautour, qui orne au contraire tous les exemples connus de la I8e dynastie, contribuant 
d'ailleurs a substituer a l'effet plastique d'une chevelure gonflante celui d'une forme 
figee, animee seulement par de fines incisions superficielles.15 

Par son envergure maximale situee au niveau des yeux, son sommet arrondi, ses 
cannelures horizontales, ses spirales stylisees et sa depouille de vautour, la coiffure 
du buste du British Museum s'insere clairement dans le groupe de la I8e dynastie, 
c'est-'a-dire plus precisement, ainsi qu'on l'a note plus haut, dans un groupe d'ceuvres 
datables des environs du regne de Touthmosis III, sinon meme de ce seul regne. 

Le collier 

L'analyse du collier fournit peu d'indications supplementaires. Sa composition en 
barrettes rendues par des incisions et son dernier rang de pendeloques lui-meme limite 
par un arc de cercle incise correspondent au type le plus largement repandu sous la 
I8e dynastie.16 Aucune des statues de reines du Moyen Empire ne s'en trouve paree. 
Le collier est par ailleurs strictement limite a l'intervalle visible entres les retombees 
de la perruque, sans ce prolongement sur les epaules qui constitue une formule 
naturaliste courante a partir du regne d'Amenophis III et a l'epoque ramesside.I7 

Construction plastique et physionomie 
On a decrit plus haut les formes sobres, lisses, tendant a une decantation d'essence 

geometrique, qui composent tant le torse que le visage, conf6rant a l'ceuvre une sorte 
de gracilite juvenile et une grande douceur d'expression. Sur un plan strictement 
stylistique, le contraste est total avec la plastique feminine de l'Ancien Empire, ou 
dominent les epaules larges, les torses allonges et triangulaires, les hanches effacees, 
les seins lourds et tres ronds. Quant aux formes f6minines du Moyen Empire, on sait 
qu'elles se caracterisent au contraire par un developpement important des courbes, 
qui tend a donner au corps de la femme une allure de violon, d'effet fort sensuel. 
C'est de la premiere moitie de la I8e dynastie a nouveau que relevent les paralleles les 
plus exacts que l'on puisse trouver. On citera tout particulierement la statue de Mout- 
nefert dediee par Touthmosis III8 et les deux statues feminines d'Hatshepsout, en 
diorite noire et en granit rose.'9 A partir du regne de Touthmosis III toutefois se 
remarque une tendance a l'epanouissement plus ample des formes, a l'accentuation 
en rondeur de la poitrine et au creusement concave de la taille, une formulation 
plastique peut-etre inspiree de celle du Moyen Empire.20 

15 Sur la depouille de vautour, cf. G. Brunner-Traut, dans LdA II (Wiesbaden, 1977), col. 515, s.v. Geier- 
haube, et G. Roeder, op. cit., ?22, pp. 28-31. 

i6 Evers, op. cit., II, ??197-204. 
17 Lorsque, evidemment, la coiffure, masculine ou feminine, laisse les 6paules decouvertes et presente des 

elements de poitrine, tels que pattes de nemes ou meches de perruque tripartite. Exemples: Vandier, op. cit. 
pis. cvi, 5-6; cxviii, i; cxix, I-2; cxxiv, 3 etc. 

I8 Caire CG 572; Vandier, op. cit., 314, 489, pl. civ, 5. 
I9 New York, MMA 30.3.3 et New York, MMA 29.3.3. +Leyde, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden F 1928/9.2: 

Tefnin, op. cit., 2-1I, pls. i, ii, iii a. 
20 Statue de la reine Isis, mere du roi, au Caire CG 42072: C. Vandersleyen, Das alte Agypten (Propylaien 

Kunstgeschichte 15) (Berlin, 1975), pl. I78. 
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Le visage est plus explicite encore. Malgre l'usure qui les voile quelque peu, les 
traits physionomiques, tels qu'ils ont ete decrits plus haut, offrent la correspondance 
la plus frappante avec les traits d'Hatshepsout, ceux tout particulierement de la maturite 
du regne. Dans une etude d'ensemble de la statuaire de la reine, j'ai cru pouvoir 
demontrer que la coupe du visage en ovale large, les sourcils arques continument et 
paralleles a la paupiere superieure, les yeux etires mais bien ouverts, aux bords 
inf6rieur et superieur sinueux, la bouche large et serieuse, et surtout le nez finement 
busque definissaient le compromis etabli pour l'image de la reine apres les tentatives 
contrastees du debut du regne vers un visage soit inspire par la tradition paternelle, 
soit affirmant sans detour l'individualite du personnage et donc la singularite institu- 
tionnelle de la situation.2 Pour se persuader de la valeur de la comparaison, il suffira 
d'examiner les visages feminins anterieurs a Hatshepsout, ceux par exemple des 
sarcophages de Merytamon,22 ou des visages posterieurs, appartenant au regne de 
Touthmosis III (Isis,23 SatiCah,24 le buste de Vienne,25 le sphinx Barracco)26 ou 

d'Amenophis II (groupe du roi et Tiaa au Caire).27 Avec Merytamon, comme avec 
Tiaa, le contraste est bien net. Merytamon presente un visage arrondi, de genereuses 
inflexions charnelles, des sourcils peu arques, des yeux etires mais faiblement ouverts, 
un nez bien en chair aux narines rondes, un menton en boule nettement detache du 
volume du visage. Tiaa, quant a elle, montre un visage de structure plutot cubique, 
au menton carre, aux pommettes saillantes, avec un long nez droit et des sourcils 
presque horizontaux poses tres bas sur des yeux peu ouverts. Avec les visages de reines 
de l'epoque de Touthmosis III se marquent davantage d'affinites. Le visage plus 
ovale, aux volumes tres doux sur lesquels la lumiere glisse sans obstacle, le trace 
sinueux des yeux, les sourcils arques manifestent la persistance du type f6minin cree 
sous Hatshepsout. II ne s'agit plus, toutefois, que d'une tradition, qui emousse pro- 
gressivement les traits les plus caracteristiques du visage de la grande reine: l'arc des 
sourcils moins prononce, les yeux moins grands et moins intenses, le menton petit et 
separe de la levre comme aux statues de Touthmosis III, les narines moins pincees, 
l'expression moins imperieuse. Au contraire de ces visages, celui du buste du British 
Museum presente tous ces caracteres dans leur plus nette accentuation et s'insere sans 
difficulte au sein de l'ensemble iconographique le plus recent fourni par les statues de 
Deir el-Bahri. 

Conclusion provisoire: le premier paradoxe 
Ainsi qu'il a ete montre plus haut, les elements de la presentation typologique et 

de la construction plastique du buste du British Museum renvoient unanimement a la 

2I Tefnin, op. cit., 139-46. Les proportions des yeux de la statue du British Museum fournissent un rap- 
port Lg./Ht. egal a 2, 3 qui s'insere parfaitement dans la 'fourchette' caracterisant la troisieme phase de la 
statuaire de la reine (ibid., tableau v, p. 176). 

22 M. E. Winlock, The Tomb of Queen Meryet-Amiin at Thebes (New York, 1932), plI. I8-19, 25-6; Winlock, 
BMMA 24 (1929) Nov. 11, figs. 30-2; C. Aldred, New Kingdom Art (Londres, 1961), pi. 12. 

23 Cf. la note 20. 24 Cf. la note Io. 
25 Cf. la note Ii. 26 Cf. la note 8. 
27 Sur I'attribution de la statue Caire CG 42080 i Amenophis II au lieu de Touthmosis IV, voir CdJf 49 

(1974), 19. 
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premiere moitie de la 18 e dynastie, et meme plus precisement au regne de Touthmosis 
III, puisque la perruque hathorique ne parait pas attestee avant ce terme. L'analyse 
stylistique, par ailleurs, permet d'inscrire l'ceuvre dans une tradition plastique de 
rendu du corps feminin qui entre en mutation sous le regne de ce meme roi. Enfin, 
les traits physionomiques indiquent une correspondance tres suggestive avec l'icono- 
graphie d'Hatshepsout dans sa maturite. La conclusion parait des lors s'imposer: le 
modele du buste ne peut etre qu'Hatshepsout elle-meme, sous un aspect hathorique 
non atteste jusqu'a present mais nullement impossible puisque cette presentation 
apparait largement dominante sous le regne de son successeur. 

Cette conclusion souleve toutefois un grave probleme, car elle oblige a admettre 
qu'Hatshepsout se fit encore representer en femme durant la seconde moitie de son 
regne et contredit la these d'une disparition progressive et definitive de l'aspect 
fminin peu aprs avnement et a alisation des premiares statues.28 Admettre cette 
conclusion signifierait done mettre en cause l'ensemble du modele evolutif de la 
statuaire d'Hatshepsout. Avant de consentir a ce constat d'echec, il subsiste heureuse- 
ment une derniere voie de recherches, qui consiste a tenter de reunir des donnees 
externes d'identification, c'est-a-dire au mieux, en l'occurrence, retrouver la partie 
manquante de la statue, dont les inscriptions viendront soit confirmer la ruine du 
systeme, soit resoudre le paradoxe. 

Critique externe 

Les archives du British Museum indiquent que le buste fut trouve a Thebes par 
Belzoni, en I8I7, c'est-a-dire lors de son second voyage. En mars de cette annee, 
Belzoni travaille a Karnak, devant ce qu'il appelle le 'second pylone' du temple. II 
decrit ainsi ses recherches: 

The works in Carnak were going on, and I had begun to uncover one of the sitting colossi before 
the second propylaeon, beyond the large avenue of sphinxes leading into the great temple. I had it 
cleared all round, and found it to be twenty-nine feet high from the bottom of the chair; it is of a 
white calcareous stone, and very hard. At the foot of the chair I found a sitting statue seven feet 
high. It represented a female figure, perhaps of Isis. Its headdress, of enormous size, differed 
from the generality of the Egyptian statues, and from its style appeared to be of a very remote age. 
The bust was divided at the waist from the rest of the body and chair. I took out the bust and 
intended to take out the chair, as soon as the boat arrived with the implements.29 

Le second pylone de Karnak ne comportant pas de colosses assis, le decompte de 
Belzoni concerne evidemment non l'axe principal du temple mais les pylones de l'axe 
nord-sud, et son second pylone ne peut etre identifie qu'avec celui que nous nommons 
le huitieme. La face sud de celui-ci presente effectivement une serie de statues colossales 
aux noms de Touthmosis II, Amenophis I et Amenophis II, restaurees par Touth- 
mosis III et Touthmosis IV.30 Au pied du colosse d'Amenophis I, adosse au milieu 
du massif occidental du pylone, se voit encore aujourd'hui la partie inferieure d'une 

28 Tefnin, La Statuaire d'Hatshepsout (Bruxelles, 1979) 1-36. 
29 G. Belzoni, Narrative of the Operations and Recent Discoveries in Egypt and Nubia (Londres, i820), 

151-2. 30 PM nI2, I75-7. 
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statue feminine assise, en calcaire blanc (voir pl. IX, 3-4).3 La comparaison sommaire 
des dimensions, de la matiere et de la forme de la cassure, jointe a l'insistance de 
Belzoni sur les dimensions imposantes de la coiffure 'isiaque' et au fait qu'il declare 
avoir enleve le buste de la statue mais non sa partie inferieure, m'ont paru rendre 
infiniment probable un raccord entre cette statue assise du huitieme pylone et le buste 
de reine du British Museum. La preuve n'aurait pu toutefois en etre apportee sans 
l'extreme amabilite de MM. Davies et Traunecker qui ont bien voulu effectuer pour 
moi, a Londres et a Karnak (Centre franco-egyptien), les nombreuses verifications que 
j'ai ete amene a leur demand mer. Premie constatation, le colosse d'Amenophis I, la 
statue assise du huitieme pylone et le buste du British Museum ont ete tailles dans un 
materiau identique, un calcaire blanc cristallin d'usage relativement rare dans la statuaire 
egyptienne, encore qu'il soit attest au debut de la I8e dynastie par la plus celebre des 
statues d'Hatshepsout, son effigie assise, f6minisante, du Metropolitan Museum de New 
York.32 La position, la forme et les dimensions de la cassure fournissent d'autre part 
l'indication la plus nette de l'appartenance des deux fragments a une meme statue. Bien 
qu'il soit difficile, pour d'videntes raisons, d'enviisager la ralisation d'un moulage du 
buste de Londres et de verifier ainsi, de fa9on absolue, son adaptation a la statue de 
Karnak, la position de la cassure, passant par le nombril et la saignee des bras, son plus 
grand diametre mesurant exactement (bras exclus) 50 cm, enfin sa forme, montrant de 
face une courbure continue vers le haut et par derriere une courbure continue vers le 
bas, constituent des elements de preuve convaincants. Quant aux dimensions des frag- 
ments conserves (hauteur du buste: 1-I3 m; hauteur du fragment de Karnak: 1-73 m 
au total et I 22 m sans la base), ils correspondent aux proportions d'une statue normale, 
brisee a peu pres exactement par le milieu du corps. IL n'y a pas lieu, je pense, de 
s'inquieter de la difference entre les sept pieds de haut mentionnes par Belzoni (soit 
2-I4 m) et la hauteur totale reconstituee, qui est de 2z86 m. N'ayant pas degage 
entierement les socles des statues, le voyageur mesure en effet le colosse d'Amenophis I 
non depuis la base reelle mais 'from the bottom of the chair'. Bien que sa relation ne le 
precise pas, il en fait certainement de meme pour la statue f6minine.33 Dans ce cas, 
l'ecart entre les sept pieds (2*-4 m), exprimes manifestement en chiffres ronds, et les 
2-35 m de la statue sans la base devient tout a fait negligeable. 

L'ensemble ainsi reconstitue apparait d'une remarquable coherence typologique et 
stylistique (voir pl. X, 3). La tunique moulante qui enserre le corps de la reine 
s'arrete bien au-dessus des chevilles et est limitee par un bord strictement horizontal, 
une mode austere qui ne s'assouplira qu'a partir du regne de Touthmosis IV. La pose 
des mains a plat sur les cuisses est la seule attitude admise pour les reines representees 

31 Ibid. 176; M. Pillet, Thebes (Paris, 1930), 10; P. Barguet, Le Temple d'Amon-Re tc Karnak (Caire, 
1962) 259 n. 5; M. Gitton, L'J?pouse du dieu Ahme's-Ndfertary (Paris, 1975), 62; F.-J. Schmitz, Amenophis I 

(Hildesheim, 1978), 142. 
32 M. M. A. inv. 29.3.2: Tefnin, op. cit., II-I6, pls. III b-c, Iv, v. Sur ce materiau, voir A. Lucas, Ancient 

Egyptian IMaterials and Industries, 4e ed. (Londres, I962), 41I4-I5. 
33 Le degagement de la face Sud du huitieme pylone n'a ete entrepris qu'en I900 par G. Legrain qui 

declare avoir decouvert divers monuments 'en descendant au-dessous du niveau du socle des quatre colosses' 
(ASAE 4 (1903), 26). Ce degagement fut poursuivi en 1924 par M. Pillet qui atteignit alors la base des socles 
(ASAE 24 (1924), 77 et pl. viii). 
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seules jusqu'au regne d'Amenophis III.34 Dernier detail a ajouter a la presentation de 
l'ceuvre, la reine de Karnak porte, aux poignets et aux chevilles, de larges bracelets 
rendus par de fines incisions parfaitement analogues a celles qui indiquent le collier, 
au buste du British Museum. Les caracteres stylistiques, enfin, achevent de confirmer 
l'accord des deux fragments: on retrouve a la statue de Karnak cette formulation 
plastique extremement sobre, ces surfaces lisses et peu riches en inflexions de modele, 
cette vision elegante et svelte du corps feminin, fort depourvue de sensualite, que nous 
avait revelees deja l'analyse de la piece de Londres et dont nous avons rappele qu'elles 
appartenaient en commun aux images f6minines realisees durant la premiere moitie 
de la I8e dynastie, jusque dans le courant du regne de Touthmosis III. 

L'identite de la statue reconstituee 
Les inscriptions 

Si le buste du British Museum est anepigraphe, le fragment conserve a Karnak 
porte, lui, deux colonnes d'inscriptions partiellement erodees (plutot que martelees), 
de part et d'autre des jambes. A cote de la jambe gauche se lit le texte suivant 

l^F, a;t tl(& 11 P 0) 

transcrit d'apres d'excellentes photographies fournies par Mademoiselle Lindblad et 
MM. Traunecker et Vandersleyen. M. Traunecker a bien voulu, par ailleurs, se 
donner la peine de realiser a mon intention un estampage au latex de ce cartouche, 
ainsi que de celui de la seconde colonne. On constatera aussitot que la copie de Sethe, 
qui indique un cartouche intact d'Ahmes-Satamon35 est largement restituee. 

L'examen des signes conserves permet de reconnaitre distinctement 'Ichms-i[. ..] 
mais le reste du cartouche, d'apres l'estampage, est irremediablement erode (voir 
pi. X, i). La presence du i introduisant la seconde moitie du nom exclut d'emblee 
la lecture Irhms-nfrtiry de Barguet.36 Par ailleurs, l'hypothese de Sethe cree de toutes 

pieces un nom qui ne serait atteste nulle part ailleurs dans l'onomastique egyptienne. 
Reste des lors comme seule possible la lecture rIhcms-mryt imn de Yoyotte.37 

A c6te de la jambe droite on peut encore lire: 

Dans le second quadrat du cartouche, l'examen de l'estampage sous lumiere frisante 
fait apparaitre le contour incomplet d'un signe q, qui n'a pas ete releve jusqu'a 
present par les observateurs de la statue mais qui me parait personnellement con- 
vaincant. Je propose de ce fait la lecture srt-imn pour ce second cartouche. 

Les deux inscriptions paralleles designent en tout cas, non un meme personnage, 
comme il a toujours ete admis jusqu'a present sur la foi du cartouche le moins mal 
conserve, mais deux princesses distinctes. La comparaison des titres suffisait d'ailleurs 
a l'indiquer car on comprendrait mal qu'une meme princesse se trouve identifiee en 

34 Evers, op. cit., ii, ?266. 
35 K. Sethe, Das Hatshepsut-Problem noch einmal untersucht (Berlin, I932), II n. 2. 
36 Barguet, op. cit., 259 n. 5. 37 PM I2, 176. 
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inscriptions symetriques sur une meme statue, par deux formes differentes de son nom 
(l'une abregee, l'autre complete) et surtout que, qualifiee d'un c6te de 'fille royale, 
sceur royale, maitresse des Deux Terres, et epouse du dieu', elle le soit, de l'autre, par 
ce seul dernier titre. Si ces deux princesses sont bien Ahmes-Merytamon et Satamon, 
la symetrie des inscriptions et le groupe que constitue la statue f6minine avec le colosse 
voisin d'Amenophis I deviennent significatifs d'une proximite genealogique: toutes 
deux en effet sont filles d'Amosis et donc sceurs d'Amenophis I.38 

Combinaison des criteres archeologiques et epigraphiques: le second paradoxe 

L'analyse typologique, physionomique et stylistique nous a montre que e la statue 
reconstituee correspondait au style des representations feminines du debut de la I8e 
dynastie jusqu'au regne de Touthmosis III, que sa coiffure hathorique ne trouvait de 
paralleles que sous ce meme regne, et, enfin, que les traits du visage refletaient l'icono- 
graphie de la maturite du regne d'Hatshepsout. En contradiction avec ces donnees 
bien etablies, l'etude des inscriptions indique que la statue designe simultanement deux 
femmes differentes, toutes deux contemporaines d'Amenophis I. 

Le premier paradoxe souligne plus haut s'en trouve resolu: puisque la statue ne 
represente pas Hatshepsout, il n'y a plus lieu de s'etonner du desaccord entre un 
visage de la maturite du regne et une presentation feminine. Le buste du British 
Museum ne contredit plus la these d'une virilisation progressive des images de la 
reine. Mais un second paradoxe surgit aussit6t: comment expliquer que la statue 
designe des contemporaines d'Amenophis I tout en presentant l'iconographie d'Hat- 
shepsout? Avant de proposer une solution, convient de prendre deux de n l pene e erniers 
elements en consideration. Le premier est une inscription figurant en colonne a cote 
de la jambe gauche du colosse d'Amenophis I et selon laquelle Touthmosis III aurait 
'embelli' (snfr) cette statue (twt pn) en l'an 22 de son regne, c'est-a-dire vraisemblable- 
ment aussitot apres la mort d'Hatshepsout.39 Le second reside dans une indication 
un peu enigmatique de Belzoni, dans le recit cite plus haut.40 Selon lui, lorsqu'il la 
decouvrit, la statue etait divise'e en deux parties ('was divided at the waist'), un passage 
que le traducteur de Belzoni, G.-B. Depping, rend de fagon plus claire par la phrase 
suivante: 'Comme le buste ne tenait point au tronc et au siege, je le fis oter, en attendant 
que l'arrivee de mon bateau avec les cordes et les leviers me mit a meme d'enlever aussi 
le reste de la statue'.4I II est certain que Belzoni se serait exprime autrement s'il avait 
trouve la statue brisee, le buste gisant au sol a proximite. L'impression que laissent 
tant le texte original que la traduction est celle d'une statue trouvee entiere mais 
constituee de deux elements distincts, d'une statue restauree en somme. 

38 Sur CAhmes-Merytamon, voir J. v. Beckerath in LdA I, cols. 88-90 et Schmitz, op. cit., 52-4. Sur 
Satamon, voir ibid. 54-5. La situation genealogique des deux princesses a ete contestee par Vandersleyen, 
'Une stele de I'an i8 d'Amosis a Hanovre', CdE: 52 (1977), 231-44. I1 nous semble toutefois que le rapproche- 
ment d'Amenophis I, d'(Ahmes-Merytamon et de Satamon sur les deux statues du huitieme pylone, formant 
un veritable groupe, apporte un argument supplementaire en faveur de la genealogie habituellement admise. 

39 A. Mariette, Karnak (Paris, I875), pI. 38 (C, 2); Sethe, Urk. iv, 605, 11. I6-17. 
40 Supra, p. 102. 

4' Belzoni, Voyages en JSgypte et en Nubie, traduits de I'anglais par G.-B. Depping (Paris, I82I), I, 241. 
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Premiere conclusion: la date de la statue Karnak-Londres 
Pour soudre la contradiction produite par les donnees archeologiques et epi- 

graphiques, une premiere conciliation possible consisterait a considerer que la statue 
de Karnak-Londres, et le colosse d'Amenophis I qu'elle complete, furent eriges par 
Hatshepsout pour orner la fa9ade du huitieme pylone, entree monumentale con9ue 
par elle, sur l'axe Nord-Sud du grand temple d'Amon.42 L"embellissement' de Touth- 
mosis III aurait consiste dans ce cas soit en l'achevement du groupe des deux statues, 
interrompu par la mort de la reine, soit en la simple substitution d'une dedicace 
personnelle a celle d'Hatshepsout. L'imprecision du terme snfr ne permet en aucune 
maniere de mesurer l'ampleur des travaux effectues.43 Cette solution, toutefois, ne 
tiendrait pas compte de l'indication troublante contenue dans le recit de Belzoni, 
selon laquelle il aurait decouvert une statue entiere, mais faite de deux parties. Les 
exemples ne manquent pas de telles restaurations, et la forme irreguliere de la cassure 
ne suffit pas a en exclure l'hypothese. Pour nous limiter a des exemples proches dans 
le temps de la statue qui nous concerne, il suffira de citer le groupe d'albatre de 
Touthmosis I, Amon et la reine 'Ahmes, restaure apres l'epoque amarnienne sans 
rectication de la cassure,44 le buste de reine Caire CG 42009 dej mentionne plus 
haut,45 ou encore une statue de Touthmosis III, CG 42055.46 II semble que, dans les 
trois cas, l'irregularite de la surface de fracture fut preservee afin d'assurer une meilleure 
adhesion des fragments raccordes. Le buste du British Museum serait, en consequence, 
a dater precisement de 'an 22 de Touthmosis III, une epoque tellement proche de 
la fin du regne d'Hatshepsout que l'on admettrait sans peine que les sculpteurs, ceux 
meme de la reine tres certainement, eussent donne a cette image renouvelee de 

princesses du temps d'Amenophis I le visage que les ceuvres de la fin du regne d'Hat- 

shepsout les avaient habitues a representer. 
On retiendra en somme de la presente etude que le buste de Londres et le fragment 

de Karnak reconstituent une statue complete et pratiquement intacte, que ses inscrip- 
tions identifient conjointement a la reine 'Ahmes-Merytamon et a une autre princesse, 
sans doute Satamon. La partie superieure de la statue peut etre datee avec certitude 
de l'an 22 de Touthmosis III. Quant a sa partie inferieure, on peut la tenir pour 
legerement plus ancienne, ce qui ne signifie nullement d'ailleurs qu'il faille remonter 
dans ce cas jusqu'au regne d'Amenophis I.47 

Seconde conclusion: la question du portrait egyptien 
L'interet le plus remarquable de ces resultats concerne sans doute la question du 

portrait, tel que le concevaient les anciens egyptiens. Cette question n'admet pas de 
42 Cf. Barguet, op. cit., 258-64. 43 G. Bjrkman, Kings at Karnak (Uppsala, 1971), 46-7. 
44 Caire CG 42052, pi. 28. La statue a ete brisee a la taille. 
45 Selon G. Legrain (CG 42009, p. 7), 'un ancien trou a goujon indique que cette statuette etait cassee des 

l'antiquite'. 
46 Legrain (op. cit., 33) en dit: 'la statue des I'antiquite avait ete cassee en deux au torse. On la raccommoda 

en creusant un trou carre dans chaque morceau: on les rapprocha ensuite et un goujon maintint le tout'. 
47 La graphie du signe de la lune, un simple croissant pointes en bas, ne peut apporter ici aucun indice de 

datation puisqu'on le rencontre depuis l'an 22 d'Amosis jusque dans le courant du regne de Touthmosis III 
(Vandersleyen, Guerres d'Amosis (Bruxelles, 197I), 228). 
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solution unique et la presente etude, de caractere essentiellement archeologique, n'est 
pas le lieu oiu en traiter de facon tres approfondie. Deux constatations toutefois s'en 
degagent, sur lesquelles il importe d'insister quelque peu. Le premier fait notable 
reside dans la double dedicace. Les deux colonnes d'inscription etant strictement 
paralleles, rien ne permet de les hierarchiser et decider que la statue represente 
'Ahmes-Merytamon plutot que Satamon. Un signifiant physique et physionomique 
unique supporte en somme un double signifie iconographique, que le texte seul permet 
de dissocier. J'ai signale ailleurs un cas tout a fait parallele, celui des grandes statues 
agenouillees d'Hatshepsout dont l'image, pareillement, developpe la signification sous 
son espece la plus globale - il s'agit la de signification rituelle et non iconographique - 
tandis que le langage epigraphique vise la specificite des contenus.48 Si l'artiste egyptien 
accepte sans difficulte de confondre deux personnalites sous une meme image, la 
seconde constatation a laquelle nous nous trouvons amenes est qu'il se soucie tout 
aussi peu de realisme historique: le visage prete aux deux princesses par les sculpteurs 
de Touthmosis III ne s'inspire ni du style de l'epoque d'Amenophis I, ni des traits 
familiaux, que les sarcophages d'"Ahmes-Merytamon nous permettent d'apprecier. 
Devant une ceuvre de telle qualite on ne peut expliquer le phenomene par une incapa- 
cite d'artiste, mais par une conception de I'histoire dans laquelle passe et present 
apparaissent toujours susceptibles de se confondre dans une meme actualite, s'etablis- 
sant, solidaires, au meme niveau de realite. 

On voit que les deux constatations finalement convergent: poser la relation ana- 
logique avec le reel comme fondement du portrait egyptien ne pourrait aboutir qu'a 
assujettir toute analyse iconographique aux imperatifs de la mimesis occidentale et 
occulter les particularites d'un mode de pensee fort different du notre. Du reel a 
l'imaginaire, du concret a l'abstrait, du passe au present, la pensee egyptienne evolue 
sans contradiction, et le langage figuratif, l'un de ses principaux modes d'expression, 
reflete clairement cette aptitude a transgresser l'incompatibilite logique pour faire 
surgir des significations nouvelles, aptitude qui represente peut-etre l'un des ressorts 
les plus fondamentaux de la mentalite pharaonique. 

48 'Image et histoire', CdS 54 (I979), 234-7. 
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PLATE VIII 

i. BM 6oi [93] 2. BM 6o0 [93] 
Par courtoisie du British Museum Par courtoisie du British Museum 

3. BM 601 [93] 4. BM 6o0 [93] 
Par courtoisie du British Museum Par courtoisie du British Museum 
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PLATE IX 

I. BM 60I [93], detail 
Photo de l'auteur 

3. Karnak, VIIIe Pylone 
Photo Traunecker. Centre 

franco-egyptien de Karnak 

4. Karnak, VIIIe Pylone 
Photo I Lindblad 

2. BM 60I [93] detail 
Photo de l'auteur 
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i. Karnak, VIIIe Pylone: estampage du cartouche de 
gauche 

Photo de l'auteur 

2. Karnak, VIIIe Pylone: estampage du cartouche ; W! 
de droite 

Photo de l'auteur 
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3. Karnak, VIIIe Pylone+British Museum m 
6oi [93], montage photographique de l'auteur X 
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DEUX ETABLISSEMENTS DE RAMSES III 

EN NUBIE ET EN PALESTINE 
Par PIERRE GRANDET 

DANS le discours tenu par Ramses III au dieu Amon, dans le P. Harris I, le roi affirme 
avoir erige hors d'l,gypte, en sa faveur, deux constructions qui n'ont jamais, a ma 
connaissance, ete identifiees ni localisees de maniere certaine. J'ai essaye de rassembler 
dans cette note, les elements permettant de le faire. 

I. En Nubie 

A la ligne 8, 13 du document cite,I le roi declare: 

J'ai fait pour toi une 'demeure' (pr) auguste en T-sti, inscrite a ton nom auguste, semblable au 
ciel (hrt): Pr CRr-ms-sw hk-lIwnw7J rnh(w) wdf(w) snb(w) r; nhtw, etablie a ton nom pour l'eternite. 

Ce qui, des l'abord, retient l'attention, est l'identite formelle absolue entre ce nom et 
celui de la residence ramesside du Delta, specialement dans le meme papyrus (cf. les 
lignes 8, 2; Io, I2). Selon Gardiner,2 il s'agirait d'un temple situe en un lieu encore 
inconnu de Basse-Nubie, dont on ne peut decider s'il etait entoure ou non d'une ville 
du meme nom, et dont on ne peut savoir avec certitude si la denomination resulte 
de la substitution par Ramses III de son cartouche a celui de Ramses II dans un 
toponyme preexistant, comme cela est bien etabli dans le cas de Pi-Ramses.3 Sur ce 
point, il faut noter que Schaedel,4 ayant observe que cette institution n'apparaissait 
pas dans la liste a de la section thebaine du P. Harris I (IO, i-II, i), o- sont citees 
les fondations de ce souverain, concluait qu'elle devait exister avant son rgne. 

L'epithete rt nItw indique un contexte militaire et frontalier: Pi-Ramses etait situee 
sur les confins nord-est du Delta, c'est-a-dire au contact plus ou moins proche de la 
Syro-Palestine. On peut admettre qu'un etablissement formant - au moins nominale- 
ment - pour des raisons a la fois politiques et religieuses, le 'double' de la residence 
du Delta, ait joue un role administratif analogue en Nubie. Si nous suivons ce raisonne- 
ment, il faut alors admettre que Gardiner (et Gauthier a sa suite) pourraient avoir fait 
fausse route, et que la 'Demeure de Ramses-HeIka-Iounou V.S.F. grand de victoires' 
situee en T?-Sti n'est pas le nom d'un temple mais celui d'une ville. 

Le probleme de l'identification de celle-ci a ete en fait obscurci par le sens que l'on 
attache habituellement a T;-sti.5 Dans le P. Harris I, en effet, cette appellation ne 

I Pour la transcription, cf. Erichsen, BAe v (Bruxelles, 1933). 
2 JEA 5 (1918), I34, M(a): cf. Gauthier, DG II, 105. 
3 JEA 5, I36. 
4 Die Listen des grofien Papyrus Harris (Gliickstadt, I936) (Leipziger agyptologische Studien 6), 30-I. 
5 Cf. par ex. Gauthier, DG vi, 29-30, 3I-2. 
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semble plus signifier la 'Basse-Nubie', mais etre devenue un terme general, aussi 
vague que T--D;hy6 ou HErw pour la Syro-Palestine. 

Si l'on admet les deux points postules ci-dessus, que pr CRr-ms-sw hk?-'Iwnwi. 
rnh(w) wd;(w) snb(w) rc nhtw de T;-sti est une ville, et que Ti-sti designe la Nubie de 
maniere globale, alors la remarque de Schaedel n'est plus valable, car cette localite 
doit etre comprise parmi les neuf dmi(w) n Hfrw K;s, citees a l'extreme fin de la liste a 
de la section thebaine du P. Harris I, a la ligne i i, i i. L'enonce de cette entree semble 
meme fournir a posteriori une confirmation de nos hypotheses. 

Or il existe en Nubie un site tout designe, a mon avis, pour etre identifie a la ville 
citee dans notre document: Amarah-Ouest.7 Sous Ramses II, en effet, l'agglomeration 
qui y a ete exhumee, s'appelait pr CRr-ms-sw-mry-'Imn. Elle changea ensuite de nom 

pour prendre celui de Hnm Wist, mais ce n'est qu'a titre d'hypothese qu'il a pu etre 
propose de situer cette evolution sous le regne de Ramses III.8 Ce pharaon y est 
abondamment cite, et les representations de deux steles indiquent qu'Amon en etait 
le dieu principal.9 

L'occupation du site remonte a la 8 e dynastie; sa topographie particuliere (il 
s'agissait a l'origine d'une ile controlant une portion de fleuve impropre a la naviga- 
tion),I0 lui confera une valeur strategique, concretisee par l'etablissement d'un fort 
sous Sethi ler, et d'un palais (dont le niveau II est contemporain du regne de Ramses 

III),I residence de l'idnw de Kouch. II s'agissait donc du centre administratif principal 
de la Haute-Nubie sous les Ramessides, comme cela est generalement admis.12 

Je pense donc qu'il faut identifier la ville appelee pr CRr-ms-sw hkm-Iwnwo rnh(w) 
wdL(w) snb(w) r; nhtw situee en T;-sti, que cite le P. Harris I, a celle d'Amarah-Ouest; 
Ramses III ayant, comme pour la Pi-Ramses du Delta, purement et simplement 
substitue son cartouche a celui de Ramses II dans le toponyme. 

II. En Palestine 

Le passage suivant immediatement celui que nous venons de commenter, dans le 
meme document, aux lignes 9, 1-3, nous apprend d'une maniere identique, l'existence 
d'un etablissement de Ramses III en Asie: 

J'ai construit pour toi - dit-il a Amon -, un chateau (hwt) mysterieux dans le pays de Dfhy, 
semblable a I'horizon du ciel (pt) qui est dans le ciel (hrt): t; hwt CRc-ls-sw hkf Iwnw7 rnh(w) 

wd4(w) snb(w) m P;-Knrn, en tant qu'imyt-pr a ton nom. J'ai fa9onne ta grande image de culte 

(ssm) qui repose dedans, 'Amon de Ramses Heka-Iounou V.S.F.'. Les etrangers (hfstyw)I3 du 

6 Voir particulierement le passage 4, 5, ou les deux termes sont en parallele. Le roi y declare, a propos de 
Medinet-1-abou: ' T-sti et le D?hy sont pour lui (n-s; 's se rapportant a hwt) charges de leurs produits'. 

7 PM VII, 157 sqq- 8 Fairman, JEA 25 (i939), I42; 34 (1948), 9-io. 
9 PM vII, i62. L'autre site de Nubie a posseder le plus d'attestations de la presence de Ramses III est 

Bouhen. Mais le dieu tutelaire en etait un Horus. 
IO Fairman, JEA 25 (I939), 143-4; Shinnie, JEA 37 (i95i), 5. "II Fairman, JEA 34 (1948), 9. 
12 id., JEA 25 (1939), 144; 34 (1948), II; Arkell, A History of the Sudan (Londres, 1961), 94, Ioo, I02-3; 

Emery, Egypt in Nubia (Londres, 1965), 193; Adams, Nubia, Corridor to Africa (Londres, 1977), 227-9; 
LdA I, col. 171-2, S.V. Amara West. 

I3 En fait, les habitants du pays, mais consideres d'apres la vision egyptienne comme des etrangers. 
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Rtnw viennent h elle charges de leurs tributs (mnw) pour sa face (ou 'devant elle': n hrf) car elle 
est divine. J'ai traine pour toi le pays tout entier (dmdw), charge de ses b;kw, afin de les amener a 
Thebes, ta cite mysterieuse. 

Divers auteurs mentionnent cette institution, sans en proposer d'identification.I4 
II a ete cependant releve que le culte d'un Amon existait en Syro-Palestine sous le 
regne de Thoutmosis III, car la biographie de Minmose en fournit une mention.'5 
I1 est cite le dernier d'une liste de divinites honorees dans des sites enumeres du sud 
au nord, apres Hathor, Dame de Byblos, mais le nom du lieu oiu il etait localise est 
detruit. Comme il est difficile d'admettre qu'il ait pu se maintenir de maniere stable, 
au nord de Byblos, un culte d'Amon apres la decadence de l'Empire 1igyptien, je 
pense qu'il vaut mieux ne pas en tenir compte pour nos recherches. 

Schaedel a fait remarquerI6 que le 'Chateau de Ramses He1ka-Iounou en P;-Knrn', 

n'apparaissait pas dans la liste a de la section thebaine du P. Harris I. II en conclut 
que cet etablissement ne devait pas etre une fondation originale de ce pharaon, comme 
il l'a fait pour la 'Demeure de Ramses Heka-Iounou V.S.F. grand de victoires' de 
Nubie. Or, nous avons vu que celle-ci etait une agglomeration, et qu'a ce titre, son 
absence de la liste en question n'etait qu'apparente, puisqu'elle est vraisemblablement 
comprise dans les 'neuf villes de HJJrw et de K;s' de la ligne 11, 11. II est donc difficile 
de ne pas penser qu'il en va de meme pour l'institution situee en P;-Knrn, et qu'elle 
fait egalement partie de ecelles-ci. 

II faudrait donc admettre que le terme hwt designe ici bien plus qu'un simple temple, 
comme il est d'usage de le faire pour le Nouvel-Empire,I7 mais un 'chateau' au sens 
plein, une 'forteresse'. Si l'on considere d'ailleurs la realite archeologique du 'chateau' 
par excellence de Ramses III, que par un abus de langage on designe sous le nom de 
'temple' de Medinet-Habou, on se convaincra aisement du bien-fonde de cette pro- 
position. II s'agissait en realite d'une veritable agglomeration, entouree d'une muraille 
semblable a celle d'une veritable forteresse, et dont le temple ne formait que le centre. 
Je crois donc que dans notre passage, T. hwt CRr-ms-sw hk-Iwnw7 rnh(w) wd(w) 
snb(w) m P;-Knrn designe un etablissement similaire. Le caractere ouvertement 
militaire de l'architecture des temples construits sous Ramses III a d'ailleurs ete deja 
releve et commente de facon penetrante par Gerhard Haeny.'8 

Ce point etant acquis, il peut tre interessant de reviser la traduction traditionnelle 
du passage commente, en proposant de rendre hwt StMt par 'chateau difficile d'acces;19 
cette interpretation, jointe a la comparaison de celui-ci a 'l'horizon du ciel-pt, qui est 

14 Gardiner, JEA 5 (1918), 131-2, F; Gauthier, DG iv, io6; Helck, Materialien zur Wirtschaftsgeschichte 
des Neuen Reiches, II (Wiesbaden, I960), 190 (n? 146); Stadelmann, Syrisch-paldstinensische Gottheiten in 
Agypten (Probleme der Agyptologie 5) (Leyde, 1967), 42 et n. 4; Helck, Die Beziehungen Agyptens zu Vor- 
derasien im 3. und 2. Jahrtausend v. Chr.2 (Agyptologische Abhandlungen 5) (Wiesbaden, 1971), 229. 

15 Urk. iv, 1443, 20; cf. Giveon, Bulletin du Museum Haaretz 14 (1972), 58-9 (dans un article repris pratique- 
ment textuellement in id., The Impact of Egypt on Canaan (Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis 20) (Fribourg (Suisse)- 
G6ttingen, 1978), 22 sqq.); Helck, Die Beziehungen2, 444. 

16 Die Listen, 30-I. 
17 Voir cependant le sens d"agglomeration' pour hwt a I'Ancien Empire (Wb. III, I, 5). 
i8 ZAS 94 (I967), 7i-8. 
19 Sur ce sens de ftlw, cf. par ex. Wb. Iv, 551, i6; Vernus, Rdl 29 (1977), 187. 
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dans le ciel-hrt',20 pourrait en effet suggerer, de maniere allusive il est vrai, que 
l'etablissement etait implante sur une eminence. 

Le sens attribue generalement a P;-Knrn dans ce passage, nuit, a mon avis, a 
l'identification de cette forteresse, de la meme maniere que l'interpretation tradition- 
nelle de T;-sti empechait de situer la ville de Ramses III en Nubie en un point aussi 
meridional qu'Amarah-Ouest. 

II est generalement admis que dans notre passage, P;-Knrn designe la cite de Gaza,2I 
pour deux raisons: le terme n'aurait ete employe pour la Syro-Palestine qu'a l'epoque 
d'Amarna,22 et s'il signifiait, dans le P. Harris I, autre chose qu'une ville, il y aurait 
redondance avec T;-n-D;hy.23 Je pense neanmoins qu'il faut abandonner cette opinion, 
car, dans ce document, les deux termes sont absolument equivalents. II suffit pour 
s'en convaincre de considerer attentivement le passage commente: a la ligne 9, 2, est 
cite le Rtnw, terme en principe abandonne a la 20e dynastie comme designation de la 
Palestine.24 Le redacteur a donc tout simplement utilise, par souci de style, trois 
termes diff6rents, pour designer la meme realite geographique, sans commettre de 
repetition. On observera de plus, que le terme HJIrw est employe dans le papyrus 
comme quatrieme variante pour designer celle-ci, si l'on a admis les conclusions pro- 
posees plus haut en ce qui concerne la ligne ii, ii. D'ailleurs, on ne saurait trop 
insister sur le fait que, parmi les sites archeologiques entourant Gaza, seul celui de 
Tell el-Fara (a 30 km environ au sud de cette ville), a livre des temoignages de Ramses 
III; encore ne s'agit-il que de quelques scarabees.25 Ce fait, on en conviendra, ne 

plaide guere en faveur de l'identification traditionnelle de P;-Knrn. II nous reste donc 
a rechercher en quel endroit pourrait etre localisee en Palestine, vraisemblablement a 
l'interieur des terres, et peut-etre sur une eminence, si l'on admet les hypotheses 
avancees ici, une agglomeration de Ramses III. Un site s'impose de lui-mme: Tell 
el-Hosn, l'antique Beth-Shan (ou Beisan), occupe par les l1gyptiens, a cause de son 
importance strategique particuliere, des la 18e dynastie. II s'agit du lieu de Palestine 
possedant le plus de temoignages de son activite. Ce pharaon y a en effet construit un 
fort et deux temples, alors que sa presence dans la region n'est generalement attestee 
que par quelques menus objets en differents endroits.26 L'un des temples, celui dit 

20 On pourrait peut-etre couper la phrase apres 4ht nt pt, nty m hrt qualifiant alors le chateau plut6t que 
l'horizon du ciel, mais cela n'est pas certain; cf. dans le P. Harris I, les passages 4, I , et 59, 2. 

21 Gardiner, Egyptian Hieratic Texts (Leipzig, 1911), 28* n. 21; Gauthier, DG iI, 41; v, 187-8; Giveon, 
Les Bedouins Shosou des documents egyptiens (Documenta et Monumenta Orientis antiqui 22) (Leyde, 1971), 
52 n. 2, au texte; id., Bulletin du Museum Haaretz I4 (1972), 57 (cf. remarque supra, n. 15). Pour 1'etymologie 
du terme 'Canaan', cf. Astour, JNES 24 (1965), 346-8. 

22 Helck, Die Beziehungen2, 275. Pour des vues contraires, cf. Steindorff, JEA 25 (1939), 32, VII, qui affirme 
que dans notre texte, P;-Knrn designe un pays (il donne d'ailleurs une liste d'exemples de cet emploi au 
Nouvel Empire), et infra, n. 24. Le nom de Gaza est en fait atteste sous la form G4t/4Kdt, cf. AEO I, I9i* 
n? 264. 

23 Giveon, Les Bedouins Shosou, loc. cit. 
24 Cf. AEO I, I45* sq. Kitchen, JEA 64 (1978), I70, affirme, sans commentaires, dans notre passage, 

l'equivalence de Dshy, Rtnw et P;-Knrn. 25 PM VII, 370. 
26 PM VII, 376 sqq. Les monuments cites ici etaient attribues auparavant a tort a Ramses II (cf. Rowe, The 

Topography and History of Beth-Shan (Publications of the Palestine Section of the Museum of the University 
of Pennsylvania I) (Philadelphie, I930), 31 sqq.). Pour la datation, voir Fitzgerald, Palestine Exploration 
Quarterly (Londres, 1949), 155-6; Thompson, Biblical Archaeologist 30(4) (1967), II0-35, specialement, 
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'temple sud', servait au culte d'une divinite non identifiee; il serait tentant d'y voir 
un sanctuaire d'Amon.27 

Je propose donc d'identifier a ce site le 'Chateau de Ramses Heka-Iounou V.S.F. 
en P;-Knrn' de la ligne 9, 2 du P. Harris I; la possibilite d'un rapprochement entre 
les deux avait d'ailleurs deja ete suggeree par Wilson, mais a titre de simple indication, 
afin d'illustrer sa traduction de notre passage.28 

III. Les bhnw de Ramses III 

Les reflexions que je viens d'exposer peuvent etre en partie confirmees par quelques 
lignes du discours que le roi adresse a Amon, a Medinet-Habou, pour lui presenter 
le calendrier des fetes. I1 y declare:29 

J'ai construit pour toi des bhnw a ton nom en Egypte (T-mri), en Nubie (T;-sti) de meme qu'en 
Asie (TD-stt). Je les ai pourvus des b;kw qui leur reviennent annuellement,30 ville par ville,3' etant 
reunies, chargees de leurs tributs (inw), pour les amener a ton k;, (6) maitre des dieux, Amon (...). 
J'ai accompli cela de mon bras, selon ce que mon ki a determine, quand j'ai fait du butin en Nubie 
(T;-nhsy) et en Syrie (T;-n-D;hy), sans que les biens qui en proviennent soient pour aucun dieu, 
mais je les ai donnes a ton k;. 

Bien que ce texte n'ait guere ete pris au serieux,32 on ne peut que remarquer la res- 
semblance de sa formulation avec celle du passage 9, I-3, du P. Harris I, en ce qui 
concerne les inw apportes a Amon par les villes (Medinet-Habou) ou le pays (P. 
Harris I). D'autre part, on peut constater que le roi y affirme avoir attribue au dieu, 
et sans partage, le tribut provenant de Syrie et de Nubie; donc des villes qui s'y 

p. 128 sqq.; Fitzgerald in D. Winton Thomas (ed.), Archaeology and Old Testament Study (Jubilee Volume of 
the Society for Old Testament Study, I9I7-I967) (Oxford, 1967), 185-96, specialement p. 192. Pour les 
documents du regne de Ramses III decouverts a Beth-Shan, cf. KRI v, 251-5. 

27 PM VII, 378-9. Le 'temple nord' est dedie a Astarte. 
28 Apud Pritchard, ANET2 (Princeton, I955), 260 n. 4. 
29 MH IIl, 138, 40-3 = KRI v, II7, 13-118, i. Pour une traduction complete du passage, BAR iv, ?I4I; 

traduction partielle in Kitchen, Agypten und Kusch (Melanges Hintze) (Schriften zur Geschichte und Kultur 
des Alten Orients 13) (Berlin, I977), 224. 

30 htr'i st hr brkwsn m hrt rnpt. II ne saurait etre question de discuter ici completement du sens ambivalent 
du terme htr et du verbe correspondant; je renvoie a LdA I, col. 3 sqq.; Janssen, Commodity Prices from the 
Ramessid Period (Leyde, 1975), 456 sqq. id., SAK 3 (I975), 173 sqq. Je conteste cependant la traduction de 
Breasted, I.c.: 'I taxed them for their impost every year', et je renvoie pour appuyer la mienne, au P. Harris I: 
pour le verbe, cf. 48, io: (des provisions) iww htr (. . .) hr r-hdw (. . .) hr tny rnpt, 'etant foumies (. . .) aux 
tresors (...) chaque annee' pour servir a des sacrifices. 76, 9 (les prisonniers etrangers qui ont ete fixes en 
Egypte) htr-i st r-drw m hbsw diw m r;-hdw snwwt r tny rnpt, 'je les ai pourvus entierement de vetements et de 
rations alimentaires provenant des tresors et des greniers, chaque annee'. (Imagine-t-on des prisonniers demunis 
de tout fournir comme imp6t des vetements et des victuailles?) Pour le substantif, voir la rubrique de la liste b 
des diff6rentes sections du document ('Abgaben der Untertanen' selon Erichsen, BAe v, 14 par ex.): I2a, 1-5; 
32a, 7-9; sib, 3-6; 68b, 4-5, qui enregistre les 'biens de sfyt et de b;kw des "serfs" (rmt smdt)' de differentes 
institutions, 'que le roi N. a donnees a leurs tresors (. ..), m p?y-sn htr rnpt, formant leur htr annuel', *sn 
renvoyant aux institutions, et non aux rmt smdt (d'apres I2a, I-5; pour des variantes sans consequences, 
comparer avec les autres passages cites). Sur les b;kw, voir la bibliographie citee supra, et noter le parallele 
entre, dans ce passage brkw (.. .) m htr, et dans celui de Medinet-Habou htr (.. .) hr b;kw (b;kw-sn; *sn ren- 
voyant aux bhnw). Sur le caractere annuel et coutumier du htr, voir le parallele eclairant entre htr et nt-r, nt 
tnw rnpt (en facteur commun pour les deux termes), in Urk Iv, 700. 

31 dmi nb m rn'f. Sur les sens de cette locution, cf. Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian 
(Oxford, 1972), I50; Daumas, Orientalia Lovaniensia Periodica 6/7 (Melanges Vergote) (1975/1976), I22. 

32 Cf. par ex., Save-S6derbergh, Agypten und Nubien (Lund, 1941), 195 n. 4. 
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trouvaient. Cela correspond au fait que dans le P. Harris I, seule la section thebaine 
recense dans sa liste a des cites de HJrw et de K;s. D'ailleurs, il faut remarquer que la 
rubrique de celle-ci,33 certifie que les biens enumeres dedans ont ete attribues en tant 
qu'imyt-pr a Amon, et cela correspond une fois encore de maniere frappante au texte 
de Medinet-Habou. Je pense donc qu'on peut en conclure que les bhnw de celui-ci 
sont identiques aux dmiw du P. Harris I, et que les villes d'Amarah-Ouest et de Beth- 
Shan en faisaient partie. Enfin, on notera que la mention de 56 'dmiw n Kmt', a la 
ligne ii, IO, de ce document, correspond a l'affirmation du roi a Medinet-Habou, 
d'avoir construit certains des bhnw en Egypte. 

IV. Le Migdol de RamsBs III 

II convient d'indiquer, comme dernier point de cette etude, la possibilite que Beth- 

Shan, le hwt (Rr-ms-sw hk-'7wnw rnhz(w) wd&(w) snb(w) mgdl P-Kncn du P. Harris I, 

soit identique au 'Migdol (mgdl) de Ramses Heka-Iounou' represente a Medinet- 
Habou.34 I1 existe au moins une presomption dans ce sens. Edgerton et Wilson ont 
suggere ce rapprochement,35 reprenant l'idee ancienne de Max Miiller,36 fondee sur les 
mentions du DQhy dans les inscriptions du temple.37 Ils ont ainsi combattu l'opinion 
de Gardiner,38 qui avait localise cette construction a Magdolo/Tell el-Her, pres de la 
bouche pelusiaque du Nil, se basant a la fois sur la ressemblance des noms, et sur le 
fait que, dans le discours tenu par le roi a ses soldats devant elle, il mentionne la 
defaite des Peuples de la Mer dans les 'bouches' du fleuve. Cependant, on peut par- 
faitement admettre qu'il ait ete prononce de maniere retrospective et loin du lieu de 
la bataille. D'ailleurs, on a pu suggerer que le site de Beth-Shan a ete reoccupe par 
Ramses III a la faveur de la campagne asiatique qui aurait suivi celle de l'an i I contre 
les Libyens, afin de restaurer l'autorite de l'lgypte dans la region, apres une longue 
eclipse de celle-ci.39 II est possible que la meme chose se soit produite pour Amarah- 
Ouest a la faveur d'une campagne nubienne.40 

Pour conclure cette etude, je resumerai ainsi les hypotheses que j'ai cru pouvoir 
avancer: 

I. Pr CRr-ms-sw hk-4;wnw7 rnh(w) wd4(w) snb(w) ri nhtw situee en TD-sti du P. Harris I, 

8, I3, est la ville d'Amarah-Ouest, et T?-sti designe dans ce document la Nubie de 
maniere generale. 

33 10, I-2. 34 MH I, 42, 2I = KRI v, 33, i6. 
35 Historical Records of Ramses III (Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization 12) (Chicago [1936]), 43 n. 2za. 
36 Asien und Europa (Leipzig, 1893), 177-8. 
37 MH I, 31, 12; 46, 19 = KRI v, 30, 5; 40, 6-7. 38 JEA 6 (I920), IIo. 
39 Rowe, The Topography and History of Beth-Shan, 38; Helck, Die Beziehungen2, 234; CAH3, II (2), 377. 

Notons que le terme de 'migdol' serait parfaitement adapte au site; il existait d'ailleurs un migdol a Beth- 
Shan, cf. Fitzgerald in D. Winton Thomas (ed.), Archaeology and Old Testament Study, I92. Sur la campagne 
d'Asie de Ramses III posterieure a l'an 1, qui n'est pas exposee dans un texte suivi, mais a pu etre recon- 
stituee d'apres des elements epars dans les representations de Medinet-Habou, cf. Drioton-Vandier, L'ARgypte5, 
437 sq., et surtout 451-2, pour les references completes. Son existence n'est cependant pas admise par tous, 
cf. CAH3, II (2), 243-4. 

40 Kitchen, Agypten undKusch, 224-5, a rassemble les elements suggerant une activite militaire de Ramses III 
en Nubie, contredisant ainsi Save-S6derbergh, Agypten und Nubien, I73-4. 
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2. TD hwt CRr-ms-sw hk;-Iwnw7 rnh(w) wd&(w) snb(w) m P;-Knrn, dans le meme texte, 
lignes 9, I-3, est la ville de Beth-Shan au nord-est de la Palestine, et P;-Kncn designe 
cette contree dans son ensemble. 

3. Les deux villes sont comprises parmi les neuf dmiw n HJrw K;s du document en 
question, ligne ii, II; ces dmiw sont sans doute identiques aux bhnw de MH III, 138, 
40-3. 

4. Le Mgdl n CRr-ms-sw hk-l-wnw7 de MH I, 42, 21, est peut-etre une autre designa- 
tion de Beth-Shan. 

Si l'on admet ces conclusions, qui ne sont pas toutes egalement sures, je pense que 
l'on peut reviser, dans une certaine mesure, nos opinions sur la presence de l'lgypte 
hors de ses frontieres sous le regne de Ramses III, et plaider pour la rehabilitation 
de textes, dont on a trop souvent denigre la valeur, comme source historique. 
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SIX HYMNS TO ISIS IN THE SANCTUARY OF HER 

TEMPLE AT PHILAE AND THEIR THEOLOGICAL 

SIGNIFICANCE 

PART I To Chancellor Abram L. Sachar, 
humanist, andpatron of humanists 

By L. V. ZABKAR 

Introduction 

IN recent years two admirable books of translations of Egyptian religious poetry have 
been published, J. Assmann's Agyptische Hymnen und Gebete, and A. Barucq and 
F. Daumas, Hymnes et prieres de l'1gypte ancienne. Both include a large selection of 
hymns and prayers to various gods and goddesses, and both are presented to specialized 
and non-specialized readers in a practical and attractive format. At first glance, it is 
surprising to see that among the 242 hymns and prayers translated by Assmann there 
is none addressed to Isis, and that among the 158 included in the Barucq and Daumas 
anthology, only two hymns to Isis appear (nos. I39 and I40). The reason for this 
scarcity given by the two latter translators is that there are only a few hieroglyphic 
hymns devoted to Isis (p. 434 n. f), a statement which, if we take into consideration 
the extent of our knowledge of such hymns at the time of the publication of their 

book, is undoubtedly correct. The two included are from Philae, one from the Mammisi, 
and the other, which occurs also at Kalabsha, from the First Pylon, both conot siderably 
later than the hymns translated here. 

The inscriptions and photographs of the six hymns to Isis in the sanctuary of her 

temple, dating to the time of Ptolemy II Philadelphus, of which four are translated 
here and the remaining two will appear in the second part of this study, are part 
of my Studia Philensia, on which I have been working for a long period of time; 
they are part of my photographic documentation and collation of the texts made 
during several seasons, especially during the time of the dismantling of the monuments 
of Philae in I975-7. They are discussed here in order to place the study of some of 
the most important hymns to Isis in a proper chronological and theological perspective, 
and to indicate briefly the character of the fundamental ideas of the Isiac theology at 

I wish to thank Dr Ahmed Kadry, President of the Organization of Egyptian Antiquities, and Messrs 
Sami Farag, Adel Farid, and Gamal Wahba, former resident archaeologists at Philae, for their full co-operation 
in my work at Philae. I am much indebted to Dr Massimo Grappelli, General Manager of the Condotte 
Mazzi Estero, Professor Giovanni Ioppolo, Archaeological Consultant and Chief Architect, and Architect 
Antonio Giammarusti for their wholehearted assistance. 
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Philae. The time has come to take a deeper look at the inscriptions and reliefs of 
Philae, and to try to evaluate their content with respect to the older as well as later 
references to Isis in Egyptian texts. 

In addition to the hymns in her sanctuary, there are several other important hymns 
to Isis in other rooms of her temple at Philae, which I intend to discuss on another 
occasion. Those translated here, by their content as well as their architectural setting, 
represent a unit, and are treated as such. The first four hymns and the accompanying 
reliefs are engraved in the middle and lower register of the north wall of the sanctuary 
(Room X). As can be seen on pl. XI, there are in all six reliefs and six texts sym- 
metrically arranged on this north wall. Two of them, those of the uppermost register, 
which I have discussed in JEA 66 (I980), I27-36, are not included here;' they repre- 
sent a combination of ritual offering texts and shorter hymns. The remaining four, 
translated here, are hymns of adoration proper, without offering texts. The fifth and 
sixth hymns, which will appear in the second part of this study, are recorded on the 
jambs of the inner doorway of the south wall of Room X; they too are hymns of adora- 
tion proper, without ritual texts. 

Throughout this study, Berlin Philae Photos have been consulted; in some instances 
they show better-preserved signs. On the whole, however, my photographs, especially 
the close-ups (an example of which (see pl. XIII) is included here) and those of the 
entire walls taken when the heavy slabs of the roof were removed (one such photo- 
graph is included here, see pi. XI), have proved to be more useful for study purposes. 
The comparison between the Berlin Photos and mine shows also the extent of damage 
which the reliefs and inscriptions have suffered from the submersion of the temple, 
and sometimes also from human recklessness, in more than sixty years that have 
passed since the Berlin Photos were taken. 

Hymn I 

Philae, Temple of Isis, Room X, north wall; G. Benedite, Le Temple de Philae (Paris, 1893), 
Textes, 6i f., tabl. ii; Berlin Philae Ph. 103I; see here pls. XII ff. The hymn is arranged in five 
vertical lines of text, each line containing a strophe. The horizontal line, surmounting five vertical 
lines of the hymn, is very probably a refrain,2 which was to be repeated after each strophe of the 
hymn. In the following transliteration it is indicated only once, at the beginning; in the translation 
it is repeated after each strophe. 

The vertical inscription behind the king reads: 'Son of the Sun, Ptolemy, has come before you, 
O Isis, the Great, God's Mother, kissing the ground before your beautiful face; give him your 
love for ever'.3 

I I take this opportunity to correct an error which inadvertently crept into n. 36 on p. 133 of my article 
in JEA 66 (I980); in 1. 2 from the bottom of the page, nbk 'Ir should be emended to nb(t) 'Iw-rk. 

2 See Barucq-Daumas, Hymnes et prieres, 38 n. 35; 390. 
3 'I'n s; Rr Ptlwmys hr't ?st wrt mwt-ntr sn-t; m hr-t nfr(t) di nf nzrwt('t) dt. The initial iit-nf form which 

occurs in border legends referring to the king, as well as the initial di-n-i form introducing the goddess speak- 
ing to the king, which I consider to be the emphatic sdmn-f forms, are here translated without the stress of the 
adverbial predicate which follows them. As I indicated in ZAS 108 (1981), 170, such brief stereotyped for- 
mulae often convey enough emphasis by their very repetition, and translating them as simple present-perfects 
often makes for a smoother English rendering. 
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The king recites the hymn: 

'Iw nt 3st Hwt-Hr4 Ntt mwt-ntr n Hr 
Mwt-ntr nbt pt5 Ifnsw-nht nhn-nswil n nb12 dt 
Hnwt it-wrbt6 ity(t) ntrw Nb T;-Sti hkh h;swt 

Ntt mwt-ntr n Hr Ntt mwt-ntr n Hr13 
K; nht ndty n it.f K; nht smn gsw-prw psdt 
Dizf shr sbiw7 'r nn nb 

Ntt mwt-ntr n .ir Ntt mwt-ntr n Hr 
Mnw-.Hr8 pr-c hw 4ftyf9 K; nht hw B.kt 
Jr ns n-inm? Nb spit dt 

Before translating this hymn, I wish briefly to comment on some of its unusual orthographic 
features, on the explanation of which the translation of the hymn depends. Each of the five vertically 
written strophes begins with a different spelling of the second person feminine independent pro- 
noun ntt (see pl. XIII). The forms at the beginning of the second and fifth strophe are the more 
usual Ptolemaic spellings of that pronoun, although they are not identically written here. The 
spelling at the beginning of the first strophe differs from that of the second and fifth in having an 
m-sign before the first t, nmtt, which represents a late Egyptian spelling of that pronoun, mntt,I4 
with a metathesis of the first two consonants, nmtt for mntt, the pronunciation of which brings it 
close to the Coptic ITro (cf. Erman, NG ?ioo). The spelling of the pronoun at the beginning of 
the third vertical line shows an n-sign written within the 'island'-sign, and it is a variation of the 
spelling of the pronoun at the beginning of the first vertical line. The spelling of the pronoun at 
the beginning of the fourth line is the most unusual; it starts with a 'crocodile'-sign to be read 
msh, the first letter of which, m, standing for n, according to consonantal principle, constitutes the 
first letter of the pronoun, mtt for ntt. The seated female figure at the beginning of the first and 

4 Hwt-Hr is indicated by the cow-face and the Hathoric horns of the goddess following Isis; for such a 
representation of Hathor, see the west wall of the same Room X, lowest register, first tableau from left (Bene- 
dite, pl. xxiv, tabl. vii, and Berlin Ph. I030), where Hathor appears together with W_dyt. 

5 The female figure after the ntr-sign is probably to be read nb(t): see also Junker, Der grofie Pylon, 21 
n. 3, I2C. 

6 The female figure beneath the 'sky'-sign is probably to be read .inwt, and the Pit, 'mound'-sign, is indicated 
above the head of the following male figure, which in this case is simply a supporting figure, while the next 
male figure, without sceptre, is probably to be read wrb(t). 

7 The figure of the 'captive' at the end of 1. i, which I read sbiw (all three plural strokes are clearly visible 
on Berlin Ph. 1031), is probably an allusion to Seth and his associates, 'the rebels'. The 'captive'-sign seems 
to be a variant spelling of sbi, not recorded either in Wb. iv, 87 (sbi); III, 276 (hfty), or in Valeurs des signes 
ptolemaiques (Montpellier, 1981), 13. The figure has his hands tied to his feet, is decapitated, and tied to a 
stake in front of him. The closest resemblance is seen in Montpellier list, 13, no. z6n (but there is no stake to 
which the 'captive' is tied), and p. I3, no. i836n (where, however, the 'captive' is not decapitated). 

8 Min figures in his conventional posture and head-dress, with a small 'shrine' behind him (see Berlin 
Ph. I03I), while Horus, human-bodied and falcon-headed, wears a head-dress composed of a sun-disc sur- 
mounted by two tall plumes. 

9 The sign of the man with blood streaming from his head is probably to be read bffty, 'enemy', rather than 
hrwy or hrzw. 

10 The last two signs at the bottom of 1. 2, + (the n-sign is clearly visible on Berlin Ph. I03I; later on it 
was damaged, and it is not visible on my pl. XII), metathesized (for reason of space?) and translated here 
'thereby', seem to be a variant spelling of Wb. I, 72. 

11 Written nnh-nsw. 
12 Nb is written with the sign of a falcon: see Wb. II, 227. 
13 My collation indicates that the first damaged sign of the spelling of Hr is to be restored as q, v . 
14 For the use of the independent pronoun mntt at the beginning of the verse in a hymn to Hathor see 

J. Assmann in RdE 30 (1978), 25-8, 41: 'Du bist .. ., (mntt)-Aussagen', with further bibliography on p. 41. 
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third line is part of the spelling of ntt and at the same time serves as an ideogram for mwt in mwt- 
ntr. The same female figure at the beginning of the second line is part of the spelling of ntt, and the 
hand holding an offering is the well-known sign for mwt, just as the star is for ntr. At the beginning 
of the fourth line the seated female figure is again part of the spelling of ntt, while the mi-sign has 
the value of mwt (see H. De Meulenaere in MDAIK i6, 232 [e]). At the beginning of 1. 5, mwt- 
ntr appears in its conventional form.Is 

As far as the translation of this and all following hymns is concerned, I made no attempt to 
follow a strict metric system. One feels that, at least in some instances, such an approach to Egyptian 
poetry may distort the meaning intended by the poet, as it certainly would impede the free flow of 
thought, diction, and imagery-essential characteristics of any good poetry. What I tried to do is 
to divide the hymns freely into 'strophes' and 'verses', according to rhythmical and semantic 
criteria mentioned by Barucq and Daumas (Hymnes et prieres, 30), or 'cadences as rhythmical 
units of phrasing', as discussed by J. L. Foster (JNES 34 (I975), 7, ii), although I feel that if we 
follow the same criteria, as far as the structure of the poems is concerned, other structural forms, 
in addition to Foster's 'thought couplets', especially triplets and quatrains and various combina- 
tions of these, can more frequently be usefully applied, especially in the translation of the hymns. 
It is in such a broader sense indicated above, that the words 'strophe' and 'verse' are used in this 
discussion. 

Translation 

Praise to you Isis-Hathor,'6 
God's Mother, Lady of Heaven, 
Mistress of Abaton, queen of the gods. 
You are the divine mother of Horus,'7 
The Mighty Bull, avenger of his father, 
Who causesI8 the rebels to fall. 

Praise to you Isis-Hathor, 
God's Mother, Lady of Heaven, 
Mistress of Abaton, queen of the gods. 
You are the divine mother of Horus, 
Min-Horus, the hero who smites his enemy, 
And makes a massacre thereby. 
Praise to you Isis-Hathor, 
God's Mother, Lady of Heaven, 
Mistress of Abaton, queen of the gods. 

You are the divine mother of Horus, 
Khonsu-the-powerful, the royal child of the 

Lord of Eternity, 
Lord of Nubia,19 ruler of the foreign lands. 

Praise to you Isis-HIathor, 
God's Mother, Lady of Heaven, 
Mistress of Abaton, queen of the gods. 

You are the divine mother of Horus, 
The Mighty Bull, who establishes the temples 

of the Ennead, 
And fashions every divine image.20 

Praise to you Isis-Hathor, 
God's Mother, Lady of Heaven, 
Mistress of Abaton, queen of the gods. 

IS For some similar playful writing see Edfou, I, 394, where the name of the god Min is written with the 
first letters of the words m!r and nb: see Barucq-Daumas, op. cit., 378 n. a; S. Sauneron, BIFAO 56 (1957), 
79, for the spelling of the name of Osiris, W+-s(r)+r(s), etc.; see also M.-T. Derchain Urtel in GM 27 (1978), 
1 f. for the various spellings of Khnum at Esna. 

16 For the identification of Isis and Hathor see Zabkar, JEA 66 (1980), 130 n. 22. 
17 For the litany-like hymn beginning with an independent pronoun see further H. Beinlich, Studien zu 

den 'Geographischen Inschriften' (Io.-I4. . g. Gau) (TAB 2) (Bonn, I976), 36 ff.; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 
342 (text in F. Daumas, Les Mammisis de Dendara, 3 ), etc. 

i8 Di'f shr sbiw, translated here as 'who causes the rebels to fall', is a circumstantial clause, lit.: 'causing 
the rebels to fall'. 

1' See Ben6dite, op. cit. 40, tab. i, Berlin Ph. 1059, where Osiris-Onnophris is referred to as 'Lord of 
Nubia (Ti-Sti), Lord of Philae', Room VII of the temple of Isis. 

20 See Commentary, pp. i20 f. 
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You are the divine mother of Horus, Praise to you Isis-Hathor, 
The Mighty Bull who protects Egypt, God's Mother, Lady of Heaven, 
Lord of the Nome,2I for ever. Mistress of Abaton, queen of the gods. 

In the legend engraved above the hymn, Isis 'the Great, God's Mother, Lady of Philae, Lady of 
Heaven, Mistress of the Gods, Lady of the Southern Lands' speaks to Ptolemy: 'I have given you 
the life-span of Rec in heaven; I have given you heaven (itself) with what is in it; I have given you 
victory over the south.'22 In the vertical inscription seen behind the enthroned Isis, the goddess 
again speaks to Ptolemy: 'O my beloved son, son of the Sun, Ptolemy, I have given you the south 
as far as Kenset, Ta-Seti, bent down for ever, belongs to you.'23 These last words, which reiterate 
the dominion over the south given to Ptolemy II by Isis, parallel those of the adjacent vertical 
inscription, which belongs to the left scene of the same middle register, in which Ptolemy's dominion 
over the northern lands is stressed (see below, p. 123 n. 47). This well-structured parallelism is also 
enhanced byth sme number of phass in the ses two median vertical inscriptions; 'I have given 
you the south as far as Kenset, Ta-Seti, bent down for ever, belongs to you,' corresponds exactly 
to 'I have given you the north as far as heaven, the Great Green, bowing head for ever, belongs to 
you,' as stated below, Hymn II n. 47. As to Ta-Seti in the above inscription, although it may seem 
to be unconventionally written (a 'bow' on a 'standard'), it is indeed to be so read; it can hardly 
be a second determinative to Knst. T., in TI-Sti, can sometimes be omitted (see W. III, 488, 7), 
Sti retaining its full value as a designation for 'Nubia'. Thus, pace Winter (Untersuchungen zu den 
dgyptischen Tempelreliefs, 22) both words are to be read in the above phrase, Knst and T?-Sti, 
or Knst and Sti. Besides, the perfect parallelism of the same number of phrases mentioned above 
also requires another word after Knst. As to nn, translated here 'belongs to you', its explanation 
is more problematic. Sethe (Dodekaschoinos, 15) translated it as 'dir' ('das Bogenland sich dir 
beugt', 'das Meer dir tributpflichtig ist'), and Winter (Untersuchungen zu den igyptischen Tempel- 
reliefs, 22) as 'dir(?)' ('dir [?] in Verneigung'; Winter translated only the first inscription); no 
explanation is offered for the spelling of nn-k by either scholar. Is it possible to see in this spelling 
a remnant of a rare Old Egyptian spelling of the preposition n as nn before a noun (see Edel, AG 
??5oobb, 757) ? Since, however, no examples of such a writing with a suffix are known, this suggestion 
remains questionable. Be this as it may, it seems certain that nn-k in the above legend is used 
predicatively, and with some emphasis on the possessor. 

2I1 The 'Nome' mentioned here is the first nome of Upper Egypt, spit hit, 'the nome of the beginning' 
(see K. Sethe, Dodekaschoinos (Leipzig, 1901), 22 ('Anfangsgau')), or TJ-Sti which, although beginning at 
Biggeh (see Gardiner, AEO ii, i* f., and W. Helck in LdA I, 386), also included Philae situated opposite 
Biggeh. 

22 Di-nai n-k rhr n Rr n (for m) pt, dian'i n'k pt hnr imy(t)-st, din-i nwk knw r Rsy. For the phrase pt hnr 
imy(t)'st (note the writing of the 3rd fern. suffix), and the corresponding phrase ti hnr nty im'f in the adjacent 
relief (see below, p. 123) see the middle scene of the middle register of the east wall, in which Khnum-Rec 
is said to have given the king 'the heaven together with what is in it, and the earth together with what is in it 
(pt hnr imy(t)-s ti hnn nty im'f)': Berlin Ph. 1020 lower scene, cf. Benedite, op. cit. 60o (to be corrected). 

23 'J sVti mry si Rr Ptlwmys di-n-i n-k Rsy r-rw Kns(t) Ti-Sti nnwk m ks dt. See on this text L. V. Zabkar, 
Apedemak, Lion-God of Meroe (Warminster, 1975), 3'. Contrary to Sethe's opinion (Dodekaschoinos, 13), the 
context seems to demand that the preposition r-r (here r-rw) be taken in an inclusive meaning: see Zabkar, 
op. cit. I38 n. 212. The same prepositional phrase r-rw Ti-Sti occurs in the left scene of the middle register 
of the west wall of Room X, in which Ptolemy 'offers to his mother Isis her boundary as far as Ta-Seti (hnk-f 
n-s t0ss r-fw Ti-Sti)': see Berlin Ph. I027 lower scene, cf. Benedite, op. cit. 64, tabl. iv (correct the text). For 
a similar phrase with a different spelling of this preposition, J see Edfou, II, 95, translated and discussed by 
D. Kurth, Den Himmel stutzen (Brussels, 1975), 39 f.: dj-j n'k rsj r ri-r tw mhtj r ri-r wid wr, 'Ich gebe Dir 
den Siiden, soweit der Wind weht, und den Norden bis hin zum Meere'. 
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Commentary 
The theme which this hymn emphasizes in the first line of each strophe is the divine motherhood 
of Isis. Her son, Horus, described as performing a number of significant roles characteristic of a 

god-king, is associated with her in her exalted position of 'Lady of Heaven, and queen of the gods'. 
As son of Isis, he is 'the royal child of Osiris', the latter referred to as 'Lord of Eternity (nb dt)'; 
as such, Horus is 'Lord of Nubia and ruler of foreign lands', that is, he is the king of southern and 
northern lands. In his role of a 'Mighty Bull', Horus performs a triple function: he is avenger of his 
father, the protector of Egypt, and, in a special way, of the first Upper Egyptian nome in which 
Philae is situated; he is also the builder of temples and fashioner of divine images. As a fighting 
hero, Horus is also called Min-Horus, and Khonsu-Nakht (Khonsu-the-powerful). These epithets 
and identifications of Horus with other deities complement each other. Horus as Khonsu-Nakht 
is not identified here with Khonsu as the moon-god, oracle-god, benevolent healer, etc., but with 
one of Khonsu's ancient roles as a violent, aggressive killer god, a -bull, and 'a raging lion, 
great of roaring'.24 Such a characterization of Horus complements that of 'the Mighty Bull', and, 
as explained below, that of Min-Horus; in each of these roles Horus is described destroying his 
own and his father's enemies. Horus identified with Min does not appear here in the capacity of 
a god of fertility and procreation, but in the role of Min as a redoubtable god, conqueror of hostile 
forces, as he is described in some Middle Kingdom hymns, which refer to him as 'Min-Horus, 
the powerful . . . who overthrows his enemies, who avenges his father, and strikes the disaffected 
of heart',25 phrases almost identical with those occurring in our first hymn. Having been incor- 
porated into the Osirian cycle, Min became son of Isis and Osiris, another Horus, Min-Horus, 
and as such he could appropriately be addressed as protector and avenger of his father. The role 
of Horus as 'Mighty Bull who establishes the temples of the Ennead and fashions every divine 
image', is significant in itself, and as a point of special relationship between Horus and the living 
king, Ptolemy II Philadelphus. The idea of a god as a builder, craftsman, or sculptor occurs in 
references to Ptah, Amuin, and other deities. It probably originated in the assumption that a creator- 
god who brought into being other deities could also produce the images of those deities, as stated 
in the document of the Memphite Theology of Ptah who 'created the gods .. . set the gods in their 
cult-places . . . founded their shrines, formed their bodies according as they desired . . . the gods 
then entering into their bodies made of all kinds of wood, all kinds of stone, all kinds of clay . . . 
in which they manifested themselves'.26 Such an association of ideas, that is, the reference to the 
creation of gods and of their images, occurs elsewhere, e.g., in a hymn to Amen-Re( in the temple 
of Hibis, in which this god is addressed as 'the Eldest of the Primeval-Ones, who created the gods, 
the builder of builders, the nurse of nurses, the fashioner who created fashioners . . . who mag- 
nifies his cult-statue in order to extol his perfection; it is according to his desire that he has built 
his image, it is through his (own) graciousness that he has rendered himself gracious'.27 Shorter 

24 See on this B. Altenmiller, Syncretismus in den Sargtexten (Gottinger Orientforschungen 7) (Wiesbaden, 
I975), I67 f.; H. Brunner in LdA I, 960-3, and especially Ph. Derchain, La Lune (Sources orientales v) (Paris, 
I962), 40-4. 

25 M. Selim Hassan, Hymnes religieux du Moyen Empire (Cairo, 1930), 148 ff.; C. J. Bleeker, Die Geburt 
eines Gottes (Leiden, 1956), II f.; Barucq-Daumas, Hymnes et prieres, 367 f., 370 f.; M. Miinster, Unter- 
suchungen zur Gdttin Isis (MAS Ii) (1968), I3I f. 

26 See Sethe, Dramatische Texte zu altaegyptischen Mysterienspielen (UGAA x) (Leipzig, I928), 68 ff.; 
HE. Junker, Die Gitterlehre von Memphis (APAW 1939, 23) (Berlin, 1940), 65; J. A. Wilson, ANET, 5; 
S. Sauneron and J. Yoyotte, La Naissance du monde (Sources Orientales I) (Paris, 1959), 64; S. G. F. Brandon, 
Creation Legends of the Ancient Near East (London, I963), 42 f. 

27 L. Bull, L. F. Hall, and N. de Garis Davies, The Temple of Hibis in El Khargeh Oasis, iII (New York, 
1953), pl. 32, middle register, 11. 6, 7, 9: cf. Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 320, and Assmann, Hymnen und Gebete, 
294. The last two sentences, 'It is according to his desire that he has built his image; it is through his (own) 
graciousness that he has rendered himself gracious', nbi'n-f ki(i)'f r mryf im;'n'f sw m im;wf (im-n-f is written 
im?wn-f through confusion with the following noun im;w) contain two sdm'nf forms in initial position which 
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references to a god as a fashioner or builder are found frequently in the hymns; thus, Amen-Re 
in the well-known Leiden eiePapyrus I 350 is referred to as 'one who fashioned his (own) images (or: 
statues)',28 and, in a text at Edfu, Ptah is said to be 'Fashioner of fashioners, builder of builders, 
Ta-tenen, creator of the gods'.29 Thus, in a general way, a creator-god can be said to have created 
all other gods, to have fashioned their images, and to have founded the temples and shrines in 
which their images dwell. In this Hymn I, the role of the creator-god as builder and sculptor is 
attributed to Horus, son of Isis. 

There is a further observation to be made about this role of Horus, and it concerns the relation- 
ship between him and the living king, Ptolemy II. In the middle scene of the lowest register of 
the west wall of the same Room X, the king, offering to Osiris and the winged Isis the linen (mnht) 
placed on the hieroglyph of an antelope lying on her back,30 is referred to as 'the perfect god who 
keeps safe the shores of (Egypt), who builds the temples as (it happened) on the First Occasion, 
who provides them with sustenance of the land (ntr nfr swd. idbw ir gsw-prw mi sp tpy htm sn m 
df;w nw t?)'.3' The idea is certainly well known from the older texts;32 it is to be noticed, however, 
that in this inscription the words ir gsw-prw, 'who builds the temples', correspond to smn gsw- 
prw, 'who establishes the temples', attributed in Hymn I to Horus, with the further qualification 
that Horus 'establishes the temples of the Ennead'. It may not be purely coincidental that in the 
temple built by Ptolemy II, the Hall of the Ennead (wsht psdt), is adjacent to Room X in which 
this hymn is recorded. In the middle scene of the middle register of the same west wall of Room X 
the king, shown offering to Osiris and Isis the unguent from Punt, is said to be 'the perfect god, 
the living image of Re' and the heir of Osiris-Onnophris (ntr nfr snn rnh n Rr iwr n Wnn-nfr)'.33 
Thus, the king not only performs the same function of a builder of temples as Horus does, but, as 
stated in the last reference, as the living image of Re<, he is also identified with Horus, son of Osiris; 
as the hymn to Osiris in Room V clearly puts it, the king is Horus himself.34 In this Hymn I, 
Horus is said to be 'Lord of Nubia and ruler of foreign lands', that is southern and northern lands, 
the same lands over which Ptolemy II claimed his dominion, as emerges clearly from the two 
vertical inscriptions separating the two hymns (Hymn I and Hymn II, see above, p. I 9). It is 

hardly necessary to point out that the epithet 'the Mighty Bull', or 'Horus, the Mighty Bull (Hr 
k? nht)',35 is frequently attributed to the Egyptian king, and although this epithet is not given 
to Ptolemy II in the inscriptions of Room X, it is found elsewhere associated with his name.36 
Thus, Isis, mother of Horus, is also mother of the king, not only because she addresses him as 'my 
beloved son',37 or 'my son, Horus, my beloved',38 but because his royal function and character 

can best be translated as emphatic forms. Also, since a reading imn n-f sw (cf. Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary, 
20: im; n 'to be gracious to') would hardly make good sense, one has to assume that im?-n'f is a sdm-n'f form 
of the verb im; with a transitive-reflexive meaning, 'to render oneself gracious'; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 321 
translated correctly: 'il s'est rendu plein de grace par sa grace'; Assmann's translation is rather paraphrastic: 
'er schuf sich liebreizend an Erscheinung', op. cit. 295. 

28 A. Gardiner, ZAS 42 (I905), 24 f., and J. Zandee, De hymnen aan Amon van Papyrus Leiden I 350 
(Leiden, I947), 38, pl. ii, 26. 

29 Edfou, II, 37, io: nbi nbiw kd kdw T;-tnn ms ntr(w). 
30 On the meaning of this offering see Ph. Derchain, Rites egyptiens, I, Le Sacrifice de l'oryx (Brussels, 

1962), especially 30 ff.; to Derchain's very instructive discussion, this example of Berlin Ph. I029 is now to be 
added. 

3I Berlin Ph. 1029, cf. Benedite, op. cit. 65, tabl. viii (correct the text). 
32 To quote just one example, I refer to the most recent publication of The Temple of Khonsu, iI, Scenes 

and Inscriptions in the Court and the First Hypostyle Hall, The Epigraphic Survey (The University of Chicago 
Oriental Institute Publications 103) (1981), i, bottom, pl. II3. 

33 Benedite, op. cit. 64, tabl. v. 
34 See L. V. 2abkar, ZAS io8 (I981), I43 f. 
35 See Gardiner, AEO I, 21*, A78; Altenmiiller, Syncretismus, 221 f. 
36 See, e.g., H. Gauthier, Le Livre des rois d'Egypte, iv, 227, no. XVI. 
37 See above, p. II9. 
38 See Benedite, op. cit. 63, tabl. iii'. 
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are coextensive with those of Horus, her son, who at this time had become the mythical prototype 
of an Egyptian king, with whom the Ptolemies tended to identify themselves. At the very summit 
of this complex theological edifice-graphically represented very simply by five columns of praises 
surmounted by a 'lintel' of invocation-stands Isis, in her pre-eminent position as the mother of 
her Horus and of the adopted King-Horus. Osiris plays a very subordinate role in this hymn; it 
is the Mother and Son who rule. 

Hymn II 

Philae, Temple of Isis, Room X, north wall; Benedite, op. cit. 62, tabl. ii'; Berlin Philae Ph. 1032; 

see here pl. XIV. As in the case of Hymn I, this hymn too is arranged in five vertical lines, each 
line comprising a strophe. The horizontal line surmounting all five vertical lines is probably a 
refrain to be repeated after each strophe.39 Here too, in the transliteration it is indicated only once; 
in the translation it is repeated after each strophe in an attempt to show the effect this repetition 
may have had on the recitation of the whole hymn. 

The vertical inscription behind the king reads: 'King of Upper and Lower Egypt Wsr-k;-Rr- 

mry-7mn has come before you, that he may adore your beautiful face, O Isis; give him Upper and 
Lower Egypt (in) peace, without any disturbance, for ever.'40 Then the king recites the hymn: 

'ILw n-t 3st wrt 
Mwt-ntr nb(t)-pt 'Ityt-ntrw 
Ntt hmt-nsw tpt n Wnn-nfr 
Imy-r imyw-r nbyw m gsw-prw 
SI smsw tpy n Gb 

Ntt hmt-nsw tpt n Wnn-nfr4' 
K; mdi shr sbiw nb 
Nb hk* dt 

Ntt stpt tpt n Wnn-nfr 
Hwn nfr ir rdt m hikw-ib n t;wy42 

Ntt hmt-nsw tpt n Wnn-nfr 
Hw sn.s ir dsr hr wrd-ib43 

Ntt hmt-nsw tpt n Wnn-nfr 
Hh rnpw wts nhh 
'w(t) r-hnrf m Snmwt44 

Translation 
Praise to you, Isis, the Great-One, 
God's Mother, Lady of Heaven, queen of the 

gods. 
You are the First Royal Spouse of Onnophris, 
The supreme overseer of the Golden-Ones in 

the temples, 
The eldest son, first(born) of Geb. 

Praise to you, Isis, the Great-One, 
God's Mother, Lady of Heaven, queen of the 

gods. 
You are the First Royal Spouse of Onnophris, 
The Bull, the Lion who overthrows all his 

enemies, 
The Lord and ruler of Eternity. 

39 See above, Hymn I, n. 2. 
40 'i'n Wsr-k;-Rr-mry-Ymn hr't di'f dwi'f-ntr m hr-t nfr(t) 3st di nf Sm;w mhw (m) btp nn hnn nb dt. 
41 Nfr, in Wnn-nfr (Onnophris) has been somewhat damaged; Berlin Ph. 1032 and Benedite, op. cit. 62, 

tabl. ii', show a better-preserved sign which is a variant of Gardiner's Sign-list S 37, as seen in Valeurs des 
signes ptolemaYques, 136, no. 3101; cf. Wb. I, 253 where it is, however, limited to New Kingdom spellings. 

42 For the damaged sign of ir rdt m h;kw-ib see Berlin Ph. 1032. 
43 For a better-preserved spelling of wrd, in ir dsr hr wrd-ib, see Berlin Ph. 1032, and Benedite, op. cit. 62, 

tabl. ii'; for the phrase ir dsr hr, see Wb. v, 6I3, 16; for serpent-sign only see Valeurs des signes ptolemaiques, 
69, nos. 1513, 1514; the combined sign, a man standing and holding a vertical undulating serpent in his left 
hand, is probably a variant spelling of dsr as seen in Wb. v, 611, top of page, a combination of three cobra- 
signs; for the latter see also H. W. Fairman, BIFAO 43 (I945), ii7. 

44 For r-hnr, in iw(t) r-hnrf, see Wb. I, 42, I8 and 19; III, I 2. For the construction iw(t) r-hnrf, see Erman, 
NG ??627, 470 f.: the 2nd fem. suffix, t, indicated by a seated female figure (Erman, NG ?68), has been 
omitted. Tw(t) is a circumstantial form: 'you being with him', implying also a notion of futurity ('you will 
be with him [for ever]'). 
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Praise to you, Isis, the Great-One, Praise to you, Isis, the Great-One, 
God's Mother, Lady of Heaven, queen of the God's Mother, Lady of Heaven, queen of the 

gods. gods. 
You are the First Elect-One of Onnophris, You are the First Royal Spouse of Onnophris, 
The perfect youth who performs slaughter The Eternal-One-rejuvenating-himself, who 

among the disaffected of the Two Lands. extolled Eternity: 
Praise to you, Isis, the Great-One, You are with him at Biggeh. 
God's Mother, Lady of Heaven, queen of the Praise to you, Isis, the Great-One, 

gods. God's Mother, Lady of Heaven, queen of the 
You are the First Royal Spouse of Onnophris, gods. 
One who protects her brother, and watches over 

the weary-of-heart. 

Here too, in the legend above the hymn, Isis 'Giver of Life, Lady of divine praise, the Living- 
One, Lady of Philae, Mistress of Biggeh, Lady of Heaven, Mistress of all the Gods'45 speaks to 

Ptolemy: 'I have given you the kingship of Atum on earth; I have given you the land with what is 
in it; I have given you victory over the north'46-statements which balance Isis' assurances given 
to the king in the adjacent right scene (see above, p. II9). The vertical inscription behind Isis 

complements her reassurances to the king given in the legend: 'O my beloved son, King of Upper 
and Lower Egypt, Wsr-k;-Rc-mry-'mn, I have given you the north as far as heaven, the Great 
Green, bowing head for ever, belongs to you.'47 'The victory over the south' of the right scene 

corresponds to 'the victory over the north' of the left scene; 'Heaven with what is in it' of the right 
scene corresponds to 'the land with what is in it' of the left scene. Thus the two legends above the 

hymns, and the two vertical inscriptions which separate the two scenes of the middle register 
complement each other. This has been seen to be the case with the two vertical inscriptions of the 

upper register, as discussed in JEA 66 (I980), 129 f., I34; there, as well as here, the scribe and the 
artist showed the remarkable feel for good composition which is observed throughout the north wall, 
where, as will be also seen in the discussion of the lowest two reliefs, the vertical median inscriptions 
which separate three pairs of reliefs meaningfully complement each other, and unite all of the six 
reliefs in a harmonious tableau. 

Commentary 

Theologically no less complex, and just as rich in content and imagery as Hymn I, this hymn 
extols another prominent role of Isis, that of the First Royal Spouse of Osiris. In the invocation- 
refrain she is again referred to as God's mother, that is the mother of Horus, but the entire hymn 
stresses her role as the spouse of Osiris, the god whose eminent position at Philae is described with 
a series of epithets attributed to him in the hymns of the earlier periods, and here enriched by the 
addition of some new ones. I wish briefly to discuss four points which will illustrate this statement: 

i. The reference to Osiris as 'the supreme overseer of the Golden-Ones in the temples' is unusual 
and of some special interest for Philae. Such a function is attributed to him as 'the eldest son, 
first(born) of Geb'. Although in this hymn Osiris himself is not explicitly called 'the Golden-One', 
or 'the Gold', it would seem that he too, as 'the supreme overseer of the Golden-Ones'-that is, 
of the gods and goddesses represented as golden images in the temples-is to be thought of as 

45 3st di rnh nb(t) hs(t) ntr rnb(t) nb(t) Iw-rk hnwt Snmwt nb(t) pt Fnwt ntrw nbw. 
46 Di'n'i n'k nswy(t) n 7tm tp t! diln.i n'k tr hnr nty im'f di.n'i n'k nht r mhw. 
47 S-'i mry nsw-bity Wsr-k;-Rr-mry-Imn din'it n'k mhw r-rw n pt w_d-wr nn'k m w.hi-tp dt. For r-rw see 

Hymn I, n. 23. 
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embodied in a golden image; sometimes he seems to be indeed so described.48 It is well known that 
the Egyptian gods and goddesses, and especially HIathor, are often referred to as 'the Gold', or 
'the Golden-Ones',49 and Isis too, is at Philae called 'the Golden-One', or 'the Gold'.50 It is only 
proper that Osiris, who played the eminent role of the overseer of the deities, should be represented 
as a golden image, a golden living image, supreme among the golden living images of other deities- 
this precious metal, out of which the flesh of the gods was believed to have been made, indicating 
the splendour, perfection, and incorruptibility of their divine nature. As will emerge more clearly 
from Hymn VI in the second part of this study, it appears that, as in some other temples, at Philae 
'the Gold' with respect to deities was not always a mere metaphor, but that it indicated the reality 
of their presence in their golden images. 

2. It is well known from the Osirian hymns of the Middle and New Kingdoms,51 that Osiris, in 
his various aspects, is often referred to as 'the Bull'. In Hymn I, it is Horus who is repeatedly 
called 'the Mighty Bull', and he can also appear in the form of a lion.52 The double epithet of 
Osiris, 'the Bull and the Lion', however, does not occur, to my knowledge, in older Osirian hymns. 
It seems plausible to see in this double epithet an influence of the Theban theology of Amin, to 
whom both epithets are attributed in Chapter 50 of the Leiden Papyrus I 350, in which this god 
is described as an overpowering deity in the form of 'the divine falcon with outstretched wings, 
swooping down and capturing his assailant in the completion of an instant, mysterious lion great 
of roaring, gripping firmly those who come beneath his claws, a bull for his town, a lion for his 
people, lashing with his tail against him who attacks him'.53 In Ch. 500 of the same papyrus, Amuin 
is said to be: 'Raging lion with furious claws . . . bull strong of back and heavy of hoofs ... croco- 
dile which surges seizing him who attacks him.'54 It appears from the texts of the early Ptolemaic 
Period at Philae that the ancient literary traditions, preserved in the texts of the temple libraries, 
were fully alive, and that the priests and scribes drew upon them whenever the need arose to adapt 
ancient texts to the cultic requirements of the new temples and their deities. In this particular case, 
the reference to Osiris as 'the bull and the lion' is an early Ptolemaic example of the traditional 
hymnic phraseology borrowed by the Philae scribes from the Theban theology of Amin; it is 
also a link between the earlier and later literary traditions, some important aspects of which have 
been recently studied by A. Gutbub.55 It is instructive to note that the model-type of what Gutbub 
aptly calls 'le dieu combattant' of the texts of Kom Ombo is most prominently represented as 
falcon, bull, lion, and crocodile-forms ascribed to Amiin in the above-mentioned Leiden hymns; 

48 Thus, e.g., in the Turin stela I640 of the Eighteenth Dynasty; see on this hymn Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 
86 f. with full bibliography. The authors translate the phrase nfr n nwb 'Osiris, perfection de l'Or (?)', and 
find this expression 'insolite'. It is indeed so; the construction is probably 'accusative of respect', but n is 
unnecessary. Assmann, op. cit. 440 translates the phrase as: 'Osiris, Sch6ner des "Goldes" ', and explains 
'Das Gold: Bezeichnung der G6ttin Hathor, hier mit Isis gleichgesetzt', ibid., 624, no. 209, which seems to 
be less likely. 

49 See on this F. Daumas, 'La Valeur de l'or dans la pensee egyptienne', Annales du Musee Guim1et, Revue 
de l'histoire des religions 75 (149) (I956), I-I7; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 264 n. d; 330 n. b; 539 (Lexique- 
Index: Or). 

50 Junker-Winter, Das Geburtshaus, 79, 13; see Commentary to Hymn VI (to follow). 
51 See J. Zandee, An Ancient Egyptian Crossword Puzzle (Leiden, 1966), 29 f., 53: see also G. Soukiassian, 

GM 44 (198I), 65 n. 20. 

52 See J. Gwyn Griffiths, The Origins of Osiris and his Cult (Leiden, 1980), 169 and n. 89. 
53 Gardiner, ZAS 42 (1905), 25 f.; Zandee, De hymnen aan Amon van Papyrus Leiden I 350 (Leiden, 

1947), 42-3; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 217. 
54 Zandee, op. cit. 94 f., id., Crossword Puzzle, 29; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 226; Assmann, Hyminnen und 

Gebete, 319 f. 
55 A. Gutbub, Textes fondanzentaux de la theologie de Kom Ombo, I (IFAO, Bibl. d'Etude 47(1)) (I973), 

0o8; ii (Index) (Bibl. d'Etude 47(2)) (I973), 23, 29: see also A. Gutbub, 'Die vier Winde im Tempel von 
Kom Ombo (Oberagypten)', in 0. Keel, Jahwe- Visionen und Siegelkunst (Stuttgarter Bibelstudien 84/85) 
(Stuttgart, 1977), 351. 
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as to the fourth form of the 'dieu combattant', it is interesting to notice that the aggressive and 
ferocious but also benevolent crocodile-god Sobk is in the Ramesseum hymns assimilated to 
Horus, saviour of his father Osiris, and that he too is also given the epithets of 'the Bull' and 'the 
Lion'.S6 

L. Kiakosy, in his recent article on Osiris as a bellicose god,57 quoted two pertinent texts from 
the shrines of Tutmankhamin, in which Osiris is referred to as one whose heart 'inflicts all carnage 
(ir srt nbt)'58 on his enemies 'who cannot be saved from his arm'; when Osiris comes forth against 
them,'they are fallen, for ever and ever (hrw dt dt)'.59 Already in the hymns of the Middle Kingdom 
Osiris is called 'Lord of fear (nb snd)', and 'great of terror (r; nrw)'.60 In the hymns of the New 
Kingdom, more pungent references to Osiris as an aggressive war-like deity are found in the great 
hymn of the stela C 286 in the Louvre, in which he is described as 'great of might when he over- 
throws the Enemy (rc phty shrf sby)', 'strong of arm when he kills his adversary (shm-r sm.f ftyf)', 
'steadfast when he treads (upon) the rebels (mn-ib rdwy'f [4r] rswt)', 'one who instils terror into his 

enemy (rdi sndf m hrwf)', 'one who attains the distant limits of the evil-one (in drw w;w dwt)'6 
and in a hymn in the tomb of Nebwenef, where it is said of Osiris that 'his enemies have been 
placed under him on his behalf, he having slaughtered his foe (rdiw naf hftywf hrf pg.n f hrw'f)'.6 
Similar epithets occur in Ptolemaic references to Osiris. Here, in Hymn II, he is referred to as 
'the perfect youth who performs massacre (ir rdt) among the disaffected of the Two Lands', just 
as in Hymn I it is Horus 'who causes the rebels to fall, who smites his enemy and makes a massacre 
(ir ns) thereby'. At Kom Ombo, Haroeris-Shu, 'le dieu combattant', is called nb skt, 'Lord of car- 
nage', and ir srt, 'who performs carnage';63 the same action is attributed to Amin at Medamiud;64 
in Edfu, it is Horus the Behdetite 'who performs great massacre (ir ihyt r;t)'.65 It seems that each 
of the famous temples had its own 'dieu combattant'. At Philae, it is not only Osiris and Horus who 
obtain such bellicose epithets; as will be seen in Hymn V, Isis too is said to be wr srt, 'great of 

carnage', who annihilates her enemies. It would seem, therefore, that the bellicose role of Osiris 
was not peripheral to his basically benevolent character, as Kakosy seems to be inclined to think,66 
but that it was and remained one of his prominent attributes. Its occurrence in the hymns of the 

early Ptolemaic Period at Philae again indicates the important part Philae played in the process 
of the preservation and transmission of ancient literary traditions. 

3. Osiris appears in Hymn II not only as a 'dieu combattant', but he is also described as a god of 
royal character, as a living, terrestrial ruler, and an organizer of social and ethical order. In the 

hymns of the Middle and New Kingdoms, he is frequently referred to as 'the heir of Geb', and as 
such he is 'king of the gods' and 'king of the north and south',67 'the heir of Geb in the kingship of 

56 A. H. Gardiner, RdJE Ii (I957), 43-56; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 422 f., 424, 427; Assmann, op. cit. 
424-32. 

57 L. Kakosy, 'Ein literarisch-mythologisches Motiv: Osiris als Gott des Kampfes und der Rache', in 
J. Assmann, E. Feucht, R. Grieshammer (eds.), Fragen an die altdgyptische Literatur (Studien zum Gedenken 
an Eberhard Otto) (Wiesbaden, 1977), 285-8: see also Griffiths's summary of Kaikosy's discussion, The Origins 
of Osiris and his Cult, 149 f. 

58 A. Piankoff, Les Chapelles de Tout-ankh-Amon (Cairo, 1952), 77, 11. 34-5; this is a version of the Book 
of the Dead 17, 27 (Urk. v, 7I) which reads wnm s'rt nb, 'which eats all carnage': see T. G. Allen, The Book 
of the Dead (Chicago, 1974), 31, 4. 

59 Piankoff, op. cit. 10, fig. 3. 
60 Hassan, Hymnes religieux du Moyen Empire (Cairo, 1930), 24; cf. p. 44. 
61 A. Moret, BIFAO 30 (I93I), 737 ff.; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 93; Assmann, op. cit. 445. 
62 Zandee, Crossword Puzzle, 44 f.; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. i I. 
63 Gutbub, Textes fondamentaux, I, 67, 73 (n), io6, io8, II6 (au). 
64 E. Drioton, Rapport sur les fouilles de Medamoud, ii, Les inscriptions (Cairo, I926), 25; Barucq-Daumas, 

op. cit. 344. 
65 Edfou, vi, II5, i and 7-8; ii6, 6; 125, 3; Gutbub, op. cit., I, 73 (n). 
66 Kakosy in Assmann et al. (eds.), op. cit. 288. 
67 H1assan, Hymnes religieux, io6 f.; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 84 f. 
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the Two Lands', 'one who gloriously appears on the throne of his father'.68 He is, to be sure, 'Great 
God, Lord of the West', that is, the god of the nether world, and a solar deity who 'traverses (the 
sky) in the divine barque, Lord of the Ennead', but he is also 'Lord of all men, and Chief of the 
Two Lands in their entirety', as stated on a stela of the Twelfth Dynasty.69 More precisely, as a 
Nineteenth Dynasty hymn says, he is 'the father and mther of mankind; it is through his [text: 
your] breath that they live; it is of the flesh of his [text: your] body that they eat';70 he is the grain- 
god 'Nepri (Neper) giving all his vegetation and all the food of the soil',71 he is 'Hu [authoritative 
utterance or creative Word] who brings food into existence';72 he is also one 'who establishes Macat 
throughout the Two Shores',73 that is, he establishes order, justice, harmony in the land, while 
constantly repelling the enemies, personified by Seth and his 'associates'; as a hymn in the tomb of 
Kheruef says, he is 'great in terror, Master of Eternity, Lord of Macat, rejoicing over her majesty 
while (he) is upon his great throne'.74 It is true that Osiris as the king of the nether world can be 
said to be 'Lord of Ma(at', and that acat was w orshipped as 'Lady of the West' closely associated 
with Osiris in the nether world, ut, in the context of what has been said above and what follows, 
Macat can be understood to be associated with Osiris in his terrestrial reign as well. Born as a king,76 
Osiris retains his royal prerogatives and titles in all eternity, of which he is the lord and ruler. 
Now, the idea of the royal condition of Osiris is expressed in the ieat first line of every strophe of 

Hymn II, which thus stresses the idea of his kingship: Isis is his royal spouse; he is the king. The 
other attributes of Osiris known from the older hymns briefly discussed above are expressed e e in 
Hymn II by a single but concise phrase: Osiris is said to be 'the Eternal-One-rejuvenating-himself 
(or: Eternally rejuvenating himself), who extolled eternity', which, in the context of other references 
to him, especially of that in the hymn of Room V, would indicate that he is closely associated with 
nature and life as a beneficent provider; 'eternally youthful', or 'eternally rejuvenating himself', 
as he is referred to in the hymn in Room V, and in Hymn II, he is also, as stated in the same hymn 
of Room V, 'gleaming chil, the inundating water',77 bringing to the land all its benefits, an idea 
further developed in Hymn IV discussed here below, as well as in some later texts at Philae. Osiris' 
role as one who introduced Macat, that is, law, justice, order, and harmony, is expressed in Hymn II 

by a single phrase: 'who extolled eternity'. In the hymn of Room V,78 this phrase is expanded and 
elaborated with a complementary statement: '. . . who extolled Eternity, when he encircled the 
lands with his arms; who fashioned truth (Ma<at) and abolished falsehood, when he f assumed the 
throne of Atum.'79 

68 Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 93 f. For all these references and further bibliography Barucq-Daumas, Hymnes 
et prieres, and Assmann, Hymnen und Gebete, can be conveniently consulted. 

69 Hassan, op. cit. 122 f.; Sethe, Lesestuicke, 63b; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 83 f. 
70 A. Erman, ZAS 38 (I90I), 31, 33; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 107; F. Daumas, La Civilisation de l'1gypte 

pharaonique (Paris, 1965), 287. 
7I Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 96; Assmann, op. cit. 447; on Nepri, or Neper, see also Gwyn Griffiths, The 

Origins of Osiris and his Cult, I65 f., and Zandee, Crossword Puzzle, 54 f. 
72 Hassan, Hymnes religieux, 124 f.; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 83; Assmann, op. cit. 439, no. zo8. 
73 Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 93; Assmann, op. cit. 445. 
74 The Tomb of Kheruef: Theban Tomb 192. Epigraphic Survey (OIP I02) (I980), 37, pi. 19: cf. Barucq- 

Daumas, op. cit. 108 (tomb of Nebwenenef). 
75 See Kakosy in Assmann et al. (eds.), op. cit. 288 and n. 13; D. Jankuhn, GM 8 (1973), 19-22. 
76 Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 109 n. d, and p. 89; Zabkar, ZAS 0o8 (1981), 143. 
77 Zabkar, op. cit. 144. 78 Zabkar, op. cit. 143. 
79 The two phrases, 'the eternally youthful (or: the Eternal-One-rejuvenating-himself), who extolled 

eternity', occur also in a Heh-offering scene from the time of Augustus, recorded on the outer west wall of 
the Mammisi at Philae; see Junker-Winter, Das Geburtshaus, 393, i8. The editors read the text Hh rnp tsj 
nMh, and translated: 'Der junge Hhw (Urgott?), der die Ewigkeit tragt'. For the explanation they refer to 
Junker's Onurislegende, 4, 30 f. However, in Junker's discussion there ('Onuris als Himmelstrager'), there is 
no reference to Hhw or any other god 'der die Ewigkeit tragt'. All the texts from Philae quoted by Junker 
in Onurislegende, 4, 30 f. are from a period later than those of the temple of Isis which I am discussing here. 
The theme of the 'Himmelstriger', that is of the god Heh supporting the heaven, does indeed occur in the 
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In view of the universal character of Osiris' dominion, it is questionable whether the reference to 
him as 'the ruler of the living (hkk n rnhw)' which occurs in some hymns80 is to be explained as 
pertaining to Osiris' rule of the dead, here euphemistically called 'the living'. Although in some 
instances that may be the case, especially when that expression is more closely defined, or when the 
context demands such an explanation,8I it seems that in the hymn of Sobkiri mentioned above 
(n. 80) the same tripartite division of the universe is observed; Osiris is said to be 'Sovereign of the 
gods, great power of heaven, ruler of the living, king of those-who-are-beyond'. One could arrange 
these epithets as a 'couplet': ity ntrw shm r. n pt, hk4 cnhw nsw ntyw-im and argue that the first line 
refers to the celestial power of Osiris and is paralleled by the second, which describes Osiris' rule 
of the nether world. It is to be mentioned, however, that some New Kingdom variants do not 

support such an interpretation;82 but, more importantly, it seems that the context, which stresses 
the universal power of Osiris over a tripartite universe, does not favour the meaning of rnwh as 
'the dead'. Certainly, the parallelism of the two verses would not represent an objection to the 
meaning of rnhw as the terrestrial inhabitants. Similar references are found in the hymn to Osiris 
in Room V of the temple of Isis in which the god is said to be 'king of heaven, ruler of the 
lands, great sovereign in the nether world',83 in which 'the lands' is substituted for 'the living'. 
J. Assmann sees in the epithet 'ruler of the living' a reference to Osiris' power over the living, 
since all of them must come to him.84 This is certainly true, and is clearly stated in the above 
mentioned hymn of Sobkiri as well as in other Osirian hymns. I should like to add that Osiris is 
'ruler of the living' not only because all have to come to him, 'men, gods, "akhu", and the dead', 
'all that exists and that does not exist',85 but because the universal dominion of Osiris necessarily 
texts of the temple of Isis; it is found in Hymn VI, which will be discussed in the second part of this study 
Junker's treatment of that theme is now to be complemented by those of A. Gutbub mentioned here above, n. 55. 
I shall return to this theme in the Commentary to Hymn VI. Here I should like to say that the above-mentioned 
phrases, which are repeated in the text accompanying the offering of the Heh-symbol to Osiris in the Mammisi, 
do not directly, that is per se, refer to the theme of the 'Himmelstriger'. The context of the text of the Mam- 
misi is a different one; the words of the king offering the Heh-symbol refer to Osiris as 'the Lord of Millions 
(nb hhw), rich in hundreds of thousands (of years), Lord of Life, living for ever (rnh r nhh), . . . Lord of Life- 
time, enduring of years'-all this summarized, in 1. i8, in the words Hh rnpy wts nih 'the eternally youthful 
(or: the Eternal-One-rejuvenating-himself), who extolled eternity' derived from the older hymns. These 
phrases have been inserted in the Mammisi text probably with the purpose of producing a play on words 
.hh-nhh, to which they feasibly lend themselves. The theologian-poet indulged in this word play in order to 

stress the main idea of the Heh-offering scene: through the ritual offering of the Heh-symbol, millions of 
years (hh), and eternity itself (nhh) were conferred upon Osiris, although, in this process of adaptation of an 
older text to a new ritual setting, the proper, original meaning of the phrase, 'who extolled eternity', was lost. 
It is possible, however, that in inserting the above phrases in the text of the Mammisi, the theologian-poet 
was also influenced by the theme of the 'Himmelstrager', a good example of which may have been known to 
him from a text addressed to Khnum, recorded in the interior of the Mammisi and dating to Ptolemy VIII 
(see Junker-Winter, Das Geburtshaus, 25, 3-4). Thus, he may have understood the words Hh rnpy wts nhh 
(or, as the editors of the Geburtshaus read, Hh rnp tsj nhh) as referring also to the 'Himmelstriger'-theme, and 
may have associated lHh with the god Heh, with whom Osiris is then identified. Both phrases, however, as 
mentioned above, are derived from the older Osirian hymns, Hymn II discussed here, and the hymn in 
Room V. It is clear that in the text of the Mammisi one observes yet another example of the adaptation of the 
older hymnic phraseology to a later and different ritual setting, a satisfactory explanation of which depends 
on the proper understanding of its older source. 

80 e.g., Hassan, Hymnes religieux, 50, 54; see also Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 8I (hymn of Sobkiri). 
8i e.g., Hassan, op. cit. 54: ti pn dsr n rnhw; The Tomb of Kheruef (Oriental Institute Publications 102), 

I8, pls. 83B, 85A: 'A boon which the king gives (to) Osiris, king of the living (nsw rnhw) .. .': see also Barucq- 
Daumas, op. cit. 356, n. a. 

82 Hassan, op. cit. 50, 55 f. 83 Zabkar, ZAS io8, I44. 
84 Assmann, Hymnen und Gebete, 75. 
85 Hassan, op. cit. 79, 122 f.; Sethe, Lesestiicke, 63b; see also The Tomb of Kheruef, 37, pi. I9; 'Onnophris ... 

great of awe in the hearts of men, gods, "akhs", and the dead'; p. 39, pi. 21: 'Osiris, Ruler of Eternity, Lord 
of that which is and to whom that which is not belongs (nb nty, wn(n) n'f iwty)'; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 
83, n. c. 
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includes the living on earth as well.86 After all, the fully Osirianized dead aspire to the same ideal: 
'Grant that I may be an "akh" in heaven, powerful on earth, justified like the lords of the nether 
world.'87 In this respect the words of the great hymn of the Louvre stela C 286 seem to me un- 

equivocal; if the verses of the strophe are properly grouped, as they are in Assmann's translation,88 
there seems to be no doubt that they refer to Osiris' celestial and terrestrial dominion, and not to 
that of Horus mentioned in the preceding lines, as Moret thought.89 

4. As emerges from Hymn II, as well as the older hymns referred to above, Osiris is hardly a 

passive deity, and he is much more than the god of the nether world. He is a kingly figure, a 'dieu 
combattant', a beneficent deity, associated in a very special way, and even identified, with the 
inundation waters and the benefits which they bring to the land. And yet, in this same Hymn II, 
he is also a quiescent deity; he is said to be at Biggeh, the place where his tomb is situated, the 
Abaton, and Isis is there with him as 'one who protects her brother and watches over the weary- 
of-heart', where, as the later texts explain, she visits him every ten days to offer libations to him.90 
In a similarly static role as a beneficent deity, Osiris, as a temple-dwelling numinous power, is 
said to be 'the supreme overseer of the Golden-Ones', that is, of the golden images of the deities 
resting in the temples. It indeed looks as if the poet envisaged the god as manifesting himself 
in his many aspects in a tripartite universe, fluid, without any strongly marked demarcation lines: 
the living figure of the god imperceptibly passing from the world of the dead into the world of the 
living and into the celestial sphere. With this peculiar concept of the universe a no less peculiar 
concept of time is associated: Osiris, the primeval god and mythical god-king is acting in the now 
existing time; a living deity, he is the spouse of Isis and the father of his mythical son Horus, but, 
at the same time, he is also the father of the living king, the living Horus; independent of nature, 
ruler of the land, he is closely associated with the phenomena of nature, and may be even identified 
with them; lord of eternity, and of the universe, he is resting in his tomb, and is numinously 
present in the temples of the land. Without elaborating in any way, L. Kakosy seems to have had 
a felicitous, though inchoate, idea when he said that Osiris, from his realm in the nether world, 
'greift zuweilen auch in die irdischen Ereignisse ein . . .'.9 

It is indeed a hard task to try to gain a deeper insight into this multifariousness of Osirian func- 
tions and the concept of the universe and time against which they are projected. The actions of the 
god-king and ruler of heaven, earth, and the nether world are effectively realized and perpetuated 
in time conceived as a homogeneous whole, in which past, present, and future, infused with mythical 
relations, are inseparably connected, and thus, from the creation of the world to its end, merged 
with and within eternity. Such a time, embracing past, present, and future was experienced by 
the theologian-poet as an eternal present. What may be thought to have occurred in the past is 
perpetuated in the present, and will be so in the future, which thus has already been completed. 
And this is not a mere literary, or theological, or philosophical fiction without any serious impact 
on the people and their land: the order and harmony, and the very existence of the world depend 
on the continued action of the god in the present time, and the assurance that he will be acting in 
the future. Osiris continues and will continue destroying his enemies, and maintaining the social 
and moral order which he once established. This energizing role of the god manifests itself in 
various forms and places, but it also emanates, in a lesser degree of intensity, from his tomb and 
from the temples in which he presides over other deities.92 Ritual and festivals, hymns and prayers 

86 Thus also Zandee, Crossword Puzzle, 38 with further references, and Moret, BIFAO 30, 737. 
87 e.g., A. Mariette, Catalogue general des monuments d'Abydos (Paris, I880), 379, no. 1053, and 414, no. 

1122; Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. go90; similarly Urk. iv, I404, 17, etc. 
88 Hymnen und Gebete, 447, 11. II2-19. 89 BIFAO 30, 745 f. 
90 Cf. Junker, Der grof3e Pylon, 45, 13-I4; id., Das Gotterdekret iiber das Abaton, 23 f. 
91 Kakosy in Assmann et al. (eds.), op. cit. 288. 
92 See Constant De Wit, Les Inscriptions du temple d'Opet a Karnak, inI (Brussels, 1967), 53, and Zabkar, 

ZAS 0o8, 167. 
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continually drew him back into present time, close to human beings, to their experiences, and their 
aspirations for salvation. Even if he had once lived among men-which is impossible to prove- 
he no longer belonged to history; he had become a living myth; consequently those who narrated 
his actions paid little attention to chronology. No wonder, then, that frequently, in translating his 
hymns, one finds it difficult to decide whether a participial form, which describes some of his 
actions or attributes, is to be translated as referring to a past or present action of the god, 'one who 
established Macat', or 'one who establishes Ma'at'. For the uninitiated of limited horizons, that 
may present a problem, for an Egyptian theologian-poet, with his peculiar concept of time and 
the universe, the problem never existed. 

Hymn III 

Philae, Temple of Isis, Room X, north wall; Benedite, op. cit. 62 f., tabl. iii; Berlin Philae Ph. 
1033; see here pl. XV. In this, and the following Hymn IV, the king is reciting the hymn before a 
standing Isis; in the middle and upper registers the goddess is seated on the throne. Also, unlike 
Hymns I and II, in Hymns III and IV each strophe is not fully contained within a vertical column 
of inscription, but continues from one column to the next. 

The vertical inscription behind the king reads: 'Son of the Sun, Ptolemy, has come before you, 
O Isis, giver of life, that he may see your beautiful face; give him all the lands in obeisance, for 
ever.'93 

Recitation: 

3st wrt mwt-ntr nb(t) Iw-rk 'Igp(t) wrh m shd.s 
Hmt-ntr dwmt-ntr drt-ntr94 Srit bnr(t) mrwt hnwt n(t) smrw mhw 
Mwt-ntr hmt-nsw wrt Ir(t) mdw m-hnw Psdt 
Skrt nb(t) hkrw rht Ssm.tw97 hr st-r-s 

Nb(t) Tbw hhzt Iryt-prt wrt-hswt nb(t) Dmt 
Imty mh rht m nfrw.s Irtp nt m 7mty mh r ~t m nfvw?s tHnms hnt.s tftf m cntyw w_d 
Idt rht95 hnwt rswt(?)96 
'Iy(t) gst m st-ntry(t) 

93 Jijn sr Rr Ptlwmys br't 3st di rnh mif'f hr-t nfr(t) di nwf tvwy (sic) nb m ksw dt. Tt-wy for tUw, as elsewhere: 
see n. Io8. 

94 The two ntr-signs are so written that the first serves as part of .hmt-ntr and dwrt-nir, while the second 
is part of drt-ntr. 

95 The determinative of rht is slightly damaged, but it seems to be F: cf. Valeurs des signes ptolnkaiques, 
98, no. 2045; Fairman, ASAE 43 (I943), 278, n. lxix. 

96 Rf in rKwt appears in my photo even more damaged than in Berlin Ph. I033 where it is still discernible; 
the third sign of rfwt, b, Gardiner's Sign-list V 33 (bag of linen), has been inserted by the scribe because of 
its initial consonant f (tsr, 'linen, cloth', var. reading): cf. the Montpellier Sign-list, 155, no. 3473; the addi- 
tion of dwt, swty, the two tall feathers combined with the sun-disc, may appear unusual: see, however, the 
spelling of this word in Wb. II, 454, with three feathers ('spielend'). The reading inwt (r fwty is hardly possible, 
since, in addition to orthographic difficulties, Isis is never shown in her temple at Philae with two tall plumes 
as part of her head-dress (only HIathor, and the queens). 

97 Here, too, my photo shows the damage which occurred since the time Berlin Ph. 1033 was taken. On 
the latter, the signs transliterated here as ssm'tw, are well preserved; they are p3|. I take the second, the 

egg-sign, to be a variant spelling of the phallus-sign in sSm, as seen in Wb. iv, 285, i.e. o , a late spelling 
of y : cf. also Wb. iv, 289-90. The third sign, ti, is the spelling of the sdmotw.f passive (also used in the 
Ptolemaic-Roman Period: see e.g., H. Junker, Grammatik der Denderatexte, 102, ?129) in its impersonal use. 
See further in n. I04. 

K 
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Translation 

O Isis, the Great, God's Mother, Lady of Rain-cloud which makes green (the fields) when 
Philae, it descends,103 

God's Wife, God's Adorer, and God's Hand,98 Maiden, sweet of Love, Lady of Upper and 
God's Mother and Great Royal Spouse, Lower Egypt, 
Adornment99 and lady of the Ornaments of the Who issues orders among the divine Ennead, 

Palace. According to whose command one rules.104 

Lady and desire of the green fields,?00 Princess, great of praise, lady of charm,105 
Nursling who fills the palace with her beauty, Whose face loves the joy of fresh myrrh.106 
Fragrance of the palace, mistress of joy,10I 
Who runs her course in the Divine Place.'02 

98 'God's Hand' (drt-ntr), 'God's Adorer' (dwit-ntr), 'God's Wife' (hmt-ntr) were the titles of the queens, 
princesses, and other non-royal priestesses who were 'God's Wives of Amun'; on these and other Old and 
New Kingdom royal and administrative titles applied in the Ptolemaic-Roman Period to various deities, 
especially Isis and Hathor, see E. Otto, Gott und Mensch (Heidelberg, 1964), 22 f.; Wb. v, 585, 5 and v, 430, 
6 (ad loc.); J. Leclant, LdA 11, 792-815: see below, n. 105. 

99 For skrt, translated here as 'adornment', see Wb. Iv, 3 8, 13 and 14: 'als Bez. der Hathor', and Faulkner, 
A Concise Dictionary, 252: skr, 'adorn(?)'; the context would seem to indicate that Faulkner's translation is 
correct, skrt being followed by nb(t) hkrw; Isis is 'adornment and Lady of the ornaments'. 

100 ;bw hihat (or ?izht, which is a noun, not recorded in Wb. I, i8), 'desire of the green fields', or 'whom the 
green fields desire', is further explained by the first line of the following strophe: 'rain-cloud which makes 
green (the fields) when it descends'. 

1OI Titles of Isis derived from those of the divine priestesses of Amun in their priestly function: cf. Leclant, 
LdA II, 795; 'the Palace' refers, first, to the palace proper, where Isis exercises her royal function, but also 
to the temple, where, adorned with the priestly epithets, she is both the pre-eminent deity and the high 
priestess: see the beginning of Hymn VI, 'Come to the palace', that is 'the temple', or the sanctuary of the 
temple, and the beginning of strophe 4 of the same hymn where rht, again in the meaning of the temple or 
sanctuary, is qualified by spst wrt, 'the great, august palace'. 

I02 In a hymn to Amuin in the temple of Hibis (N. de Garis Davies, The Temple of Hibis in El Khdrgeh 
Oasis, III, The Decoration (New York, I953), pl. 32, 1. 26), Amun, identified with the sun-god, is said to be 
nb Ip, which Barucq-Daumas, op. cit. 326 and n. bf translate 'Seigneur de la course rituelle(?)', attributing 
to the phrase a cosmic and a ritual meaning: that of the sun-god traversing the sky, and that of the king 
represented as running and taking possession of the land at his accession; Assmann, op. cit. 298 translates 
this phrase 'Der Herr des Umlaufs'. The interpretation of Barucq and Daumas seems to fit the context 
of the Philae hymns, although here, in Hymn III, the phrase used is ity(t) gst, a phrase which occurs already 
in the Pyramid Texts (see, e.g., Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary, 292), and not nb(t) hp. As will be seen, in 
Hymn V, and especially in Hymn VI, Isis is closely associated with the sun-god, and here, in Hymn III, with the 
royal palace, exercising her supreme power over the Two Lands and thus over the king: see the last line of the 
following strophe: 'according to whose command one (that is, the king) rules', an idea amply substantiated 
by other texts at Philae (see Otto, Gott und Mensch, esp. i6 ff.). It is only appropriate that Isis, in her royal 
capacity, be referred to as 'the one who runs her course', taking possession of the land, just as the king does 
at his accession. St ntry(t), 'the Divine Place', has here a concrete meaning, different from that in the Coffin 
Texts (on which see Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary, Addenda and Corrigenda, 5*, no. 206); here it probably 
indicates the place where the act of running is performed, while at the same time alluding to the representa- 
tions of this ritual act on the lintels of the doorways of the temples and pylons at Philae. The royal character 
of Isis is strongly in evidence in this text. 

103 See above, n. I00, and the Commentary. 
104 This same phrase, in a slightly different form, occurs in a hymn, or rather encomium, to Isis at Philae 

(of the time of Ptolemy VI), and at Kalabsha (time of Augustus) with a more common spelling ssm tw, instead 
of ssm ti: wd4t mdw n psdt ssm tw hr st-r's; H. Junker correctly translated the text as 'Die der G6ttergesellschaft 
Befehle erteilt, und nach deren Ausspruch regiert wird', Anzeiger der osterreichischen Akademie der Wissen- 
schaften, Phil.-hist. Klasse, nr. I8 (I957), 270 f., 1. ii. Otto dealt with this text in Gott und Mensch, 143, no. 
I5; I52, no. I3, and translated it 'Die der Neunheit Anordnungen gibt; die mit ihrem Befehl (oder: Ausspruch) 
leitet', reading the second part of the phrase as s?m t hr s't rf's (op. cit. 152, no. 13). Otto's reading of slmnt 
as a participle did not improve upon Junker's translation, and is not supported by the older occurrence of that 

Notes 105 and xo6 on opposite page. 
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In the legend above the hymn, Isis 'the Great, God's Mother, Lady of Philae, residing at IHwt- 

hnt,107 giver of life, like Re(, for ever' speaks to Ptolemy: 'I instil the fear of you throughout the 
land, I have given you all the lands in peace, I instil the fear of you among the foreign countries.'I08 
In the legend below her left hand, Isis says: 'I have given you the "Meret" in peace.'I09 In the 
vertical column of inscription behind her figure, the goddess rewards the king's devotion to her 
with the words: 'How beautiful is this which you have done for me, my son, Horus, my beloved, 
Lord of Diadems, Ptolemy; I have given you this land, joy to your "bas" for ever.'I10 

phrase here in Hymn III. Otto seems to have confused Fr st-ris with hr st-r-s of which he collected a number 
of very useful examples; compare his text no. 288 op. cit. ) with the texts nos. i283-7, 289-91, and pp. 
142 f. Besides, sfm't cannot be construed with hr and translated 'die mit ihrem Befehl leitet'. These problems 
have been now solved by the older variant of this phrase in Hymn III: sfm ti (ssm tw), impersonal passive, 
is here construed with hr in the meaning 'one rules (or: governs) according (lit.: upon) her command'; it is 
more probable that -ti is the ending of the passive, than that of the feminine participle. As Junker observed 
(op. cit. 276), this phrase has been inserted into a text recorded on the First Pylon at Philae (Junker, Der grope 
Pylon, 230, 11. 3-4); the text there suffers from several lacunae, and the meaning of 1. 4 is uncertain. 

105 These titles of Isis are also part of the titular repertory of the queens, royal princesses, and divine spouses 
of Amfin: see Wb. v, 585, 5; Leclant, LdA II, 799; D. Dunham and W. K. Simpson, The Mastaba of Queen 
Mersyankh III (Boston, 1974), 8 f., I4, etc. (wrt hst, wrt hswt): see above, n. 98. 

o16 For tftf, in hnms hnt s tftf, see R. Caminos, Late-Egyptian Miscellanies (London, 1954), I33 and 451: 
4hty-k tfy, ib k tftf, 'your heart is perturbed', 'tfi strictly "to remove, move away" ', always with an implicatiou 
of disturbance, agitation and the like', with further references. Here, in Hymn III, tfi has a meaning which 
implies the agitation of joy; inms, 'be friendly with', etc., is construed with the direct object (cf. Wb. in, 
294, 3), tftf, which is to be taken as an infinitive; m rntyw, lit.: . . . (joy derived) from fresh myrrh', or '(joy) 
through fresh myrrh'; it seems that this meaning of tftf gives a better sense than any other listed in Wb. v, 
300; the hair-determinative after hntt, int, 'the face', may be unusual, but see the variety of its usages in 
Gardiner's Sign-list D 3 and Montpellier Sign-list, 28, nos. 656, 659. The whole phrase applies well to the 
scene of the offering of myrrh represented in the left uppermost register of the same North Wall of the sanc- 
tuary: see Zabkar, JEA 66 (1980), 127 f. 

107 3st wrt mwt-ntr nb(t) 'Iw-rk hry(t)-ib Hwt-hnt di rnh mi Rr dt; on Hwt-hnt see Zabkar, Apedemak, 137 
n. r19; Gardiner, AEO ii, 11; Junker-Winter, Das Geburtshaus, 31 n. 3. While it is not certain that Hwt- 
hnt is the name of either Philae (Gauthier, I, I20, Junker-Winter, loc. cit), or Elephantine (Brugsch, DG 547, 
ap. Gardiner), it is even less likely, at least in this context, to be the name of Esna, as Gardiner asserted (loc. 
cit.). The precise limits of this toponym (perhaps more than one) are yet to be determined; here it may indicate 
the region immediately south of Philae, comprising Philae itself (cf. Zabkar, loc. cit.). 

io8 Di('i) sndt'k m-ht t;, din-ti n-k tiwy (for t;w) nb m htp, di(-i) sndt'k m-m(?) hiswt; m-ht is spelled m-h, 
and m-m as m with three plural strokes, between the two latter a somewhat damaged sign( ?). Di('i) for di-n'i, 
clearly for reason of space: see pl. XV. 

109 Di'n'i n-k mrt m htp; on mrt see Wb. ii, io8, 3-6 and A. Moret, Le Rituel du culte divin journalier, 170 f. 
The 'meret'-chest (see also Montpellier Sign-list, 120, nos. 2279, 2280) was used as a container for cultic 
objects, such as incense, ointments, linen of four different colours, all objects used in daily ritual offerings; 
thus the 'meret'-chest and the objects it contained could be considered a form of the Eye-of-Horus (cf. Berlin 
Amuin Ritual xxvi, 7, Moret, op. cit. 170 where the word for chest is hn), a term which could be applied to all 
offerings. In the scenes of the temples, it is the king who offers the 'meret'-chest to a deity, as can be seen in 
the middle scene of the upper register of the west wall of the sanctuary of the temple of Isis, (Benedite, op. 
cit. 63 f., tabl. ii, pl. xxiv; Berlin Ph. I026), where Ptolemy II is shown offering the 'meret'-chest 'to his 
father Osiris', who is accompanied by Isis suckling her son Harpocrates. In the scene of Hymn III, however, 
the setting is different: it is Isis who is giving the 'meret'-chest to Ptolemy, and not vice versa. Assuming that 
no confusion on the part of the engraver is at issue, which does seem to be improbable, an explanation is to be 
found for what seems to be a quite unusual arrangement of persons involved. Is it possible that Isis, in a true 
quid pro quo, is providing Ptolemy with the ritual objects in order that he may give them back to her (and 
perhaps also to other deities) in the daily temple ritual? 

'Io Nfr-wy nn ir n k n-i s-i Hr mry-i nb lrw Ptlwmys, di'n'i n'k t pn hrwt b;w k dt; the last phrase lit.: 'joy 
of your "bas" for ever'; Isis' words to Ptolemy: 'My son, Horus . . .' clearly point to the identification of the 
living king with Horus, repeated in the adjacent inscription pertaining to Hymn IV: see below, p. 135. For 
another example of this identification, see Junker-Winter, Das Geburtshaus, 77 (Ptolemy VIII). Although the 
signs read here as biw, 'bas', are slightly damaged, it seems that the three 'ba'-birds have only two pairs of 
legs, instead of the usual three. Since this is found elsewhere in the temple of Isis (e.g., in Room VII: see 
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Commentary 
Hymn III, like Hymns V and VI, is fully centred on Isis. The emphasis, however, is no longer on 
her familiar role as the sister and wife of Osiris and the mother of the child Horus, as in Hymns I 
and II, but on her particular relation to the royal palace and the temple. A beloved princess, the 
first among the gods, she is also a beneficent goddess of nature. 

As already observed in the notes, her role in the palace and the laed h temple is described with terms 
derived from the well-known aulic phraseology and that of the priestly functions of the 'Divine 
Adorers'. In the palace and the temple, two symbols of power and unity, Isis reigns supreme. It 
is possible that the phrase 'according to whose command one [that is, the king] rules' may have 
even served as a model-phrase for a variety of similar expressions which are recorded at Philae 
and elsewhere, and which occur from the early Ptolemaic to the Roman Period; while some of them 
are also attributed to other deities, they are associated more frequently with Isis.II' As E. Otto 
stated,I12 the basic idea of the complete dependence of the royal election and office upon the will 
of the god can be traced back to the oracular texts of the Eighteenth Dynasty; the frequency of 
occurrence and the variety of application of such phrases in the Ptolemaic-Roman inscriptions,' 3 
reveal a particular aspect of the complex idea of kingship, the various components of which G. 
Posener was able to distinguish in his study De la divinitd du pharaon, a study which E. Otto has 
carried further into the Ptolemaic-Roman Period in his work Gott und Mensch. 

One of the pleasantly surprising features of this hymn, briefly mentioned in n. 101, is the way 
in which the theologian-poet succeeded in playing with the double meaning of the word rht, 'the 
palace', which, either by itself or with qualifying adjectives, can also mean 'the temple'. There is 
no doubt that the context of the whole hymn demands that the word rht be taken in its first meaning 
of 'the palace'; Isis is closely associated with kingship and the royal palace of which she is 'the 
adornment', and 'the fragrance'; as the true ruler of the land, she even performs the royal ritual of 
'running the course'. Yet these same references to her as 'the adornment' and 'the fragrance', 
together wit those of 'mistress of joy' and 'lady of charm' remind us of the epithets of the Divine 
Spouses of Amin in their priestly function (see nn. ioi and Io5), and the meaning of rt as 'the 
temple' corresponds well to such phrases which glorify Isis as God's Wife and God's Hand. This 
interweaving of the two meanings of rht, the harmonious fusion of the two main functions of Isis 
in relation to the palace and the temple which permeates the whole hymn, distinguishes it as good 
poetry. But there is even more to the poetic character of this hymn. Isis is not only the princess 
among gods and men, adorned with the epithets of the high priestess, she is also the goddess of 
nature, and here the poet used some fine imagery rarely found in the temple inscriptions of the 
Ptolemaic-Roman Period; she is 'lady and desire of the green fields', and 'the rain-cloud which 
makes green (the fields) when it descends'. Some similar phrases expressing the vivifying power 
of a deity over nature can be found in the older texts. J. Gwyn Griffiths has recently discussed 
such a text quoting from Pyr. ?965 a-b: 'It is Sothis, thy (Osiris') daughter whom thou lovest, 
who has made thy fresh plants (rnpwt.k) in this her name of Year (rnpt).'I4 More examples of such 
phraseology can be found in the hymns of the New Kingdom: thus, e.g., in the Berlin hymn to 
Ptah it is said that this god is 'one who founded the Two Lands, mountains and deserts, and who 
makes them green with the water which comes from heaven'15-an idea of rain as the celestial 

Benedite, op. cit. 41, tabl. iii, Berlin Ph. io62), one can assume this to be a peculiar orthographic feature, or a 
variant spelling of the plural biw at Philae. 

I"I See Otto, op. cit. 17 f. 
112 Otto, op. cit. i6, i8. "I3 Otto, op. cit. I42 f. 
114 Gwyn Griffiths, The Origins of Osiris and his Cult, II6, 157. I agree with Griffiths's translation of 

rnpwt'k, 'thy fresh green plants' (cf. also Wb. Ii, 435, 2), which brings out more meaning from this text than 
do those of Sethe ('die fur deinen Unterhalt gesorgt hat', Pyr. Komm. iv, 243) and Faulkner ('who prepares 
yearly sustenance for you', Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts, 165). 

"Is W. Wolf, ZAS 64 (1929), ii. 
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Nile which occurs in the Amarna and other hymns to the sun-god to which J. Assmann has recently 
referred.16 A reference to the same idea, perhaps even closer to the text of Hymn III, is found in 
the great hymn to the Nile, where a glossator, as Barucq and Daumas suggested,17 or perhaps the 
poet himself, after the words 'who satisfies desert upland, and pathway, and water's edge' addressed 
to the Nile, inserted as a parenthetical reference: 'The very rain, it falls from heaven on account 
of him. '8 For similar phrases from the Ptolemaic-Roman Period attributing a vivifying power 
over nature to various gods, see Otto's discussion in Gott und Mensch, 56 ff., to which further 
examples can be added; thus, e.g., in a hymn at Esna, Khnum is referred to as the 'lord of fields, 
who makes his domain in the meadow ... he made plants in the field; he dotted the shores with 
flowers; he made fruit trees bear th fri uit, to fill the needs of men and gods'.19 References to the 
vivifying power of Isis over nature occur not only here in Hymn III, where they are expressed in 
a more poetical form than anywhere else, but also in the following Hymn IV; they are the oldest 
such references to Isis in the Ptolemaic temple inscriptions. As will also emerge from the follow- 
ing pages, the hymnic phraseology of the temple of Isis constitutes the closest link between Ptolemaic 
hymnology and that of dynastic times. 

Hymn IV 

see here pl. XVI. As in Hymn III, the king is reciting the hymn before a standing Isis; while doing 
so, the king is pouring water from a jar in accordance with the border inscription behind him 
which reads: 'Son of the Sun, Ptolemy, has come before you, 0 Isis, bringing to you this pure 
water which comes forth from Biggeh, and which gives life for ever.'I20 The first line of the hymn 
in front of Isis begins with the words: 'Recitation before Isis, giver of life, residing in the Pure 
Place, Satis, Lady of Biggeh.'12I Then follows the hymn: 
Nts sti Hrpy Nts nb(t) pt t; Dwt 
'I rnh hrw-nb shpr mw;dwdI2z Hr shpr-sn n km;(t).n ib-s m ir(t.n)123 rwy.s 
Rdi(t) htpw-ntr (n) ntrw B;124 pw nty m niwt nb(t) 
Prt-m-hrw (n) ;hw Wp-hr-s hnc s.'s Hr sn's Wsir 

Hr-nty nts nb(t) pt 
_Tly.s m nb Dw;t 
Si s m nb t; 
Try's m wcb rnpi.f m Snmwt r tr.f 

II6 Assmann, Hymnen und Gebete, 590, 164 f. "I7 Barucq-Daumas, Hymnes et prieres, 495 n. d. 
I18 Foster's translation in JNES 34 (1975), I7, 11. 7 f. 
119 M. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, II (University of California Press, I980), , I, 114; text in 

S. Sauneron, Le Temple d'Esna, III, no. 26I, 15, p. I57; no. 250, 15, p. 133, translation in Esna, v, 364, and 0o4. 
120 'Iin s; Rr Ptlwmys hr't 3st int n't mw pn wrb pri m Snmwt di rnh dt; int n't is written very succinctly: the 

t-sign between ini and the figure of Isis represents the t-ending of the infinitive int, and the 2nd sing. fern. 
suffix of a defectively written dative, (n.)t, 'to you'. 

I21 3st di mnh ur(yt)-ib 'It-wmbt Stt hnwt Snmwt; on the identification of Isis and Satis see now D. Valbelle, 
Satis et Anukis (Mainz, I981), 59 f., 64, I42. 

122 This reading considers r before szpr superfluous, and explains ir and shpr as participles referring to 
HIapi. Rdi(t), in 1. 3, refers back to Isis, to whom the double role of providing the sustenance for the gods and 
the deceased through the inundation, which she brings about, is attributed. Another solution would be to 
supply the preposition r before ir and read r irt, which would correspond to r shpr, and to refer both phrases 
to Isis: '(She is the one who pours out the inundation), in order to make all people to live and green plants to 
grow, (who [thus] provides divine offerings .. .).' 

123 As can be seen on pl. XVI (and even better on my close-up photo), the engraver seems to have left out the 
sign iri, which he subsequently inserted between m and cwy. 

124 The writing of b; as 'leopard ("panther")' not only makes plausible W. Westendorf's suggestion that 
bow in the meaning 'Strafgewalt, Macht', may be derived from b;, 'Panther' (LA Iv, 665 n. 7, also in Alt- 
dgyptische Darstellungen des Sonnenlaufes auf der abschiissigen Himmelsbahn (MAS xo) (1966), 5 n. I5), but it 
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Translation 
She is the one who pours out the inundation,125 (Indeed), she is the Lady of Heaven, Earth, and 
Which makes all people live and green plants the Nether world,'13 

grow,i26 Having brought them into existence'32 through 
Who provides divine offerings for the gods, what her heart conceived and her hands 
And invocation-offerings for the transfigured- created,133 

ones.'27 She is the 'Bai'I34 which is in every city, 

Be e se is te L y of H en, Watching135 over her son Horus and her brother Because she is the Lady of Heaven, . . 
Her man is the Lord of the Nether World, Oss. 
Her son is the Lord of the Land;128 

Her man is the pure water,'29 rejuvenating 
himself at Biggeh at his time.I30 

also proves that even the singular bi, written as 'leopard ("panther")', may have the connotation of a punitive 
power; see below, n. 134 and the Commentary. The alternative explanation would be to translate b; (or iby) as 
'leopard, panther', 'she (Isis) is a panther .. .' which, although said of the king (see Zabkar, A Study of the Ba 
Concept, 63), seems to be a less probable reading. 

125 For the reference to the deity in the third person even though directly addressed ('She is the one . . .') 
see, e.g., the hymn to Hathor from Deir El Bahri (E. Naville and H. R. Hall, The XIth Dynasty Temple at 
Deir El-Bahari, III, pl. ix), most recently translated by Barucq and Daumas, Hymnes et prieres, 437, no. I28: 
'Salut a elle (ind-hr's), la Vache d'Or ...', see op. cit. 31 and n. 25 with further references. 

126 See n. 122. 
127 The idea of a deity who through vegetation sustains the gods and the dead occurs alredy in the Coffin 

Texts, where it is associated with Osiris and in which the needs of the living are also included; the Spell for 
'Becoming barley of Lower Egypt' reads: 'N. is this bush of life which went forth from Osiris to grow on the 
ribs of Osiris and to nourish the people, which makes the gods divine and makes efficient the "akhu", which 
provisions the possessors of the "kas" and the owners of endowments, which makes p-cakes for the "akhu", 
which makes the living to grow, and which makes firm the bodies of the living', CT iv, 6b-7d: cf. Faulkner, 
The Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts, I (Warminster, 973), 205, Spell 269. Subsequently, the reference to a 
divine or semi-divine being (or beings) who provided divine offerings for the gods and funerary offerings for 
the transfigured-ones ('akhu') became standardized in the mortuary literature: see, e.g., Urk. v, 545; BD 
26, 149 end; cf. Wb. I, 529, 7; , 85, 5. The same phrases occur in the texts ofr he ts o later Ptolemaic and 

Roman Period at Philae, in which they are associated with Osiris, sometimes identified with the inundation: 
see Hassan, Hymnes religieux, 60, or some other deities, e.g., Sothis, who in the Mammisi is said to be one 
'who pours out the inundation, inundates the fields, and makes live those who are on earth (hr sti HIpy hr 
brci iht hriry(t) mnh tpyw-tv)': see Junker-Winter, Das Geburtshaus, 332 ff.; Valbelle, Satis et Anoukis, 62. 

128 Most recently Valbelle in a very useful book (Satis et Anukis, 57) read try (twice) as tp, 'child', instead of 
'man' ('son enfant est le maltre de la Douat, son fils est le maitre de la terre, son enfant est l'eau de jouvence'), 
and rendered the whole passage meaningless. 

129 Wib, 'purification', is translated here as 'purification-water', 'pure water', which seems to fit the context 
well. 

I30 This idea, which recurs in the later texts of Philae (see, e.g., Hassan, Hymnes religieux, 60 f.), is well 
expressed in a text of the lintel of the door leading to Osiris' Room on the roof of the temple of Isis, above 
her sanctuary: 'You (Osiris) are the inundation which returns at its time, who causes gods and men to live 
from his efflux, one who comes at his time, being born at his time, rejuvenating his limbs on the first of the 
year (twt ffrpy hsi r tr-f inr' nh ntrw rmt m rdwf ii r tr'f msi r tr'f rnpi rwt.f tpy rnpt)': see Berlin Ph. 1151, 
and correct Hassan's copy accordingly; see also Zabkar, ZAS 0o8 (198I), 144 n. 21. 

'13 In a text accompanying the offering of the Macat to Osiris on the south wall of Room VII of the temple 
of Isis, adjacent to the sanctuary, Osiris is said to be 'Lord of Heaven, Earth, and the Nether World', Benedite, 
op. cit. 42, tabl. i', Berlin Ph. 1063: on this see the Commentary. 

132 Hr with the infinitive (hr shpr-sn) in a well-attested usage of this construction pertaining to past events: 
see Gardiner, Grammar, ?i65, IO. 

133 The phraseology of this statement aptly combines the elements from the Memphite Theology (Sethe, 
Untersuchungen, x, 65 f.) and the Berlin Hymn to Ptah (W. Wolf, ZAS 64, 23, 1. 20; Sethe, op. cit. 34); for 
further references see Wb. v, 36, 3, and Otto, Gott und Mensch, 58. 

134 See n. 124; Isis as a potentially wrathful deity watches over her son Horus and her brother Osiris. 
Note 135 on opposite page. 
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In the legend above the Hymn, Isis 'the Great, God's Mother, Lady of Philae, Lady of Heaven, 
Mistress of all the Gods, the beloved, giving life like Re1"36 speaks to Ptolemy: 'I have given you 
to smite him-who-plans-(evil ?); I have given you all flat lands and all foreign lands, I have given 
you victory to the four corners of the earth.'137 In the legend below her right hand holding the 
sceptre, Isis says: 'I place your name amongst those of the famous kings; there is no lack of what 
you have conquered.'"38 In the vertical border inscription behind her figure, Isis gratefully acknow- 
ledges what Ptolemy has done for her and reciprocates his devotion to her with the words: 'How 
beautiful is this which you have done for me, my son, Horus, my beloved, Lord of the Two Lands, 
Wsr-k;-Rr-mry-'Imn; I have given you the land as serfdom of your "ka", for ever.'"39 Here too, 
the two median inscriptions which separate the two scenes complement each other. In the one 
which refers to the scene on the right (Hymn III), Isis is said to have given to the king 'this land 
(as) joy to your "bas", for ever', the 'bas' indicating here the manifestation of the full personality 
of the king, not only his might, power, glory, or punitive power. The other inscription, which 
refers to the scene on the left (Hymn IV), speaks of Isis who has given to the king 'the land as 
serfdom of your "ka", for ever', the 'ka' of the king indicating his other self, his living image 
represented in the reliefs of the sanctuary. Thus the references to the 'bas' and the 'ka' of the king, 
both referring to the living king, complement each other and enhance the idea of the presence and 
mutual relationship of the king and the goddess in the sanctuary. 

Commentary 

If, in the preceding hymns, Isis was extolled as the divine mother and spouse, the lady of the 
palace and the goddess of nature, here she appears as a universal supreme deity, because she is the 
creator of the universe and providential sustainer of all life. A few brief comments will further 
elucidate what has already emerged from the reading of the hymn. 

It is interesting to observe how the theologian-poet always found new ways to confirm Isis in 
her role of supreme deity. As elsewhere at Philae, her spouse Osiris and her son Horus are intimately 
associated with her, and in their many capacities share in her power and prerogatives. In this 
hymn too, Isis 'Lady of Heaven' shares her dominion with her spouse, her 'man', Osiris, to whom 
the rule of the nether world is ascribed, the rule which includes also the annual inundation of the 
Nile; she shares her sovereignty with her son Horus, who rules the land of Egypt. Thus the whole 

135 Wp-hr in Wp-hr's is perhaps a synonym of wn-hr: see Wb. I, 312 f.: 'ge6ffneten Gesichts, aufmerksam, 
gescheut'; it is construed here with hnr, which seems unusual. 

136 !st wrt mwt-ntr nb P-rk nb(t) pt hnwt ntrw nbw mry(t) di rnh mi Rr; this writing of the name of Philae, 
P-rk, for P;-iw-rk occurs also on the east door-jamb of Room XII, where it is spelled P!-rk; for the name of 
Philae see now E. Winter in LdA iv, 1022, with further bibliography. 

137 Di'n'i n'k wrf hry kmi di'n-i n-k t;wy (for tvw) nb hfswt nb di'n'i n k nfjtw r ift t; wrf spelt the same way 
occurs on the east wall of the same Room X: see Benedite, op. cit. 59, end of page: wrf hfswt (= Urk. II, 

II2, 2); see also Montpellier Sign-list, 13, no. 26I4b; Fry kmi, lit.: 'he who is (bent) upon planning (evil?)': 
for kmi in the meaning of 'planning evil' see Wb. v, 35, i8. 

138 Di'i rn'k r nsyw mnbiw nn .fw m it'n'k; the 2nd sing. suffix k, in iLtn'k, is written with the sign of the bull, 
ki: cf. Fairman, ASAE 43 (I943), 221, no. I45(b), and BIFAO 43 (I945), 78. 

139 Nfr-wy nn ir'n'k n-i s]'i Hr mry'i nb tvwy Wsr-k;-Rr-mry-'Imn di-ni n-k t; m ndt ki('k) dt; ndt (Wb. 
II, 369) is written with the determinative of nds (Wb. II, 384). The determinative following the 'ka'-sign is 
represented by a seated and bearded male figure; therefore it cannot refer to Isis but to the king. It is quite 
possible (this, however, requires a more thorough examination) that the seated male figure represents here 
not the determinative, but the 2nd sing. masc. suffix, analogous to the seated female figure which can stand 
for both the ist and 2nd fem. suffix. This reading of the sign of the seated male figure as the 2nd sing. masc. 
suffix could also apply to the same sign occurring twice after the word 'ka' in the right uppermost scene of 
the same north wall which I discussed inJEA 66, I30, pl. xvi. This explanation would complement the observa- 
tions made by Fairman in ASAE 43, 290. The meaning of this statement seems to be that the land belongs 
to Isis; here she is giving that land in serfdom to Ptolemy, that is, she is transferring the land and the labourers 
bound to it to Ptolemy. 

I35 
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tripartite universe is ruled by the divine triad Isis-Osiris-Horus. And yet at no time did the 
theologian-poet forget that it was Isis whom he wanted to extol above all other deities. To show 
her pre-eminent role and her unique position in her sanctuary at Philae, he resorted to two theo- 
logical associations, and succeeded admirably in his speculative effort. True, Isis shares the rule of 
the universe with her spouse and her son; yet, in her sanctuary, she is truly the 'Lady of Heaven, 
Earth, and the Nether world', because she created them. As if to make it absolutely clear what he 
meant, the theologian-poet applied to Isis the well-known, centuries-old terminology associated 
with the creator-god Ptah and with other creator-gods: she brought the world into existence 
'through what her heart conceived and her hands created'. It is true that in other instances at 
Philae, and in the very same temple of Isis, in Room VII, Osiris too is said to be the 'Lord of 
Heaven, Earth, and the Nether World'; that is in agreement with what was said in the commentary 
to Hymn II about Osiris' universal power. One should not forget, however, that Hymn IV repre- 
sents the climactic point of the eulogy of Isis, a moment when she alone, the only creator and 
sustainer of the universe, reigns supreme in her sanctuary. Thus, what may appear to be a contra- 
diction in the application of the same terms to more than one deity, is simply an emphatic and 
culminating point in the ritual recitation inspired by devotion to the goddess, and, conceivably, 
sincerely experienced. 

This supreme creative deity is also the providential mother; she is responsible for the annual 
inundation of the Nile, and maintains in existence the world which she has created. In her associa- 
tion with the Nile, Isis has assumed the role of 'pouring out' the life-giving inundation; she is the 
one who nourishes gods, men, and the glorified dead, a function attributed otherwise at Philae, 
and elsewhere, to Osiris, and sometimes to other gods (see Hymn III n. 119), and in the Book of 
the Dead, at least partly, to certain semi-divine or personified beings (see n. 127). 

In concluding this hymn to Isis, the poet did not forget her ancient and most familiar role as a 
mother and wife, who protects her son Horus, but is apparently even more anxious about her 
brother and spouse Osiris-the latter being a motif which, independently of the former, recurs 
in Hymns II, V, and VI. This double function Isis exercises as a bh, which here, even in its singular 
form, connotes a potentially punitive power of the goddess; in this rare meaning, like the plural 
b&w discussed above in n. 124, it may be derived from, or associated with, its homonym bi 'leopard, 
panther', with the sign of which it is indeed written: Isis' protection of her son and brother- 
husband is rendered more effective by her capability to manifest her power as a vengeful goddess. 

With the exception of the two legends of the base ('soubassement') which complete 
the procession of the 'Niles' and to which I shall refer at the end of the second part 
of this study, Hymn IV completes the texts of the north wall of the sanctuary of the 
temple of Isis. Nothing has been said as yet about the manner and order of recitation 
of these hymns and their place in the ritual of the temple. These matters, too, will be 
more appropriately discussed after the texts of the south wall have been translated in 
the second part of this study, in connection with the general description of the sanc- 
tuary. I wish, however, to end this discussion of the four hymns with a brief apprecia- 
tion of the remarkable richness and significance of the north wall itself, on which these 
hymns are engraved. It is a masterpiece of composition and execution in which six 
scenes, organized in three pairs of complementary and parallel reliefs, form in all their 
variety of detail a harmonious whole. In spite of the injuries inflicted by time and man, 
there is an aura of tranquil dignity and beauty about these figures rendered alive by 
the power of the written word. It is not just an aid to ritual recitation which a learned 
or curious visitor to the sanctuary sees engraved on this north wall, but an expression 
of sincere piety, hidden and almost lost under the unavoidable conventional formulae, 
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a glimpse into the religious psyche of a very ancient culture which, in its last centuries, 
could still assert itself with amazingly genuine vitality. To be sure, as the above dis- 
cussion has shown, much of what is said in these hymns had been repeatedly said 
before, but not in quite the same manner, nor with the same poetical insight. What 
also seems to emerge from them is an expression of trust in the great goddess who 
alone could allay political and social uncertainties still lingering in the native mind, 
even after the Ptolemies had been adopted into the Egyptian theological doctrine of 
divine kingship; it is also a vivid picture of a particular moment in the ritual of the 
sanctuary of the Lady of Heaven, a moment caught, as it were, and arrested in stone 
for all eternity. 
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Philae, Temple of Isis, Room X, north wall, middle register, scene on the right (Hymn I) > 
Photograph by L. V. Zabkar a 
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Philae, Temple of Isis, Room X, north wall, detail of pl. XII 
Photograph by L. V. Zabkar 
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Philae, Temple of Isis, Room X, north wall, middle register, scene on the left (Hymn II) 
Photograph by L. V. Zabkar 
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Philae, Temple of Isis, Room X, north wall, scene on the right (Hymn III) 
Photograph bv L. V. 2abkar 
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BUSINESS LETTER: MELAS TO DIOSCORUS 

By J. R. REA 

THERE is no record of the entry of this item into the papyrus collection of the Egypt 
Exploration Society, but it is related to documents in P. Ryl. and P. Herm. Rees 
(see below) so that we may assume that it was acquired by Grenfell and Hunt some 
time early in this century (see P. Herm. Rees, Preface, v). It has no inventory number. 

The letter may be assigned on the evidence of the script, which is a skilled and rapid 
sloping cursive, to the early fourth century AD, and this agrees with the date assigned 
to the related letters (see pl. XVII). The sheet, which is comparatively undamaged 
at the edges, measures about I3-5 cm wide and 25 cm high. Only the top twelve lines 
of the text are well preserved. Lines I3-I9 are heavily damaged by large holes and 
abrasion, and there are other patches of damage in the blank lower margin, which was 
about 8 cm deep. The back is blank. A sheet join running vertically close to the left 
edge shows that the piece for the letter was cut from a roll as usual. The overlap at 
the join is from right to left. If the roll had been used for a long text in several 
columns, the scribe would have placed the roll so that the overlaps were from left to 
right and so easy to write across. On this separate piece it was not necessary to cross the 
sheet join and so the scribe did not care which way up he wrote the letter. 

Melas wrote to his colleague Dioscorus that he was sending to him two persons, 
Dioscurides and Ammonius, one of whom no doubt carried the letter. Dioscorus was 
to return himself with Ammonius, who was an officialis, that is, a civil servant employed 
in the department of a high Roman official, and deliver to Melas the money that was 
in his charge. He was to find wagons and make sure that the wagons were guaranteed 
by sureties, if possible, or, if not that, at least to make sure that he knew all about the 
drivers. The implication is that the money was to come by wagon: cf. P. Beatty Panop. 
2, 303-4, where money and silver bullion are mentioned in the same context as a 
carriage with four mules and a driver. Such a quantity of money and the official 

position of Ammonius suggest that Melas and Dioscorus were collecting money for 
taxes or were involved in some other aspect of government finance. 

The sender of the letter is probably the same as that of P. Herm. Rees i i, and as 
the central figure in the little group in P. Ryl. iv, 69I-8 (see CR I6 (1966), 43). To 
these may probably be added P. Ryl. iv, 643, an account. Below is a table of shared 
characteristics: 

P. Ryl. 643 P. Herm. Rees ii This letter 
Dioscorus Dioscorus 
Dioscurides Dioscurides 
Serbittium Sarbittium 

Melas Melas 
money matters money matters money matters 



MELAS TO DIOSCORUS 

We may add that on the back of P. Ryl. 692, a letter from Melas to Olympius, like 
P. Herm. Rees i, the surviving remains, ]. p/ir( ) .[, suggest another occurrence 
of the place-name Serbittium or Sarbittium, possibly in an address. The place-name 
is registered in M. Drew-Bear, Le Nome hermopolite, 348, among those doubtfully 
belonging to that nome (cf. P. Herm. Rees i i, 11 n). The provenance of the group is 
still very much in doubt. 

Strangely, it is as the sender of letters that Melas appears. There are at least four 
different recipients: Bucolus (P. Ryl. 694, cf. 691), Dioscorus (this letter), Narcissus 
(P. Ryl. 696), and Olympius (P. Herm. Rees II; P. Ryl. 692, 693 ?). One possibility 
is that these are copies of out-letters collected at the point of dispatch. It is also con- 
ceivable that the recipients were all at the same place, perhaps at different times, and 
that the papers came to be together in that way. 

Text 
MeX'ac Z LocKoptP ad8eA)O Xapetv. 

2 04o 
12 V7iirrTpOeVOC 

a7TrcrT,ELa Trrpc ce ApuoIavtov 0ob(LKcfictAov) 
Katl AocKOvpUS71v QrroC era ALtCLovto 

Ka ,TIC or ' ' ' 'a CV KareVEyK)C Ta apyvpta ra ova rapa 
5 coCt oa Kal 7rapaSoc LOL ev-ravOaa. aAA 

3eA7re a'c?>aAXJc &aiwac Svva,uevac 
7rrv ITtCTv iTapaSovvact L'itv. ov' P^v 
aAAa rro0t7cov avrac eyyvrlv cot rrapa- 
CXELV T7)C 7TroSoX7c avr(A)v. el Ue tt,7 

10 TOVTO vticrTayfraL, KaV yvOLt orL 7ora- 
7TOC ELCLV, Kat ovrcc LETra Trdcrc accaAel- 
ac Ka.r.V[E]yyKov, trJ8eV 'vrepOeplevoc, 
ETre .[.].[... ..] elt ELpyvplwv .... 

eav 8[ ........p]. rpvdyrc[v] cot yvc[ . 
5 To7C.[ .... . ..].. ra[. [ ......[. 

T.[ 
j 

C. I5 letters 
..[ ...... ] cov [ C. I2 letters ].[. 

Lta[.] . .. [ . .] . . ava[7]wac[ea]t Exovrec 

vrTp .[.] ..... apyvptov a[.] .ov. cppJcOai 
cf evXoLiaLt roAAorc XpOvoLc. 

4 Karevey'Klc 9 iVrosoXrqc 10 Vi&crairTat; avr corr.; Kav corr. from Kat 
19 Virep 

Translation 
'Melas to Dioscorus his brother, greeting. I have sent to you Ammonius the officialis 
and Dioscurides, so that along with Ammonius you yourself may bring down all the 

money which is in your charge and deliver it to me here. Moreover, look carefully 
for wagons that are capable of delivering the commission to us. In addition make them 

provide you with a surety for their function as receivers. If they won't promise this, 
at any rate find out what sort of people they are, and so with every precaution bring 
it down, and make no delay, since I am ... of money ... 

'I pray for your health for many years.' 
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Commentary 

I. Melas appears in P. Herm. Rees 11, P. Ryl. Iv, 692, 694, and 696. His name is probably lost 
in P. Ryl. 693, 695, and 697. See the introduction for his archive. Dioscorus appears in P. Ryl. 
643 and 698. 
3. Dioscurides appears in P. Ryl. 643 and 698. 
4. KLrEVEyK,)C. The verb may well imply that the direction of travel was from south to north, down 
the valley of the Nile. Compounds of Kacra also indicate movement away from the nome capital 
into the nome, or out of the desert down into the valley: see H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae, I, 
493 n. 36, but these seem less likely in this context. 

6. ]AESrE, 'look for', cf. LSJ s.v. fAETro III, 3. This sense was not attested in the papyri. 
7. The word Crtcnc seems to be used to mean the actual load entrusted to the wagons for con- 
veyance, and this was apparently the money mentioned above: see introduction. However, this 
sense of i'CTLC is not attested in the papyri and hardly elsewhere, though cf. LSJ s.v. III. If it is an 
abstract term, perhaps the phrase means 'wagons which can provide us with a guarantee'. This is 
the same point which is stressed in the next sentence. 

8. avTarcc = dcafac, but it is used for brevity to refer to the proprietors of the wagons. The writer 
switches to the masculine for 7rorarrol in Io- I. 

9. 5roSoX8c. This may indicate that the owners of the wagons were to be pressed to undertake the 
transport as liturgists with the title of 7rO8EcKTaL: cf. P. Oxy. XLIII, 3147, i8, I9 nn.; N. Lewis, 
Inventory of Compulsory Services, s.v. VSroS8KTrc. 

IO. yvCjQ O'Tl voTarrot EtCLV. As far as can be discovered from the papyrological dictionaries, the 
form 7roarro'c does not occur in the papyri, and rrorao'oc always has the meaning 'of what sort' and 
never 'of what place': see also J. H. Moulton, Grammar of New Testament Greek, I, 95. A good 
parallel for the pleonastic OTL is P. Mich. VIII, 492, 21, 8rAwccov ,O iTl Etc 7Toracr7lv Xpetav L?E I 'aAE, 
'inform me into what kind of liturgy he has put me'. 

I3. A likely sense is, 'because I am in need of money here'. At the end of the line evda'8e may be 
possible, not evravrOa as in 5. 
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RAYMOND 0. FAULKNER 

By H. S. SMITH 

DR Raymond 0. FaulknerI died at Woodbridge, Suffolk, in March, I982, at the age 
of 88. He was an enthusiast for Egyptology who spent all the energies of his maturity 
and old age in devoted and selfless service to his subject, and was loved and honoured 
by all who knew him. 

Faulkner's career divides itself into four parts. At the age of i8 he entered the 
Civil Service, but volunteered for the army at the outbreak of the First World War. 
After fighting in the trenches throughout the early campaigns of the war, he was 
severely wounded and invalided out. He rejoined the Civil Service in I9I6, but his 
intellectual interests had broadened, and a passionate interest in Egyptology caused 
him to enrol at University College London to study hieroglyphs in his spare time 
under Dr Margaret Murray. To her he owed the life-long interest in Egyptian funerary 
texts shown in his first two articles on 'The "Cannibal Hymn" from the Pyramid 
Texts' and 'The God Setekh in the Pyramid Texts', published in I924 and I925. 

In I926, Sir Alan Gardiner, then at the peak of his scholarly powers, invited Faulkner 
to become his full-time Egyptological assistant. This revolutionized his life, and allowed 
him henceforth to devote himself to the studies he loved. Naturally, during the long 
years of his happy collaboration with Gardiner from I926 to I954, it was to Gardiner's 
great text publications that Faulkner principally contributed. To his patience, skill, 
and care much detailed work was due, in particular the autography of the hieroglyphic 
texts, the commentaries, and the indexes, the most notable examples of which are 
surely Ancient Egyptian Onomastica and The Wilbour Papyrus Vol. iv. Index. Faulkner 
insisted that he learnt almost everything from Gardiner and was always faithful to 
his principles. At the same time Gardiner encouraged his independent publications, 
of which perhaps the most important was his edition of the Bremner-Rhind Papyrus; 
in some of these he expressed views contrary to Gardiner's own, as in 'The Battle of 
Megiddo'. 

After the Second World War, Faulkner took on the editorship of this Journal, 
which for a decade benefited from his scrupulous, meticulous, yet generous editorship. 
In I954 he was appointed to a part-time Lectureship in Egyptian Language at Univer- 
sity College London, and soon afterwards he and his wife, whom he had married in 
1937, moved to Woodbridge. He taught at University College for thirteen years, and 
every student who came under him benefited not only from his strict insistence on 
the niceties of Egyptian morphology and syntax and the importance of a good hiero- 
glyphic hand-a field in which he was himself paramount-but also from his constant 

I An appreciation of Raymond 0. Faulkner by the same hand and a bibliography of his publications up to 
1973 by his friend C. H. S. Spaull appeared in YEA 60 (I974), 3-14, a volume dedicated to him on the occa- 
sion of his eightieth birthday. Readers are referred to these. An additional list of publications is appended to 
this notice. 
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and enthusiastic search for new interpretations. Every reading of a hieroglyphic text, 
however well known, was for Faulkner an adventure; it was rare for him not to produce 
some new interpretation. Equally he appreciated initiative by students, whose ideas 
always received the most generous encouragement and criticism. It was during these 
years of teaching that Faulkner realized the outstanding need felt by elementary 
students of hieroglyphs for a reliable, portable, yet scholarly short dictionary. Putting 
aside his long-cherished projects, he produced from his own slips A Concise Dictionary 
of Middle Egyptian, autographed by himself and published in 1962. Undoubtedly, 
this was Faulkner's outstanding service to Egyptological students-and not only 
students; it seems doubtful whether any other Egyptological work, except perhaps 
Gardiner's Egyptian Grammar, is so widely used. 

Faulkner's retirement in 1967 at the age of 73 was the prelude to the most productive 
period of his career. His favourite project of producing a new, standard English trans- 
lation of The Pyramid Texts to set beside Sethe's monumental Pyramidentexte had 
already, it is true, been in hand for many years. But the leisure given him by retirement 
allowed him to complete the proof-reading of this monumental work, which was 
published by Oxford University Press in I969 with a generous subvention from Sir 
Alan Gardiner's Trust. Faulkner had already started on a new project, to provide a 
pioneer English translation of Professor Adriaan de Buck's great edition of the Coffin 
Texts. Despite a heart condition from which he had long suffered and some failure of 
eyesight, Faulkner worked steadily at his appointed task, never accepting that he had 
the final answer, constantly open to criticism and suggestions, but realistic in his 
judgement of when to leave a problem unsolved. Despite his involvement with this 
work, he nevertheless found time to complete and edit S. R. K. Glanville's Wooden 
Model Boats (1972) when asked by the British Museum authorities to do so, and to 
contribute an important chapter to the Cambridge Ancient History, Vol. II (Ch. XXIII: 
Egypt: From the Inception of the Nineteenth Dynasty to the Death of Ramesses III). 
He had throughout his career built up his own translations of standard Egyptian 
literary texts, some of which he had published in this Journal. This led to his being 
asked by Professor W. K. Simpson to collaborate with himself and Professor E. F. 
Wente in an up-to-date anthology of stories, instructions, and poetry entitled The 
Literature of Ancient Egypt, published by Yale University Press in 1972. This compact 
volume formed a much-needed replacement for A. Erman's The Literature of the 
Ancient Egyptians (1927), and, though now rivalled by Professor M. Lichtheim's three 
excellent volumes, is still one of the first works to put in the hands of Egyptological 
enthusiasts. Faulkner was also asked to produce for the members of the Limited 
Editions Club, New York, a translation of The Book of the Dead from papyri in the 
British Museum. This was issued in I972; it was based principally on the Papyrus of 
Ani and included a handsome reproduction of that papyrus. 

With all these works in hand, it is hardly surprising that Faulkner's translation of 
the Coffin Texts took time. To his disappointment the Oxford University Press found 
themselves unwilling to publish it, but Messrs. Aris and Phillips, then at the beginning 
of their career, gallantly accepted the challenge, and produced an edition to form, as 
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far as possible, a companion to The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts. Vol. I was 
published in I973, Vol. II in I977, and Vol. III in I978. Immediately after its com- 
pletion, Faulkner settled down to the production of a complete glossary of the Coffin 
Texts. In his last years he was only able to work an hour or so a day, but he continued 
steadily and his work was nearing completion at the date of his death. It is hoped that 
it may yet be published. 

Faulkner's translations of Egyptian funerary books may be criticized on various 
grounds. He did not provide the extensive commentaries necessary for the under- 
standing of these difficult spells and their extensive mythological background; his 
brief notes are mainly confined to textual matters. Out of instinctive loyalty to Gardiner, 
as well as his own bent, Faulkner did not accept all of the advances that have been 
made in Egyptian grammar over the last fifty years, notably those pioneered by Pro- 
fessor H. J. Polotsky. He also did not hesitate to conflate texts where he thought it 
would yield a more intelligible sense. Many of his detailed interpretations will, there- 
fore, no doubt, be challenged or improved in forthcoming works. But, in judging 
Faulkner's work, it must be remembered that this was what he wished to provoke,2 
and that his prime intention was to provide a compact, yet reliable version in English 
for those scholars and students, whether of history of religion, anthropology, or 
oriental studies, who had not sufficient command of Ancient Egyptian to tackle the 
originals. These users, as well as Egyptological students, will always be deeply grateful 
to Faulkner, especially for his pioneering work on the Coffin Texts. Faulkner's dis- 
tinguished services to scholarship were recognized by his election as a Fellow of the 
Society of Antiquaries in I950, as a Fellow of University College London in I958, 
and by the award of the Degree of D.Lit. by London University in I960. 

None of this catalogue of achievement conveys anything of the charm of Faulkner's 
character and personality. Short and stockily built, his moustache, bushy eyebrows, 
and firm countenance gave a decidedly military impression, enhanced by a staccato 
manner of speech not unlike the rattle of small-arms fire. He had a great dignity and 
sense of fitness, and a sternly disciplined attitude to serious aspects of life and of 
scholarship. These attributes sometimes overawed students in their early classes with 
him. All, however, discovered eventually the great good-humour, gentleness, and 
goodwill to all that were the hallmarks of his character. In his work and in his life 
Faulkner set himself to serve. Justly proud of his achievement, he was nevertheless 
innately an extremely modest man, content to live in relative obscurity on exiguous 
means, so long as he could serve learning and forward the cause of Egyptology. Him- 
self initially an amateur enthusiast, he had a real understanding of their needs, shown 
clearly in his work. Above all, he maintained a balance in his interests, which included 
astronomy and philately, and in his life, where he greatly enjoyed social contact of 
an intimate, wholly English variety. This breadth of interest informs all his work, as 
does his wide experience of sailing, soldiering, riding, and the outdoor life. In the 

2 In his introduction to The Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts Faulkner quoted Sir Alan Gardiner's dictum: 
'Scholars should not shrink from translating difficult texts. At the best they may be lucky enough to hit on 
the right rendering. At the worst they will have given the critics a target to tilt at' (7EA 32, 56). 
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flavour of his personality Faulkner belonged very much with those great amateur 
scholars of the generation preceding his own-Sir Alan Gardiner, Walter Ewing 
Crum, and Sir Herbert Thompson-though his circumstances in life were in stark 
contrast to theirs. Ever honourable, gentlemanly, and generous, he preserved a 
mannerly reticence that always masked the sorrows of his life, such as his wife's long 
illness; to the world, he presented philosophic contentment with his own brand of 
twinkling wit, outward symbols of a stalwart heart. In Raymond Faulkner all who 
knew him have lost an admired colleague and a warm friend. 

Additions to Bibliography of Raymond Oliver Faulkner by C. H. S. Spaull 
(JEA 60 (1974), 8-14) 

BOOKS 

The Book of the Dead': a Collection of Spells edited and translated by Raymond 0. Faulkner from 
Papyri in the British Museum. New York. 1972. Printed for members of the Limited Editions Club. 
2 vols. (text and plates). 
The Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts. Vol. 11, Spells 355-787. Aris & Phillips Ltd. Warminster. I977. 
The Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts. Vol. III, Spells 788-1185 and Index. Aris & Phillips Ltd. 
Warminster. I978. 

ARTICLES AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

'Egypt: From the Inception of the Nineteenth Dynasty to the death of Ramesses III', The Cam- 
bridge Ancient History. 3rd edn. Vol. Ii. Part 2. Chapter xxiii. Cambridge University Press. I975. 

'Wn.k tn "Where are you?"', JEA 6I (I975), 257. 
'The enclitic negation w', JEA 62 (I976), 176. 
' "Liaison" n between n and wi', JEA 64 (I978), I29. 
'Coffin Texts III, 3x7r: a correction', JEA 65 (I979), i6i. 
'Abnormal or cryptic writings in the Coffin Texts', JEA 67 (I98I), 173. 
'The Prospective sdm-f in the Coffin Texts', Glimpses of Ancient Egypt: Studies in Honour of H. W. 
Fairman. Aris & Phillips. Warminster. I979, I-4. 
'A Coffin Text Miscellany', JEA 68 (I982), 27. 

REVIEWS 

T. G. Allen, The Book of the Dead or Going Forth by Day, JEA 63 ( 977), 182. 
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MUSEUM ACQUISITIONS, 1980-1 

EGYPTIAN ANTIQUITIES ACQUIRED IN I980-I 

BY MUSEUMS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 

Edited by JANINE BOURRIAU 

THE list includes, exceptionally, a few loan items judged important enough to record their current 
location. With the exception of nos. 316, 338, 500, 506, 513-I5, 539, 559, 729, and 790, which are 
on loan, all the objects marked 'ex-Wellcome collection' were given by the Trustees of the Wellcome 
Institute for the History of Medicine. Further items from the collection will appear in the acquisi- 
tions list for I982. 

Predynastic 
I. Pottery beaker, Nile silt A, red burnished black-topped ware, British Museum 69004. Cf. 

Petrie, Prehistoric Egypt Corpus, pl. iii, 22a. Naqada I. 

2. Pottery double vase, Nile silt A, black burnished ware, Fitzwilliam Museum E.2.I98o. 
J. Bourriau, Umm el-Ga'ab: Pottery from the Nile Valley before the Arab Conquest (Cambridge, 
I98I), no. I6. Gift of the Friends of the Fitzwilliam Museum. Naqada II. 

3-I0. Potsherds, Nile silt wares, University College 34876-83. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome 
collection. 

I I-I2. Fragments of limestone pear-shaped mace head and double-headed slate palette, Univer- 

sity College 34884-5. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. 

I3-I4. Basalt celts, University College 34886-7. From Coptos. Cf. Petrie, Koptos, 4, pl. ii; 
Museum Acquisitions, 1979, nos. 4-12 in JEA 67 (1981), I49. Ex-Wellcome collection. 

15-265. Flints: scrapers, flakes, blades, sickles, knives, cleavers, etc., University College 35043- 
293. From Coptos, pits in basal clay beneath the town. Petrie, Koptos, 3: cf. pl. ii; cf. Acquisitions, 
1979, nos. I3-155. Ex-Wellcome collection. Predynastic-Old Kingdom. 

Early Dynastic 
266. Carnelian bead with design of eye and chevron in white, University College 30334. From 

Abydos, tomb I97. T. N. Shiah, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. Bengal Letters (1944), 57-9, 
fig. i. Ist Dynasty. 

267. Reconstructed calcite cylinder jar, University College 30344. From Tarkhan, tomb I982. 
Petrie, Tarkhan II, pl. xliii. Ist Dynasty. 

268-9. Fragments of calcite vases, University College 30212-13. From Giza, mastaba V, sub- 

sidiary grave I. Petrie, Gizeh and Rifeh, 4. Ist Dynasty. 

270. Fragments of leather loincloth, University College 31372. From Sedment, tomb I365. 
Petrie, Sedment I, [23]. Possibly IInd Dynasty. 

271. Two monumental stone lions, reconstructed from fragments, University College 35294 A, 
B (pl. XVIII, 1-2). From Coptos. B. Adams, Egyptian Education Bureau Bulletin, no. 2; id., London 
Federation of Museums and Art Galleries Newsletter (December 1980), 3; cf. Petrie, Koptos, 7, 
pl. v, 5; Prehistoric Egypt, ii. Ex-Wellcome collection. 

L 
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272-80. Fragments of calcite vases, bowls and tray, limestone bowl, University College 34888- 
96. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. 

28i. Pottery cylinder jar, fine marl A, variant 4, with wavy line decoration, British Museum 
69005. Cf. Petrie, Tarkhan II, pl. xxviii, 47r; Bourriau, op. cit. no. I9. 

Old Kingdom 
282. Calcite jar, British Museum 69003. From SaqqAra. Cf. Petrie, Tarkhan I, pl. xlii, 62p. 

IIIrd Dynasty. 

283. Squat jar of black and white porphyritic rock, British Museum 69218. Bequest of Sir Peter 
Chambers Mitchell. Possibly IVth Dynasty. 

284-7. Reed brush, copper fragments from the head of a staff, lumps of pumice and breccia, 
University College 31373-6. From Sedment, possibly tomb 421. See Petrie, Sedment I, pl. xxxvi. 
Possibly VIth Dynasty. 

288-3Io. Fragments of human sculptures and vessels in red pottery, University College 34847- 
66, 34868-70. From Coptos temple. Petrie, Koptos, 5-7. Continued from Acquisitions, 1979, nos. 
214-53. 

311. Large red pottery stand with lionesses, lion, and lotus in relief, newly reconstructed from 
fragments, University College 34867. The stand includes sherds (U.C.29771-2) previously registered 
as from the Ramesseum. From Coptos. Petrie, Koptos, 5-6; pl. v, 2. 

3I2-I5. Rim sherds of Meidum ware, University College 34897-900. From Coptos. See Petrie, 
Koptos, 4. Ex-Wellcome collection. 

316. Limestone block, with three lines from the htp-di-nsw formula, Wellcome 4567/I937. On 
loan to the Manchester Museum. 

First Intermediate Period 

317-22. Wooden rb; sceptres (Brunton's flax-bat) and rnh signs, University College 31363-8. 
From Sedment, tomb 630. Petrie, Sedment I, 14. 

323-5. Serpentine palette, balls of resin, and red pottery jar, University College 31347, 3 353, 
31338. From Sedment, tombs 2137, 2115, I850. Petrie, Sedment I, I2-I3. 

326. Pottery bowl, University College 31344. From Sedment. 

327-8. Incised pottery jar and rim sherd from bottle (type 52e), University College, 31346, 
33280. Presumably from Sedment. 

329. Black-topped pottery, possibly Nubian, University College 31336. From Harageh or 
Sedment. Cf. Petrie, Sedment I, pl. xvi. 

330. Black faience stamp seal with geometric maze pattern, University College 31369. 

Middle Kingdom 

331. Cartonnage mummy mask of a man, University College 31377. Possibly from Sedment, 
tomb 2IOI. See Petrie, Sedment I, io. XIth Dynasty. 

332. Bronze axe-head, Fitzwilliam Museum E.8.I98I. Ex-Wellcome and Mansour collections, 
Sotheby's Sale Catalogue, 22 October I934, lot 27: cf. E. Kiihnert-Eggebrecht, Die Axt als Waffe 
und Werkzeug im alten Agypten, pl. iii, type E-i. 
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333. Green jasper scarab with name rnh-mnw-htp-mm, British Museum 68920. G. T. Martin, 
Egyptian Administrative and Private Name seals, no. 327. Given by Dr I. E. S. Edwards. 

334-7. Fragments of ivory clappers, University College 30355-8. 

338. Limestone stela of Hf-rs, Wellcome collection 4559/I937. From Abydos, Garstang excava- 
tions 1905. On loan to the Manchester Museum. 

Second Intermediate Period 

339-40. Flint knife and fragment of sheepskin (analysed by Leeds University), University 
College 31349-50. From Sedment, tomb 1267. Petrie, Sedment I, 17. 

341-2. Copper earring and fragments of woollen matting, University College 3I35I-2. From 
Sedment, tomb I297. Ibid. I8. 

343-5. Sherds of marl clay wares with incised decoration, University College 35034-6. From 
Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. 

346. Fragment of pottery female figurine, University College 34901. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome 
collection. 

347. Pottery female figurine, Fitzwilliam Museum E.2.I98i. Bourriau, op. cit. no. 241. Bequest 
of Miss P. M. Cook, formerly A. B. Cook collection. 

348. Juglet of Yahidiya ware, Nile silt, thrown and finished on the wheel, Fitzwilliam Museum 
E.6.I98I. Cf. M. Kaplan, The Origin and Distribution of Tell el Yahudiyeh Ware (Goteborg, 1980), 
fig. 46b. 

349. Pink limestone statuette of seated Osiris, British Museum 69216 (pl. XVIII, 3). C. Ede, 
Small Sculpture from Ancient Egypt, I6-22nd September 1980, no. I. 

New Kingdom 

350-5. Fragments of pottery saggar and of Egyptian blue, University College 25248, 25153-7. 
From Amarna glass factory. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

356-445. Sherds of Mycenaean pottery, L H III A, 2, University College 25158-247. From 
Amarna central city rubbish heaps. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

446-7. Blue painted pottery jar and blue faience ceiling ornament in form of bunch of grapes, 
University College 30345 and Fitzwilliam Museum E.I.I980. Both possibly from Amarna. XVIIIth 
Dynasty. 

448-9. Decorated blue faience bowl and Nile silt incised ware sherd, University College 34902-3. 
From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

450-6I. Painted pottery and sherds, University College 3I378-89. From Sedment, tomb I32. 
Petrie, Sedment II, 25. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

462. Painted sherd similar to University College 31389, University College 31390. Probably 
from Sedment, tomb 132 but marked ?I35. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

463-6. Sherds of painted marl clay wares, University College 3I39I-4. Possibly from Sedment. 
XVIIIth Dynasty. 

467-9. Fragments of calcite vessels and wooden inlay, University College 30229-331. From 
Thebes, Valley of the Kings, tomb of Amenophis III. Petrie, Funeral Furniture, 4. XVIIIth 
Dynasty. 

470-83. Sherds of Mycenaean pottery, University College 30364-75. XVIIIth Dynasty. 
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484. Jar of Nile silt ware, form 25R (Brunton, Gurob, pl. xxxv), Ashmolean Museum I980.274. 
XVIIIth Dynasty. 

485. Clay sealing of Amenophis III, University College 30228. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

486. Ointment horn, Nile silt with burnished red slip, Fitzwilliam Museum, E.7.I98i. Sotheby's 
Sale Catalogue, 3I July 1923, lot i 12: cf. Egypt's Golden Age: The Art of Living in the New Kingdom 
(Boston, I982), no. 402. Ex-Berens and Wellcome collections. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

487. Copper kohl pot with textile impressions remaining on the surface, Fitzwilliam Museum 
E.Io. 98i. Ex-Wellcome collection. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

488. Bronze knife, Fitzwilliam Museum E.9.I981. Sotheby's Sale Catalogue, 19 December 1927, 
lot 6i: cf. Petrie, Tools and Weapons, 23, pi. xxix, 236. Ex-Macgregor and Wellcome collections. 
XVIIIth Dynasty. 

489-95. Remains of linen and leather bags, almond nuts, fragment of a faience shabti, faience 
beads, rings and pendants, five wooden sticks, fragments of resinous material mixed with plaster, 
University College 3I354-60. From Sedment, tomb I955: see Petrie, Sedment II, 31-2. XIXth 

Dynasty. 

496-7. Fragment of ivory stick and faience ring beads, University College 3136I-2. From Sed- 
ment, tomb 2013, ibid. 32. XIXth Dynasty. 

498-9. Two inscribed but anonymous canopic jars, property of Christ Church, Oxford. A. 
Gordon, Twenty Five Plates of all the Egyptian Mummies, and other Egyptian Antiquities in England 
(1737-9), tab. xix. On loan to the Ashmolean Museum. Ramesside Period. 

500. Granite stela of Re<mery, Wellcome collection 4566/1937. Possibly from Aswan. On loan 
to the Manchester Museum. 

501-z. Two pottery jar handles stamped with hieroglyphic inscriptions, University College 
33414-I5. From Memphis. 

503-5. Two hieratic and one design ostracon, University College 34938-40. From Coptos. 
Ex-Wellcome collection. 

506. Limestone stela showing deceased adoring Isis and Osiris, Wellcome collection 4564/1937. 
Possibly from Thebes. On loan to the Manchester Museum. 

507. Pottery fragment of a human figure, possibly the torso, in chaff-tempered Nile silt 
ware with red slip, University College 30217. Possibly from Thebes, the Ramesseum. Quibell, 
Ramesseum, 5. 

508. Bronze sistrum handle with Hathor head, University College 30383. N. B. Langton, The 
Cat in Ancient Egypt (Cambridge, I940), 72; pl. xix, 260. Ex-Langton collection. 

509-10. Faience figurine of Bastet and fragment of another, University College 30386-7. Ibid. 
82-3; pl. xviii, 366; xix, 308. Ex-Langton collection. 

5II. Sherd from stirrup jar, not standard Mycenaean fabric, University College 33281. 

5I2. Hieratic ostracon with fragment of a literary text, University College 31905 (pl. XVIII, 4). 

51I3-I5. Limestone stelae showing deceased offering to Re<-Harakhte, deceased and wife before 
Osiris, Amiin as a ram, Wellcome collection 4560/1937, 4570-I/1937. On loan to the Manchester 
Museum. 

Third Intermediate Period 
516. Upper part of shabti of WdP-rnms, wife of Montuemhet, Mayor of Thebes, British Museum 

68986. Presumably from Thebes. XXV-XXVIth Dynasties. 
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517- Upper part of large bronze situla, inscribed under the rim hry-hbt 7r-s rnhz-st, Fitzwilliam 
Museum E.I2.I98I. Cf. Petrie, Funeral Furniture, pl. xli, 69. Ex-Wellcome collection. 

Late Period 

5I8-I9. Bronze figures of Bes and Bastet with Bes playing a lyre, inscribed, University College 
30376-7. Langton, op. cit. 35, 40; pls. xi, 161; xvi, I7I; id. JEA 24 (1938), 56, nos. 8, 7; pi. iv, 
I, 2. Ex-Langton collection. XXVIth Dynasty. 

520-5. Bronze and faience figures of Bastet, University College 30378-81, 30384-5, 30388. 
Langton, The Cat in Ancient Egypt, 69, 75, 83 frontispiece, 284; pls. xvi, 249; xix, 251; frontispiece 
252; pls. xvi, 271-2; xix, 309. Ex-Langton collection. XXVIth Dynasty. 

526. Bronze mirror in the form of a lotus leaf, inscribed for Ptahhotpe, University College 
30210. Petrie, Objects of Daily Use, 32, no. 49. Probably XXVIth Dynasty. 

527-8. Faience aryballos and fragment, University College 30207-8. Petrie MSS. Glazing, i8. 
Mid sixth century BC. 

529. Plaster cast of seated queen or goddess, University College 33297. Possibly from Memphis 
sixth-fourth century BC. 

530-1. Painted wooden statuette of Horus as a falcon and steatite scarab inscribed Horus of 
Buto, Fitzwilliam Museum E.3-4.I981. Bequest of Miss P. M. Cook, formerly A. B. Cook col- 
lection. Sixth-fourth centuries BC. 

532. Wooden figure of a baboon, British Museum 69218. 

533. Four sheets of papyrus containing the Book of the Dead of Padihorwer, British Museum 
69012, C.200 BC. 

534. Scent bottle, University College 302I6. Cf. Bourriau, op. cit. no. I65. Third century BC. 

535. Basalt torso of a queen or goddess holding a double cornucopia and a garland, Fitzwilliam 
Museum E.27.I98I (pl. XIX, I). Annual Report of the Fitzwilliam Museum Syndicate I98i, 12, 

pl. ii; Christie's Sale Catalogue, 20 May I98I, lot 215. C. mid second century BC. 

536. Top half of a demotic papyrus with beginning of a letter dated 27 September 103 BC, British 
Museum 69008. Published with the lower part in Berlin by U. Kaplony-Heckel, Festschrift zum 
I50 jdhrigen Bestehen des Berliner Agyptischen Museums, 287-301. From Gebelein. 

537-8. Copper and gold alloy earring and faience ring bead, University College 3I370-I. From 
Sedment. Ptolemaic Period. 

539. Limestone stela dedicated to Osiris and with a text mentioning Min of Coptos, Wellcome 
collection 4572/1937. On loan to the Manchester Museum. Possibly from Coptos. Ptolemaic 
Period. 

540. Grey steatite fragment from a statuette of Isis or a queen, University College 34904. From 
Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. Ptolemaic Period. 

54I-5. Three heads and fragments from torso and base of statuettes of Osiris in grey steatite, 
pink and yellow sandstone, University College 34905-10. From Coptos: see Petrie, Catalogue of 
a Collection of Antiquities from the Temple of Koptos (London, 1894), I2. Ex-Wellcome collection. 
Ptolemaic Period. 

546. Serpentine statuette of Min, head broken away, University College 349Io0. From Coptos: 
cf. A. Reinach, Catalogue des antiquites egyptiennes recueillies dans les fouilles de Koptos (Chalon- 
sur-Sa6ne, I913), 8I-2, fig. 32. Ex-Wellcome collection. Ptolemaic Period. 

547. Fragments of bronze Osiris figures, University College 349II A, B. From Coptos: see 
Petrie, Koptos, 24; pi. xxi, I4-I8. Ex-Wellcome collection. Ptolemaic Period. 
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548. Silver feather, University College 34875. From Coptos: ibid. 24. Possibly Ptolemaic Period. 

549-50. Fragment of bronze feather and unidentifiable fragments, University College 349I2- 
I3. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. 

55I-8. Model pottery and sherds, University College 34945-52. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome 
collection. Possibly Ptolemaic Period. 

559. Sandstone stela of Tuthmosis III before Min, Wellcome collection 4563/I937. On loan to 
the Manchester Museum. Probably Ptolemaic Period. 

560. Fragment of a green schist cippus of Horus, British Museum 692I9. Gift of the Guildford 
Museum. Probably Ptolemaic Period. 

56i-2. Two ostraca with Greek text, a list of personal names and possibly a tax receipt mention- 
ing a year of Caesar, University College 35039, 35041. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. 
First century BC. 

563-70. Fragment of lead or silver hairpin, silver ring, iron spearhead and point, and fragments 
of iron, University College 349I4-21. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. Graeco-Roman 
Period. 

57I-85. Incomplete calcite vases and fragments, University College 33304-I8. From Memphis: 
cf. Petrie, Riqqeh and Memphis VI, pl. Ix, 40-3. Ex-Wellcome collection. Graeco-Roman Period. 

586. Upper part of pottery amphora, University College 33395. From Memphis. Graeco- 
Roman Period. 

587-8. Terracotta heads of a Babylonian(?) and a Greek woman, University College 33277,33279. 
From Memphis, foreign quarter. Graeco-Roman Period. 

589-60o. Pottery plaques with erotic figures of musicians, University College 33399-410, 334I2. 
From Memphis. Graeco-Roman Period. 

602. Terracotta figurine of Isis in Roman dress playing a frame drum, University College 334I3. 
From Memphis: cf. Petrie, Roman Ehnasya' pl. li, 120. Graeco-Roman Period. 

603-21. Plaster casts and moulds for sculptor's models, parts of human and animal figures and 
architectural elements, University College 33282-96, 33298-302. Probably from Memphis. Graeco- 
Roman Period. 

622-79. Stamped pottery amphora handles, University College 33338-94, 33396. Possibly from 

Memphis: cf. Petrie, Memphis II, i6; pl. xxvii, I-20. Graeco-Roman Period. 

680-i. Terracotta figurines of man and boy playing aulos pipes, University College 33397-8. 
Possibly from Memphis. Graeco-Roman Period. 

682. Stamped amphora handle, University College 3I904. From amphora imported from the 
island of Kos. Graeco-Roman Period. 

683. Bronze sistrum with seated cat on top, University College 30382. Langton, op. cit. 72; 
pi. xix, 259. Ex-Langton and Wyndham Cook collections. Graeco-Roman Period. 

684. Black steatite head of a goddess with gold earrings from a figurine, Fitzwilliam Museum 
E.2I.I98I (pl. XIX, 2). Ex-Wellcome collection. Mid first century AD. 

685. Ostracon with Greek text: list of persons and slaves, University College 35038. From 
Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. First century AD. 

686. Fragment of Italian sigillata (Arretine) vase, University College 35010. From Coptos: 
cf. Oswold and Price, Introduction to Terra Sigillata (I966), pi. ii, i. Ex-Wellcome collection. 
First century AD. 
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687-8. Stamped (EVHODI, CNAT61) bases of two Arretine vases, University College 350 1-12. 

From Coptos: cf. Iliffe, QDAP 4 (I937), 34, 29. Ex-Wellcome collection. First century AD. 

689-95. Base and rim sherds of Italian sigillata with stamped and relief decoration, University 
College 35009, 35OI3-I8. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. First century AD. 

696. Fragment of dish of Pompeian red ware, University College 350I9. From Coptos. Ex- 
Wellcome collection. First century AD. 

697-8. Fragments of Eastern Sigillata A dishes, University College 34998-9. From Coptos: 
see Petrie, Catalogue, 12. Cf. Waage, Antioch IV, i, pl. v, 430 f, 432. Ex-Wellcome collection. 
First century AD. 

699. Bowl of Eastern Sigillata A with stamp, University College 35001. From Coptos. Cf. 

(shape) ibid. 460 k. Ex-Wellcome collection. First century AD. 

700-3. Stamped bases of Eastern Sigillata A dishes, University College 35000, 35003-4, 35007. 
From Coptos: cf. Iliffe, op. cit. 37, 34. Ex-Wellcome collection. First century AD. 

704-5. Stamped bases of a krater and bowl of Eastern Sigillata B.I ware, University College 
35005-6. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. First century AD. 

706-7. Foot of krater and fragment of cup of Eastern Sigillata B.I ware, University College 
35002, 35008. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. First Century AD. 

708-24. Sherds of barbotine ware, University College 34980-96. From Coptos. Cf. Reinach 
op. cit. fig. 37; Bourriau, op. cit. nos. 186-7. Ex-Wellcome collection. First century AD. 

725. Steatite dish with bust of Harpocrates in relief on the inside, Fitzwilliam Museum E. 1.1981 
(pl. XIX, 3). Gift of the Friends of the Fitzwilliam. First-second centuries AD. 

726. Encaustic portrait on panel of a little girl with a boyish hairstyle, inscribed 'Didyme, 7 years 
old', Fitzwilliam Museum E.5.I98I (pl. XIX, 4). K. Parlasca, Mumienportrats und verwandte Denk- 
mdler, 8I, no. i6. Bequest of Miss P. M. Cook, formerly A. B. Cook collection. 

727. Sherd of cream ware with stamped decoration, University College 34997. From Coptos. 
Cf. Woolley and MacIver, Karanog IV, pi. 100, 9039. Ex-Wellcome collection. Second-third 

century AD. 

728. Pewter bowl, subsequently decorated with coins of the Alexandrian mint, Fitzwilliam 
Museum GR.I89.i98I. From Egypt but probably not made there. Ex-Gayer-Anderson and 
Wellcome collections. Second half of third century AD. 

729. Limestone stela showing deceased before Isis, Osiris, and Anubis, Wellcome collection 
4568/I937. Possibly from Coptos. On loan to Manchester Museum. Roman Period. 

730. Calcite statuette base with right sandalled foot, University College 34953. From Coptos. 
Ex-Wellcome collection. Roman Period. 

73I-3. Fragments of glass vessels, University College 34958-60. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome 
collection. Roman Period. 

734-46. Fragments of terracotta figurines, University College 34872, 3496I-70, 34972-3. From 
Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. Roman Period. 

747-51. Pottery lamps, University College 34972-6. From Coptos. Cf. Petrie, Roman Ehnasya, 
pls. Ixiv, E.29, E.70; lxvii, B.82-5; Ixix, N.S.24; lxviii, X.70, 73. Ex-Wellcome collection. Roman 
Period. 

752-3. Faience inlay, perhaps part of Bes head-dress and pottery stamp seal, University College 
34971, 34979. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. Roman Period. 

754. Stamped rim sherd from large pottery dish, University College 35029. From Coptos. 
Ex-Wellcome collection. Roman Period. 
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755-6. Ostraca with Greek text, contents of a pot and part of a personal name, University 
College 35037-40. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. Roman Period. 

757. Square monograph stamp, possibly from an amphora, University College 334I6. From 
Memphis, faience factory. Roman Period. 

758-66. Fragments of faience vessels, University College 33320-8. From Memphis, faience 
factory: cf. Petrie, Memphis I, pl. xlix, base, pl. 1, 2; id., Historical Studies II, pls. xiv-xviii. Ex- 
Wellcome collection. Roman Period. 

767-75. Black pottery pilgrim flask and fragments of others of the same ware, University College 
33329-37. From Memphis, pottery factory: cf. Petrie, Memphis III, pi. xxxvii, 56, 63, 65. Ex- 
Wellcome collection. Roman Period. 

776. Ostracon with Greek text, University College 35042. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collec- 
tion. Probably Roman Period. 

777-81. Pottery and sherds, University College 35023-5, 35030, 35033. From Coptos. Ex- 
Wellcome collection. Probably Roman Period. 

782-3. Fragment and hexagonal column of chrysoberyl, University College 34922-3. From 
Coptos. Cf. Museum Acquisitions, I979, nos. 938-54. Ex-Wellcome collection. Probably Roman 
Period. 

784-7. Fragments of calcite, serpentine, and limestone bowls, University College 34954-7. 
From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. Probably Roman Period. 

788-9. Black sandstone drill and head of a bone peg, University College 35295-6. From Coptos 
or Memphis. Ex-Wellcome collection. Possibly Roman Period. 

790. Sandstone stela showing deceased before Isis and Osiris, Wellcome collection 4569/1937. 
On loan to Manchester Museum. Roman Period. 

79I-2. Bronze vase handle and drawer-pull, Fitzwilliam Museum E.22-3.I98I. Ex-Wellcome 
collection. Roman Period. 

793-5. Bronze bells, University College 33265-7. Probably Roman Period. 

796-8I2. Decorated blocks from Meroe, British Museum 68987-9002. 68987-92 from rear 
wall, chapel N. I7, S. E. Chapman, The Decorated Chapels of the Meroitic Pyramids at Meroe and 
Barkal, pi. 2Ic. 

Coptic Period 

8I13-I7. Two pottery dishes and base sherds of Egyptian Red Slip A, University College 35020-2, 
35028. From Coptos. Cf. Hayes, Late Roman Pottery, 272-3 (stamp), type J, fig. 85, i; type H, 
fig. 86; p. 397 n. 7. Ex-Wellcome collection. Fourth-seventh centuries AD. 

8I8-I9. Two base sherds with paintings of birds, University College 35026-7. From Coptos. 
Ex-Wellcome collection. 

820. Fragment of Nile silt ware with black and cream painted design, University College 34873. 
821. Bronze censer in the form of the head of a youth, Fitzwilliam Museum E.24.I98I. Ex- 

Berens and Wellcome collection. c. fifth century AD. 

822. Bronze necklet with stamped medallions and glass 'pearl' pendants, Fitzwilliam Museum 
E.25.I98I. Ex-Griineisen and Wellcome collection. c. fifth-sixth century AD. 

823. Bronze lamp handle with crucifix, Fitzwilliam Museum E.26.I98I. Ex-Wellcome collec- 
tion. c. fifth-sixth century AD. 

824-6. Two sandstone and one limestone architectural fragments, University College 30346-8. 
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827. Chips of amethyst, carnelian, and quartz, University College 333I9. From Memphis. 
Ex-Wellcome collection. 

828-35. Pieces of obsidian, schist, quartz, steatite, slate, and sandstone, University College 
34924-3I. From Coptos: see Petrie, Koptos, 26. Ex-Wellcome collection. 

836-4I. Lump of iron slag, shells, pottery plumb bob, date stones, fragment of painted plaster 
and bone, University College 34932-7. From Coptos: see Petrie, Koptos, 26. Ex-Wellcome col- 
lection. 

842-7. Potsherds, University College 3503I-2, 35041-4. From Coptos. Ex-Wellcome collection. 

848. Length of papyrus rope, Ashmolean Museum I98I.897. From Tura quarries: cf. Lucas, 
Materials (4th edn.), I35. 

849. Bronze saw, Fitzwilliam Museum E. I.I 98I. Ex-Wellcome collection. 

850. Fragment of gold foil from a mummy or coffin, British Museum 68776. Gift of G. B. 
Walker. 



PLATE XVIII 

i. Stone lion, University College, 271 

2. Stone lion, University College, 271 
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3. Pink limestone Osiris, British Museum, 349 
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2. Black steatite head of a 
goddess, Fitzwilliam 

Museum, 684 

I. Basalt torso, Fitzwilliam Museum, 535 3. Steatite dish, Fitzwilliam Museum, 725 
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4. Portrait of Didyme, Fitzwilliam Museum, 726 
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REVIEW ARTICLE 

Grammatical Models and 'Middle Egyptian' 

By J. B. CALLENDER 

FRIEDRICH JUNGE has recently published a study of the syntax of Twelfth Dynasty literary texts 
(Syntax der mittelagyptischen Literatursprache' (Mainz, I978)). This is the first treatment in mono- 
graph form of the syntax of a particular period of Middle Egyptian using the Chomskyan model 

proposed in his Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (I965), translated into German in I969. Junge's 
treatment makes extensive use of sentence-trees, a practice which should be encouraged because 
of the clarity such devices impose on the practice of syntactic analysis. 

Since Junge's treatment brings up certain general problems of grammatical methodology and 
models, it deserves consideration in extenso. The Chomskyan view of language in I965 provided 
for a tripartite organization of the grammar: a nucleus of basic sentence patterns, a transformational 

component that would convert the basic sentences into all possible sentences in the language, and 
a semantic component that would insert lexical items into the abstract structures produced by the 
second component. In neither the base component nor the transformational component should 

meaning be a criterion for derivation of sentences. This formulation, the culmination of a decade 
of grammatical experimentation, made a great impression in I965, and was adopted as standard 

reading in many linguistics courses throughout America as well as abroad. However, almost from 
the day of its appearance, doubts were raised as to the ultimate validity of this formulation, par- 
ticularly in the limited role assigned to meaning. Many scholars participated in the ensuing debate, 
but in the forefront was J. McCauley (I968), who argued that the syntactic and semantic components 
(transformational section and lexicon) were one and the same, since semantics and syntax are 

intricately intertwined in the rules of natural language. This is relevant to Junge's work on Middle 
Egyptian syntax since it rather rigidly adheres to the Chomskyan orthodoxy of I965 by vigorously 
denying any role to meaning in syntactic analysis. The more recent developments in discourse 

analysis (bibliography in Givon, I979) are not considered by Junge, although work was beginning 
to appear earlier.2 There are, of course, real problems involved in applying all transformational 
models to the stratified graphemic data of Egyptian, but the exclusion of meaning is a major defect 
of all work following the Chomskyan model of Aspects and an arbitrary limitation on grammatical 
explanation that is not required by contemporary grammatical models, nor, ironically enough, by 
the older Neo-Grammarian models traditionally used in Egyptology, whatever other deficiencies, 
and there are many, they may have. 

The text of the book is divided into ten chapters of unequal length and is based mainly on the 

grammar of The Shipwrecked Sailor and Sinuhe. The first two chapters deal with goals, methods, 
and socio-linguistic considerations. As a point of departure, the author chooses the sentence frame 
of the emphatic sdm'f (mrr form) with adverbial adjunct to define those constructions which he 
considers adverbials. Chapters Three and Four deal with the syntactic structure of the sentence 
with adverbial predicate and the role of extraposition (fronting = Voranstellung), including an 
excursus on negation. Adverbial sentences with verbal constituents receive special treatment in 

I Here 'Mitteligyptische Literatursprache' would best be understood to mean 'the Middle Egyptian 
language of belles-lettres'. 

2 In the bibliography of works on discourse analysis that is provided in Givon (I979), xvii-xx, thirty-four 
of the fifty-nine items which he lists appeared in 1974 or earlier, and should have been reflected in Junge's 
book, which appeared in 1978. 
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Chapter Seven, after a digression discussing the syntax of cleft sentences (Chapter Five) and 'pure' 
nominal sentences (i.e., with pw, Chapter Six). Chapter Eight is labelled provocatively 'the end of 
the verbal sentence' where earlier arguments about the nature of the sentence with adverbial pre- 
dicate are carried forward to their logical, and highly radical, conclusion to the effect that the forms 
traditionally labelled the sdm.f are a syntactic unity. 

The textual core chosen by Junge for his analysis consists of Sinuhe and The Shipwrecked Sailor, 
augmented by a periphery of texts that he considers less reliable. Thirteen examples from 
Urkunden IV are admitted to the company of the elect. His five-fold criteria for limiting his textual 
basis in this fashion are those of (i) synchrony, (2) homogeneity of the linguistic community to 
which they were addressed, (3) the exceptional competence of the author(s), (4) minimization of 
errors in performance, and (5) understandability. 

The two texts are synchronous, dating to the early Twelfth Dynasty, and directed to a homo- 

geneous audience, according to Junge, of the high officialdom of the period. The same criteria also 

apply to the Instruction of Ammenemes, Satire on the Trades, and Neferty, yet the first two of these 
are excluded. The criteria of exceptional competence and limited influence of performance error 
are superficially in harmony, yet one would expect to find poetic exaggeration in Sinuhe with all 
the consequent bending of grammatical rules.3 The use of Sinuhe contradicts Junge's wish to avoid 

highly poeticized texts as well as texts that are exclusively for the purpose of conveying information. 
Why the latter category should be excluded is unclear. Junge's concentration on early Twelfth 

Dynasty material is an attempt to avoid the problems of contamination with Late Egyptian material, 
a problem well recognized by Egyptologists in regard to texts from the Eighteenth Dynasty. Since 

linguistic history is a continuum, the same problems of contamination are preesent for the early 
period also, but in this case from Old Egyptian. Anyone working with Middle Egyptian, therefore, 
is caught by necessity between Scylla and Charybdis. 

An alternative approach to strict chronological delineation of whole texts as a basis for grammatical 
analysis is to take what is usually accepted as the entire corpus of Middle Egyptian texts4 as a 

preliminary basis of analysis, and subsequently to weed out those textual elements that seem to 
conflict with the overall rules of grammar observed in the bulk of the material. Thus, for example, 
the use of the definite article pa/ti/nl, while attested, is generally avoided in formal material, and 
other means are used instead (pn or 0). The tense system of Middle Egyptian is another area where 
the defining of paradigmaticity is a question of the parameters of usage. There will, of necessity, 
have to be material which the grammarian rejects for reasons of principle, including formulaic 
material and quotations from Old Egyptian as well as that contemporary spoken material that does 
not correspond to the more generally observed rules. Provided that larger structural reasons can 
be provided in each case, such as clear instances of rule violation, disallowing certain portions of 
texts need not be a subjective enterprise, and the essentially layered character of textual material 
will be brought into better focus. 

The cornerstone of Junge's analysis is his definition of an adverbial, which he then uses to apply 
to verbal forms. He chooses the complement of the emphatic sdm-f (the mrrf form) as his defining 
matrix, i.e., mrr f . Apart from direct objects, what can occur in this matrix is to be defined 
as an adverbial, an important point in Junge's classification of forms of the suffix conjugation, but 
which comes to grief, in this writer's opinion, on the possibility that this matrix also admits noun 

phrases at least in the case of the 'Wechselsatz' of the form mrr f (mrr f). Although true adverbial 

phrases certainly occur in this matrix as the adverbial adjuncts of the emphatic sdmf, one must 

3 Dream language, poetic 'licence', and proper names are all special types of human language that are 
normally excluded from treatments of usual language, since their grammars differ in marked ways from that of 
ordinary language. 

4 I would suggest here that Middle Egyptian be used in the sense of 'la langue classique' of Lefebvre and, 
most recently, of Polotsky (1976). I would go beyond these authors in also admitting the language of the hiero- 
glyphic texts of the Graeco-Roman Period as well as the unusual text of BM io828. 
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ask whether forms like sdm.nf, NP m pr, and the passive sdm(w) f are really adverbials or nominals. 
One's suspicion that all is not well with Junge's analysis is increased by considering another common 
construction for known adverbials, iw NP . The three forms cited above are all excluded 
from this matrix: *iw rmt sdm.n.f *iw rmt sdm(w) f and *iw rmt st-1jmt'f m pr are not attested 
types in Middle Egyptian. On the other hand, the iw matrix does admit other forms that are clearly 
adverbial, such as the pseudo-verbal construction and the sdm.f form used in gnomic statements: 
iw.(f) sdm=f. It would seem that the iw matrix is more restrictive and less ambiguous than the 
mrr-f matrix, and as such should be the syntactic frame used in defining adverbial forms. It should 
be remembered also that noun phrases can occasionally fit into adverbial syntactic slots, if they are 
marked for time (hrw, grh, etc.) although no one would claim that they thereby become everywhere 
adverbials. An example with the mrr matrix occurs in Pt. I7, 6: r tss tw im-f r nb, 'so that one 
complains of him every day'. I would thus suggest that there is substantial evidence to indicate 
that the three forms (sdm:n'f, sdm:(w)-f and st-hinmt m pr) cited above are not adverbials, but are 
more likely to be noun phrases, and that the ambiguous mrr matrix in these cases admits noun 
phrases, not adverbials. 

Junge's incorrect classification leads to implausible sentence structures. On p. 86 he presents 
the following sentence-tree, whose nodes I have indexed for ease of exposition: (S = sentence, 
clause; N = noun; A = adverbial; P = phrase) 

S, 

NPi AP, 

NP2 

S2 

NP3 AP2 

iw s d w * k m s ht 

Now the sequence of nodes on the right, reading upwards, S2-NP--AP1 according to the con- 
ventions of tree diagrams, means that the clause S2 (sdw.k m sht) can be replaced by a suitable 
noun phrase (NP2) which in turn can be replaced by a suitable adverbial phrase AP1. All these 
three nodes are in turn the predicate of NP1 (iw). A crucial question is: what suitable noun phrase 
could replace S2 ? It is not that no noun phrase of suitable meaning might exist, but rather that no 
sentence of the form iw NP, (see now Gilula, 1976/390) such as *iw hb, 'there is a feast', or *iw 
rnpt, 'there is a year', is attested. No sentence-tree, therefore, can be constructed that would result 
in a sentence of the form iw+NP, and the node NP2, as a result, must be deleted from Junge's 
sentence-tree diagram. 

One test for the accuracy of a tree representation is by applying pronominal substitution. One 
can replace NP3 (?dw k) presumably by a sn 'they' with the resulting sentence being iw.sn m 
sht, 'they are in the countryside'. However, this is also the only known pronominalized form of 
Sdw k m sht (S2, without iw) since *sn m sht is impossible in Middle Egyptian. The pronominal 
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form of this sentence implies two conclusions: (i) iwu+sdw is one node, i.e., a noun phrase, at 
least in the surface structure of the sentence, since iw-sn corresponds to both iw+svdw as well 
as sdw alone, and (2) the adverbial phrase serving as predicate of iw (AP,) cannot here be sub- 

categorized into a sentence as Junge did (S2) according to the present formulation, since with the 
removal of NP3 and the reassigning of it to the same node as iw, the sentence S2 no longer has a 
subject. I would suggest that the following tree closer approximates the actual structure of Junge's 
sentence (ATTR. = attributive phrase; GEN. = genitive relation marker): 

Sl 

NP1 AP1 

NP2 ATTR. 

GEN. NP3 

w O d w - k m s h t 

I should hasten to reassure the patient reader who has been willing to follow the tedious techni- 
calities of my explanation, that the correct analysis of this sentence has wider ramifications. On the 
basis of his analysis Junge claims that the 'present tense' (iw.(f) sdm=f) is constituted as follows: 

S 

NP NP 

I A 
i w s d m = f 

Previous treatments have considered the sdm.f form here as the circumstantial sdm1f (Polotsky 
(I976), 3.8.8 and 4I.) bearing the node label 'adverbial' (Callender (I975), 3.5.2.6.B). In comple- 
mentary distribution with iw sdm=f is iw.f sdm=f, a form used mainly for nominal subjects 
(iw NP sdm=f). The complementary distribution of these two forms of pronominal and nominal 

subjects indicates again that iw+NP are to be grouped together under one node. Other uses of 
the circumstantial sdm=f are probably adverbial (after mrr forms and after ir, 'as to, if'), although 
the evidence is not conclusive. 

Of all the forms of the suffix conjugation that can occur after iw (apart from extraordinary uses, 
such as oaths (EG ?468)), i.e., iw sdm.f, iw sdm-.nf, and iw sdm.(w).f, only the first form can have its 
subject also following immediately after iw (i.e., iw .fsdm=f). This difference in possible formation 
reflects, I believe, a fundamental difference in constituency separating the first form from the 
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other two. Only the iw sdmz=f-Ziwf sdm=f form contains an adverbial 'sdm.f' form, the others do 
not. I would suggest the correct representation of these forms is the following: 

s s 

NP AP NP S 

NP (ATTR.) 

Aw ( f) s d m = f i w s d m n f 

s d m (w). f 

Junge envisages the existence of an entity known as the 'sdm.f', which is a syntactic unit, whose 
differences in form for certain verb classes is part of the arbitrariness of linguistic usage ('Willkiir 
des Sprachgebrauchs', 103). Gemination in certain verb classes indicates merely that these verbs 
function as subjects, whereas the unmarked form, including Polotsky's prospective form and his 
circumstantial form, is more appropriate for other uses, such as the object of rdi, 'cause'. Gemina- 
tion and zero-marking are viewed as surface structure additions without syntactic relevance; they 
only contribute 'semantic' information. This latter, it will be remembered, is excluded from con- 
sideration by the grammatical model which Junge is employing. This notion that the 'sdm.f' exists 
as a syntactic unity is based on the notion that all of its forms are syntactically nominal phrases 
which can on occasion be assigned the value of adverbial phrases in a particular syntactic environ- 
ment. I have attempted to show that this is not the case, that within the so-called unity of the 

sdm.f exist both nominal forms and adverbial forms ex natura. If my analysis is correct, then the 

ghost sdm.f of pre-Polotskyian grammar should not be postulated as a unity of a syntactic or any 
other sort.5 The morphological differences, it follows, have to be taken seriously, particularly since 
what at first glance turn out to be arbitrary differences in form, such as both geminating and non- 

geminating forms after rdi or after the same prepositions, turn out to mean different things. 
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A note on an Inscription from the tomb chapel of 'Idw (G 7102) 

IN JEA 67 (1981), I66-7, fig. I, Henry G. Fischer published a note on a representation from 
the Sixth Dynasty tomb chapel of 'dw at Giza (G 7Io2).' We refer our readers to the description 
of this procession scene by Fischer, and provide a suggestion for its reading, since our interest is 
here focused on an amendment which he has made in the accompanying inscription. 

Simpson reads the inscription: ir n 'Inpw sm;-t; krs ... imntyt di smyt rwy.s ir-k sd r Idw,2 which 
Fischer corrects into: ir n Inpw sm/-t .krs tw tit r imntt di z(my)t rwy s tirk dd r 'Idw imshw. His 
translation, therefore, apart from completing the missed portions, differs mainly from that of 
Simpson in its last part:3 'I address Idw, who is revered.' In his own words, 'the choice between 
> and * is likewise uncertain, but I believe that I can see the head of the cobra, and it seems 
more likely that the lector-priest says: "I address Idw" than that he says: "I read to Idw", espe- 
cially since one would expect di to have a specific direct object'.4 Furthermore, he adds that it seems 
unlikely that this part of the sentence should be more closely related to hry-hbt, because there would 
be a missing in between sd(i) r Idw im;hw and the priestly title.5 However, his strongest argument 
in favour of ~ instead of * is that a reading such as 'reading to/reciting for Idw, the revered, 
(by) the lector-priest' would require an infinitive verb, which could only be sd(i)t (t). We should 
like, none the less, to argue in favour of this latter reading since there are some related documents 
which throw new light on the sense of this text. 

Some years ago, we were able to publish, together with the late L. Baques Estape, the Ninth 
Dynasty rectangular wooden coffin of Nb-it-ikr (?) preserved at the Museo del Oriente Biblico 
de Monserrat (Spain).6 Among other curious features in the texts of this coffin, we remarked the 
appearance of the formula d(i)t sAhw included in a proskynema htp-di-ns'wt+pr(t)-hrw.7 The s'hw 
are known to be a series of hymns recited by the lector-priests while adopting the hnw-posture of 
jubilation, and the rite was usually performed at the same time as the presentation of the htp-di- 
nswt offerings.8 The texts accompanying these scenes generally read: sd(i)t s;h1w rS_w in hry-hbt, 
a ritual directive repeated in the corresponding passage of the Ceremonies.9 Sometimes, in hry-hbt 

Already published in W. K. Simpson, The Mastabas of Qar and Idu, pl. I8, fig. 35. 
2 Op. cit. 22. 
3 We agree with the afore-mentioned restorations of the damaged signs as made by Fischer, with the excep- 

tion of the word and word-order discussed below. 
4 Op. cit. I67. 
5 But the occasional omission of in is known (see Edel, Altdg. Gramm. I, ?696), as acknowledged by Fischer 

himself (I67 n. 2). 
6 L. Baques Estape and J. R. Ogdon, 'Un ataid en el Museo del Oriente Biblico de Monserrat-Espafia', 

Aeg. Ant. 2 (I977), 1-31. 7 Op. cit. 12 (?2.A), 13 (n. b), and 17 (Excursus). 
8 Sd(i)t sihw is a formula belonging to the Ceremonies of the Opening of the Mouth and the Eyes, Scene 

LXIX; J. C. Goyon, Rituels funeraires de l'ancienne Sgypte, I69. On the nature and role of the 'Glorifications' 
see C. Rowe, ASAE 38 (1938), 174 ff.; J. A. Wilson, JNES 3 (I944), 209-10; S. Morenz, ZAS 84 (I959), 
I32 if.; J. C. Goyon, BIFAO 65 (I967), 89 ff. For some usual scenes cf., e.g., N. de G. Davies, The Rock 
Tombs of Deir el Gebrawi, I, pl. xix; P. Montet, Kemi, I () (1928), pl. iv; N. de G. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, 
The Tomb of Antefoker, pl. xxxii; P. E. Newberry and G. W. Fraser, El Bersheh, I, pl. xxxiv. See also J. R. 
Ogdon, 'Observations on a Ritual Gesture, after some Old Kingdom Reliefs', JSSEA Io (I) (1979), 71-3 
and pls. ii-iv, where some remarks on the 'mechanism' of the postures are given. 

9 Goyon, Rituels, loc. cit.; cf. also s;hw rc w in hry-hbt (Newberry and Fraser, loc. cit.); Shw in hry-hbt 
(J. R. Ogdon, 'Un nuevo ejemplo de la f6rmula sdit schw en proscinemas del Primer Periodo Intermedio 
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may be absent, as in the case of the MOBM coffin: sd(i)t s;hw w'i n ki (n) im4hyt hr ntr, NN. 
It is worthy of note that the only two known examples of the inclusion of sd(i)t s?hw in a proskynema 
are dated to the mid First Intermediate Period (c. Ninth Dynasty),2 and in our previous notes 
on this construction we remarked that no further examples were known to us from any other period. 
We should like to rectify this assertion, as we have realized that the text from the tomb chapel of 
Idw contains, in fact, the third and earliest record of this phenomenon. 

B 

FIG. I 

From what one can discern in fig. i of Fischer's paper (see our fig. I, A), the first sign should be 
read 4= sd, while r is its phonetic indicator (or 'complement'). We cannot agree with Fischer's 
reading n, as the calligraphic characteristics of the sign belong point by point to those of the 
'water-skin' sign (=) (see our fig. i, B).3 We are unable to see the head of a cobra, as Fischer did. 
The absence of the final t in Sd(it) may perhaps be explained by lack of space4 or by mere careless- 
ness in the work. On the other hand, we have seen that Fischer notes the absence of a specific direct 

object for sd(it), and uses this point to support his reading `. But we are not convinced by this 

explanation, since we are accustomed to the omission of sd(i)t, which is attested various times in 
Old Kingdom inscriptions (see p. 159 n. 9). The occurrence of one example of sd(it) without s'hw 
should not, therefore, surprise us, as it is evident that the passage was intelligible to the Ancient 

Egyptian reader, who knew the meaning of this formula. 
A further point supporting our interpretation of this word is provided by the fact that the two 

First Intermediate Period examples of sd(i)t sbhw appear in a htp-di-nswt formula, and the case 
from 'Idw's chapel also occurs as part of afunerary text, which we should like to translate as follows: 
'Anubis has made the interment and has buried you, you having been taken to the West. The 
Desert extends her two arms to you. Recitation (of the Glorifications) for Idw, the revered, (by) 
the lector-priest.' Moreover, the same seems to be a variant of the 'burial'-type proskynema,5 
where Anubis is pre-eminent.6 

A final observation may be made to conclude this paper. The standing figure of the lector-priest 
behind the sledge may have served as a semantic indicator (or 'generic determinative') for the 

(dins. VII-X)', BAEO aio xv, parte 2 (Madrid, I979), 230-2 = coffin (AEIN 1615) of Gemniemhet, from 
Saqqara, Ninth Dyn.; O. Koefoed-Petersen, Catalogue des sarcophages et cercueils egyptiens, pl. xv). The 
occasional omission of fd(i)t goes back to the Old Kingdom, see e.g., C. R. Lepsius, Denkmdler (Plates), III, 
pls. 4-6, 25. The example in M. A. Murray, Saqqara Mastabas, i, pi. 23, quoted by Fischer (i66 n. 2), depict- 
ing a lector-priest in the same attitude as that in Idw's chapel, should be read Sih(w)t in hry-hbt and not 
slzt in hry-hbt as done by Fischer, who translates 'transfiguration by the lector-priest', which is meaningless. 
The text clearly says '(Recitation of the) Glorifications by the lector-priest', and is one more example of the 
formula fd(i)t 1Shw without the infinitive. 

The adjective zw, 'long', replaces here the usual rf;w, 'numerous'. Should we see here a reference to the 
'extensive' series of hymns recited in the 'Glorifications' ? This would point to a sort of litany rather than 
collected or miscellaneous hymns. For -a in i?hw read ^=; cf. Baques Estape and Ogdon, op. cit. 24 no. 14, 
in fine. 2 See Ogdon, BAEO, afio xv, parte 2 (I979), 232. 

3 Cf. A. H. Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar3, Sign List F3o; N. de G. Davies, The Mastaba of Ptahhetep 
and Akhethetep, I pl. xvii, nos. 371 and 377. 

4 An accumulation of signs due to the presence of the top front of the chapel on the sledge is evident, 
especially in the nobleman's name. The artist was even forced to write im;hw over the side-panel of the chapel 
itself. And do not forget that the -= below fd(it) needed a place too! 

5 See N. de G. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Amenemhet (no. 82), 8x in fine (a). 
6 Op. cit. 82, where a long list can be found. 
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group [n j written before him, thus becoming a large-sized indicator.' This suggestion finds 
good support when we compare this artistic arrangement with the text of the coffin (AEIN I6I5) 
of Gemniemhet: here we see the priestly title determined by ', a seated man with a papyrus-roll 
in his outstretched hand (see p. I59 n. 9). 

To sum up, we hope to have demonstrated that the reading sd(it) is to be preferred to dd in this 
passage, and that the text of Idw provides a further example, indeed the earliest, of the inclusion 
of sd(i)t schw in funerary proskynemata. J. R. OGDON 

The Princess Baketamiin2 

IN I905, the Museum of Fine Arts received a gift of artefacts from the year's excavations of the 
Egypt Exploration Fund. Included was a fragment of a faience votive object (05.239), probably a 
menat, discovered by Naville3 in his work at the Eleventh Dynasty temple at Deir el-Bahri. The 

object is one of hundreds of faience votive offerings found in a regular stratum in three separate 
locations: (i) at the western end of the temple platform; (2) in the North Lower Colonnade; 
(3) in the North Court between the Montuhotpe and Hatshepsut temples. Naville surmised that 
all the faience offerings could be dated to the Eighteenth Dynasty. Most of the inscriptions were of 

Hatshepsut's reign, and none was later than that of Amenophis II. It was Naville's opinion that 
these offerings had been originally placed in the Hathor chapels of Hatshepsut and Tuthmosis III, 
later to be discarded and tossed down between the two temples and on to the Eleventh Dynasty 
pavement. 

FIG. I 

The MFA votive has a brilliant blue colour, and is inscribed on both sides in black (see fig. i). 
One side contains a cartouche which is recognizable as the prenomen of Tuthmosis III: 'beloved 
of Hathor'. The reverse is inscribed with a second cartouche containing the name BRkt-imn. 

Unfortunately, any titles which Baketamun possessed have been broken away.4 
The name is not a common one. As a private name, Baketamin occurs sporadically in the New 

Kingdom written in several forms.5 As a royal name, however, only one other example is known 

I See H. G. Fischer in R. Caminos and H. G. Fischer, Ancient Egyptian Epigraphy and Palaeography, 
35-7. This seems to have been a practice of which the Egyptian artists were very fond. 

2 I wish to thank Mr Edward Brovarski for his comments on an earlier version of this paper, and Mr Lynn 
Holden for his illustration of the MFA piece. 

3 Naville, XIth Dynasty Temple at Deir el-Bahari, I (1907), 17; III (I913), I3-I4. 
4 Note the unusual writing of Hathor. 
5 Dyn. XVIII: Davies and Gardiner, The Tomb of Amenemhet (I9I5), 4; von Bergmann, Rec. Trav. 9 

(1887), 47. Dyn XIX: James, Hieroglyphic Textsfrom Eg. Stelae 9 (I970), pls. li, no. 314; xx, no. 139; Gardiner, 
Ramesside Administrative Documents (1948), 29, 6. It is interesting to note that the use of honorific trans- 
position in the name does not seem to appear after Dynasty XVIII. 
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to me. A wooden staff in the Brooklyn Museum (37.i83oE; see pl. XX)' is inscribed as 'an offering 
of Amin (for) the servant of the King's daughter Baketamun, may she live, Amenmose of the Island 
of Hwt'.2 The piece, formerly in the Abbott collection, has been variously dated by scholars. In 

9 Gauthier suggested the possible identification of Baketamiun with Baketaten, the sister of 
Akhenaten. Gauthier hypothesized a change of name paralleling that of Tut<ankhamin at the end 
of the Amarna Period.4 However, four years later Gauthier5 classified Baketamin as probably 
belonging to the Ramesside era. More recently, James6 has published the Brooklyn staff, dating it 

stylistically to the late Eighteenth Dynasty. Finally, Hassan7 has identified the same Baketamiiun 
as a daughter of Ramesses IX. 

In spite of the later dates assigned to the staff, the MFA faience fragment provides some evidence 
that it may belong to the Tuthmosid era, since the Baketamiln commemorated on the latter may 
well be identical with the princess on the former. Certainly, there is nothing in the style of the 

hieroglyphs inconsistent with such a date. The writing of the name differs on the two pieces, but 
this is not unusual. Indeed, in a contemporary Theban tomb of the Eighteenth Dynasty (no. 82), 
the name of Baketamiin, the wife of the steward Amenemhet, is written as I. 7, once as 
q jJa i, and is most commonly abbreviated as S .8 

The abbreviated form of the name occurs on a scarab in the British Museum9 inscribed for 
the 'king's daughter Baket (J )'. On the basis of its style and glazing, the scarab was dated by 
Newberrylo to the reign of Tuthmosis III. A similar scarab appeared in a recent Sotheby Sale 

catalogue." The writing of Baket(amin) without the aleph on the scarabs in Theban tomb no. 82 
and elsewhere" does not appear to postdate the mid Eighteenth Dynasty. This lends additional 

support to a Tuthmosid date for the Brooklyn staff. 
All the objects inscribed for Baket(amuin) can thus be dated to the same period, indicating 

that she was a princess of the mid Eighteenth Dynasty, probably a daughter of Tuthmosis III. 
Interestingly, she does not appear in the group of family members portrayed in his tomb, which 
includes three wives and a deceased princess, Nefertiri.13 However, the Hathor chapel of Tuth- 
mosis III at Deir el-Bahri includes representations of two princesses.14 The first of these is the 
'king's daughter, king's sister, god's wife and god's hand, Merytamen', who is also unnamed in 
her father's tomb. She apparently died as a princess, never achieving the status of 'great royal 
wife'.15 The name and titles of the second figure are broken away. If it is not Nefertiri who is 
represented, perhaps the princess is Baketamuin. The MFA fragment, found near this very chapel 
and coupling her name with that of Tuthmosis III, provides a strong association between them. 

SUE D'AURIA 

I James, Corpus of Hieroglyphic Inscriptions in the Brooklyn Museum (I974), 118-I9. I should like to thank 
Mr Bernard V. Bothmer for his permission to publish the staff. 

2 The location of the place-name 'the island of IHwt' is unknown. In the Ramesside Period t; Hwt is an 
abbreviation for t; Hwt Wsr-Mrt-Rr-Mr-'Imn (Medinet Habu) (Cernm , JEA 26 (1940), 127-30). 

3 Gauthier, ASAE 10 (1910), 207-8. 
4 None of the representations of this princess appears to incorporate the name of Amun into her name. 
5 Gauthier, Le Livre des rois, III (1914), 228. 
6 James, Corpus, 118-19. 
7 Hassan, MAS 33 (1976), I50-1. Some confusion is evident here, as the date given is Dynasty XIX, 

and no references are included for the association of Baketamuin with Ramesses IX. 
8 Davies and Gardiner, op. cit. 4. 
9 Hall, Catalogue of Eg. Scarabs etc. in the British Museum (1913), 47. 
10 Newberry, PSBA 24 (1902), 252. 
"1 Sotheby Sale Catalogue, May I6, 1980, no. 329. 
12 Lieblein, Dictionnaire de noms hidroglyphiques, I, I93, no. 582. I owe this reference to Professor J. J. 

Clere, who called my attention to the chronological significance of this spelling. 
13 Helck, Urk. iv, 602, 7-Io. 
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Postscript to 'Three Monuments from Memphis in the Fitzwilliam Museum', 
by Janine Bourriau in JEA 68 

THE provenance of the statue of Amenophis III, Fitzwilliam Museum E.82.I9I3, can now be 
confirmed as Memphis. It occurs on a list of items received by the Museum in 1913 from the 
excavations of the British School of Archaeology in Egypt. The list is now kept in the archives of 
the Department of Antiquities. JANINE BOURRIAU 

Shi or Hrw?' 

As (ern2 noted,2 the sign written A occurs in two groups, 1i and ! .3 He thought that the two 
forms of the same word indicated a semantic difference: ~S being used in indictments to detail 
charges, and ! being used in letters.4 At first he transliterated ! as smit;5 however, by the time 
he published the Leiden Tablet,6 he had altered his reading, in accordance with Gardiner and 
Peet,7 to sht, 'memorandum'. This reading is certainly correct for the first expression (shr r), as 
the heading on P. Turin 1887, rt. i, i8 shows, but is it necessarily the case for the second? 

To investigate this question, we begin by examining a common class of demotic letter which is 
labelled hrw, 'plea' [variation hrw (n) bik NN, 'plea (of) servant NN'],9 and shall then move back- 
wards in time to see if this is the descendant of the letter type identified by j. 

Three examples of the demotic letter type identified by hrw are P. Berlin P. I3544, P. Berlin P. 
I3547, and P. Berlin P. 15527.10 The introductory formulae are P. Berlin P. I5527 (Ptolemaic), 
hrw (n) NN s; NN m-b.h nm wcb.w Hr-wr, 'Plea (of) NN son of NN before the priests of Horwer'; 
P. Berlin P. 13547 (Ptolemaic), hrw (n) NN m-b4h NN pi sh ir-t'w, 'Plea (of) NN before the audit 
scribe'; P. Berlin P. I 3544 (Ptolemaic), hrw (n) NN si NN m-b.h pry.f hry p! hm-ntr tpy, 'Plea (of) 
NN before his master the First Prophet.' The word hrw is clear and is written with the demotic 
equivalent of |. The use of m-b.h in the formulae would have been inconceivable before the Late 
Period, and shows that the person to whom the letter is addressed is of higher rank than the writer 
of the letter. Of particular interest is P. Berlin P. I3544 which, in addition to this opening formula, 
has several of the common introductory phrases known since the Ramesside Period. 

If we move backwards in time, the next example is P. Brooklyn 37.I799E (Late Saite, unpub- 
lished).", This papyrus is an example of a letter written in a mixture of abnormal hieratic and 
demotic. The opening formula of this letter is: hrw (n) bik NN s;'t n NN nty-iwf m-bh . . . (n) 

I should like to express my deep appreciation and gratitude to Dr George R. Hughes for the many hours 
which he spent reading abnormal hieratic and early demotic with me, and without whom this paper would 
never have been written. 

2 Studies Presented to F. LI. Griffith, 49-50 n. i. 
3 Recently this view has been challenged by M. Green in Orientalia 45 (1980), 24 n. 5id. However, as I 

think this article will show, there is a very real difference between the two expressions, and they are not simply 
variations of each other as Green suggests. 

4 Later examples are written without the n. 5 YEA 15, 248. 
6 Studies Presented to F. LI. Griffith, 46 ff. 
7 GTR (text vol.), i85. 8 RAD 74. 
9 For this reading cf. Hughes, JNES I7 (i958), 6-7. 
10 All three are published by Zauzich in Papyri von der Insel Elephantine. 
" I wish to thank Professor George R. Hughes and Dr Robert S. Bianchi for the photograph from which 

this hand-copy was made. 
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pr-'Imn NNp;y-i hry, 'Plea (of) a servant (of) NN daughter of NN which is intended for (the) . . . 
of the estate of Amuin, my master'. The similarity between this late abnormal hieratic example 
and the demotic letters is strong, particularly P. Berlin P. I3544. All four use the word hrw (or 
in the case of P. Brooklyn 37.I799E, hrw (n) b;k), to characterize the letter-type, all make use of 
m-b;h before the addressee, and both P. Berlin P. I3544 and P. Brooklyn 37.I799E use the phrase 
m-b.h pry.f (pry.i) hry. All four of these represent a single type of letter, namely a 'plea' written 
from an inferior to his superior. P. Brooklyn 37.I799E is the oldest example known to me of a 
letter labelled hrw (n) b;k. 

The latest of the letters designated by ~ is the Leiden Tablet I 43 I (XXVth-XXVIth Dynasty). 
Here the opening formula is: pi i (n) NN nty-iw.f m-b.h it-ntr NN si NN pry.i hry, 'The i (of) 
NN which is intended for the god's father NN son of NN my chief'. The complete identity of the 
opening formula of P. Brooklyn 37.I799E and the Leiden Tablet (with the exception of the label 
designating the letter type) argues strongly that these are the same type of letter with a shift in 
P. Brooklyn 37.I799E from the abnormal (and, as it happens, normal) hieratic orthography to that 
of demotic. 

An important question is whether hrw, which is written earlier with a |, and later with the 
demotic equivalent of [, can ever be written with just ~. While there is no example known to me 
of hrw being abbreviated with only &, the abnormal hieratic P. Vienna 12.002 (XXVIth Dynasty), 
col. A, 4 (unpublished),' does have an example of hrw in the formula mrc-hrw which is written 

. This group-determinative is the abnormal hieratic counterpart of !a and it occurs in words 
like sdm, 'to hear', md, 'to speak', and hrw, 'voice', where earlier examples of these words have 
only !) as a determinative. This examples does at least show that hrw can be written without 
the I. 

The last example which is clearly parallel is P. Strassburg 39 (XXIst Dynasty),2 whose opening 
formula is very similar to that of both the Leiden Tablet and P. Brooklyn 37.I799E: pi A it-ntr 
'n-hry sh NN nty-iwTf n it-ntr sh hw.t-ntr NN, 'The j of (the) god's father (of) Onuris, scribe 
NN, which is intended for (the) god's father (and) scribe (of) the temple NN'. The differences 
here are the use of n instead of m-b4h, and the omission of the phrase pry i after the name of the 
addressee. It is not at all surprising to find n instead of m-b;h, since at the time P. Strassburg 39 
was written, m-b4h referred to no human being except the king. As for the phrase pryi hry, in the 
case of this text, it is impossible to determine the relative ranks of the writer and the addressee. 
The parallelisms between P. Strassburg 39, the Leiden Tablet, and P. Brooklyn 37.I977E on one 
hand, and P. Brooklyn 37.I799E and the three demotic examples on the other, are a strong argu- 
ment for the basic unity of this type of letter, which should, on the basis of the evidence of the 
later texts, be read as hrw, 'plea', rather than as sh4, 'memorandum'. 

In addition to the above examples, there are three Ramesside examples of texts beginning with 
. These are 0. Cairo 25675,3 0. Berlin P. I2630,4 and 0. Leipzig 5.5 Of these, 0. Cairo 25675 

is broken and beyond the opening formula ! NN n . . ., not enough remains to determine if the 
term 'plea' could be applied to it. 0. Leipzig 5 looks more like a practice letter than a genuine letter, 
and beyond the opening formula, k NN hr nd-hrt n sh NN, it consists of nothing beyond standard 
introductory letter formulae which are very similar to those of the Leiden Tablet and P. Berlin 
P. 13544. Since there is no body to this 'letter' it is impossible to determine if 'plea' could apply 
to it. The final example, 0. Berlin P. I2630, is a request for payment directed to a woman regarding 
a debt incurred by her husband. Although either 'memorandum' or 'plea' could be used to describe 

I This phrase is written: ~j I wish to thank Dr Richard A. Parker for the photograph from which this 
hand-copy was made. 

2 Published by Spiegelberg, ZAS 53 (19I7), 20 ff. (pl. i), and by Allam, Hieratische Ostraka und Papyri, 
I (text vol.), 307-8, ii (plate vol), 104-5. 

3 Cerny, Hieratic Ostraca (CCG), 76. 4 Allam, op. cit. I, 35; II, I0-II. 
s Qernf and Gardiner, Hieratic Ostraca, pl. xxxvi, 3. 
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this document, it seems more a request for payment than the reminder of a debt, and on the whole, 
I am inclined to include it, and, by extension, the other two Ramesside examples, under the heading 
hrw. 

I, therefore, propose to read the group written ! or later simply ! as hrw n and hrw (n), and 
to translate them as 'The Plea (of) . . .'. This certainly seems to be the case with the later examples 
(from P. Strassburg 39 on). I would also see this type of letter as representing a continuous tradition 
from the Ramesside Period through abnormal hieratic and on into demotic. Whether or not this 
type of letter originally had the purpose of being a letter directed to one's superior, in time it 
came to be so regarded. MICHAEL E. FITZPATRICK 

Major Charles Kerr Macdonald 1806-67 

IN an article entitled 'Major Macdonald, a Victorian Romantic', published in JEA 58 (1972), 
280-5, by John D. Cooney, attention was first drawn in print to a man whose career, although 
hinted at by Egyptologists of the last century, has nevertheless escaped adequate recording and 
thus acknowledgement.' An attempt to do this must now be made and the following facts are 
extracted from a short unpublished biographical memoir. 

Charles Kerr Macdonald was born on i January i8o6,2 and was the second son of Lt.-Col. 
Robert Macdonald, CB, Royal Horse Artillery, and nephew of Major-General Sir Benjamin 
Bloomfield. The family home was the island of Inchkenneth with seat at the mouth of Loch-na- 
Keal, Mull Island, Argyllshire. 

Macdonald became Ensign I5 May 1823 with the 42nd Regiment of Foot (The Royal High- 
landers), an appointment without purchase (WO 25/67). On 26 November 1825 he was appointed 
Lieutenant in the same regiment by purchase. The following year, on 7 November 1826, his father 
failing to get him a full-pay company, he was promoted Captain to a half-pay one unattached by 
purchase, i.e. /I, Ioo. This then was the beginning of his military career which may be picked up 
again in the I84os. According to the census of 1841 he was residing in i6 Park Square, London, in 
the same house as Marianne Ashworth, aged 40, and her family of four children. Shortly after 
this his travels to the east seem to have commenced since on zi August 1843 a passport was issued 
to Lord Culloden (Prince George of Cambridge) and Capt. Macdonald (sic) travelling to Corfu 
(FO 610/3). This would agree with our information on his first visit to Egypt and Sinai, when it 
was claimed Lepsius ran across him. 

In I847 he is listed as Major (Brevet) ist Life Guards and in the same year retired from the 
army, writing to this effect two letters from Park Square dated ii and i5 May addressed to Lord 
Fitzroy Somerset. The sum received for the sale of his commission was oi,800. A medical certificate 
issued at this time, i9 May, refers to him as 'unattached' and without any physical disabilities. 

Macdonald was now free to embark on the career for which he achieved some fame later, viz. 
the Sinai episode and the Cairo phase of his life.3 He must have returned to England by the early 
i85os, as a passport, No. 31444, was issued to Charles K. Macdonald 'travelling to the Continent 
on 29 Oct. i855'. On this he was recommended by 'Cox' (FO 6io/io). Shortly after there appeared 
the article referred to by Cooney as being published in the Athenaeum (No. 1644) 30 April 1859, 
under the tantalizing section headed 'Our Weekly Gossip': 

'A most important discovery of inscriptions has been made in the Holy Land-near Mount 
Sinai. The following account of the excavations which led to the discovery we owe to a friend. 
(Major Macdonald is not mentioned by name but there can be little doubt that it is he.) 

Briefly and very inadequately mentioned in Gardiner-Peet-Cerny, Inscriptions of Sinai, 6 and 8. 
2 The year is assumed as he is stated to have been 17 on appointment in I823, and 41 on his retirement in 

1847. 
3 For this see Who Was Who in Egyptology (2nd edn.), I88-9. 
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Suez, April 9 
I made a most interesting discovery close in front of the cave at Magarah. I felt so convinced 
that some of the large blocks there contained inscriptions, that I examined them very closely, 
and on washing the dust and sand from a huge block of many hundred tons weight, I found to 
my great delight and surprise no less than six inscriptions remaining of which I have taken five; 
the remaining one it was impossible to take, owing to the peculiar position of the stone. I then 
proceeded in my search, and on passing my hands underneath a huge block I could distinctly 
feel some tablets. I fortunately possessed four crowbars, and, with the assistance of ten Arabs, 
I succeeded in three hours in raising it and turning it over on its face, and I have never seen 
any inscription more beautifully preserved. You will find these impressions exceedingly well 
taken, and I hope they will prove interesting. I have been to Mount Sinai and Mount Sertal 
since I wrote last. I ascended the highest peak of the latter mountain, and I found the latter 
mountain covered with inscriptions of the Sinaitic character. No one has ascended the summit 
besides myself, except Burckhardt, who has given me a very accurate description of it. Dr. 
Lepsius ascended a lower peak. I never had so hard a day's work in my life. 

The inscriptions have reached London and are in the hands of Mr. Birch of the British Museum.' 

Little more can be added except to record that Macdonald died at the Deaconesses' Hospital, 
Alexandria, on I7 October 1867 (Misc. Records of the Registrar General). On the certificate his 
age is shown as 60, and he is simply described as 'Late Major, H.M.'s 92nd Regiment'. 

Such then are some of the brief details to be gleaned about the man whose life, like that of 
Palmer, must have been so full of adventure that it makes the exploits of Lawrence in this area 
appear as a minor excursion by comparison!I PHILIP J. DYKE and E. P. UPHILL 

Current research for higher degrees in Egyptology, Coptic, and related studies 
in the United Kingdom, No. 5 

FOR the previous list see JEA 66 (1980), 174-5. The compiler wishes to thank colleagues who have 
provided information. The following dissertations, in addition to those previously listed, are 
being prepared: 

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY 
i. Manniche, L. '"Lost" tombs at Thebes'. 1981. Ph.D. Mr J. D. Ray. 

LONDON UNIVERSITY. University College 
i. Giddy, L. L. 'Relations between Dakhla Oasis and the Nile Valley from 3000-750 BC, with 

special reference to the site of 'Ain Aseel, Dakhla' (revised title). 1976. Ph.D. Professor H. S. 
Smith. 

2. Raisman, V. 'Hieratic ostraca in the Petrie Museum'. 1980. Ph.D. Professor H. S. Smith. 

MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY 
i. Eastwood, G. 'Weft-faced compound weaves and their related techniques'.2 1979. Ph.D. Dr 

J. P. Wild (Department of Archaeology, Oxford Rd., Manchester MI3 9PL). 

2. Holgate, M. 'Popular religion in ancient Egypt, as evidenced in museum collections'. 1981. 
MA. Dr A. R. David. 

3. O'Brien, J. 'The workmen's villages of Kahun, Amarna, and Deir el-Medina'. 1981. MA. 
Dr A. R. David. 

I Add also the reference in Arch. Anzeiger 6, 7 (June-July 1849), 71 (Samuel Birch). We owe this informa- 
tion to D. P. Barag. 2 Mainly Coptic. 
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4. Riley, J. E. 'The Amarna collection in the Manchester Museum' (revised title). 1981. Ph.D. 
Dr A. R. David. 

LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY 

i. Amer, A. A. F. M. A. 'Change and continuity in Egypt during the New Kingdom period'. 
I978. Ph.D. Dr K. A. Kitchen. 

3. Gardiner, H. M. 'Cereal cultivation and land tenure in ancient Egypt'. 1980. Ph.D. Professor 
A. F. Shore. 

3. Snape, S. R. 'Tomb groups from Abydos'. I98I. Ph.D. Professor A. F. Shore. 

OXFORD UNIVERSITY 

I. Leahy, L. 'Private reliefs of the Late Period from Lower Egypt'. I98I. D.Phil. Dr H. V. D. 
Whitehouse. 

SWANSEA. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF WALES. Department of Classics and Ancient 
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I. Lloyd-Edwards, H. 'A catalogue of inscribed funerary material in the Swansea Wellcome 

Collection'. I980. MA. Dr A. B. Lloyd. 

Dissertations completed and approved since the publication of the previous list: List no. i: 
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REVIEWS 

The Egyptian Administration in the Old Kingdom. Evidence on its Economic Decline. By NAGUIB KANAWATI. 

300x215 mm. Pp. iii+I65. Warminster, Aris & Phillips Ltd., I977. ISBN 085668 10o2 4. Price LI5. 

Das Interesse an wirtschaftlichen Fragen besonders fur das Alte Reich wachst gerade in der letzten 
Zeit.' Und in diesen Themenbereich gehort auch die vorliegende Arbeit trotz ihres - in gewisser Weise 
irrefiihrenden - Titels The Egyptian Administration in The Old Kingdom. Das Grundthema dieser Arbeit 
ist es, die wirtschaftliche Entwicklung innerhalb des Alten Reichs aufzuzeigen. Die Verwaltung spielt 
dabei eher nur eine periphere Rolle, wobei ihre m6gliche Einwirkung auf diese wirtschaftliche Entwicklung 
untersucht wird. Wer also grundlegende Fragen der Verwaltungsstruktur, Untersuchung von admini- 
strativen Einzelproblemen oder Titeln, etc. in dieser Arbeit sucht, wird wenig finden. Aussagen zur Ver- 
waltung, und dann auch in recht allgemeiner Form, finden sich nur in dem Kapitel 'Historical Results 
and Conclusions' (pp. 69-77). 

Prinzipiell zu begriiBen ist es, daB der Autor versucht, mit neuen Methoden - in diesem Fall mit 
Hilfe der Statistik - zu neuen Aussagen zu kommen. Ihm geht es dabei um die wirtschaftliche, finanzielle 
Situation der verschiedenen Beamtenkategorien. 

Ausgehend von der These, daB sich im Grabbau die soziale, aber auch die wirtschaftliche Stellung des 
Grabbesitzers widerspiegelt, versucht er deren Entwicklung ('trend in the wealth') herauszufinden. Fur 
den Autor entscheidend ist dabei die GroBe, Grundflache des Grabes, die als Gradmesser fur die finanzielle 
Situation dient. Diese Angaben, die zusammen mit weiteren Details, wie den baulichen Bestandteilen 
des Grabes, Teilen der Titulatur und Datierung in Tabellen angefiihrt werden (pp. 81-130), sind in ein 
Koordinatensystem eingetragen. Die daraus resultierende Kurve zeigt die Entwicklung der wirtschaftlichen 
Gegenbenheiten der Beamtenschaft, unterteilt in vier Kategorien: die Wesire, die hohen, die mittleren 
und die unteren Beamten, an die sich dann noch die Beamten der Provinz, sofern sie sich dort ihr Grab 
errichteten, anschlieBen. Kanawati meint, einen allgemeinen Trend zur Verschlechterung der wirtschaft- 
lichen und finanziellen Lage der Beamten feststellen zu konnen, von gelegentlichen Aufwartstendenzen 
abgesehen. Die Entwicklung endet damit, daB die unteren Beamten am Ende der 5. Dynastie nicht mehr 
in der Lage waren, sich Graber zu errichten; das gleiche trifft fur die mittlere Beamtenkategorie in der 
friihen 6. Dynastie zu, und fuir die hohen Beamten und die Wesire trat dieser Fall am Ende dieser Dynastie 
ein. Die Griinde dafiir sieht er in der stiindig wachsenden Anzahl der Beamten (pp. 72-4). 

Mit Sicherheit besteht in Agypten eine Beziehung zwischen den Verm6gensverhaltnissen einer Person 
und ihrer Grabanlage, war die materielle Versorgung der Person ausschlaggebend fur die GroBe des 
Grabes. Nach allem, was wir von der Religion bzw. den Jenseitsvorstellungen der Agypter wissen, erscheint 
es abwegig, anzunehmen, ein Mensch in einer gesicherten finanziellen Lage habe von der Errichtung 
eines Grabes abgesehen. Dennoch, kann die Gr613e des Grabes wirklich als realer Gradmesser fur die 
wirtschaftliche Lage des Besitzers angesehen werden und kann dadurch eine Entwicklung in diesem 
Bereich aufgezeigt werden? Dies setzt einmal voraus, daf3 ein mehr oder minder konstanter Prozentsatz 
des Verm6gens fur den Grabbau verwendet wurde, was nicht zu beweisen ist, ganz abgesehen davon, daB 
die Zahl der Graber (abhangig vom zufilligen Erhaltungszustand und Publikationsstand) nicht fur alle 
Zeiten reprasentativ genug ist, um statistisch ausgewertet werden zu k6nnen. Dies trifft vor allen Dingen 
auf die Verhaltnisse in der Provinz zu, was auch an den wenig aussagekraftigen Graphiken (pp. 59-6I) 
zum Tragen kommt. Aber selbst wenn man diese Einwiinde auBer Acht laBt, bleiben noch geniigend 
Dinge, die abgesehen von der Gr6o3e des Grabes bei der Kostenfrage eine Rolle spielen. Dazu geh6ren 
die Ausschmiickung des Grabes mit Reliefs, die gesamte Grabausstattung, die bei der Berechnung der 
Kosten eine Rolle spielen. Dies wurde genausowenig in Betracht gezogen wie die Frage der Qualitit, die 
ihren Preis hatte. Dariiber hinaus k6nnen auch noch andere als finanzielle Gegebenheiten Gro6Be und 

I Helck, Wirtschaftsgeschichte des Alten Agypten im 3. und 2. Yahrtausend v. Chr. (HdO I, I, 5) (I975); 
Goedecken, Eine Betrachtung der Inschrift des Meten im Rahmen der sozialen und rechtlichen Stellung von 
Privatleuten im dgyptischen Alten Reich (AgAbh 29) (1976). 
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Ausstattung des Grabes beeinflussen (personliche Einstellung, religiose Vorstellungen etc.), wie Junker 
gezeigt hat.2 Beriicksichtigt werden miiBte auf3erdem die Frage des Privatvermogens, das unabhangig 
von der administrativen Funktion und le Stellug ist und sozialen Stellung ist und somit auch die Moglichkeit von Ruck- 
schlussen auf die letzteren einschrankt. Gerade die Graphik basierend auf der GrabgroBe fuir die Wesire, 
einer in sich relativ homogenen Gruppe, zeigt derartig viele Veranderungen innerhalb der Entwicklungs- 
linie, daB hier die Bedeutung individueller Belange deutlich wird und die von Kanawati postulierte Kausal- 
verbindung von Besitz und Gr6oB3e fraglich wird. 

Kanawati geht davon aus (p. 2), daB die Grabbesitzer fur den Bau der Graber finanziell allein verant- 
wortlich waren, was zwar fur viele Falle wohl zutreffen mag. Dennoch sind hier einige Vorbehalte zu 
machen. Neben anderen Beispielen3 ist dies vor allen Dingen in Giza der Fall. Wie Reisner und Junker4 
gezeigt haben, ist ein Teil der groBen Mastabas dort aufgrund einer Gesamtkonzeption des Friedhofs vom 
Konig angelegt und dann an Beamte vergeben worden. In diesem Falle sagt die GroBe einer Mastaba 
nichts fiber die finanziellen Moglichkeiten des Grabinhabers aus, sondern vielmehr fiber seine politische 
Bedeutung, seinen Rang und (oder) seine personliche Beziehung zum K6nig, bei sofortiger Benutzung. 
Und bei spdterer Belegung sind ebenfalls keine Ruckschlusse moglich, da das Grab eben nicht vom 
Benutzer angelegt worden war. Dies trifft fur die Angaben Kanawatis fur die Zeit der 4. Dynastie weit- 
gehend zu, so daB seine Ergebnisse revidiert werden mussen. Ungen au im Ansatz ist auch der Punkt 
von Kanawati behandelt, wenn das Grab fur den darin Bestatteten von anderen Personen errichtet wurde. 
Z. B. von dem Wesir K--nfr nimmt Kanawati an, daB sein Grab von dessen Sohn gebaut wurde (p. iI). 

Die GroBe des Grabes kann in dem Fall nicht, wie es Kanawati tut, als Bemessungsgrundlage fur die 
finanzielle Situation des Wesirs gelten - diese Annahme ist nicht schlussig in sich - sondern nur fur 
die seines Sohnes, der als jrj-jht nswt einer anderen Beamtenkategorie angehort, was auf die Entwick- 
lungskurve von EinfluB ware. Hierbei ist es in diesem Zusammenhang irrelevant, daB mit einiger Sicherheit 
die Annahme, der Sohn sei der Bauer Bauherr gewesen, zu bezweifeln ist. Ein Stiftungsvermerk befindet sich 
auf d er Opfertafel und darf wohl kaum auf die gesamte Anlage ubertragen werden. 

Da bei dem Aufzeigen einer Tendenz die Datierung der fur die Entwicklung herangezogenen Angaben 
von Bedeutung ist, seien einige Bemerkungen dazu erlaubt. GroBe des Grabes und Datierung bilden die 
beiden Koordinatenachsen der von Kanawati erstellten graphischen Darstellung. Wahrend die Grundflache 
des Grabes eine weitgehend exakt festzustellende Gr6Be ist, trifft dies fur die Datierung nicht immer 
zu. Wenn Kanawati auch in vielen Fillen Griinde fur seine Datierungen auffuhrt, bleiben dennoch 
geniigend Zweifel bestehen. Beispielsweise sehr fraglich erscheint die zeitliche Einordnung der hohen 
Beamten Ddgf-hwfw und Ks-m-nfrt in die Zeit des Cheops, obwohl Junker gezeigt hat, daB sie kaum vor 
die 5. Dynastie zu setzen sind6- ganz abgesehen davon, daB diese, da sie bereits vorher errichtete 'core 
mastabas' benutzten, ohnehin hier nicht zu berucksichtigen sind. 

Und aufgrund welcher Argumente er seine Gruppen 2 und 3 der hohen Beamten (von ihm selbst beide 
in die Zeit des Cheops datiert, pp. 15-16) nacheinander einordnet und somit eine stark springende Linie 
erhalt, bleibt unbekannt. (Jberhaupt fallt, was die Datirungen, besonders der mittleren und unteren 
Beamten, anbetrifft, eine Fruhdatierung auf, die kaum fur alle Falle zutrifft. Damit wird die von Kanawati 
gemachte Feststellung, die unteren Beamten hatten sich nach der 5. Dynastie keine Graber mehr angelegt, 
fraglich. Was ist mit Snb,7 der nach Einteilung Kanawatis ein unterer Beamteilung Kanawatis e unterer Beamter war (Titel smr-pr, wr-md 
Smcw; seine anderen Titel sind nicht unter den typischen Titeln zu Beginn der einzelnen Abschnitte 
aufgefihrt) und sein Grab relativ spit im Alten Reich, wahrend der 6. Dynastie, anlegen lieB? Obwohl 
in der Liste aufgefuhrt, wird er im Text nicht genannt. Methodisch fragwiurdig ist auch die Tatsache, daB 
der Autor offensichtlich nach der GroBe datiert, die an sich voneinander unabhangigen Werte miteinander 
verkniipft, wobei er ungefaiihr gleich groBe Grabanlagen als zeitgleich ansetzt (vgl. pp. 30-3). Hier wird 
das Ergebnis bereits vorweggenonmmen und als Axiom in die Uberlegung eingebracht. 

Letztlich sei noch die von Kanawati unternommene Einteilung der Beamtenschaft in die verschiedenen 
Kategorien aufgrund ihrer Titel erwaiihnt. Vorsicht ist z. B. fir den Titel hq; hwt geboten, den Kanawati 
fur einen typischen Titel hoher Beamter halt (p. 15). Wie breitgefachert das Spektrum dieses Titels ist, 

2 Junker, 'Die gesellschaftliche Stellung der aiigyptischen Kunstler im Alten Reich', SOAW 233 (1959), 

69-75. 3 Zusammengestellt bei Heick, MDAIK 14 (956), 63-7. 
4 Reisner, Giza Necropolis, I (1942), passim, bes. 29-30; Junker, Giza, i-xii, passim; Zusammenfassung 

in Bd. xiI (I955), 16-25. 5 De Morgan, Dahchour en I894-I895 (I903), 23. 
6 Junker, Giza, x (I95I), I-3. 7 Junker, Giza, v (I94I), 3 if. 
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hat Junker gezeigt.8 Ebenso ist nicht ganz ersichtlich, wieso Titel wie jmj-r; msr oder wr-md Smrw kenn- 
zeichnend sind fur einen Beamten der unteren Kategorie (p. 28). DaB zwischen den beiden Beamten mit 
Namen K;-nfr (Kanawatis Nr. 350 und 351) ein so groBer Unterschied besteht, daB der eine zu den hohen, 
der andere zu den unteren Beamten geh6rt, ist kaum anzunehmen trotz des Titels z;-nswt bei Nr. 35I, 
da beide weitgehend gleiche (Amts-)Titel tragen. tberhaupt sind gerade fur die Belege der unteren 
Beamtenschaft fur die Zeit der 4. Dynastie Zweifel anzubringen, zumal wenn sie aus Giza stammen, das 
zu dem Zeitpunkt koniglicher Friedhof war und weitgehend dem Hofstaat und der hohen Beamtenschaft 
vorbehalten war. Nicht in Erwagung gezogen wird die Moglichkeit einer Evolution der Titel, einer Titel- 
inflation. Eine Beriicksichtigung der besonders von Heick, dessen Arbeiten kurioserweise gar nicht benutzt 
werden, herausgestellten These von einer Titelentwertung9 gegen Ende des Alten Reichs wiirde mit 
Sicherheit die hier vorgelegten Ergebnisse revidieren oder zumindest relativieren. Dagegen ist die fehlende 
Unterscheidung von Amts- und Rangtiteln - wobei der EinfluB der letzteren auf die Vermogenssituation 
nicht sicher ist - weniger in Betracht zu ziehen, da hohe Rangtitel beispielsweise auch mit hohen Amts- 
titein verbunden sind. Schwerwiegender ist hier schon die Begriindung fur die Auswahl der Titel bzw. 
die Einteilung der Beamtenkategorien (pp. 3-4). Hier liegt keine objektive Betrachtung des Problems vor, 
da nur die Titel verwendet werden, die einen gewissen Trend der Entwicklung erkennen lieBen. Da liegt 
es nahe anzunehmen, daB die Einteilung des Systems wegen vorgenommen wurde. 

Selbst dann, wenn man trotz der hier vorgebrachten Einwande gegen die Methode Kanawatis seine 
Ergebnisse zur Entwicklung der wirtschaftlichen Lage der Beamtenschaft akzeptiert, bleibt letztlich doch 
die Frage, wie dabei genaue Riickschliisse auf die Verwaltung m6glich sind. Hier wird a priori eine Kau- 
salkette Verwaltung -> finanzielle Situation der Beamten -> GrabgroBe postuliert, die in ihrer Aus- 
schliel3lichkeit nicht gegeben ist. Vielmehr spielen hier soziale Fragen eine Rolle, die, obwohl eine enge 
Verflechtung mit der Verwaltung bestand, durchaus nicht direkt, sondern nur mittelbar auf die Verwaltung 
zuriickzufiihren sind. Die sozialen Umschichtungen, eine Umverteilung der Besitzverhaltnisse sind dabei 
in Betracht zu ziehen. Dafiir spielen z. B. die Pfriindestellen eine Rolle, deren Wichtigkeit in dieser Arbeit 
nicht zum Tragen kommt. Eine gewisse Gefahr liegt bei diesem Buch darin, daB der Verfasser sich nur 
auf archaologische Quellen stiitzt und die schriftlichen Quellen, abgesehen von den Titeln, auBer Acht 
laBt. Die Auswertung solcher Befunde bedarf einer gewissen Vorsicht und Zuriickhaltung. 

Trotzdem sind die Fragestellungen, die hier behandelt werden, interessant, wichtig und wert, daB sie 
untersucht werden. Hier Anregungen und Denkanst6Be gegeben zu haben, sind zweifelsohne ein Ver- 
dienst des Autors. Wenn auch der eingeschlagene Weg nicht allgemein nachvollzogen werden kann, 
finden sich doch eine Reihe von Bemerkungen, die nicht unbeachtet bleiben sollten. 

Zum Schlu13 seien noch einige Bemerkungen zur auBeren Form gemacht. Von der Anlage her ist das 
Buch uniibersichtlich, der Benutzer wird zu einem standigen Hin- und Herblattern gezwungen. Fast 
ergerlich zu nennen ist das layout des immerhin 50 Seiten umfassenden 'Conspectus of Tombs'. Es ware 
iiin leichtes gewesen, die zu einem Grab geh6renden Angaben auf zwei gegeniiberliegenden Seiten anzu- 
bringen. Der Benutzbarkeit kame dies sehr zugute. EVA MARTIN-PARDEY 

English-Egyptian Index to Faulkner's Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian. By DAVID SHENNUM. Aids 
and Research Tools in Ancient Near Eastern Studies I. 275 X 21I5 mm. Pp. 178. Malibu, Undena Publica- 
tions, I977. ISBN o 89003 054 5. No price stated. 

The new series ARTANES has made an auspicious start with this handy Index, in which the doubly 
underscored English definitions in Faulkner's Dictionary are listed in English alphabetical order with their 
transliterated Egyptian equivalents and page references. The Egyptian words are clarified where necessary 
with explanatory abbreviations, notes in parentheses, and cross-references. Given the plan and intent of 
the book, few will regret the author's decision to omit variant spellings in transliteration, as variants will 
be found immediately upon consulting Faulkner. More unfortunate is the omission of most compound 
expressions and idioms, but their inclusion would have vastly increased the bulk (and the cost) of the book. 
In his brief introduction the author notes that the compilation is limited to Faulkner's lexicon and to the 
Middle Egyptian phase of the language, and he states that he has designed the format so as to leave space 
for additional definitions, notes, and references. Moreover, the layout and typography are pleasing to the 

8 Junker, Giza, III (I938), 90-8. 9 z. B. Beamtentitel (I954), III-I9. 
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8 Junker, Giza, III (I938), 90-8. 9 z. B. Beamtentitel (I954), III-I9. 
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eye, and there is a commendable absence of misprints; the volume has been typed and proof-read with 
care, as a reference work of this kind should be. 

Not only does this publication provide students with an English-Egyptian vocabulary far more extensive 
than that contained in Gardiner's Grammar, but it should also prove most useful in lexicographic and 
semantic studies; by making apparent more or less at a glance the common Middle Egyptian counterparts 
to an English word, it should stimulate its users to pursue word-studies which might not otherwise be 
obvious. 

There are two criticisms which the reviewer would make regarding the organization of the entries. First, 
it is surprising that Egyptian synonyms within one English entry are not arranged consistently in Egyptian 
alphabetical order, i.e., simply following the ascending order of Faulkner's page numbers. Many entries, 
particularly the longer ones, are quite haphazard in this respect, which is somewhat jarring to the Egypto- 
logical eye and will not help students to familiarize themselves with the order of the Egyptian consonants. 
Second, English homographic homonyms such as, inter alia, 'crown' (vb. and n.), 'exact' (vb. and adj.), 
and 'hide' (vb. and n.), are kept together in the same entry, with a qualifying notation added to each trans- 
literated word. Surely, separate entries would be more helpful, and the additional space required would 
not be excessive. 

However, these fairly trivial shortcomings do not seriously detract from the usefulness of Shennum's 
painstaking work of compilation, for which he has earned the gratitude not only of all students of Egyptology 
but of their teachers as well. Future volumes in this series are eagerly awaited. EDMUND S. MELTZER 

Deir el-Bahari II. The Temple of Tuthmosis III: Architecture. By JADWIGA LIPINlSKA. 210 X 300 mm. Pp. 65, 
67 illustrations, 7 maps. Warsaw, I~ditions Scientifiques de Pologne, I977. No price stated. 

This volume is devoted to a report on the discovery and architecture of the temple of Tuthmosis III 
at Deir el-Bahri, with detailed discussions on the possible reconstruction of the building. The temple 
was built on an inconvenient site between the temples of Montuhotpe and Hatshepsut, with the object of 
diverting attention from the latter. In such a location, it was difficult to find sufficient space on which to 
build, and an artificial platform had to be constructed to support the southern part of the temple. This 
foundation was made in the usual Egyptian manner, by enclosing the area with stone walls and filling the 
internal space with rubble.1 The incredibly destroyed nature of the temple is, in part, due to this method 
of construction, because the dismantling of the platform walls by quarrying after the Twentieth Dynasty 
caused the filling to collapse, bringing with it the southern half of the building. Further destruction was 
caused by falls of rock from the cliffs, and a layer of debris accumulated over the site, attaining a depth of 
24 m in some places. In this overlying rubble a variety of later remains were discovered, including Late 
burials and deposits of embalmer's materials, but the debris had been so disturbed that no informative 
stratigraphy remained. Among the ruins of the temple itself a number of statues were found, one of the 
most remarkable pieces being the face of a marble statue of Tuthmosis III, the torso of which is in the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

The surviving parts of the temple show evidence of poor and hurried construction, not an infrequent 
feature of New Kingdom temples generally. Foundations were poor, as shown by the rough state of affairs 
beneath the granite door (p. i8, fig. 6); the wall-blocks fitted badly and the gaps had to be filled with plaster 
(p. I 5); the over-large size of the south jamb of the granite gate was concealed with whitewash (p. 20); and 
wall-reliefs were sometimes executed on plaster to hide a damaged block underneath. 

The suggested reconstruction of the temple is carefully argued from the remaining elements of the 
building to show that there was a pillared hall on the top terrace, approached from the east by ramps with 
flanking porticos, in similar style to the earlier temples of Deir el-Bahri. The hall consisted of a high kiosk 
with eight tall 32-sided columns, surrounded by lower colonnades of pillars with i6 sides. This created 
a difference in roof-levels, in which clerestory windows were inserted, fragments of the window gratings 

I This technique of forming a level foundation occurs in both stone and brick construction. Examples are 
the stone terrace-wall of the temple of Amosis I at Abydos: see Currelly, Weigall, and Ayrton, Abydos, iii, 
33 and pl. liii; the same kind of wall in brick is known at Saqqara and Abu Gurab: see W. B. Emery, JEA 
55 (i969), 34 and pl. xi; JEA 56 (1970), ii and pls. iii, xi, 3-4; L. Borchardt, Das Re-Heiligtum des Konigs 
Ne-woser-Re, I, 69-70. 
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eye, and there is a commendable absence of misprints; the volume has been typed and proof-read with 
care, as a reference work of this kind should be. 

Not only does this publication provide students with an English-Egyptian vocabulary far more extensive 
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having been found on the site. The author suggests that the size of the hall was 72 cubits in length and 
50 cubits and 2 palms in width. This provides a uniform value for the cubit of 52.5 cm, but, in view of 
the clear irregularity of the work,2 it is possible that the true width was intended to be exactly 50 cubits. 
If this were the case, then the spacing of the columns may well have been designed according to the scheme 
shown in the accompanying figure. The difficulty here is the calculation of the spacing between the small 
columns running east-west along the sides of the hall, which do not seem to fit into this layout, but they 
may well have been placed at slightly irregular intervals in order gradually to absorb the discrepancies over 
the full depth of the hall.3 Colonnades III-VI would have provided a convenient point for such adjustment, 
the slight differences not being obvious to the eye in such short rows. 
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Although the suggested reconstruction of the hall does not conform to the usual type of Egyptian hypo- 
style, the author points out that it would have closely imitated the appearance of the temple of Montuhotpe, 
which itself possessed a raised central structure surrounded by colonnades. Immediately in front of the 
hall was a portico containing six polygonal columns and six square piers. Further to the east, and at a lower 
level, were the middle and lower porticos with their ramp approaches. The inconvenient location of the 
temple severely restricted the extent of the porticos, particularly at the middle level, where the Chapel of 
Hathor of the Hatshepsut temple blocked the available space to the north. Lipiniska is surely correct in 
making the two sides of this portico of equal length, in spite of the fact that greater space was available to 
the south, since any overt irregularity would have been abhorrent to the Egyptian love of symmetry. 

2 See Lipiniska's comments on pp. 26 n. 45; 28. 
3 The column bases and shafts themselves were in any case not uniform in size. See p. I6. Note also the 

irregularities on plan iv. As an alternative to irregular spacing, the columns of rows II-vII could have been 
intended to be set with 5 cubits between their centres, which would fit exactly with a full depth of 50 cubits 
for the hall (4i+5i+5+5+5+5+5+5i+5i+4k). 
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Numbers of fragments of the decorated square piers were found, the arrangement of the reliefs on which 
showed whether they had belonged to the north or south side of the temple axis.4 

The ramps between the different levels were built in the normal way, by constructing side-walls of stone 
and filling the intervening space with rubble, just as in brick architecture.5 The surviving section of the 
lower ramp shows that the blocks of the angle of slope, whereas it would have 
been better to have set them in level courses to prevent a cumulative pressure down the ramp. The axono- 
metric drawing (fig. 52) gives a very clear impression of the original design of ramps and porticos leading 
up to the pillared hall, and does much to illuminate the destruction shown by the plan o the sactual remains 
(plan I). 

At the south side of the middle portico was the Hathor shrine, discovered by Naville, and considered by 
Lipiniska to have been an integral part of the Tuthmosis III temple.6 It was apparently built into the walls 
of the foundation platform. The fact that the cow-statue found in this shrine had been dedicated by 
Amenophis II is quoted as part of the evidence that the temple was unfinished at the death of Tuthmosis III. 

Lipin'ska mentions the objects from the foundation deposits of the temple (p. 63), now scattered in various 
museums. The bronze implements in the British Museum were acquired in 1835 from the collection of 
Henry Salt, and they are now numbered 6058-68 and 36737. Since they were made as models for a ritual 
purpose, the adzes and knives were never sharpened. 

The author has succeeded in providing a great amount of information information in a deceptively slim volume, 
keeping the discussions concise without omitting points of importance. A few misprints have been left 
uncorrected-e.g. 'Westibule' for 'Vestibule' on p. 42; 'milions' for 'millions' on p. 63-and the grammar 
of the English text could possibly have been improved in parts, but these are very minor points. The 
text is well illustrated w ith drawings and supplemented by the plates and plans at the back of the baook. 
The volume is an example of how careful study and interpretation can yield important results from sites 
which seem to be completely destroyed. A. J. SPENCER 

The Akhelnaten Temple Project.. Vol. I: Initial discoveries. By RAY WINFIELD SMITH and DONALD B. 
REDFORD, with contributions by Sayed Tawfik, tRamadan Saad, Jocelyn Gohary, with the editorial 
assistance of Diane Mary Sot. University Museum, University of Pennsylvania, Project. Pp. xvii + i8i. 
95 pls., text figs., tables, bibliog. Warminster, Aris & Phillips Ltd., 1976. ISBN o 85668 034 6. Price ?24. 

Several years have passed since this volume came into the reviewer's hands, and it is a matter of personal 
regret that pressure of other work has hindered the writing of a proper notice of the book. In the interim 
other reviews have appeared, and it seems unnecessary to go over much of the same ground again. 

First, a synopsis of the contents of the volume, the volume, the theme of which is largely concerned with the Amarna 
royal family and officials who are named on certain of the relief blocks or talatat, originally from the Aten 
complex east of the present Karnak temple of Amun, and from a temple of the Aten at Luxor. Ch. i outlines 
the history of the Project, and is written by its creator and moving spirit, R. Winfield Smith. The numbering 
system, computerization of the material, and matching routines are also explained. The same writer in 
ch. 2 examines the various kinds of thrones, chairs, and offering-tables seen on the talatat, as well as 
statuary represented in conjunction with offering-tables. He then highlights some of the main results of 
the Project's work. Not only reliefs but also architectural elements were studied, some of which could be 
reassembled on paper to form interior walls of the Aten complex, as well as pylons and gates. A major 
discovery was the possibility of reconstructing pillars decorated solely for Nefertiti. So far the blocks and 
architectural fragments appear to derive from an Aten temple made for Akhenaten, another for Nefertiti, 
as well as a palace, a jubilee court, one or more buildings constructed of 'white blocks' as opposed to the 
usual sandstone talatat, all at Karnak, and a temple at Luxor. Queen Nefertiti is emphasized throughout, 
by representation and by name. 

In ch. 3 the names of the Aten and the designations of the temple and shrines are dealt with by Sayed 

4 See H. G. Fischer, Orientation of Hieroglyphs, I, Reversals, 41-7. 
5 For other examples of ramps built in this way see H. Frankfort and J. D. S. Pendlebury, City of Akhenaten, 

II, IOI-2, and pls. xxvi-xxvii; Emery, JEA 56 (1970), ii and pi. ii. 
6 See the comments made by Brovarski in JEA 62 (1976), 7I. 
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Tawfik. The scenes of the royal jubilee are examined in an important chapter (ch. 4) by J. Gohary, and 
these prove to be some of the most interesting to have been reconstituted by the Project. The late Ramadan 
Saad writes on the physical dismantling of the Ninth Pylon' at Karnak in ch. 5, and the removal and complex 
problem of storing the resultant blocks. 

The royal family as shown on the talatat is studied in detail in ch. 6 by Professor Redford. The king is 
represented 329 times on the blocks examined by the Project, the queen 564, and Redford gives a number 
of possible reasons for this apparent discrepancy. Conclusions are drawn about the relative chronology 
of Akhenaten's reign at Thebes. In a most useful section he discusses the relative frequency of representations 
of the six daughters in the scenes carved in the private tombs at El-'Amarna, and on blocks showing the 
royal family found at Hermopolis but originally from one or more of the Aten temples at Akhetaten. 

Religious titles are studied by Tawfik in ch. 7, and Redford in the final chapter deals with the titles of 
officials, curiously all unnamed, shown on the blocks, and from them conjures up a picture of the com- 
position of the court. The palace as an element of the Karnak Aten complex (a ceremonial structure built 
solely for the sed festival) and the Amarna palace are examined, as is the Window of Appearings of the 
Amarna Period, especially from the viewpoint of the Karnak representations. The final two chapters contain 
information which usefully supplements the prosopography gathered in Hari, Repertoire onomastique 
amarnien (Aegyptiaca Helvetica 4). There are detailed indexes and a bibliography. 

The volume must be welcomed, since it contains a wealth of new material on the early and formative 
stages of the Amarna Period before the transfer of the seat of government to Middle Egypt. Of special 
value are new facts on the cult, and on administration, architecture, and iconography. Certain scenes shown 
on the blocks occur in no other source. Yet, from the synopsis of the contents given above, it will be seen 
that the publication is by no means a final scientific report, but rather a series of essays on some of the 
more revealing blocks available for study. Ideally every block should be available in clear photographs, 
or more especially in facsimile line drawings (perhaps in subsequent volumes?), and since some details 
are not absolutely clear from the llustrations in the present book certain things have to be taken on trust, 
and some of the more subtle iconographical minutiae are lost. The reesent writer is, however, acutely 
aware of the technical and other problems faced by the Project, and the immense difficulty of providing 
such a corpus when at least 35,oo000 decorated and inscribed blocks are in question. The burden of the 
Project was increased from the beginning by the fact that much of their material was extracted in the past 
from sundry monuments at Karnak and Luxor, and stacked in haphazard fashion without an accurate 
record being kept. Subsequent work has shown that the blocks were dismantled in a more or less systematic 
way under Horemheb and Ramesses II, so that their juxtaposition in their secondary locations is of great 
importance. The fruits of this realization will doubtless be apparent when the blocks removed subsequently 
by the Mission Franco-Eigyptienne are published. The present volume also takes account of talatat which 
have been transferred to the Cairo Museum or are in foreign collections, but the combing of the latter is 
evidently incomplete. The plates show a considerable number of blocks (I have counted 1,054), many 
matched to form partial scenes, and reconstructions in line drawings by the lamented Leslie Greener are 
provided in some cases. The defacement of cartouches and royal figures is frequent, and the name Amen- 
ophis is often altered to Akhenaten. The smnall size of the blocks is in itself discouraging, particularly as so 
much of the decoration was carried out on a large scale, hindering the speedy matching of related material, 
so that only tantalizing fragments of scenes survive. The blocks themselves were joined with plaster, which 
itself would have been carved and painted, so that certain elements are irretrievably lost. 

One cannot help feeling that the magnitude of the task faced by the Project would have daunted most 
scholars, and it is to the credit of the authors, as well as to their devoted Egyptian and British staff, that 
they have placed some of this material at the disposal of their colleagues. Despite the fact that the volume is 
an interim and partial report it represents a positive advance in our knowledge of a difficult and con- 
troversial period. 

Finally, the following points may be disposed of: (i) in certain of the copies of texts \\ should be written I I, 
which is diagnostic for the Amarna period; (2) the most completely recovered wall scene is available only 
on the endpapers, which will create a problem if the volume comes to be rebound. 

It is much to be hoped that this important Project will be enabled to make available further instalments 
of fundamental new material. GEOFFREY T. MARTIN 

I Plate 93 of the publication is instructive, since it serves to indicate what the pylon must once have con- 
tained (if we assume that it was filled to the cornice with blocks), and how much has therefore been lost. 
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Analisi statistica di alcuni documenti di carattere religioso provenienti da Deir el Medina. By GIORGIO 
NOBERASCO. Catalogo del Museo Egizio di Torino. Serie seconda-Collezioni. Volume I-Appendice. 
Pp. 24. Turin, G. Giappichelli Editore, I977. No price stated. 

This volume has been produced as an appendix to the publication of the Deir el-Medina stelae in the 
Museo Egizio, Turin (M. Tosi and A. Roccati, Stele e altre epigrafi di Deir el Medina (Turin, 1972)). It 
consists of a detailed statistical study of the deities who are represented on stelae and other monuments 
from Deir el-Medina. Apart from the Turin catalogue, most of the stelae which are located in museums 
throughout the world have not yet been properly published. The author thus relies heavily on the entries 
in Porter and Moss, Topographical Bibliography, I3, ii, 714-37, when he lists his sources (Table i). However, 
these entries are not always complete in the description of the deities and can sometimes be inaccurate; 
for example, BM stela 360, which appears as that of a woman Sitpair, in fact depicts the deified Prince 
Si(t)pair and is thus not included in Noberasco's analysis. It is hoped that the bulk of the Deir el-Medlna 
inscriptions in the British Museum will shortly be fully published and that hose in other collections will 
likewise be made available for scholarly study. The stelae in Russian collections have in fact been recently 
published by E. Bogoslovsky in Vestnik drevner istorii (1972). On Table i Tartu is not the name of the 
museum in Voronezh, but the stelae, once in the Museum of Tartu (Estonia), have been transferred to the 
Museum of Fine Arts, Voronezh. 

A series of tables lists the time-ranges of the stelae, the number of appearances of each deity, and the 
various percentages of deities represented alone or in groupings (Tables 2-6). As Amuin (27) and Amen-Re 
(30) are catalogued separately, the god's position is somewhat misleading as his total appearances exceed 
those of any other deity. Mertseger, not surprisingly, heads the list (53 citations) followed closely by Ptah 
(52), Hiathor (48), and Amenophis I (47). The deified Tuthmosis IV who is attested on BM 1515 is omitted 
from the list, as is the goddess Thenent found on Voronezh I 57. The author does not specify which deities 
come from which stelae, and thus it is very difficult to check his sources in Table i. If he had done so, 
it would be possible to improve some of his suggested datings in Table 2; for example, the one reference 
to Rattaui under 'era ramesside' presumably comes from Voronezh I57, which can be dated to the Nine- 
teenth Dynasty. His figures will inevitably be subject to modification as known stelae are published in 
more detail or new ones are uncovered. J. J. ClOere in RdE 27 (I975), 70-7, adds another reference to 
Renenutet. However, his basic conclusions should not undergo any radical change. 

In the final section the author briefly considers the divinities which occur on door-jambs and lintels, 
offering-tables, libation bowls, pyramidia, and figured ostraca. He does not discuss the divinities who 
appear in the tombs of Deir el-Medina or in graffiti and inscribed ostraca. The conclusions reached in this 
final section are not integrated with those deduced from a study of the stelae. It would be extremely interest- 
ing to compare the statistics concerning the deities on monuments from Deir el-Medina with similar 
figures of those on stelae and other monuments from the rest of the Theban area. M. L. BIERBRIER 

A Tale of Woe. From a Hieratic Papyrus in the A. S. Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow. By RICARDO 
A. CAMINOS. 340x255 mm. Pp. 99, pls. 13. Oxford, The Griffith Institute, 1977. ISBN o 900416 09 2. 
Price 1I2. 

In the present publication a long-neglected literary text, P. Pushkin 127, is recognized in its full impor- 
tance for the first time. 

The papyrus had been found near El-Hiba in 1890, stored in a pot together with two other famous 
manuscripts, the story of Wenamfin and the Onomasticon of Amenemope in its best preserved text. Soon 
afterwards all three papyri were bought by W. Golenischeff and finally found their way to the Pushkin 
Museum, Moscow. 

At all times P. Pushkin 127, formerly labelled 'Petersburger (Moskauer) literarischer Brief', was known 
to be a complete, uninjured, absolutely unparalleled hieratic manuscript of four and a half pages. In reading, 
vocabulary, and intelligibility, however, it presented so many difficulties that for a long time it was 
regarded as hopelessly obscure and left unpublished-unlike the other two manuscripts from the El-Hiba 
find. It was rescued from undeserved oblivion by M. A. Korostovtsev, who presented a meritorious editio 
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(52), Hiathor (48), and Amenophis I (47). The deified Tuthmosis IV who is attested on BM 1515 is omitted 
from the list, as is the goddess Thenent found on Voronezh I 57. The author does not specify which deities 
come from which stelae, and thus it is very difficult to check his sources in Table i. If he had done so, 
it would be possible to improve some of his suggested datings in Table 2; for example, the one reference 
to Rattaui under 'era ramesside' presumably comes from Voronezh I57, which can be dated to the Nine- 
teenth Dynasty. His figures will inevitably be subject to modification as known stelae are published in 
more detail or new ones are uncovered. J. J. ClOere in RdE 27 (I975), 70-7, adds another reference to 
Renenutet. However, his basic conclusions should not undergo any radical change. 

In the final section the author briefly considers the divinities which occur on door-jambs and lintels, 
offering-tables, libation bowls, pyramidia, and figured ostraca. He does not discuss the divinities who 
appear in the tombs of Deir el-Medina or in graffiti and inscribed ostraca. The conclusions reached in this 
final section are not integrated with those deduced from a study of the stelae. It would be extremely interest- 
ing to compare the statistics concerning the deities on monuments from Deir el-Medina with similar 
figures of those on stelae and other monuments from the rest of the Theban area. M. L. BIERBRIER 

A Tale of Woe. From a Hieratic Papyrus in the A. S. Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow. By RICARDO 
A. CAMINOS. 340x255 mm. Pp. 99, pls. 13. Oxford, The Griffith Institute, 1977. ISBN o 900416 09 2. 
Price 1I2. 

In the present publication a long-neglected literary text, P. Pushkin 127, is recognized in its full impor- 
tance for the first time. 

The papyrus had been found near El-Hiba in 1890, stored in a pot together with two other famous 
manuscripts, the story of Wenamfin and the Onomasticon of Amenemope in its best preserved text. Soon 
afterwards all three papyri were bought by W. Golenischeff and finally found their way to the Pushkin 
Museum, Moscow. 

At all times P. Pushkin 127, formerly labelled 'Petersburger (Moskauer) literarischer Brief', was known 
to be a complete, uninjured, absolutely unparalleled hieratic manuscript of four and a half pages. In reading, 
vocabulary, and intelligibility, however, it presented so many difficulties that for a long time it was 
regarded as hopelessly obscure and left unpublished-unlike the other two manuscripts from the El-Hiba 
find. It was rescued from undeserved oblivion by M. A. Korostovtsev, who presented a meritorious editio 
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princeps in 1960. The author still left many passages untranslated and pointed out the intractability of 
the text, which he thought to have suffered from considerable corruption in the course of its transmission 
from the original to the extant version. 

As the results of the present publication show, the papyrus could not have found anybody better qualified 
for a new edition than R. A. Caminos, not only acquainted with the text since 1955, but also the authority 
on epistolary literature and hieratic palaeography. 

The papyrus is republished with magnificent photographs and adjoining folding plates with a meti- 
culously exact and beautifully autographed transcription. A diagram shows the arrangement of lines for 
the entire length of the papyrus. The general introduction gives a full technical description and an 
exhaustive account of handwriting, spelling, language, and the history of the papyrus since I890 with 
a full bibliography (the author's recent article on 'Literarischer Brief' in Lexikon der Agyptologie, in, 
io66 f., may be added now). The main part contains the translation and a profound philological commentary, 
subdivided according to the inherent sections of the text. A consecutive translation, the comment on the 
jottings on the verso, and the conclusion with a paraphrase of the tale and the valuation of its literary 
aspects follow. Extensive indexes, general and of Egyptian, Coptic, and Greek words, and finally the plates 
conclude the book. 

Two stays in Moscow gave the author the opportunity to study the original manuscript and to collate 
his results. The present publication shows that a definitive edition has been achieved. The numerous 
previous problems of palaeography are solved, and the same is true for the even more numerous problems 
of interpretation. Some minor questions which have had to be left open can be solved only with fresh 
evidence. 

The extant copy is the work of a second-rate scriba librarius of the Twenty-first Dynasty, as shown by 
meticulous comparison with the palaeography of other manuscripts of this period. The handwriting is 
closely akin to, but not identical with, that of Wenamin. From internal evidence, especially the distinctly 
Ramesside name Usimacre<-nakhte, it follows that the original text cannot be earlier than Ramesses II. 

As was to be expected for a literary text of this kind the language is Late Egyptian with Middle Egyptian 
features interspersed. The orthography is marked by many irregular, sometimes faulty, spellings, but at 
least some of the irregularities may be explained as attempts to reproduce the contemporary pronunciation 
more adequately. ;wb (i, 8) and nhny (2, 8) for the composite nouns wt-ib, 'joy', and nhy n, 'some', > 
demot. hyn > Copt. 2oetter seem to fall in this category. 

The vocabulary is very varied and choice. A great number of hitherto unknown or very rare words 
occur, and their meaning is established in the philological commentary, a mine of information on all 
philological matt er bs b;gb, 'to make one's way', iw;, 'take away', isp, 'to ache with hunger', 
sin, 'to crush' or sim., d1m, 'to yield (?)', nh, 'to neglect'; the nouns hdw, 'milk', tntnt, 'one who is hindered', 
smt, 'ear', cbw, 'disorders of the body', srht, 'mummy-chamber, tomb', nhrti, 'sacred well (?)', dbnbn, 'vicissi- 
tudes', smn, 'fixed amount', qdf, 'gleanings', cmrm, 'grain(s)' (see also Chassinat-Daumas, Dendara, vi, 132, 

with pl. 561), zbtiw, 'oppressors', the plant names wtr and isr, the topographical term hist Tmzw, a district 
on the north-western border of Egypt, thed i my-n.f instead of nlf-imy, 'belonging to him', and hr 
m4y(t).f, 'loyal'. The alleged occurrences for ss;w, 'tongue', and a word mrgn in Wb. IV, 545, i and II, 113, 

5 are shown to be incorrect. 
The text is cast in the form of a New Kingdom letter with its constituent parts: the introductory formula 

with the names of sender and recipient, the complimentary preamble with good wishes, and finally the 
subject matter. It deviates from the accustomed epistolary practice of its time in omitting a final farewell, 
and a rubric dd.f, 'he said', is inserted before the preamble. The introductory formula is preceded only 
by the note 'copy of the letter sent by (. . .)', which claims that the following letter is not the original 
version. 

The sender and professed hero of the epistolary tale is 'the (once) god's father in the sun temple of 
Heliopolis, Wermai son of Haya', the recipient 'his friend, the royal scribe in the Residence, Usima<re- 
nakhte son of Ramose from Herakleopolis'. 

The profuse wishes for this life and the next in the preamble are mostly common stock: life-prosperity- 
health, a long and happy old age in all physical and mental activity, and after death a proper ritual reanima- 
tion, an appropriate burial, and an eternal cult service in the tomb. The recipient is here understood to 
live in Heliopolis and later to be buried in its necropolis. The only unique element is the wish not to be 
lonely in 'a place empty of people' in the next world. All these wishes, however, avoid hackneyed formulae 
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and use choice phrases instead. The preamble is, in this form, strongly reminiscent of that in P. Anastasi 
i, another literary letter of the Ramesside period. 

The subject matter is made up of the 'tale of woe' proper relating Wermai's misfortunes. It lends itself 
to a division into three sections: 

I. The antecedents. Unspecified 'great enemies' had attacked Wermai's home town, in all probability 
Heliopolis. Unlike other citizens, who suffered death or deportation, he was able to escape, though ousted 
from his town, divested of his post and property, and exposed to a civil war raging in all the quarters of the 
realm. Deprived of his own ship, the fugitive found a place among the crew of another boat carrying him 
north to Chemmis. Deprived of his chariot, too, he was forced to walk when his fate drove him from there 
to the eastern and back to the western border of the Delta, even into Libya (Thnw), then back south past 
Chois, Tura, and the Oxyrhynchus nome to the Great Oasis (Knmt, Kharga and Dakhla), the last place- 
name enumerated. Here in a classical asylum for fugitives from the Nile valley his Odyssey apparently 
found an end; it is, therefore, from here that his letter must be written. 

Wermai deplores the complete neglect shown by his former friends, who never answered messages in 
order to ask about him and to console him. As new companions always left him again after only a short 
time, he sees no guarantee of a proper burial after death. Evidently this lack of sympathy and the solitude 
in a strange environment were the most bitter cup for him to drink, and in his despair that he might have 
to endure more he wishes even to find peace in death and then to face the sun-god (3hty). His only hope 
is a powerful benefactor who himself is said to have escaped turmoil safely, to whom he had always been 
loyal, and in whose hands he places his redemption. This mighty saviour is unspecified and could be either 
the king or a god, in the latter case probably the sun-god. 

The full account of events from the very start of his flight would suggest that this was Wermai's first 
letter to Usimacrec-nakhte. To other friends of former times, however, he seems to have written already 
before, but without ever getting an answer. 

II. The situation in his present place. The community of the forlorn village in which Wermai has found 
a refuge is facing a famine caused by lack of water (hrpy). He has no corn and has been starving for one 
month already, and in this situation he sends his letter. Things had changed for the worse when he fell 
victim to a bullying mayor (nb.f, 'his master') and his staff (izyt). In the modest subsistence he had found 
they ruthlessly pressed out of him the last grain of corn, even the corn given to him by others, and still 
asked for more. Exposed to their wickedness, defrauded by a falsified corn-measure, the starving Wermai 
despairs. He cannot summon up his courage and strength even to guard the corn still left in the field. 

III. A hope for the future. In his despair Wermai again invokes the mighty saviour whom he addresses 
as ntr.i and pi ntr, '(my) god' (the king or a god), to come and rescue him from the hands of the scoundrels 
around him. He adds an apology for disturbing Usimacre<-nakhte with his bitter account, and in a last, 
still obscure, passage he regrets that he has not sent to a place called Nhr (Naharina??) from where a 
'hidden tmrgn' might come to his help, turn the tables, and destroy his oppressors. 

The hapax legomenon tmrgn, cogently shown to be the correct reading instead of the former mrgn, a 
vox nihili, is still a crux for the interpretation of the last passage. The two place names Nhr and N;y-Scr, 
which cannot be located (could N;y-Srr be the name of Wermai's refuge in the Great Oasis?), make the 
context even more difficult. Only fresh evidence can lead to a solution here. 

As indicated by several factors, the letter is not a real one, but a work of literary fiction: the preamble 
does not use the epistolary formulae of that time; the subject-matter is treated at too great length; exact 
time and place indications are lacking; the style is terse; the vocabulary rich and choice. Many elements 
of the letter are shown to be literary topoi known from other Egyptian texts (most obviously the flight of 
Sinuhe in a moment of political disturbance, or the preamble of P. Anastasi i). 

Among the literary devices used parallelism and antithesis are prominent: e.g. gbikwl iw bw mdw(.i)- 
rwnkwi iw bw n-i bt; in 2, 4-5; nwt bn ink si-dml bn rh(.i) sw in 3, 7; ity ssm-wt.i-nkmw wrryti in 3, 4-5; 
wbnw-rnht in 2, I4-3, i; isy-m m;wt in 3, 8. Preamble and 'subject-matter' themselves are confronted in 
a distinct positive: negative antithesis. In this contrast their light/gloomy colours have a much more intense 
effect (also the unique wish of the writer in the preamble not to be lonely), thus confirming the epistolary 
form as a most appropriate form for this 'tale of woe'. 

N 
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Rich comparative evidence is adduced (pp. 78 ff.) for the literary valuation of the text as a whole. As 
a tale composed in 'the epistolary technique', it is a unique piece of literature in Ancient Egypt and in the 
whole Ancient Near East, and it antedates by more than a thousand years the earliest Greek parallels. 

Saving this unique gem among the 'richesses inconnues' of Egyptian literature and presenting it in a 
form perfect in every respect, this book is welcomed with the highest praise and admiration. Let it finally 
be said to the honour of the author that the National Book League of the United Kingdom selected A Tale 
of Woe for its typography and make-up as the handsomest scholarly book printed in the English language 
in 1977. 

The author's cogent interpretation and his profound, overwhelmingly detailed commentary hardly 
permit additional notes, even in places where the author himself allows for different solutions. The following 
suggestions may be taken for what they are worth: 

i, ii: Or hr tp(.w?) hzt mw, 'with drop(s) of the water vessel'? 
I, 14: In parallelism to smtwz, 'ears', perhaps ntrt, 'eye' (Wb. 11, 366; CT v, 240c; vi, 342c)? 
2, i: Restore perhaps only dt.k (tm? r) irt.s{n} nn zpp.k, 'your body is (perfect in) its function, you have 
no shortcoming' (for the assumed meaning of zpp, attested in the roughly contemporary decree for 
Neskhons, see B. Gunn, JEA 41 (I955), 93, quoted by Caminos, p. 23 n. i). 
2, 3: A similar corrupt writing of znw, 'offering bread', also in Amenemope 8, 17 (P. BM 10474). 

2, 4: As the rubric includes tw i after grg one might consider also a slightly different separation of words: 
tw.i (mn)mn m grgt'i; 'I was ousted from what I had founded'. 
2, i i: A possible further occurrence of dry in 0. DeM 554, rt. 5-6. 
3, 2: The hapax legomenon b;gb perhaps also in Fischer, Dendera, 148 (if not merely an unusual writing of 
bigi, 'weary'). 
3, 12: Or 'to care about me and to see whether I am dead or alive' ? might be the interrogative particle 
in as in 4, i6, and in Wenamuin; for n mwt n rnh, see P. Koller 5, 3, and also P. Leyden I 365, vs. 3-4. 
4, i-2: Perhaps 'a man who was considered as good, he would come out to me in my affliction and annoyance 
(kny: see Wb. v 131, 11-12) after he was approached on their behalf'? For the rare verb dg(i), 'go (and see)' 
or sim., see also Wb. v, 497, 2; CT vi, i99b, k. 
4, 3: Perhaps 'hunger has appeared before me' with the compound verb wn hr > Copt. oftanw ? 

4, 4: For hrpi, 'inundation, Nile', in connection with the oases, see also Chassinat, Edfou, vi, I98, 2 (cf. 
also I98, 6 and 197, 5, and K. Sethe in ZAS 56 (1920), 48). 

4, i x: Perhaps cd.i qnbt, 'that I learn to know the court of justice'. 
4, 14: For an undersized corn-measure see also Gardiner-Cerny, Hieratic Ostraca, 34-4 rt. 3-4. 

JURGEN OSING 

Egyptian Studies II. The Orientation of Hieroglyphs, Part i, Reversals. By HENRY GEORGE FISCHER. 315 X 245 
mm. Pp. xv+i47, frontispiece, figs. I26. New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, I977. LC 
77-0837I9. No price stated. 

Eine der bemerkenswertesten Eigenschaften der Hieroglyphen ist die, daf3 sie ihre Bildhaftigkeit uiber 
die Jahrhunderte und Jahrtausende bewahren konnten, daB die Hieroglyphen also stets Schriftzeichen und 
Bilder zugleich waren. Wahrend ihre spezifische Funktion, die als Schriftzeichen, notwendig im Zentrum 
des wissenschaftlichen Interesses stehen mul3te, ist ihre Funktion als Bilder - wenngleich im Prinzip 
bestens bekannt - nicht mit gleicher Sorgfalt untersucht worden. Hier nun fuiillen diese und andere 
Arbeiten von Verfasser eine Luicke in der Kenntnis der Hieroglyphen.' 

Hieroglyphen, die eine Blickrichtung haben (vor allem Menschen und Tiere in Seitenansicht), schauen 
normalerweise zum Textanfang, d. h. die Blickrichtung ist der Leserichtung - der Richtung, in der die 
Hieroglyphen aufeinanderfolgen - entgegengesetzt. Folgen sich die Schriftzeichen von rechts nach links, 
so blicken die Hieroglyphen nach rechts; folgen sich die Schriftzeichen von links nach rechts, so blicken 

1 H. G. Fischer, LdA, s.v. Hieroglyphen, 1192 f.; id., 'L'orientation des textes', in Textes et langages de 
l'Algypte pharaonique, I (BdE LXIV/i) (Kairo, I973), 21-3; vor allem auch die in Anm. 5 zitierte Arbeit. 
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die Hieroglyphen nach links. Dieser Umstand hat bei der Notation der Schriftrichtung in wissenschaft- 
lichen Publikationen zu erheblicher Verwirrung gefiihrt. Bei manchen Autoren weist der Richtungspfeil 
in Blickrichtung, bei anderen in Leserichtung, ohne daB3 der Zeichengebrauch dem Leser immer erkennbar 
gemacht wird. Um diesem MiBstand abzuhelfen und um dariiber hinaus den Gebrauch des Richtungs- 
pfeils in gleicher Bedeutung bei bildlichen Darstellungen und bei Hieroglyphen zu gewahrleisten, schlagt 
Verfasser vor, den Richtungspfeil, der Bildkomponente der Hieroglyphen folgend, stets in Blickrichtung 
zeigen zu lassen (?3). Im iibrigen ist dies auch, wie Verfasser aus der griechischen tberlieferung nach- 
zuweisen sucht, die Auffassung der Agypter selbst (?3).2 

Gewohnlich haben Texte eine einzige Leserichtung (meist von rechts nach links)3 und die hierzu 
entgegengesetzte Blickrichtung der Hieroglyphen. In Sonderfallen wird jedoch abweichend verfahren: 
Die Hieroglyphen konnen gegenlaufig ('Reversed') oder rucklaufig ('Retrograde') angeordnet werden. 
Riicklaufige Anordnung bedeutet, da3 entweder die Blickrichtung oder die Leserichtung4 geandert ist, 
so daB Blickrichtung und Leserichtung miteinander ubereinstimmen, d. h. die Hieroglyphen blicken zum 
Textende. Gegenlaufige Anordnung bedeutet, da3 sowohl Leserichtung als auch Blickrichtung gegenuber 
der zu erwartenden Richtung umgedreht sind, so da zwar Leserichtung und Blickrichtung uweiterhin 
einander entgegengesetzt sind, beide aber gegeniber der 'Grundrichtung', d. h. einer als primdr gegebenen 
Leserichtung bzw. Blickrichtung, umgekehrt sind. (Texte in 'Grundrichtung' werden im folgenden, um 
sie terminologisch klar von 'gegenlaufigen' und 'riicklufigen' abzusetzen, als 'grundlaufig' bezeichnet.) 
tber die riicklaufigen Hieroglyphen wird eine andere Schrift von Verfasser ausfhrlich orientieren .5 
Die gegenlaufigen Hieroglyphen behandelt die vorliegende Schrift. 

Die Typologie der gegenlaufigen Hieroglyphen, wie siee Verfasser bietet, hat ihre Schwierigkeiten. 
Er unterscheidet die drei Typen 'Concordance', d. h. Vbereinstimmung mit etwas anderem oder Ausrich- 
tung auf etwas anderes, 'Confrontation' und 'Symmetry' (allgemein ?5, Einzelheiten ??6-19). Er ordnet 
dann aber das Material mehr nach den Gesichtspunkten der haufiger auftretenden Einzelfalle: 'Vocative 
Reversals' als wichtigster Fall der 'Confrontation' (??20-3) und 'Concordant Reversals Within a Single 
Line' mit mehreren Unterfallen als wichtigster Fall der 'Concordance' (??24-37). Am besten diirfte den 
Befunden folgende Systematik gerecht werden: 

A. Herstellung aubertextlicher Bezilge: Eine Hieroglyphenfolge ist innerhalb eines grundlaufigen Textes 
nach au3ertextlichen Gegebenheiten in entgegengesetzter Richtung orientiert. Zwei Falle sind zu unter- 
scheiden: 

i. Die gegenlaufigen Hieroglyphen sind auf diese Weise gleichlaufig mit den auBertextlichen Gegeben- 
heiten. Z. B. werden die Beischriften zu Darstellungen in ihrer Blickrichtung den dargestellten Lebewesen 
angepaBt (?8). 

2. Die gegenlaufigen Hieroglyphen sind auf diese Weise auf einen auBertextlichen Bezugspunkt orien- 
tiert. Z. B. kann im Grab eines Beamten der sprachliche Bezug auf eine konigliche Person, der der Beamte 
verpflichtet ist, zur Orientierung der entsprechenden Hieroglyphen auf die Grabanlage dieser k6niglichen 
Person fiihren (?26). Hierher gehort dann auch der haufige Fall der Ausrichtung von Texten auf eine 
architektonische Achse (etwa einen Tiirdurchgang); dazu vgl. unten C. 
Die hierher gehorigen Falle fallen in der Terminologie von Verfasser groBenteils unter 'Concordance', 
jedoch wird u. a. das letzte Beispiel, der Fall der Ausrichtung auf eine Achse, nicht hierher gerechnet, 
sondern unter 'Symmetry' subsumiert. Zur Beurteilung der Symmnetrie als Spezialfall siehe unten C. 

2 Der Ausdruck hft zh/ w r imn't (Amduat), den M. Weber in diesem Sinne verstehen will, ist wahr- 
scheinlich doch zu verstehen als 'Der Anfang der Schrift (d. h. des Buches) ist zum Westen (d. h. an der West- 
wand anzubringen)' und nicht als 'Der Anfang der Schrift (d. h. der Hieroglyphen) ist nach Westen orientiert'. 
Siehe M. Weber, Beitrdge zur Kenntnis des Schrift- und Buchwesens der alten Agypter (Diss. phil. Koln, 
I969), 71 f.; vgl. E. Hornung, Das Amduat (AgAbh 7) (Wiesbaden, 1963), 45 Anm. 21. 

3 Die Alternative Kolumnen- versus Zeilenschreibweise spielt bei den hier erorterten Sachverhalten keine 
Rolle. Bei Zeilenschreibweise bedeutet Leserichtung, genau genommen, die Aufeinanderfolge der neben- 
einander stehenden Hieroglyphen innerhalb der sog. Quadrate und die Aufeinanderfolge der Quadrate. Bei 
Kolumnenschreibweise bedeutet Leserichtung die Aufeinanderfolge der nebeneinanderstehenden Hiero- 
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4 Genau genommen: die Aufeinanderfolge der Kolumnen; die Anordnung innerhalb der sog. Quadrate 
ist kaum betroffen. 5 H. G. Fischer, The Orientation of Hieroglyphs, ii (im Druck). 



B. Symbolisierung innertextlicher Beziige, vornehmlich Oppositionen: Eine Hieroglyphenfolge ist 
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6 Siehe W. Helck, Altdgyptische Aktenkunde des 3. und 2. Jahrtausends v. Chr. (MAS 31) (Muinchen- 
Berlin, I974), i8. 7 Vgl. Helck, op. cit. 25. 
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von einigen Rudimenten, im wesentlichen die relativ harmlosen Falle der symmetrischen Anordnung 
von Texten in symmetrisch gestalteten architektonischen Zusammenhangen und die Gleichlaufigkeit von 
Darstellung und Beischrift in der bildenden Kunst.8 Dagegen spielt die kunstvolle Orientierung von 
Hieroglyphen innerhalb von Texten sowie nach den externen Beziugen der im Text genannten Personen 
und Sachverhalte keine besondere Rolle mehr. 

Unbeschadet der Diskussionsbediirftigkeit der Systematik ist das besprochene Werk eine vorbildliche 
Leistung. Eine meisterhafte Materialbeherrschung ist hier verbunden mit einer bewundernswerten 
Fahigkeit der anschaulichen Darstellung detailreicher Sachverhalte. Zu letzterem tragt nicht zuletzt die 
liebevolle Gestaltung der Illustrationen bei. Die Register, die man zur ErschlieBung der reichen Materialien 
sich wuiinscht, sind fur den zweiten Teil der Untersuchungen zur Orientierung der Hieroglyphen angekiin- 
digt. Die Druckqualitaiit ist fast makellos. Im uiibrigen ist der Preis des Buches dank der Unterstuitzung 
durch eine edle Maiizenin erstaunlich niedrig und damit fur fast jeden Interessenten erschwinglich. 

WOLFGANG SCHENKEL 

Ancient Egyptian Coregencies. By WILLIAM J. MURNANE. The Oriental Institute of the University of 
Chicago: Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization, no. 40. Pp. xviii+272. Chicago, The Oriental Institute, 
I977. ISBN o 918986 03 6. ISSN oo8i 7554. No price given. 

The postulate of a co-regency is one of the most maddening complications which can bedevil studies 
in chronology and history in Egyptology today. The co-regency beckons like a siren to the historian eager 
to extricate himself from an embarrassing chronology championed inadvertently; she offers herself freely 
to those wishing hastily to explain away the juxtaposition in iconography of two royal names. Yet the 
co-regency remains a complex and paradoxical creature: on the one hand we cannot deny that she existed; 
on the other traditional mythology has no place for her. Horus follows Osiris when the latter is dead and 
transfigured; two Horuses do not occupy the throne together. 

The co-regency as a mechanism of Egyptian statecraft has too long been taken for granted by Egypto- 
logists. What we have needed is a dispassionate treatment of the mechanism itself, how often it is attested, 
and how it worked in the life of the community. Just such a treatment is now provided by this splendid 
book of William J. Murnane, an accomplished Egyptologist who has been a member of the Oriental 
Institute's Epigraphic Survey since I972. Since much of the evidence lies within the bailiwick of the 
epigrapher, Dr Murnane's training enhances immeasurably the value of his work. Not a few of the texts 
crucial to various hypotheses have been copied and/or collated by the author, a fact which will make the 
book indispensable to historians for many years to come. 

Chapters i and 2 deal with attested co-regencies of the Middle Kingdom, and the New Kingdom and 
Late Period respectively. Every piece of evidence, pro and con, is marshalled, and th hor shows few 
if any signs of predisposition or bias. In the Twelfth Dynasty there is generally alittle room for doubt as 
to how long co-regencies lasted, thanks to 'double-dated' inscriptions. Only for Sesostris III-Ammenemes 
III and Ammenemes III-Ammenemes IV is there uncertainty; but Murnane argues persuasively for a two- 
year co-regency for the latter and a en shorter co-regency for the former. He ends the first chapter 
with a chronological framework for the dynasty, his computations resulting in a total of 210 or 214 years. 
This comes so close, as he realizes (p. 28), to the total given in the Turin Canon (2I3 years, i month, 
17 days) that 'one is sorely tempted to take it seriously'. As I hope to show elsewhere, the accuracy of the 
Canon in the Middle Kingdom sections is a result of the suddenly evolving King-list tradition during the 
Twelfth Dynasty. On p. 4 I miss a reference to the hnist-nsw text on the south wall of the Hatshepsut 
block of rooms south of the granite sanctuary at Karnak, a loose block from which, now in the Sheikh 
Labib, dates the text in the 9th (or ioth?) regnal year ([hjt]rm-htl sp Fgl(?)): see PM II2, 107; Redford, 
SSEA Newsletter (Jan. 1973), 2 f. On p. ii add to the discussion (at [z]) Hintze, Kush I3 (1965), 14, and 
W.-F. Reinecke, Agypten und Kusch (Berlin, 1977), 369 ff. 

Among the New Kingdom co-regencies treated in chapter 2 one may mention that of Hatshepsut and 
Tuthmosis III (32 ff.). Here Mlurnane is satisfied with rather broad limits (no earlier than year 2, no later than 

8 Vgl. zurVorherrschaft dieser beiden Typen die Formulierung bei H. G. Fischer in LdA, s.v. Hieroglyphen, 
1192. 
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8 Vgl. zurVorherrschaft dieser beiden Typen die Formulierung bei H. G. Fischer in LdA, s.v. Hieroglyphen, 
1192. 
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year 7) for the queen's assumption of kingly power. As there is a fair amount of unpublished relief material 
still at Karnak in which Hatshepsut is pictured in female costume, the span of time from Tuthmosis III's 
accession to her appearance as 'king' should perhaps be lengthened. On pp. 57-87 Murnane launches into 
the most detailed and judicious discussion to date of the much-debated problem of the co-regency of 
Ramesses II with Sethos I. The author opts (p. 86) for 'a period of one or two years' for the duration of 
this co-regency. Though no double-dated texts are known-many of Ramesses II's early regnal year 
dates are in later, retrospective inscriptions-Murnane feels that the young co-regent numbered his years 
from the beginning of his association with his father. This brings up a problem endemic to all discussions 
of co-regency, viz. the date when the co-regent began numbering his years. Could a junior partner be 
invested with all the trappings of kingship without commencing a regnal-year count? When, for example, 
Murnane states (p. II115 n. I4): 'there is no evidence that Amenophis I began his regnal count only after 
his father's death', I am inclined to ask: is there any evidence that he began his count before his death? 
The desire of a mature king to have his successor don the regalia while he was still alive is expressed in 
several texts, and is a perfectly natural wish. But this does not logically entail a regnal-year count, nor do 
the texts say anything at all about it. After all, dating systems which employed regnal-year counts were 
essentially practical mechanisms for dating transactions in the life of the business community, legal matters, 
and res gestae of the monarch. At all times it would have been much more convenient for all concerned to 
have but one system in operation at a time. 

In chapter 3 the author examines the hypothetical co-regencies at length; in chapter 4 he classifies the 
categories of evidence usually used to support them, and assesses the range of significance of each. Examined 
in this way, individual items of evidence often lose their force. Murnane's conclusions regarding the hypo- 
thetical co-regencies are judicious in the main, and I would question only a few. In the light of the Twelfth 
Dynasty's practice of tying itself to the Eleventh in commemorative monuments, undoubtedly for the 
purpose of legitimation, it seems hazardous even to consider a co-regency between Neb-towy-rec and Am- 
menemes I simply on the basis of a single vase (p. 227 f.). In the case of Ahmes-Nofretari, who is called 
'king's-mother' in Ahmose's 22nd year, I see no reason to exclude, as Murnane does (p. 230), the possibi- 
lity of a title borne in anticipation. Assigning titles to, and predicting functions for, children in the hope of 
what they might become, had wider currency than is sometimes believed (cf. JARCE I2, 14 n. 24; The 
Akhenaten Temple Project, I, 84 n. 72; Edwards, Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum, iv ser., ii, pls. i6, 
34-17, 37, and passim); and that a king's-wife, jealous for the status of her royal offspring, should covet 
the title 'king's-mother' at as early a date as possible, should come as no surprise. 

Th e congratulated for having the courage and stamina to plunge through the alleged 
co-regency of Amenophis III and Akhenaten once again (pp. I23 ff.). After an extended discussion the 
author leaves the door barely open for a co-regency which 'would have ended before [Amenophis IV] 
became Akhenaten' (p. 233). (Note, however, that in the reviewer's excavations of the Gmt-po-itn temple 
in East Karnak, built before the change of name, no mention whatsoever of Amenophis III or Tiy has 
as yet turned up). There are a number of assertions which the author makes with which one could take 
issue. In spite of the tone of finality with which both Kiihne and Murnane have reported on their reading 
of the hieratic docket on EA 27, the protagonists of a '[year i]2' have wholly failed to convince this reviewer. 
In my photographs of t he rtext st prese d trace, i.e. the ink mark before the two vertical strokes, 
retains intact only its left, and part of its lower edge. The top and right-hand sides of the mark itself are 
lost in the lacuna, so that it is impossible to tell whether it is the lower end of a stroke, or simply the lower 
left-hand portion of a blob. The curvature of the preserved left edge is concave, with a sharp inward turn 
at the bottom. Most io-signs of the period have a thinner, stick-like left leg, and, if they are not straight 
and tapering to a point, often curve outwards: Moller, Paldographie, ii, s.v. 623. Even in those rare examples 
in which the left leg thickens and curves slightly inwards, the result simply does not suit the traces of the 
docket. The sp-sign in hft-sp, when it is not a ligature (e.g. Cerny, Hieratic Inscriptions from the Tomb of 
Tutankhamun, pIs. 2, 5, 6; 3, ii), is made up of two downward-curving strokes, of which that on the left 
is usually shorter (Moller, op. cit. II, 403b). The result can be: (i) a closed circle in which the strokes close 
on one another smoothly (P. Gurob I, i, I6; Petrie, Amarna, pls. 22 no. 28; 23 nos. 43, 46; 24 no. 87; 25 
no. 9i; M. A. Leahy, Malkata. The Inscriptions, pls. 5, 57; 7, 73); (2) a squashed ovoid in which both 
strokes curve inward sharply, and join badly, by crossing, side-swiping, or ending in an ink blob (Leahy, 
op. cit. pl. 3, I7; Cerny, op. cit., pl. 3, I2; Gunn, City of Akhenaten, I, pl. 63E; Petrie, op. cit. pls. 22 
nos. 5, i6, 27; 23 no. 36; 24 no. 6I); (3) a hastily made figure in which the left stroke curves inwards, 
sometimes sharply, and terminates leaving the bottom open (Leahy, op. cit. pls. 5, 58; 6, 59, 6o; Gunn, 
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op. cit. pl. 63T; Qerny, op. cit. pi. 4, I8; Petrie, op. cit. pl. 23 no. 35; less often is the top open); (4) an 
ovoid with the trace of a stump-tail to left or right (Cerny, op. cit. pl. 3, II; Gunn, op. cit. pl. 63C; 
Petrie, op. cit. pl. 24 no. 66). Our trace would fit no. 3 admirably, no. 4 if the stump were on the left, and 
no. 2 if we took the trace to be, not the termination of a stroke, but a sharp turn to the right. The contents 
of the letter suggest it was the earliest to be written during Akhenaten's reign: would Tushratta have waited 
twelve years to write, and would he still be concerned by promises made by Amenophis III? 

The rest of the evidence is well discussed. Murnane has made a signal contribution in his novel suggestion 
that the enigmatic royal figure appearing behind Amenophis III on the rear face of the north wing of pylon 
3 at Karnak is really Tutcankhamuin (pp. i62 ff.). His partial acceptance, however, of the argument based 
on the alleged overlapping in time of 'traditional' and 'revolutionary' art styles (pp. 233 f.) is unfortunate. 
There is no conclusive proof (certainly not from the Theban necropolis!) that the styles overlapped, and 
the evidence of the tenth-pylon blocks suggests a relatively swift passage from one to the other (see the 
forthcoming second volume of The Akhenaten Temple Project). 

Strangely, Murnane is attracted by the hypothesis of a co-regency between Shabaka and Shebitku, 
taking seriously 2 Kgs. 19: 8-9 (followed by Isa. 37: 8-9, not the other way around!), with its reference 
to Taharqa (pp. I89 ff.). But surely what lies behind this Biblical passage is, first, a textual reference to the 
presence of an Egyptian army at Eltekeh, which mentioned no royal name, and second, the name 'Taharqa', 
the only Pharaoh of the general period to survive in folk tradition. (Of the other major Twenty-fifth 
Dynasty names both Shabaka and Shebitku had soon been transmuted into tribal eponyms in the Biblical 
tradition of the Exile: M. Astour, 7BL 84, 422 f.). The linking of Taharqa with Eltekeh is, then, simply 
an error, which can be traced to the inscript in the HExile. A good deal 
of unnecessary and mis-directed hypothesizing has, in the reviewer's opinion, resulted from a naive 
acceptance of the historicity of the passage in Kings. 

In Egypt the co-regency was essentially an ad hoc measure adopted to ward off a threat to the dynastic 
continuum. As such it does not display a discernible pattern of operation, as Murnane discovers in his last 
chapter on 'The Dynamics of the Coregency in Ancient Egypt'. He also points up the essential difference 
between the phenomenon in Egypt and the sharing of the imperium in Egyomept andunder the sharing of the imperium in Rome under the Principate and 
Dominate. Would a brief comparison of the alleged co-regencies of the Hebrew monarchies have been 
profitable? In any event, as it stands Murnane's work is the most thoroughgoing analysis to date of its 
subject. Those who peruse it will find its author's scholarship outstanding, and his judgement sound. 

DONALD B. REDFORD 

Ancient Egypt in the Metropolitan Museum Journal. Volumes I-In (I968-r 976). Articles by Cyril Aldred, 
Henry G. Fischer, Herman De Meulenaere, Brigit Nolte, and Edna R. Russmann. 280 x 220 mm. Pp. 201, 
numerous figs. New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, I977. ISBN o 87099 159 0. No price 
stated. 

This volume of articles on a variety of topics about Ancient Egypt makes available to Egyptologists and 
other interested scholars a group of studies originally published in volumes i-II of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art Journal from I968 to 1976. The majority of the articles were written by Henry Fischer, 
and they are of a diverse nature. The remaining studies, by Cyril Aldred, Herman De Meulenaere, Edna R. 
Russmann, and Brigit Nolte, concentrate on specific objects in the collection of the Museum. 

Cyril Aldred devoted his study, 'Some Royal Portraits of the Middle Kingdom in Ancient Egypt', to 
an iconographic and stylistic analysis of royal statuary of the Eleventh and Twelfth Dynasties as repre- 
sented in the Museum's Egyptian collection. His introductory remarks include a brief, but insightful and 
informative, summary of such factors as the nature of kingship and the socio-economic and political trends 
which may have influenced the royal workshops. Owing to the preciseness of his scholarship and the wide 
range of examples from which to choose, Aldred is able to offer the reader a fairly complete study of the 
development and characteristics of the Middle Kingdom royal statuary.' 

I We can now add to this study the observations made by Bernard V. Bothmer at the annual meeting of the 
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presence of an Egyptian army at Eltekeh, which mentioned no royal name, and second, the name 'Taharqa', 
the only Pharaoh of the general period to survive in folk tradition. (Of the other major Twenty-fifth 
Dynasty names both Shabaka and Shebitku had soon been transmuted into tribal eponyms in the Biblical 
tradition of the Exile: M. Astour, 7BL 84, 422 f.). The linking of Taharqa with Eltekeh is, then, simply 
an error, which can be traced to the inscript in the HExile. A good deal 
of unnecessary and mis-directed hypothesizing has, in the reviewer's opinion, resulted from a naive 
acceptance of the historicity of the passage in Kings. 

In Egypt the co-regency was essentially an ad hoc measure adopted to ward off a threat to the dynastic 
continuum. As such it does not display a discernible pattern of operation, as Murnane discovers in his last 
chapter on 'The Dynamics of the Coregency in Ancient Egypt'. He also points up the essential difference 
between the phenomenon in Egypt and the sharing of the imperium in Egyomept andunder the sharing of the imperium in Rome under the Principate and 
Dominate. Would a brief comparison of the alleged co-regencies of the Hebrew monarchies have been 
profitable? In any event, as it stands Murnane's work is the most thoroughgoing analysis to date of its 
subject. Those who peruse it will find its author's scholarship outstanding, and his judgement sound. 

DONALD B. REDFORD 

Ancient Egypt in the Metropolitan Museum Journal. Volumes I-In (I968-r 976). Articles by Cyril Aldred, 
Henry G. Fischer, Herman De Meulenaere, Brigit Nolte, and Edna R. Russmann. 280 x 220 mm. Pp. 201, 
numerous figs. New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, I977. ISBN o 87099 159 0. No price 
stated. 

This volume of articles on a variety of topics about Ancient Egypt makes available to Egyptologists and 
other interested scholars a group of studies originally published in volumes i-II of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art Journal from I968 to 1976. The majority of the articles were written by Henry Fischer, 
and they are of a diverse nature. The remaining studies, by Cyril Aldred, Herman De Meulenaere, Edna R. 
Russmann, and Brigit Nolte, concentrate on specific objects in the collection of the Museum. 

Cyril Aldred devoted his study, 'Some Royal Portraits of the Middle Kingdom in Ancient Egypt', to 
an iconographic and stylistic analysis of royal statuary of the Eleventh and Twelfth Dynasties as repre- 
sented in the Museum's Egyptian collection. His introductory remarks include a brief, but insightful and 
informative, summary of such factors as the nature of kingship and the socio-economic and political trends 
which may have influenced the royal workshops. Owing to the preciseness of his scholarship and the wide 
range of examples from which to choose, Aldred is able to offer the reader a fairly complete study of the 
development and characteristics of the Middle Kingdom royal statuary.' 

I We can now add to this study the observations made by Bernard V. Bothmer at the annual meeting of the 
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Brigit Nolte's study, 'An Egyptian Glass Vessel in the Metropolitan Museum of Art', demonstrates that 
a small, pear-shaped glass vessel, originally housed in the Greek and Roman Department, is actually 
Egyptian. Through a careful technical and stylistic analysis Nolte concludes that the vessel, despite its 
unusual design, fits in well (for reasons of shape, composition, and colour) with other such objects from 
the Eighteenth Dynasty. She suggests that it was produced in the glass factories at El-'Amarna, thereby 
providing a precise date and provenience. 

Henry Fischer, the author of the next article, 'Some Emblematic Uses of Hieroglyphs with Particular 
Reference to an Archaic Ritual Vessel', organizes the material in three sections: in the first two he discusses 
two protodynastic schist vessels in the Metropolitan Museum, one in the shape of the hieroglyphs I$ and 

U,2 and one in the shape of a lotus-leaf; in the third, he studies the emblematic uses of hieroglyphs in 
personal names.3 

In 'Old Kingdom Cylinder Seals for the Lower Classes', Fischer analyses some cylinder seals which, 
unlike the common variety whose surfaces are incised only with hieroglyphic inscriptions, have decorative 
designs as well. The figures on the seals consist usually of pairs of animals arranged face to face or head to 
foot. The series of five seals discussed do not predate Pepy I, and one can be dated to Pepy II. Fischer 
notes that while wood or steatite is attested as the most common material of Old Kingdom seals, limestone 
is almost exclusively used in this type. Many of the limestone seals were pierced, and Fischer concludes 
that the appearance and medium suggest that the seals were produced for persons of fairly low class. 

'Sunshades of the Marketplace' is a short note in which Fischer lists the sources of ancient representations 
of sunshades from the Fifth to the beginning of the Twelfth Dynasty. Some of the variations of style are 
attributed to the usage or date of production, and Fischer notes that these shades, prototypes of ones 

used today in Egypt, were portable. He feels that those pictured "3 could also have been the type used 

in the marketplace, whereas those represented by the hieroglyph T were the lighter, more portable version. 
On the basis of an inscription, Fischer suggests that the ancient Egyptian term for sunshade was sb;, and 
that the star-shaped determinative in this word represents the supports and cross-beams. 

'Offering Stands from the Pyramid of Amenemhet I', another short note by Fischer, details his con- 
clusions regarding the provenience and original position of the upper part of a red granite offering-stand 
first published in MMA Bulletin 22 (I963-4), 235-45. He also maintains his reading of a damaged sign 
as tpt rather than w.hmt, the latter a possibility suggested by T. George Allen. Fischer reads the inscription 
in question: .hwt tpt htpwt Shtp-ib-Rr, 'offerings of the first mansion of Shtp-ib-Rr', and he suggests graphic 
transposition as the reason for the order of the words. 

In 'Redundant Determinatives in the Old Kingdom', Fischer points out that male determinatives are 
frequently absent in masculine personal names inscribed in scenes and on statues of the Old Kingdom. He 
concludes that the representation of the tomb-owner in either two or three dimensions functions as an 
enlarged determinative; if a male determinative is also placed after the man's name, it is clearly repetitive. 
Female determinatives, however, seem to be present more often than not in feminine names. Fischer lists 

American Research Center in Egypt in April of i978 in New York regarding the phases, an early and a late- 
and possibly a transitional one as well-of the sculpture of Sesostris I. It is also possible that a fragmentary 
head in the collection of the University Museum (E6632) belongs to the reign of Ammenemes III. Like a head 
which Aldred points out (p. 23), this too may be a representation of Amuin with the features of the king, but, 
because of the damaged state of the crown, the University Museum piece may be the head of a king wearing 
a red crown. 

2 In comparing its possible prophylactic use to that of 'cippi of Horus', Fischer refers to several articles 
(n. 4), to which can now be added J. Johnson, Appendix B of Excavations at Nippur, Eleventh Season by 
McGuire Gibson (OIC 22) (Chicago, I973), 143-50. In comparison to Fischer's suggestions regarding i~ and 
i, see J. Baines, '(Ankh sign, Belt, and Penis Sheath', SAK 3 (1975), i i n. 43, who states that the validity of 
the theory 'that i% and I are the same object with lateral strips turned different ways is doubtful'. It may be 
of interest to note here that offering-tables can often be carved emblematically in the shape of a htp sign: see 
B. Bruyere, Deir el Medineh2 (FIFAO, 1923-4) (Cairo, I925), pl. xii. 

3 See also B. Bothmer, 'Private Sculpture of Dynasty XVIII in Brooklyn', The Brooklyn Museum Journal, 
8 (I966-7), figs. 5-8 and pp. 62-3 and the references therein. Note also the Ramesside example in the Oriental 
Institute where the crown reads Wsr-mfCt-Rr (01 975). See also the article by this reviewer. 'Cryptographic 
Writing in the Tomb of Tutankhamun', SAK 8 (i980). 
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the examples where redundant determinatives occur, and he notes that in statue pairs or groups of the tomb- 
owner and his household, the female determinative is usually present.4 

In two-dimensional carving redundant determinatives are even less frequently used. Two reliefs, although 
apparently belonging to women, show such determinatives (Examples I7 and i8).5 Fischer suggests that 
the absence of masculine determinatives in names on statues and reliefs may be due to that fact that the 
tomb in which the pieces were placed belonged to the man. A female determinative after a woman's name 
seems almost always to be present because the monument, although often owned by or dedicated to a 
woman, originally belonged in the husband's tomb. When the tomb belongs to a woman, her name, similar 
to that of a masculine owner in the same situation, can be omitted completely. According to Fischer, the 
practice of using redundant determinatives becomes common after the Old Kingdom. 

Herman De Meulenaere discusses the statue in the Metropolitan (24. 2. 2) and especially the inscriptions 
thereon in 'La statue d'un chef de chanteurs d'epoque saite'. The statue, dated stylistically to the second 
half of the seventh century BC, comes from the temple of Ptah at Memphis. Both the name of the owner, 
Amen(em)ope-em-hat, and his title, Director of Singers of the North, are otherwise unattested. There 
are clear Heliopolitan references in the inscriptions, and there is a unique obliteration of a text to Sekhmet. 

A complete stylistic analysis of this statue is offered by Edna R. Russmann in 'The Statue of Amenemope- 
em-hat'. Her discussion of the iconography of the piece includes detailed references to similar character- 
istics found in other Late Period statues. She points out that the object held by Amenemope-em-hat is 
a cult-symbol of Hathor. Often when analysing a gesture, stance, or physical characteristic, Russmann 
provides in a footnote a complete background of the detail, and several of these notes represent an exhaustive 
compilation of the data. On the basis of her studies, Russmann too would date the statue in question to the 
early part of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty, and, because of the nature of the modelling of the calf muscle, 
she too feels it is of northern origin. 

The following article, written by Henry Fischer, is entitled 'The Mark of a Second Hand in Ancient 
Egyptian Antiquities'. Often, the alterations to the work can be attributed to roughly contemporaneous 
craftsmen or the artist himself, as a correction or a revision. Changes can often be made by subsequent 
individuals, still fairly close in time, who might eliminate, alter, or add names or titles. Often monuments 
and objects that were reused bear the name of the latest owner,6 and figures are accordingly altered to reflect 
the family or household of the new owner. There are also reuses of monuments after a considerable amount 
of time, such as the extensive usurpation of earlier structures and statues by Ramesses II and the restoration 
of ancient architecture carried out by his son Khaemwese. Often tourists from the later dynasties left 
graffiti on older structures. Fischer also refers to religious beliefs, magic, and superstition as motives for 
subsequent alterations to monuments. In addition, he points out the more recent defacement during the 
Victorian Period of representations of a sexual nature.7 The Ancient Egyptians themselves restored and 

4 Fischer points out that these statues belong to masculine tomb-owners. He also refers to a statue in the 
Metropolitan Museum (fig. 12) which may have come from the tomb of a woman, where the man is repre- 
sented in a more dependent posture (his arm is around her) and, in analogy to examples from male tomb- 
owners where only the wife's name is mentioned, here, only the name of the husband is written. 

5 Like Fischer's Example I8 the woman depicted on a University Museum relief (29-209-I) is on the left. 
Neither she, Snb-s, nor the man seated opposite her, "nh-f, has a redundant determinative, but it is possible, 
as Fischer has suggested, regarding his Example 20, that an architrave, originally placed above the relief, 
used the determinative. The University Museum piece was referred to by Fischer in 'A Scribe of the Army 
in a Saqqara Mastaba', JNES i8 (1959), 272 n. 8o, and more recently has been the subject of a paper pre- 
sented by S. D'Auria at the Annual Meeting of the American Research Center in Egypt in April 1979 in 
Philadelphia. See also D. Dunham and W. K. Simpson, The Mastaba of Queen Mersyankh III (Boston, 
1974), where the name of Mersyankh does not usually have a determinative. When determinatives do occur 
(fig. 2), there is no accompanying figure. The name of her mother, HIetepheres, however, has a redundant 
determinative on the architrave on the west wall (fig. 7), which is not used in other instances. 

6 One might also include in this category many items of the Amarna period, such as the University Museum 
stela (EI16230) that was cut down, reinscribed, and reused as the base for a sphinx of Merneptah (H. Ranke, 
Egyptian Collections of the University Museum (Philadelphia, 1950), 98; C. Aldred, Akhenaten and Nefertiti 
(London, 1973), fig. 35). Because of its placement on the underside of the base, much of the original surface 
has survived. Note also the carving of Tutcankhamuin's cartouches over those of Smenkhkarec in the Canopic 
coffin (I. E. S. Edwards, The Treasures of Tutankhamun (New York, 1976), 157) and the whole category of 
surcharged cartouches. 

7 See L. Manniche, 'Some Aspects of Ancient Egyptian Sexual Life', Acta Orientalia 38 (I977), fig. 4, 
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repaired objects and monuments, but often such modifications were carried out much later in time, and 
Fischer discusses several modern alterations of ancient pieces,8 the apparent motive being pecuniary. 
Modern craftsmen have also produced 'antiquities' copied from existing ancient objects. 

Fischer completes his article with three studies, the first of which concerns a Twelfth Dynasty statuette 
that was reused by a Libyan Period official. The second is a reconstruction and analysis of a dyad of the 
Twelfth Dynasty that belonged to Sobkhotpe and his wife Shedi-em-niwe, the fragments of which are 
now in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and University College London. The final entry is an examination 
of a dyad from the Eighteenth Dynasty, illustrating what may be the earliest three-dimensional representa- 
tion depicting a corpulent male and a slim female. The inscription on the back is only partially original, 
the lower portion being, according to Fischer, the work of a modern restorer. 

In 'An Elusive Shape within the Fisted Hands of Egyptian Statues', Fischer suggests that the enigmatic 
peg-shaped object often held by ancient Egyptian figures in the round9 is a bolt of cloth, and he also notes 
that a handkerchief in the shape represented by the hieroglyph [ is also held in the hands of some statues 
(particularly obvious in wooden figures). 

Fischer collects and analyses a few reliefs in 'Some Early Monuments from Busiris, in the Egyptian 
Delta'. A false door from the Fitzwilliam Colletion, which he dates to the end of the Heracleopolitan 
Period, contains the earliest direct reference to the local temple situated there and, in addition, mentions 
a previously unknown local cult of Hathor. Five other monuments from the same site are discussed as 
well: one dates to the Old Kingdom; three are from the Eleventh Dynasty; and one is slightly later. 
Iconography as well as palaeography and phraseology,10 is noted, and details characteristic of this locality 
are pointed out. Such information provides invaluable criteria for dating and provenience. 

The final contribution, also by Fischer, is a supplementary note, 'More Emblematic Uses from Ancient 
Egypt', wherein he discusses the use of bo and Ax. as a 'motto'. He also points out that the curious hiero- 

glyphs inscribed on the hands of an Eighteenth Dynaston the hands of an Eighteenth Dynasty bock statue-on one is the combination of the 
sun disc and the white crown, while on the other is a moon and the red crown-were probably emblematic 
of Q and expressed the universal circuit.", 

A section with notes supplementary to Fischer's articles follows. There are several indexes compiled 
by Russmann, which are a useful contribution to the volume. The collection of such informative essays in 
one handy source will be of great value to all Egyptologists. Each of the authors has provided the scholarly 
audience with exhaustive analyses not only of the particular material in question but also of the material 
related to it, both specific and general. It is certainly hoped that many similar collections will be produced 
in the future. DAVID P. SILVERMAN 

Food: The Gift of Osiris. By WILLIAM J. DARBY, PAUL GHALIOUNGUI, and Louis GRIVETTI. z vols. 235 X i8o 
mm. Pp. xxxiii+877+XLII, io colour plates and 342 other illustrations. Academic Press, London, 
New York, San Francisco, 1977. ISBN 0 12 203401 5 and o 12 0204502 3. Price ?I2o50 each vol. 

A book on food and drink in ancient Egypt has long been needed. Surviving records, supplemented by 
the visual evidence of tomb- and temple-scenes, provide abundant material for such a work. The Egyptian 
preoccupation with the continuity of bodily existence after death, and the consequent need to nourish the 

for a depiction of sexual activity dating to Hatshepsut. See also the section on wit and humour in the 
catalogue for the exhibition, Egypt's Golden Age: The Art of Living in the New Kingdom, by the Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston (1982), 277-81. 

8 Bernard Bothmer has indicated that the head of Pashed (01 13700) is undoubtedly of modern manu- 
facture. See D. Silverman, 'Pashed, The servant of Amon: A Stelophorous figure in the Oriental Institute 
Museum', SAOC 39 (I977), 201-7. 

9 Note the absence of such an object and the apparent attempt to carve away this space in the fists of Nfr- 
Smm in the University Museum (Ei6i60), originally published by J. E. Quibell, El Kab (London, 1898), 
pI. iii. 

O10 For the phrase in n k? mry see also D. Silverman, Interrogative Constructions with Jn and Jn-Jw (Malibu, 
1980), n. 329. 

" For another New Kingdom composition with both solar and lunar elements, see Tut'ankhamuin's pectoral 
(Edwards, Tutankhamun, p. I37). 
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body in its posthumous life, determined one of the main intentions of mortuary practice-the provision 
of food and drink in the forms in which they were served in the earthly lifetime of the deceased. The 
scenes of daily life on the walls of the chapels of private tombs portray vividly both the husbandry which 
provided the ingredients of the ancient diet, and the prepared food served at banquets and on less formal 
occasions. Many specimens of actual food-the tangible remains of meals served to dead persons-have 
also been found in the course of excavations. Official and non-official documents containing ration-lists, 
accounts of crops, the effects of high and low Niles; the dockets of wine jars and of food containers; the 
boxes for joints of meat and other food-stuffs found in tombs; the models of similar eatables also from 
tombs; all contribute to the general fund of knowledge about Ancient Egyptian food. To these various 
kinds of evidence, mostly funerary, should be added the information now being obtained from the careful 
excavation of ancient inhabited sites. Kitchen middens have not, until very recently, attracted the attention 
of excavators in Egypt, but domestic waste, among which must, reluctantly, be included excremental 
matter, will undoubtedly yield rich information to the archaeologists and scientists who choose to examine it. 

Much of the evidence, already published, is ready for collection; a great deal is unpublished, preserved 
in museums and in the storerooms of excavations, and still needs to be identified; texts have yet to be 
scoured by the knowledgeable eye for the recognition and extraction of pertinent material. To what extent 
have the authors of Food: The Gift of Osiris satisfied the claim made on the dust-jacket of their book, that 
they 'have spent fifteen years gleaning data from ancient papyri, underground tombs, earlier writers, 
temples and other sources, to make this the most complete study ever presented of the food habits and 
attitudes of an ancient people'? In simple terms, the answer is 'to a considerable extent'. Unfortunately, 
the subject is not simple, and it must be said that, although the authors have worked hard, and collected 
much material, their use of this material is only partly successful. The principal reasons for the inadequacies 
of this long work are the patent inability of the authors to control the Egyptological sources which they 
have drawn on so lavishly, and the inclusion of a wealth of information, much of it interesting, which has 
little to do with food. 

The two volumes are allotted to the animal and the plant worlds respectively, and the successive chapters 
are devoted to a systematic study of all species which might, by the widest interpretation, have been used 
for food in antiquity. In Vol. I, the fullest treatment, very properly, is given to beef, the meat above all 
prized by the Egyptians. There are, however, very adequate discussions of other meats, of poultry and 
of fish; and this volume also contains an interesting chapter on the nutritional state of the Egyptians, which 
includes an examination of diseases associated with eating and drinking. The principal chapters in Vol. II 
discuss those vital ingredients of Egyptian diet, bread, beer, and wine; others treat vegetables, fruits, 
dairy products, and herbs and spices. The text is supported by a splendid collection of photographs, many 
of little-known and unpublished tomb-scenes, and of specimens of actual ancient food mostly to be found 
now in the Dokki Agricultural Museum in Cairo. The colour plates, unfortunately, are very poor in quality, 
while the line-drawings, taken from published sources, have in most cases been redrawn rather crudely; 
these last also have not always been taken from the best sources, e.g. the bull-fight scene in the tomb of 
Amenemhet is reproduced (p. I24) from Wilkinson, Manners and Customs, not from Davies and Gardiner's 
more recent and more reliable publication;' and the authors have the temerity to criticize Wilkinson for 
discrepancies in his copy (p. II4). 

It is perhaps unfair to complain about what the authors of a book may choose to accept as the bases of 
their work, but in the case of Food: The Gift of Osiris, it may yet be reasonable to suggest that far too much 
weight is placed on the evidence of Classical authors on the one hand, and on the contents of the medical 
papyri on the other. The former can tell us very little about Egyptian eating and drinking except for the 
latest periods, and then only at second hand; the latter can inform us only about the medical applications 
of various substances, including some otherwise used as foodstuffs, but most of which could be ingested 
only with the utmost distaste. Scarcely any use is made of documentary papyri, or of texts on ostraca, 
both of which categories provide ample evidence on food and drink, particularly at the lower levels of 
society. As for literary texts, the translations used are rarely recent, and their evidence is exploited without 
control. In the discussion of the possible use of ibex as food, we are told (i, 225), 'Sinouhe in his narration 
said that he ate wild goats (ibex)'. The translation reference is to Breasted, Ancient Records, I, ? 496, which 
reads: 'I portioned the daily bread, And wine for every day, Cooked flesh, and fowl in roast; Besides the 
wild goats of the hills.' The words used for the last are rwt b4st (Sin. B89), conventionally translated 'wild 

I The Tomb of Amenemhet, pl. vi. 
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game'. Ibex may be included, but it is poor method, firstly, to cite this passage as positive evidence, and, 
secondly, to use such an old translation. Unfortunately, this last example is only too typical of the authors' 
cavalier use of the ancient evidence. Some further examples, of different kinds, will illustrate this weakness 
of the book which impairs it fatally as a work of reference: 

P. 69. A passage from the well-known rebuke to a dissipated scribe from the Miscellanies, quoted in 
translation from Posener, Dictionary of Egyptian Civilization (in the English version of 1962, p. 69) is 
described as a 'moralizing poem'; there are six variants from the version supposedly quoted. 

P. 109. On the branding of cattle, the authors do not seem to be aware of the existence of actual brands, 
e.g. BM 57321, 58817. 

P. 215. Dedwen, the Nubian god, is stated to have become assimilated with Khnum, on the authority 
of D. Ames (tr.), Egyptian Mythology (i965), a work which seems to have escaped the bibliographies. 
For a more conventional account of Dedwen, see LdA I, 1003. 

P. 269. 'At all periods nobles are shown standing in their shallow marsh boats hurling "throw sticks" 

(cmcm;t), commonly but erroneously described as "boomerangs".' There is nothing erroneous about the 
identification of at least some Egyptian throw-sticks as boomerangs: see P. Musgrove, New Scientist 6i, 
882 (I974), I86 ff.; F. Hess, Boomerangs, Aerodynamics and Motion (Groningen, I975), 69 ff. 

P. 273. 'Some geese were hand-fed, possibly because they were sick, but more probably in order to 
fatten them, or to enlarge their livers as in the production of foie gras (which has been documented since 
the Roman Period).' The only quoted evidence is taken from Pliny, Nat. Hist., referring to a discovery 
of Apicius'. 

P. 282. 'Two words, zt or st and apd have been proposed as equivalent to duck and "pintail duck" . . . 
Ancient Egyptian literature does not precisely identify "duck" as an article of diet, but an artist's sketch 
. . . depicts the enjoyment of a meal of "duck".' What about the regular inclusion of st, 'duck', in the 
offering-lists ? 

P. 325. 'The association of the ibis with the god Thoth easily explains the relationship between the 
Ancient Egyptian sage/architect, Imhotep, and the millions of mummified ibis found at Saqqara.' How? 

P. 457. The discussion of ancient words for grain reveals harshly how the imperfect understanding of 
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'an ear of corn (wheat)' and prt 'seed or posterity'. This inadequate, not to say inaccurate, exposition is then 
commented on as follows: 
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to the Middle Kingdom, while the original publication is ascribed to Davies and Gardiner. This kind of 
careless reference is all too common. What is more to be deplored is the poor redrawing of Davies's 
original; it does scant justice to his careful draughtsmanship. Throughout the two volumes redrawn scenes 
distort the fine lines of accurate originals. 

P. 656. The discussion of garlic begins: 'In spite of the biblical testimony to the existence of garlic in 
Ancient Egypt . . . the ancient Egyptian name for garlic is debated.' This non sequitur is followed by a 
pointless debate on the Egyptian word for garlic in which the authors do not recognize that the word they 
quote from the Great Harris Papyrus as 'khidjana' is the same etymologically as the Coptic -'xsrt 
(which they give, quoting Loret inadequately, as 'shegen'): see now Cerny, Coptic Etymological Dictionary, 
263. The evidence which they introduce to establish the existence of garlic in Ancient Egypt seems 
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unnecessary in the face of the actual examples of garlic found in excavations-evidence which they also 
quote. 

Finally, as a general indication of the authors' lack of understanding, there is their common practice 
of citing Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Materials and Industries in its fourth edition, revised by J. R. Harris, 
as 'Harris (i962)'. In their discussion of fats and dairy produce this error leads them to ascribe to Harris 
the experimental work of Lucas: 'The specimens that Harris, himself, examined were mostly solid fatty 
acids . . . He concluded that it was not possible to distinguish whether these were of animal or vegetable 
origin.' Poor Lucas! quantum mutatus ab illo! T. G. H. JAMES 

The Obelisks of Egypt, Skyscrapers of the Past. By LABIB HABACHI. 230 X 155 mm. Pp. xvi+203, frontis., 
50 half-tone plates, 35 text-figures. New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1977. ISBN o 684 14805 6. 
Price $1I2.95. 

In this excellent little book Dr Labib Habachi proposes to supply the layman who is curious to know 
about the history and purpose of obelisks with the most important facts regarding them. He calls his work 
a 'popular book', and that it certainly is, though it must be added that, as such, it is quite out of the 
common run. The book comes from the pen of a leading Egyptologist whose knowledge of the ancient 
sites and monuments which he writes about is first-hand and unequalled; he has devoted much time and 
thought to this work, has made judicious use of all relevant primary sources-the obelisks themselves, 
Egyptian hieroglyphic and hieratic texts, Classical writers, Arabic travellers and historians-and has 
ransacked the modern literature of the subject. The copious information he gathered and his own conclusions 
are distilled into a straightforward, well-written narrative which, stripped of the usual apparatus of philo- 
logical and archaeological comments and critical notes, any intelligent person can read with ease, full com- 
prehension, profit, and pleasure. It is 'vulgarization' at its best. 

The Obelisks of Egypt is divided into seven chapters. The first explains the religious significance of 
obelisks and their close connection with the cult of solar gods; it also deals with those obelisks that may 
be described as being commemorative in character, having been erected either to mark important crown 
festivals or to serve as records (and what diffuse boastful records they are!) of royal achievement. Ch. II 
is technical and tells of the kinds of stone of which obelisks were made, how they were quarried, transported, 
and set up. The next three chapters deal in chronological order with individual obelisks: those of the Old 
and Middle Kingdoms erected at Heliopolis and Memphis, those which Eighteenth Dynasty rulers ordered 
to be set up in the Theban area for the most part and exceptionally elsewhere (Heliopolis and Elephantine), 
then the obelisks erected during the obelisks erecteperiod during the Ramesscapitalid city of Pi-Ramesse period in the oDelta and 
at Karnak, Luxor, and probably Heliopolis; and lastly the lesser-known obelisks which after about 1000 BC 
were raised at Heliopolis, Sais, Abydos, probably HIorbeit in the eastern Delta, Ashmunein in Middle 
Egypt, and, farther upstream, at Elephantine and Philae. The final chapters are concerned with those 
obelisks that either as freely given presents, or extorted gifts, or downright plunder left their native soil 
at one time or another to be transplanted elsewhere: Rome, Florence, Istanbul, Paris, London, and New 
York. These 'obelisks in exile', as Erik Iversen aptly called them, are described one by one; also the difficult 
problems and the vicissitudes of the transport and re-erection of the ponderous monoliths are recounted 
with a rare combination of great erudition and lively style. 

No reader has all his dates always at his finger-ends. Here he will find them gathered up in the final 
pages, marshalled for his convenience in a chronological table of Egyptian dynasties which includes all the 
Pharaohs mentioned in the book and is complemented by dated lists of such Roman emperors and popes 
as were in any way concerned with obelisks. The select bibliography and full alphabetical index that follow 
show again the author's care for the needs of his audience. 

In this regrettably tardy review it would be anachronistic, so to speak, to recommend this book and say 
that it is a boon to the layman and the scholar alike. It is obvious that the one and the other have already 
found that out. We understand that the Italian edition of The Obelisks of Egypt is almost out of print, 
while the original American edition is either entirely sold out or very nearly so; for the book is at this time 
of writing (April 1982) extremely hard to come by. A second edition might perhaps be thought of and 
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produced sooner or later. It is because of this possibility that several marginalia from the reviewer's copy 
are reproduced hereunder: 

P. 38,1. 6: for 'was found' read 'was founded'. 
P. 39, 1. 8: for 'Pythagorus' read 'Pythagoras'. 
P. 44,1. I4: for 'Egyptologists' read 'Egyptologist' or 'egyptologist', but singular in any case. 
P. 44, 1. ii from bottom: for 'Chapels' read 'The chapels'. 
P. 53, fig. 22: for 'Konso' read 'Khonsu' or 'Khons'. 
P. 78, 1. 12 from bottom: delete '[?]'. Fyt 2 certainly means 'two weights', as Labib Habachi himself 

suggested when he published this inscription in JEA 36, 15 n. c. See also Sethe quoted by Gunn, BIFAO 
34, I40; Valbelle, Catalogue des poids a inscriptions hi6ratiques de Deir el-Medineh, 3 (?5) ff., 8 f.; Lemaire 
and Vernus, Semitica 28, 58 n. 4. 

P. 86, fig. 29: for '(Blibastis)' read '(Bubastis)'. 
P. 87, 1. 6: delete 'much work' and read 'numerous workmen', as Labib Habachi did in BIFAO 73, 

122 top. Here U 
' =- k;wtyw or, more explicitly, k;wtyw m inr, 'workmen (building) with stone', twice 

mentioned in a Wadi Mia inscription of precisely the same king and regnal year (Sethos I, Year 9): cf. 
Schott, Nachr. Gottingen, I96I, I44 n. on 8, 6; 46 n. on II, 3; pl. 19, Text B, cols. 5-6 and io. 

P. 92, 1. 10 from bottom including caption: the reference '(plate 21)' should go at the end of the next 
sentence, '. . . of the city (plate 21)'. 

P. 102, 1. 6 from bottom: for 'second' read 'third'. 
P. I55, 1. 21: delete '[?]'; the vera lectio of the epithet on the obelisk is tnw mnw (with 4, not 0): see 

collated copy in Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions, II, fasc. 13, 604, 5. Tnw mnw means 'distinguished of 
monuments' without a doubt, and the query is needless. 

P. I89,1. 4; n. I8; for 'Badge' read 'Budge'. 
P. I95, 1. 7 from bottom: for '7, 10' read '8, Io'. 

P. 201, 1. I5 in 2nd column: for 'Pythagorus' read 'Pythagoras'. 

The Obelisks of Egypt is yet another feather in Labib's cap, for which he must be warmly congratulated. 
And on this occasion a special praise is due to him for having found time, in the midst of a host of scholarly 
commitments of a graver and more pressing nature, to write this valuable and delightful 'popular book'. 

RICARDO A. CAMINOS 

Egyptian Objects in the Victoria and Albert Museum. By BARBARA ADAMS. Egyptology Today No. 3. 
295 x 210 mm. Pp. 6i, figs. 15. Warminster, Aris & Phillips Ltd., 1977. ISBN o 85668 103 2. Price L7-5o. 

Readers of this journal's reviews will already be familiar with the series of publications cataloguing 
Egyptian objects in the Petrie Collection at University College London. Two recent volumes in this series 
were reviewed in JEA 64. During the course of this project a scrutiny of the Petrie manuscripts by one 
member of this team produced an intriguing reference to a collection of Egyptian sculpture at South 
Kensington, in the Victoria and Albert Museum. Searching for evidence of the distribution of material 
from Petrie's Theban Temples excavations of I896-evidence to supplement the Petrie collection of 
material drawn from these excavations-Barbara Adams discovered a reference to a series of 'Portrait 
heads' which survived in the basements of the Victoria and Albert Museum. Although almost all the larger 
fragments of sculpture and relief from this excavation had been illustrated in Petrie's original report (Six 
Temples at Thebes (I897), pl. vi), many remain untraced in the second edition of the Topographical Biblio- 
graphy (Vol. II, Theban Temples). A new series of monographs entitled 'Egyptology Today'-intended to 
publish recent archaeological work speedily and cheaply-now provides Mrs Adams with the propitious 
opportunity of cataloguing these 'discoveries' at South Kensington, at the same time enabling her to 
publish a register of other Egyptian objects held in various departments at the same museum. 

Petrie's Theban excavations of I896 were contained within an area along the desert edge, between the 
Temple of Merneptah and the Temple of Merneptah-Siptah. The nine fragments of sculpture described 
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in this catalogu e w excavated from the temples of Tuthmosis IV and Merneptah, those from the latter 
having been removed in antiquity from the Temple of Amenophis III. For the most part, these objects 
are fragmentary and in poor, sometimes friable condition. The author's descriptions (including basic 
measurements and bibliographies) remain suitably concise from one so clearly unmoved to offer any stylistic 
assessment of the more important fragments. However, the observation offered by Miss Christine Strauss 
of a raised edge around the lips on a fragment of a colossal head fround the Temple of Tuthmosis IV, and 
presumably representing that king (Cat. no. 3, fig. 3), suggests that a closer iconographic study of these 
fragments may, nevertheless, prove rewarding. The rediscovery of the fragmentary sandstone Osiride 
figure of Amenophis III (Cat. no. 5, figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9) is certainly a worthwhile addition to the corpus of 
statues of this much-represented monarch as it represents the king in his rare Osiride guise. It was presumed 
that this figure once stood before a colossal couchant jackal (a single paw from one such jackal identified 
in the Petrie Collection is also included in this catalogue, UC 29I90, Cat. no. 7) which originally formed 
part of an avenue leading to the Temple of Amenophis III. It is particularly regretted that the author has 
omitted to reproduce any photograph of a further limestone head of this king, an interesting head, despite 
its worn and modest detail, as it formed part of a sphinx placed alongside these colossal jackals (Cat. no. 6). 
This catalogue presented an opportunity, unfortunately not grasped, to improve on those sorry negatives 
of Petrie's, reproduced in his excavation report. 

Mrs Adams's attributions are based entirely on the commentaries included in this original report. In 
the case of one example, a black granite 'royal' face, her adherence to their attributions must be shown to 
be in error. Although well executed, the face entered as Cat. no. 4 is unlikely to be that of Amenophis III. 
The two significant iconographic elements-the absence of uraeus and the appearance of a beard-strap-do 
not altogether comply with the standard representations which she so copiously cites in its bibliography. 
Only one figure of Amenophis III is recorded without uraeus (Cairo CG 42088: Legrain, Statues et 
statuettes, I, pl. liii) and, although there are indications that both heads are contemporary, there is frankly 
not sufficient evidence to identify this face with a head of that king. A private attribution is also unlikely 
as private representations rarely define the beard with beard-strap (for an example of the late Middle 
Kingdom see Cairo CG 42034: Legrain, op. cit. pl. xxi). It is far more likely, in view of its facial aspect, 
that the fragment derives instead from a divine figure, possibly HIjathor or Ptah.-Tenen (cf. Vandier, Manuel, 
nII, pl. cxxiii, 4 and 6). 

Together with these sculptures Mrs Adams also catalogues two reliefs of Amenophis II and two more 
of Tuthmosis IV. Being fragmentary in nature these royal portraits cannot contribute significantly to our 
knowledge of relief portraiture in the Eighteenth Dynasty (although the reliefs of Tuthmosis IV were 
certainly taken into account by Karol Mysliwiec in his recent study Le Portrait royal dans le bas-relief du 
Nouvel Empire (Warsaw, 1976). However, the republication of the head of Amenophis II wearing the 
'atef' crown (Cat. no. 9, 'fig. 12' omitted from the caption) provides the excuse to reproduce this relief for 
the first time in its entirety, Petrie's original negative apparently being too over-exposed to permit full 
publication. The description for Cat. no. ii (fig. 14), a relief showing the head of Tuthmosis IV wearing 
the Red Crown, reveals this fragment as a hitherto unpublished representation of this king. However, I am 
at a loss to comprehend why Mrs Adams distinguishes this fragment from that published in Petrie's report 
as pl. vi [7]. Despite the loss of paint, the composition together with the nature of the fractures suggest 
to me that they are one and the same piece. A further relief-fragment of a woman (Cat. no. 12, fig. I5) is 

tentatively identified as Sitamuin on the strength of a comparative relief in University College (UC 14373). 
However, Mrs Adams's fragment, previously unpublished, illustrates an interesting head-dress composed 
of a lotus flower and reeds. A similar head-dress with reeds is found on the walls of a Twenty-second 
Dynasty chapel of Osorkon II at Karnak (see PM II, 2nd edn., 203-4). 

The second part of this book comprises a register of provenanced Egyptian material at South Kensington, 
the legacy of various divisions made to that museum between 1883 and 1908, and between 1921 and 1926. 
These objects, now scattered around several of its departments, are the produce of excavations undertaken 
by the British School of Archaeology in Egypt (formerly the Egyptian Research Account) and the Egypt 
Exploration Society (formerly the Egypt Exploration Fund). Entries are listed by site, according to the 
chronological sequence of excavations, and comprise museum number, provenance, and bibliographic 
data. Apart from the absence of stylistic commentary in the earlier part of this book, the outstanding 
criticism of this catalogue remains the author's failure to arrange the first part of the book with the same 
degree of clarity afforded this latter register of objects. 

As all but Cat. no. 7 of the sculptures and reliefs forming the basis of this catalogue have since been 
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transferred to the British Museum's Department of Egyptian Antiquities this opportunity is taken to 
update their registration numbers: 

Cat. no. i (V & A 913.1896) = BM 69049 Cat. no. 6 (V & A 918.I896) -= BM 69054 
Cat. no. 2 (V & A 9IO.1896) = BM 69046 Cat. no. 8 (V & A 908.I896) = BM 69044 
Cat. no. 3 (V & A 909.I896) = BM 69045 Cat. no. 9 (V & A 907.1896) - BM 69043 
Cat. no. 4 (V & A 917.1896) = BM 69053 Cat. no. Io (V & A 9II.1896) = BM 69047 
Cat. no. 5 (V & A 914.1896) = BM 69050 Cat. no. II (V & A 912.I896) = BM 69048 

,, ,, (V & A 915.1896) = BM 6905I Cat. no. I2 (V & A 919.I896) = BM 69055 
,, ,, (V & A 916.1896) =BM 69052 

LEWIS MCNAUGHT 

Drawings from Ancient Egypt. By WILLIAM H. PECK. Photographs by John G. Ross. Foreword by Cyril 
Aldred. 270x250 mm. Pp. 207, illustrations 169, colour i6. London, Thames and Hudson Ltd., 1978. 
Price ?I0-50. 

The attractive book under review with its sixteen colour plates and 132 monochrome illustrations of 
drawings on ostraka, papyri, walls, and ceramics is likely to appeal to art-lovers who find it hard to come 
to terms with the impersonality of monumental Egyptian art. A brief introduction by Cyril Aldred explains 
the context of these scattered works, and William Peck provides a survey and informative commentaries 
of the illustrations. Here one's only regret might be that the indications of measurements-so relevant in 
many cases-are relegated to the list of plates at the end of the book. 

The arrangement is according to subject matter, man, woman, the royal image, etc. down to animal 
life and architecture. There are advantages in, thiough the reader has to turn to the text for 
discussion of the meaning here assigned to the term drawing (that is designing in a liquid medium with a 
section of rush chewed or beaten to separate the fibres into brush form), and of the extremely varied pur- 
poses this technique was made to serve. The proximity to the techniques of the scribe is stressed by Cyril 
Aldred and is indeed obvious in the case of illustrations on papyrus. There is ample evidence that the 
technique was also used as a preparatory stage for sculpture, the traces of the brush being more flexible 
and easier to correct than the marks of the chisel. Even so it is remarkable how rare and how slight are 
these second thoughts or 'pentimenti', compared, for instance with the sinopwith the found under the painting 
surface of Italian murals. If to err is human, the Egyptian craftsmen were almost superhuman. Almost, 
but not quite. For more revealing glimpses are offered by their drawings on slabs or ostraka which the 
author calls 'trial pieces'. Some appear to be the work of apprentices trying out a formula such as that for 
the King's head, with the master amending the outline or adding the drawing of a fist or a hand as a guide 
to the correct proportion. In the majority of trial pieces, however, the author sees the work of a master 
craftsman struggling with a somewhat unusual subject for which no easy formula was available. Hence, 
as we read, more trial pieces exist for subjects like wrestlers and dancers, or complicated combinations of 
animals for hunting scenes, than for the usual compositions which any master could draw without hesitation. 

A particularly interesting category is copies, such as the astounding sketch of the Queen of Punt from 
the temple of Deir el-Bahri. The uniqueness of the model makes the copy easily recognizable, but the author 
(instancing a version after a relief from Medinet Habu) thinks that many other drawings must have been 
similarly based on existing monuments. Commenting on the representation of a woman nursing a child 
which exists in two very similar drawings the author writes: 'It is often the case, that a single drawing of 
a scene seems to be the product of imagination and invention, until the discovery of others of the same 
type proves the subject was sanctioned by common usage and needed practice.' Students of European 
medieval art have found it impossible to arrive at a hard and fast distinction between sketchbooks and 
pattern-books. Evidently the same difficulties arise in the study of these Egyptian monuments. 

Even the renderings of animals in human roles may be more dependent on patterns or pattern-books 
than their carefree manner suggests. We read that the cats in these drawings were perhaps derived from 
a common model. The author has no doubt about the interpretation of this genre as humorous and perhaps 
even irreverently parodistic. There is no mention in his bibliography of the book by Hedwig Kenner, Das 
Phdnomen der verkehrten Welt in der griechisch-romischen Antike (Klagenfurt, 1970) which very tentatively 
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transferred to the British Museum's Department of Egyptian Antiquities this opportunity is taken to 
update their registration numbers: 

Cat. no. i (V & A 913.1896) = BM 69049 Cat. no. 6 (V & A 918.I896) -= BM 69054 
Cat. no. 2 (V & A 9IO.1896) = BM 69046 Cat. no. 8 (V & A 908.I896) = BM 69044 
Cat. no. 3 (V & A 909.I896) = BM 69045 Cat. no. 9 (V & A 907.1896) - BM 69043 
Cat. no. 4 (V & A 917.1896) = BM 69053 Cat. no. Io (V & A 9II.1896) = BM 69047 
Cat. no. 5 (V & A 914.1896) = BM 69050 Cat. no. II (V & A 912.I896) = BM 69048 

,, ,, (V & A 915.1896) = BM 6905I Cat. no. I2 (V & A 919.I896) = BM 69055 
,, ,, (V & A 916.1896) =BM 69052 

LEWIS MCNAUGHT 

Drawings from Ancient Egypt. By WILLIAM H. PECK. Photographs by John G. Ross. Foreword by Cyril 
Aldred. 270x250 mm. Pp. 207, illustrations 169, colour i6. London, Thames and Hudson Ltd., 1978. 
Price ?I0-50. 

The attractive book under review with its sixteen colour plates and 132 monochrome illustrations of 
drawings on ostraka, papyri, walls, and ceramics is likely to appeal to art-lovers who find it hard to come 
to terms with the impersonality of monumental Egyptian art. A brief introduction by Cyril Aldred explains 
the context of these scattered works, and William Peck provides a survey and informative commentaries 
of the illustrations. Here one's only regret might be that the indications of measurements-so relevant in 
many cases-are relegated to the list of plates at the end of the book. 

The arrangement is according to subject matter, man, woman, the royal image, etc. down to animal 
life and architecture. There are advantages in, thiough the reader has to turn to the text for 
discussion of the meaning here assigned to the term drawing (that is designing in a liquid medium with a 
section of rush chewed or beaten to separate the fibres into brush form), and of the extremely varied pur- 
poses this technique was made to serve. The proximity to the techniques of the scribe is stressed by Cyril 
Aldred and is indeed obvious in the case of illustrations on papyrus. There is ample evidence that the 
technique was also used as a preparatory stage for sculpture, the traces of the brush being more flexible 
and easier to correct than the marks of the chisel. Even so it is remarkable how rare and how slight are 
these second thoughts or 'pentimenti', compared, for instance with the sinopwith the found under the painting 
surface of Italian murals. If to err is human, the Egyptian craftsmen were almost superhuman. Almost, 
but not quite. For more revealing glimpses are offered by their drawings on slabs or ostraka which the 
author calls 'trial pieces'. Some appear to be the work of apprentices trying out a formula such as that for 
the King's head, with the master amending the outline or adding the drawing of a fist or a hand as a guide 
to the correct proportion. In the majority of trial pieces, however, the author sees the work of a master 
craftsman struggling with a somewhat unusual subject for which no easy formula was available. Hence, 
as we read, more trial pieces exist for subjects like wrestlers and dancers, or complicated combinations of 
animals for hunting scenes, than for the usual compositions which any master could draw without hesitation. 

A particularly interesting category is copies, such as the astounding sketch of the Queen of Punt from 
the temple of Deir el-Bahri. The uniqueness of the model makes the copy easily recognizable, but the author 
(instancing a version after a relief from Medinet Habu) thinks that many other drawings must have been 
similarly based on existing monuments. Commenting on the representation of a woman nursing a child 
which exists in two very similar drawings the author writes: 'It is often the case, that a single drawing of 
a scene seems to be the product of imagination and invention, until the discovery of others of the same 
type proves the subject was sanctioned by common usage and needed practice.' Students of European 
medieval art have found it impossible to arrive at a hard and fast distinction between sketchbooks and 
pattern-books. Evidently the same difficulties arise in the study of these Egyptian monuments. 

Even the renderings of animals in human roles may be more dependent on patterns or pattern-books 
than their carefree manner suggests. We read that the cats in these drawings were perhaps derived from 
a common model. The author has no doubt about the interpretation of this genre as humorous and perhaps 
even irreverently parodistic. There is no mention in his bibliography of the book by Hedwig Kenner, Das 
Phdnomen der verkehrten Welt in der griechisch-romischen Antike (Klagenfurt, 1970) which very tentatively 
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links this type of imagery with utopian dreams of reversal and renewal. Whatever one may think of this 
interpretation, it is clear that there is always a subjective element in any reading of comic intention. 
Discussing the memorable drawing of an unshaven stonemason the author wants us to pity the poor man, 
believing that the 'skilled artist who worked with pen and brush must have looked down on the labourer 
who toiled with chisel and mallet'. But need the drawing be intended as a portrait ? Could it not also belong 
to the type of generic mockery which has so often prompted rival guilds to deride each other? Or, alter- 
natively, could it not even be a self-caricature by a stonemason, meditating on his lot ? 

Generally there is less evidence of spontaneity and freedom in these tantalizing drawings than a casual 
look may convey. Even the few erotic doodles and other scribbles are firmly embedded in the system and 
procedures of the Egyptian style. They are invariably filtered through the system of Egyptian methods 
which have been so thoroughly analysed by H. Schiifer and which the author, following Emma Brunner- 
Traut, refers to as 'aspective'. Without wishing to challenge this interpretation (to which this reviewer 
has also adhered) it may be opportune to draw the attention of readers of this journal to the alternative 
view on perspective and non-perspective in art which has been put forward by a leading student of visual 
perception, the late James J. Gibson, in his latest and last book The Ecological Approach to Visual Per- 
ception (Boston, I979). Gibson's reasoning is too subtle and too complex to be summarized in a few words; 
suffice it to say that he does not fall into the trap of dismissing perspective as a mere convention. What 
he argues instead is that the arrested monocular vision of the world is an artificial abstraction which can 
never do justice to the workings of our visual system, which relies not on 'snapshot vision' but on the flow 
of information obtained by the observer who moves around in the world. The system is geared, in his view, 
to extracting what he calls the invariants of our environment, its layout and structure, independent of any 
particular viewing point. This interpretation comes fairly close to the author's formulation that in Egyptian 
art 'the elements are arranged in a way that conveys not the visual momentary impression but a description 
of reality at no fixed time'. The reason why Gibson dissociates his view from the traditional interpretation 
according to which such conceptual images are based on 'knowledge' rather than on 'seeing' cannot here 
be further set out. What matters is that any aspective system must resemble a map rather than a mirror 
image and a map demands adherence to the code if it is to function at all. What the author writes about the 
drawings of constellations on the ceiling of the tomb of Senenmut probably applies to many other subjects: 
'The skill of the artist was exhibited only in the degree to which he could be faithful to the original.' It is 
this approach which was subverted by what may be called the 'eyewitness principle', with its development 
of perspective. As soon as the representation was conceived as a record of what the artist had actually 
seen from a particular viewing point at a given moment subjectivity entered the process. In the making 
of such a record of a real or imaginary experience drawing will also assume a different function. Its role 
in the formation of the unique and unrepeatable image will be much more creative than it could ever be 
in the context of a conventional style. In describing the drawings in a papyrus of the Book of the Dead 
the author writes: 'The figures are based on carefully worked out and standardized models, but nevertheless 
have great vitality and grace.' We need not disagree, to recognize that there is an unresolved problem in his 
'nevertheless'. It stems from that great reorientation of image-making that led Vasari in the sixteenth 
century to collect drawings and an eighteenth-century poet (A.-M. Lemierre) to formulate accepted opinion 
in the lines: 

Le moment du genie est celui de l'esquisse; 
C'est la qu'on voit la verve et la chaleur du plan. 

Without this conviction this book would not have been compiled and marketed. We have a right to be 
subjective in our response to the images of the past, and can be grateful to the author for selecting as his 
first illustration a much simplified (and much enlarged) drawing of a profile which, with good reason, 
reminds him of Picasso's 'classic' faces. But could we have explained to its master why many would one 
day prefer this first preparatory exercise to the disciplined perfection of the finished image ? 

E. H. GOMBRICH 

0 
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Carian Inscriptions from North Saqqdra and Buhen. By OLIVIER MASSON. With contributions by Geoffrey 
Thorndike Martin and Richard Vaughan Nicholls. Texts from Excavations, Fifth Memoir. 320 X 260 mm. 
Pp. ix+102, pls. 38. London, Egypt Exploration Society, I978. ISSN 0307 5I25. ISBN o 85698 075 7. 
Price ?25-50. 
This is the third volume to appear in the Society's documentary series of texts from North Saqqara, 

and it is devoted to the remarkable series of Carian stelae discovered by Emery, mainly in the rich season 
of I968-9. A few inscriptions from Buhen are also conveniently included in the present volume (nos. 50-5). 
The Society generously entrusted the collation of this material to Professor Olivier Masson, whose con- 
tribution occupies the first part of the volume. Masson's hand-copies and transliterations are based on 
the Society's photographs, which are usually at their most successful when recording incised surfaces, 
and on facsimiles by G. T. Martin. The reviewer was present during the relevant seasons at Saqqara, 
and is aware of the conditions and pressures under which this epigraphic work was achieved; indeed, such 
facsimiles are in a way the most important part of such a publication, a fact which is often ignored by 
reviewers. In the second part of the volume Martin adds short descriptions of the stelae themselves, and 
their place in the development of East Greek and related art is discussed, with great meticulousness, by 
R. V. Nicholls. Attention to detail does not disguise Nicholls's enthusiasm for the material, or his deter- 
mination to set the stelae in the context of the Caromemphite tradition. The notes on the hieroglyphs, 
however, notably those on pp. 58-9, could have been made a little clearer to a non-Egyptologist, especially 
when conflicting readings are involved (see below), but this is perhaps a wise course with material that is 
likely to be discussed and rediscussed. 

Any book by three authors will remind one of the monster CAmemit, but this is unavoidable here, and 
the monster (Amemit is not so frightful after all. The main conclusion must be one of gratitude to all three 
authors, who have worked successfully together to make an impressive contribution to a difficult field. 

To turn from the publication to the Carian inscriptions themselves. The language is written with some 
forty or forty-five signs, many of which bear a close resemblance to letters of the Greek alphabet, but 
evidently there are too many signs for a simple alphabet, and some elements of a syllabary are usually 
thought to be present as well. In general, a substitution of sound-values from the Greek alphabet into the 
Carian script yields rather uncouth results, as in the two systems of transliteration used by Masson himself 
at different times (Kadmos I5 (1976), 82 n. 3, continued on the following page). This may simply mean 
that the Carian language itself was uncouth, but it is clear that Masson intends his system to be used only 
as a convention. 

If the Greek alphabet is not a reliable guide, what about the inscriptions from Egypt? Bilingual inscriptions 
are obviously of great potential value, but there are bilinguals and bilinguals. A Carian, such as the one 
recorded in Stele Lausanne 4727, calls himself in the hieroglyphic text Psmtk-cwy-Nt, son of W.h-ib-rr 
[... ?] (Masson and Yoyotte, Objets pharaoniques a inscription carienne, 21 fig. I3). These are precisely the 
sort of basilophorous names that were regularly assumed by foreigners in Egypt, especially those in royal 
service, from the New Kingdom onwards, and it is far from certain that a Carian would have called himself 
by such an Egyptian name when talking to other Carians, or in the Carian part of a so-called 'bilingual'. 
This, however, is the assumption behind Zauzich's attempted decipherment, which appears in his Einige 
karischen Inschriften aus Agypten und Kleinasien und ihre Deutung nach der Entzifferung der karischen 
Schrift (Wiesbaden, 1972) and his privately circulated Brief zur karischen Frage (Berlin, March I979). It 
is a courageous attempt, and it has the merit of placing values derived from the supposed Egyptian equiva- 
lents above arbitrary readings taken from the Greek alphabet, but in general the present reviewer finds it 
unconvincing, as does Masson. 

Some bilinguals are more promising. These are ones where the Egyptian text itself contains names 
which are 'barbarous', at least to an Egyptologist. Here it is an assumption, but of course no more than 
an assumption, that these names will also be present in the Carian. These 'genuine' bilinguals are also used 
by Zauzich, but it might have been better to treat them in isolation. A good example is the clearly written 
stele from Saqqara, Masson no. 7 (present volume, pp. 25-6, 86-7 and pls. vi, xxxv, i). Here the hiero- 
glyphic 'IrWs corresponds apparently to the first line of the Carian, which is written (I) D PA'A. If we 
turn to inscription no. i of the same corpus (pp. 20-I, 58-60) a group which appears to be the same occurs 
on a stele which also bears in hieroglyphs the name 'Iwrs` (cf. pl. ii, i and p. 59; the information on this 
name is unfortunately confusing, at least to a non-Egyptologist). On the same stele another name, possibly 
that of the father, is written in hieroglyphs 'Iwry .. . .(?); the Carian text has its third word beginning 
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A 1 A. This information suggests that A is a vowel, perhaps a, unless the Carians twere especially perverse 
in their treatment of the Greek alphabet; that ' may be a continuation of this vowel, perhaps as u or w 
in the combination aw (this would help to explain the alternation between i and iw in the hieroglyphic 
equivalents); and that A, strangely, is r. This may have been a Carian attempt at being different, or it 

may possibly have arisen from some kind of /dr/ sound which the Egyptians wrote as r. This sound may 
be followed by vowels: D in the first example may be e, and that [-H in the second name (which is written 

Iwry . . ; in Egyptian) is also a vowel is suggested by Meier-Bruiigger in his treatment of the bilingual 
Greek-Carian text from Athens (Kadmos I8 (I979), 87-8). The latter has at least the merit of relying on 
a known Carian word preserved as part of a compound expression in Greek sources. After this, we are faced 
with p - ', corresponding to the hieroglyphic f. This finds some support from Cairo 30837 (Masson and 
Yoyotte, op. cit. 53 and fig. 24). Here the strange hieroglyphic name ~Srkbym may correspond to the first 
word in the Carian, which is written H OD 0 1Ri AP: the opening signs may be s-a-w. The following 
sign is unknown, but, as the next sign looks like a p (or b ?), it should correspond to the rk of &frkbym. Perhaps 
it is a ligature of r followed by a c or k, or a sound distinct from the r written A which we have already 
met. A similar sign j occurs at the beginning of the third line in Masson no. 7 (present vol., pl. vi), and 
the unfinished sign at the top of the second column of hieroglyphs may be r rather than irh or spr, but it 
is better to admit ignorance here. Nor can much be done at the moment with the second line of this text, 
which ought to correspond to the hieroglyphic Nrskr. It is possible to read *n-u-s-h-r- plus an ending with 

0[ =- (cf. the use of this sign in the group which may correspond to hieroglyphic Prim in Cairo 49061, 
which it is tempting to read P-a-w-a-l-e-m, with the same sign N or / for final m that appears in Sfrkbym: 
Masson and Yoyotte, op. cit. 43 fig. 2I). But this reading raises more problems than it solves. 

In conclusion, here are the main identifications proposed in this review, with the conventional numbers 
of the signs: 

A=a ii /=m(?) 27 ]=l 

4 =r I5 p = -- 30 == r+ligature (?) 
6 a = w, u (?) 26 -= vowel, perhaps e (?) 38 H - vowel 

Whether these identifications are right or wrong, it is the reviewer's hope that a cautious use will be 
made of the Carian evidence from Egypt. Certainly the volume reviewed here will give the investigator 
every chance to reach his own conclusions, based on a reliable and scholarly publication. It is also his hope 
that the Egypt Exploration Society's work at Saqqara will help to remind Egyptologists and Classical 
scholars that they have much to gain and learn from each other. J. D. RAY 

Addendum. The realization that H is to be read as m, and that p is s makes me suspect that we can identify 
a well-known name. In two graffiti from Abu Simbel (Sevoroskin nos. 74 and 78; cf. Zauzich, Einige 
karischen Inschriften, 31-2) we find the forms IA H M M q M and (retrograde) M M MV A V. The 
first is clearly P-e-s-m-a-s- with an unknown final sign which I assume to be k; the second writing may end 
with the samne sign, or a variant. It may be that the penultimate sign was really p or (, and it looks as if 
the two are variant spellings of the name Psammetichus. The form Psmsk (perhaps from a palatalized 
Psmtk ?) is regular in Aramaic (Kornfeld, Onomastica Aramaica aus Agypten, 9I-2), and since the Carians 
owed their original loyalty to the house of Psammetichus this name may well have been used by them. The 
name in effect became international, and it is, therefore, an exception to the rule that Egyptian basilo- 
phorous names are not likely to be used by Carians. A very similar combination occurs at the beginning 
of the Lausanne stele (Masson and Yoyotte, op. cit. 21 fig. 13) in the shorter form p 1M M; this I 
take to be P-s-m-s-k. Since this king's name also occurs in the Egyptian, it may be that there is a link, as 
Zauzich thought, but I cannot equate the following signs with rwy-Nt, as the Egyptian text implies. This 
question is best left open for the time being. (This review was received in July I980.) 
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Archaic Greek Faience. By VIRGINIA WEBB. 350 X 215 mm. Pp. xi+ 174, pis. 22, numerous figs. Warminster, 
Aris & Phillips Ltd., I978. ISBN o 85668 o8I 8. Price z20. 

In the seventh and sixth centuries BC, a short-lived but prolific faience industry flourished in East Greece, 
producing a variety of distinctive objects, particularly small vessels and figurines, which were exported 
throughout the Mediterranean and as far as the Black Sea coast and the Sudan. The earliest centre of the 
industry seems to have been the island of Rhodes, with another important centre established at Naukratis 
in Egypt at the end of the seventh century. The main period of production in this industry coincides with 
the expansion of Greek trade and colonization, which brought in a flood of new ideas and influences from 
the Near East and Egypt, and stimulated the development of local art and architecture. As with other 
products of the Orientalizing Period, these faience objects show a mixture of styles; the earlier pieces 
reflect a strong Egyptianizing influence, while many of the products of the later phases are distinctively 
Greek in style. 

Virginia Webb has compiled a catalogue of nearly a thousand objects, chiefly miniature vases and figurines, 
produced by this industry. Scarbas are wisely excluded on the grounds that they merit a special study. An 
introductory chapter outlines the general history and techniques of faience manufacture, and the distribu- 
tion and development of the East Greek industry. The author identifies three phases of manufacture and 
the catalogue of objects is arranged accordingly: Phase I (chs. 2-6), starting in the mid seventh century, 
includes the double and figured vases, the low-relief pyxides and alabastra, aryballoi, juglets and flasks, 
and a group of related objects such as spoons, bracelets, and vases in the form of couchant lions; Phase II 
(ch. 7) starts at the end of the seventh century, and is the period of figurine production; Phase III (chs. 8 
and 9) covers the sixth century, when the spherical and figured aryballoi were produced. In spite of the 
number of entries, Mrs Webb has not been able to include all the relevant material known to her, and at 
least one group of vases, those in the form of a monkey holding its young, has been omitted (these are 
listed in her article in Levant 4 (1972), 151); and in one section she has been forced by lack of space to 
exclude items without a provenance (p. 133, Hedgehog aryballoi). The catalogue is, therefore, only a 
selection, albeit a very wide one, of this particular faience industry. 

The sixth-century date of the later groups, the spherical and figured aryballoi, has long been known from 
inscribed examples with the cartouches of Apries and Amasis of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty. The earlier 
groups are dated by their archaeological context and associated finds, which frequently include Greek 
pottery, datable to within a few decades. Within the overall time-span of the industry the author tries to 
establish three phases of manufacture. These are apparently consecutive, as she states (p. 7) that Phase II, 
the figurines, 'in point of time [falls] between the two phases of vase production'. However, a closer look 
at some of the dated objects in each phase shows, as one might expect, that certain groups had a longer 
time-span than her phasing allows. For example, the vases in the form of a kneeling woman are placed in 
Phase I, but group 3 of this type is dated 'to near the end of the seventh century' (p. 31) when elsewhere 
(pp. 5 and 7) one is given the impression that only figurines were being produced at that time; similarly, 
in a group of 17 trefoil jugs of Phase I (nos. 244-59), two are dated to 630-600, one to before 6o00, and one 
to 575-500, thus overlapping with both Phases II and III; and although all 425 figurines are placed in 
Phase II, one group, the 'Astarte' figurines (nos. 628-37), is dated to the first half of the seventh century 
and so extends back into Phase I. It would seem that her phasing is too rigid, and with only a small per- 
centage of dated objects (eight per cent of the total catalogue) and an industry lasting less than two cen- 
turies, it is perhaps unwise at this stage to try to date each group too closely. 

The individual catalogue entries vary in the amount of descriptive detail given. The first six chapters 
are more fully dealt with, but the last chapters appear to suffer from lack of space, and in places the entries 
are reduced to a list of numbered objects with only the barest description-an abbreviation not undesirable 
in a catalogue of this length if each group of objects were well illustrated. Unfortunately this is not the 
case: less than a third of the objects are illustrated, and some groups and sub-groups not at all (e.g. pyxides 
with one register, nos. I8I-8; male figurines, groups i, iv, and v, nos. 277-87; 307-I3), thereby reducing 
the catalogue to a list of objects. No doubt because of the cost of integrating photographs with text, the 
plates are relegated to the back of the book. In spite of the publisher's note that 'aesthetic presentation has 
been sacrificed for maximum clarity', many of the photographs are too small and unclear to show the detail 
of the often elaborate vases and figurines, and in some cases (e.g. nos. 82, I30, 404, 627) they are quite 
inadequate, being either too dark or too light to be of any use. Scale is not indicated and in a few cases 
the dimensions are not given in the text either (e.g. nos. 414, 482, 632). With only a selection of the objects 
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illustrated at all, it is surprising that photographs of some almost unrecognizable fragments should have 
been included (nos. 265, 266, 6i8). In addition to the photographs, there are a few line-drawings in the 
text. These are uniformly careless and seem to be little more than unfinished sketches. Even where com- 
parative details from Egyptian reliefs and paintings have been copied (figs. 8 and i8), the drawings are 
unnecessarily untidy. 

The contracted form of the text, the many minor errors, and the erratic punctuation and abbreviations 
give the impression that the work was produced in a hurry and not properly edited. Among the minor 
errors are: p. i. The Bubastis Treasure is of New Kingdom date, not post New Kingdom; p. i I6. Nefer- 
ib-re( is the prenomen of Psamtek II, not his 'Re' name; p. I30. Egypt had nine traditional enemies, not 
seven; the Department of Egyptian Antiquities at the British Museum is referred to as 'Egyptology' most 
of the time. Among the spelling-mistakes are: p. i 17; the prenomen of Amasis, which should be Khnem- 
ib-re, not Khem-ib-re; p. I19, no. 772 (not illustrated) where she states: 'Only the first two signs [of 
Amasis' name] are represented, re and nem (num); she must mean re and nem (num)'; she must mean re and khnem if she is referring to Amasis. 
Ch. 9 is omitted altogether from the contents page. The bibliographical entries are not anll complete with 
place and date of publication, and the notes (which are at the back of the back of the book) are sometimes confused; 
for example, at p. I56 n. 62 she refers to a Saite relief showing a seated woman carrying her child in a 
sling 'copied from the New Kingdom Tomb of Menna', but comparison between the two illustrations 
which she cites (W. Stevenson Smith, Art and Architecture of Ancient Egypt (Harmondsworth, 1958), 
pls. 80o and 109) shows that it is not the mother and child which have been copied from the earlier tomb, 
but the scene in the register above of a girl pulling a thorn out of her companion's foot. 

The book ends with two appendices: one is a very useful summary of the excavations at Camirus, Rhodes, 
from where many of the catalogued items come; the other is a list of some comparative Egyptian objects. 
There is only one general index and no cross-indexes or tables to show the distribution or date of different 
groups of objects; these would have been extremely useful to the reader, and also might have clarified 
certain areas-e.g. the phasing-where the author appears to be confused. Although an outline of the 
dates and phases is given in the introductory chapter, there is nowhere a concluding assessment of the 
industry as a whole, and the final chapter promised on p. 6, which should have included such a summary, 
never appears. The earliechapters sometimes include a brief suppears.ary of the earlier chapters sometimes includechronology a brief summary of the chricon ography 
of certain groups, but usually the reader is left to search through therough th individual entries for the details. 
The lack of good indexes and the poor quality and number of the illustrations also diminish the value of 
the catalogue. Even in 1914, Petrie was campaigning for more illustrations in catalogues: 'The first prin- 
ciple of a modern catalogue is to have full and clear pictures of nevery object, and then to build upon that 
such description as is needful to supplement the picture' (Amulets (London, 1914)). While printing costs 
may make Petrie's objective no longer feasible, clear and representative illustrations are still essential in 
a catalogue of this type if it is to be of use to other scholars. The total impression given by this production 
is that too much material has been included for the size and scope of the book, and that the results might 
have been better if a smaller but fully representative sample of the industry had been illustrated and dis- 
cussed in full. As it is, it falls between two stools, being neither a comprehensive and definitive work on 
the East Greek faience industry, not a popular and attractive catalogue for the general public. 

ANGELA J. MILWARD 

Recueil de textes demotiques et bilingues. By P. W. PESTMAN, with the collaboration of J. Quaegebeur and 
R. L. Vos. Tome I. Transcriptions. 290X215 mm. Pp. xxiii+i6i. Tome II. Traductions. 290X215 mm. 
Pp. 135. Tome III. Index et Planches. 290X 135 mm, pls. xxi. Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1977. ISBN 90 04 
05255 o. Price completef i80. 

According to the preface (i, p. v) the collection of the texts under review was at its inception inspired 
by the Sammelbuch griechischer Urkunden aus Agypten, but in the issue such a publication of demotic texts 
appeared impracticable. This conclusion may be too pessimistic, but it is clear that to make a success of 
such a project would require very careful preparation. What the authors in fact provide is a heterogeneous 
collection of twenty-three texts, mostly demotic but some with passages in Greek or written with the Greek 
alphabet. The majority of these texts have already been available in earlier publications (albeit in some 
instances inadequate ones). A survey of the amount of new information provided concerning some of the 
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illustrated at all, it is surprising that photographs of some almost unrecognizable fragments should have 
been included (nos. 265, 266, 6i8). In addition to the photographs, there are a few line-drawings in the 
text. These are uniformly careless and seem to be little more than unfinished sketches. Even where com- 
parative details from Egyptian reliefs and paintings have been copied (figs. 8 and i8), the drawings are 
unnecessarily untidy. 

The contracted form of the text, the many minor errors, and the erratic punctuation and abbreviations 
give the impression that the work was produced in a hurry and not properly edited. Among the minor 
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seven; the Department of Egyptian Antiquities at the British Museum is referred to as 'Egyptology' most 
of the time. Among the spelling-mistakes are: p. i 17; the prenomen of Amasis, which should be Khnem- 
ib-re, not Khem-ib-re; p. I19, no. 772 (not illustrated) where she states: 'Only the first two signs [of 
Amasis' name] are represented, re and nem (num); she must mean re and nem (num)'; she must mean re and khnem if she is referring to Amasis. 
Ch. 9 is omitted altogether from the contents page. The bibliographical entries are not anll complete with 
place and date of publication, and the notes (which are at the back of the back of the book) are sometimes confused; 
for example, at p. I56 n. 62 she refers to a Saite relief showing a seated woman carrying her child in a 
sling 'copied from the New Kingdom Tomb of Menna', but comparison between the two illustrations 
which she cites (W. Stevenson Smith, Art and Architecture of Ancient Egypt (Harmondsworth, 1958), 
pls. 80o and 109) shows that it is not the mother and child which have been copied from the earlier tomb, 
but the scene in the register above of a girl pulling a thorn out of her companion's foot. 

The book ends with two appendices: one is a very useful summary of the excavations at Camirus, Rhodes, 
from where many of the catalogued items come; the other is a list of some comparative Egyptian objects. 
There is only one general index and no cross-indexes or tables to show the distribution or date of different 
groups of objects; these would have been extremely useful to the reader, and also might have clarified 
certain areas-e.g. the phasing-where the author appears to be confused. Although an outline of the 
dates and phases is given in the introductory chapter, there is nowhere a concluding assessment of the 
industry as a whole, and the final chapter promised on p. 6, which should have included such a summary, 
never appears. The earliechapters sometimes include a brief suppears.ary of the earlier chapters sometimes includechronology a brief summary of the chricon ography 
of certain groups, but usually the reader is left to search through therough th individual entries for the details. 
The lack of good indexes and the poor quality and number of the illustrations also diminish the value of 
the catalogue. Even in 1914, Petrie was campaigning for more illustrations in catalogues: 'The first prin- 
ciple of a modern catalogue is to have full and clear pictures of nevery object, and then to build upon that 
such description as is needful to supplement the picture' (Amulets (London, 1914)). While printing costs 
may make Petrie's objective no longer feasible, clear and representative illustrations are still essential in 
a catalogue of this type if it is to be of use to other scholars. The total impression given by this production 
is that too much material has been included for the size and scope of the book, and that the results might 
have been better if a smaller but fully representative sample of the industry had been illustrated and dis- 
cussed in full. As it is, it falls between two stools, being neither a comprehensive and definitive work on 
the East Greek faience industry, not a popular and attractive catalogue for the general public. 

ANGELA J. MILWARD 

Recueil de textes demotiques et bilingues. By P. W. PESTMAN, with the collaboration of J. Quaegebeur and 
R. L. Vos. Tome I. Transcriptions. 290X215 mm. Pp. xxiii+i6i. Tome II. Traductions. 290X215 mm. 
Pp. 135. Tome III. Index et Planches. 290X 135 mm, pls. xxi. Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1977. ISBN 90 04 
05255 o. Price completef i80. 

According to the preface (i, p. v) the collection of the texts under review was at its inception inspired 
by the Sammelbuch griechischer Urkunden aus Agypten, but in the issue such a publication of demotic texts 
appeared impracticable. This conclusion may be too pessimistic, but it is clear that to make a success of 
such a project would require very careful preparation. What the authors in fact provide is a heterogeneous 
collection of twenty-three texts, mostly demotic but some with passages in Greek or written with the Greek 
alphabet. The majority of these texts have already been available in earlier publications (albeit in some 
instances inadequate ones). A survey of the amount of new information provided concerning some of the 
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texts already published (e.g. Docs. 15-23) raises the question as to whether full republication was really 
worth the expense. Perhaps demotic studies would be well served by the publication (e.g. in a journal like 
Enchoria) of an annual list of corrections to published texts. Demotists could submit minor proposals 
directly, while matters requiring lengthy justification would continue to appear as notes or articles, the 
results appearing in the annual list together with the necessary bibliography. 

The preface also stresses that the strictly 'demotic' part of the commentaries is aimed at beginners, but 
it is doubtful that this expensive, unsystematic selection of texts will ever come into general use as intro- 
ductory reading for nascent demotists, even those choosing at such an early stage to specialize in legal 
and economic texts. Notwithstanding, there are worthwhile comments, particularly on matters of palaeo- 
graphy (e.g. the interesting collection of different writings of the same word by the same scribe, I, 4-5, Io). 
The demotic comments are too little concerned with the problems of novices to be well suited for ele- 
mentary teaching, and the extensive legal commentaries are so much concerned with controversial details 
that one would probably use another selection of texts for beginners. 

This publication is most likely to be used by specialists, for whom the controversial matter would better 
be presented in articles unencumbered by the elementary and introductory comments. 

An example of the kind of legal problem raised by the authors is the interpretation of Docs. 4, 5, and 6 
(to which must be added Vatican Papyrus No. 22, which still awaits a modern edition). Formally these 
record the receipt of an unspecified price for specified quantities of perishable goods (grain and oil) followed 
by an undertaking to deliver the goods by a set term. They also contain the usual final clauses governing 
evidence of payment and performance, sanctioning the undertaking, and (in two cases) providing for a 
surety. All four texts were written within a short interval of one another, and in each instance the creditor 
is one and the same person. There were three different debtors, one of whom entered into two separate 
engagements. In total the debts amounted to nearly 28 artabae of wheat and 44 measures of oil, but the 
individual debts were modest. In their content and formulation the texts are paralleled by a large number 
of Greek instruments, and both the Greek and demotic texts of this type have been recently discussed by 
several writers (Pierce, Menu, Packmann, Bagnall). 

The authors offer a new interpretation of the legal construction of these instruments: in their view each 
undertaking was embodied in two instruments, one a rr-whi relating to the debt of the price, and the other 
a srt or sh relating to the debt of the goods. The latter instrument derived its effect from the former, to which 
it explicitly referred, and had no independent validity. By this arrangement the creditor was enabled to 
proceed either for the recovery of the price on the basis of the first instrument or for the delivery of the 
goods on the basis of both documents together. The surviving papyri are all held to belong to the category 
of documents that relates to the debt of goods. 

The authors are aware of the difficulties inherent in their interpretation, which they admit leads to a 
'tres insolite' situation which is 'non seulement assez complique, mais aussi inusuel' (II, 39). I share this 
assessment and believe that their interpretation is false and unnecessarily complicated. 

Their argument rests upon the phrase n or r rr-whi which defines the price received, the remainder of 
their discussion being secondary and largely concerned with rendering plausible their otherwise forced 
interpretation. In their view the crucial phrase is to be rendered as 'conformement 'a une creance' (II, 42, 

43, 57, etc.), and the word rr-w4h is to be regarded as a frequent abbreviation for sh n rr-wh4 (p. 47), which 
would mean 'un document de creance' or the like. 

The primary objection is that, whether one reads the introductory preposition as n or r, the translation 
'in conformity with' is inappropriate. The normal demotic Egyptian expression for 'in conformity with', 
'according to', etc. is r h, a phrase which also occurs in the texts under consideration and which the authors 
translate precisely as 'conformement 'a'. The phrase n or r rr-wh4 ought to mean 'as' or 'to be' a rr-whi. 
We then have a sentence which says, 'you have given me the price of such-and-such as (or to be) a rr-wh?'; 
and it no longer makes sense to regard rr-wh4 as a shortened writing of sh n rr-whj. One does not give value 
'as' or 'to be' a document. Moreover, similar phrases explaining the nature or purpose of money or goods 
received are well attested in clauses of receipt in other demotic instruments (cf. Symbolae Osloenses, Suppl. 
24 (1972), 44-5), whereas the authors' interpretation results in an unparalleled formulation. The surviving 
texts do not, therefore, refer to any other document relating to the arrangements which they record and 
of which they are consequently the sole instruments. 

The authors (II, 38) regard it as fortuitous that the creditor in each case was a trader, but this is a fact 
suggestive of the reasons why these particular documents came into being. In fact, my experience in the 
Sudan suggests that these and many similar Greek texts give legal form to the set of traditional economic 
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relationships referred to in Arabic as shayl (lit. 'burden'). Characteristically the debtors are poorer members 
of an agricultural community who borrow to meet immediate needs on the condition that they repay at 
the harvest with produce of a greater value than whatever they received. This form of rural credit is com- 
monly extended by local traders, in some cases by way of speculation or exploitation but in others also 
as a moral obligation. There is a considerable literature on shayl, but an excellent starting-point is M. W. 
Wilmington, 'Aspects of Moneylending in Northern Sudan', The Middle East Journal 9 (I955), 139-46. 
There is much more that could be said about the texts in question, but within the compass of a review it 
must suffice to stress the importance of distinguishing between underlying socio-economic relationships 
and the legal constructions laid upon them by notaries. 

The authors have contributed a number of improved readings (e.g. in the witness lists of Docs. 4-6 and 
io), and useful studies and resumes of the state of knowledge about various matters (e.g. the inspection 
of sacrificial cattle (in, 117-21) and the note on the words for parts of buildings (iI, 85-6)); their publication 
will doubtless become the starting-point for all further consideration of the texts included. There remains, 
of course, a residue of unsolved problems (e.g. in 1. 6 of Doc. 9, where the unread sign may be iw, 'receipt', 
'quitclaim') and disputable points (e.g. the identification of Bompae as Sohag, I, I7), and the authors do 
not always give a full account of interpretations with which they disagree. 

Each text is reproduced photographically, and, as far as the plates permit a judgement, most of the 
facsimiles in Vol. I are reliable. 

To facilitate study the transcriptions and palaeographic notes, the translations and commentaries, and 
the photographs have been printed in three separate volumes. The editors have not, however, been strict 
enough in eliminating costly repetitions between Vols. I and II (e.g. data concerning museum nos., dates, 
dimensions, etc.), and even within the separate volumes there are are instances of needless repetition (e.g. in 
the notes to Docs. 8 A and B). The general standard of presentation is high, the number of misprints 
infinitesimal, the indexes elaborate and accurate. The work is very expensive. RICHARD HOLTON PIERCE 

Papyri from Tebtunis in Egyptian and Greek. By W. J. TAIT. Texts from Excavations, Third Memoir. 
320x255 mmn. Pp. 134, pls. I2. Londondon, Egypt Exploration Society, 1977. ISSN 0307 5I25. ISBN 
o 85698 o62 5. Price L24. 

The volume under review contains editions of fifty-three fragmentary texts preserved on papyrus. 
Twenty-three of the texts are demotic, fourteen are hieratic or hieroglyphic, and the remaining sixteen 
are Greek. These fragments were purchased at Tebtunis for the Egypt Exploration Fund in the early 
years of this century and are now housed in the Ashmolean Museum. 

The demotic texts edited here include medical and botanical treatises, oneirocritical manuals, and literary 
compositions. Among the last-named are a set of maxims, a hymn to Isis, a prophecy mentioning Memphis, 
Alexandria, and the Greeks, narratives related to the Inaros Cycle, and part of a duplicate of the well- 
known 'Mythus vom Sonnenauge' (P. Leiden I 384). The hieratic and hieroglyphic texts are all religious 
in nature, many of them hymns in praise of the god Sobk. Some are duplicates of compositions already 
known from other papyri. Of special interest among the Greek texts are a fragment of Homer's Iliad, an 
illustrated herbal, medical and astrological works, and a list of Roman consuls. 

The text editions themselves are of excellent quality, and amply attest to the editor's versatility in dealing 
with such a broad range of material. Among them, the editions of the demotic texts deserve to be singled 
out for special praise. The editor has read and translated these texts with skill and care, and his com- 
mentaries on them are perceptive and to the point. From a rather unprepossessing pile of tattered scraps, 
he has succeeded in extracting a wealth of information. Thus his editions of these demotic fragments will 
be of great value, not only in and of themselves, but as models for future editors of similar texts as well. 

The following remarks are concerned with individual words or passages in the various texts: 

Text i 

L. i. As the editor points out in n. c, p. 4, the moun mirC is used here to mean a 'part' or 'region' of some- 
thing, rather than simply 'place'. This distinction is nicely illustrated in P. Carlsberg I, iv, 29, where both 
meanings occur side by side in the same sentence. It is said there, with reference to a group of human- 
headed birds: pi m;r nt-iw=w n-im=f r hn r pr mr rs-i;bt n t; p.t, 'The place in which they are extends to the 
southeastern part of the sky.' 
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L. 2. The traces at the beginning of this line, discussed by the editor in n. e, p. 5, are probably of s[b].t, 
'reward, recompense' (Erichsen, Glossar, 497). The article tU must have preceded sb.t, since it is modified 
by a relative clause with nt. The line as a whole may be translated: '[... the] reward of our gods, which is 
more beautiful than all [these].' 

L. I2. The verb rfy, with strong-arm determinative, is taken by the editor as a writing of rfr, 'be greedy' 
(Erichsen, Glossar, 60). Since demotic writings of the latter word invariably show a final r rather than 
final y, and since neither rfr nor its hieroglyphic predecessors are determined with the strong arm, an 
identification of cfy with the rrf, 'crush, press', of Wb. I, 41, 3-4 (Coptic ocqe) seems preferable. 

L. 14. Spiegelberg's old analysis of bn-iw mtw as the future counterpart of mn mtw, cited by the editor 
in n. nn, p. 8, has little to recommend it. There are no passages in any demotic text where bn-iw mtw must 
be taken as future, while in some, e.g., rmt (r) bn-lw mtw=f rmt n tme t;y=f ;my t;y=f mhw;, 'A man who has 
no townsman, his character is his family' (P. Louvre 2414, ii, I3), it is clearly present. Since bn-iw is well 
attested as a simple graphic variant of mn, 'there is not' (cf. P. Carlsberg I, ii, 23, 28, 30, 34; iv, 43, 44; 
P. Krall, xiv, 14 and xviii, 20, to cite only a few examples), bn-iw mtw is probably no more than a 
graphic variant of mn mtw. 

L. 21. At the end of the line, read Hr, 'Horus', in place of the editor's i n[tr.t]. The name is written in 
hieratic so: + 2; the right half of the r has been partially rubbed away. Horus is invoked here as protection 
against the 'destruction at the hands of Pharaoh' and it is to him, presumably, that the second person 
singular masculine suffix pronouns in the following line refer. 

Text 6 
F. i, 1. 2. mtwsk here is for the relative nt-iw=k. It cannot be the conjunctive, as the editor takes it, 

since the following in-nrck is qualitative and thus restricted to use with durative tenses. The phrase mt nb 
mtw=k in-ncrk n-im=w should be translated: 'every matter on which you are going.' 

F. I, 1. 3. The editor's tentative translation of hty here as 'heart' (see n. f, p. 30) is certainly correct. The 
word is written in hieratic so: I ez . For writings identical to this one, common in late hieratic texts, 
cf. P. Cairo 58034, 1. 23 and P. Cairo 58036, vi, io and i5. 

F. i, 1. 6. The signs between iw=f and n n, which the editor divides into two words, could also be taken 
as a writing of the verb dth, 'imprison' (Erichsen, Glossar, 688-9). Given the broken context, it is impossible 
to determine which of these two interpretations is the correct one. The word at the end of this line, which 
recurs in 1. 5 of F. 2, cannot be the one discussed in BIFAO 71 (I972), 56-7 (as suggested by the editor 
in n. k, p. 30), since the initial signs in the two words are clearly different. It is, in fact, the masculine 
noun s{r, 'resting place', for which see P. Harkness, i, ii and I5. The trace of ink after the looped-cord 
determinative is the bottom of the phonetic complement t, which is found in the P. Harkness examples of 
this word as well. (For the shape of the sign, compare the I of the word for 'chancellor' in the following 
line.) The phrase iw=f dth n ni str.[w] can be translated: 'he saying grief in the resting place[s]' or 'he being 
imprisoned in the resting place[s]', depending on how one interprets dth. 

F. 2, 1. 5. After n;, read str.[w], 'resting place[s]', as discussed above. 
F. 2, 1. 6. For Fayyumic writings of wr, 'slander, curse', see P. Vindob. D 6165, iii, 5 (Volten, Agypter 

und Amazonen (MPER NS 6), pl. i) and P. Krall, vii, 29. w; here, with strong-arm determinative, looks 
nothing like those writings and is probably a different word, perhaps a demotic form of the - ~ i, 'fall, 
sink', of Wb. I, 244, 7-8. 

Text 8 
L. 4. 4. The phrase nir(y)snf occurs here, in 11. 5 and 6 below, and 6 below, and in P. Leiden I 384, xiii, 25; xiv, 12 and 

14. It is taken by the editor to be a designation for some divine being. (See his discussions in n. e, p. 36, 
and Acta Orientalia 36 (I974), 3I; 37 (1976), 41). If this is correct, then iir(y)snf may best be explained as 
a phonetic writing of rsy-inb=f, 'he who is south of his wall', i.e., the god Ptah. Phonetic writings of rsy- 
inb=f attested in other demotic texts are: rsnfy (Ray, Archive of Hor, Text i8 vs. 2), Hirsnfy (ibid., 1. I9; 
Brugsch, Thesaurus, 887 and 991), itirrsnfy (Brugsch, Thesaurus, 998), and irsnfy (Brugsch, Thesaurus, 
990). A further variant, irsnfw, occurs in the hieroglyphic inscription on a clepsydra published by Quaege- 
beur (JNES 30 (I97I), 259-62), who took it as a writing of the royal name Arsinoe. Phonetically, iir(y)snf 
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bears a close resemblance to these writings of rsy-inb=f. Moreover, the snake sign which determines four 
of the six examples of iir(y)snf is the determinative in several of them as well. A final point to be noted is 
that ilr(y)snf, 'he who is south of his wall', provides an excellent antecedent for the otherwise unexplained 
suffix pronoun f which occurs in 11. 5 and 6 of the text under discussion. Why the god Ptah should be 
mentioned in the Tale of Sight and Hearing is a question of no little interest. However, any attempt to 
answer it would be out of place in a review of this limited scope. 

L. io. The distinction between r r'=f and n r;=f, mentioned by the editor in n. k, p. 37 and discussed by 
him at greater length in Acta Orientalia 36 (i974), 34-5, may not be as great as he supposes. In P. Carls- 
berg i, iii, 40-I, at least, the two appear to be synonymous. It is said there, with reference to the sky god- 
dess Nut: i-ir p) ntr rq n r;=s n wnw.t shtpns [rh]y d i-ir p? ntr rq r r=s n pi d-wnw.t iII.t n rhy, 'The god 
enters through her mouth (n r;=s) in the hour shtpns of evening, that is to say, the god enters through her 
mouth (r r=s) in the third hour of evening.' (For the incorrect equation of shtpns and the third hour of 
evening see Neugebauer and Parker, Egyptian Astronomical Texts, I, 62-3.) 

Text IO 
L. 3. The rather full writing of ih ', here, discussed by the editor in n. b, 40, has exact parallels 

in the writings of ih.t, 'cow', in P. Krall, v, 30 and xviii, 12-13. In the first of those passages, ih.t occurs in 
the broken phrase ne rt nr ih.wt, 'the fat of the cows'. In the second, it is a component of the personal 
name Pi-s'r-tr-ih.t, 'The son of the Cow'. 

L. 5. The distinctive form of the bee-sign in this writing of ibity, 'honey', occurs only in Roman Period 
texts from the Fayyum. Compare the form of that sign in the writings of the word for honey in P. Vindob. 
D 6321, 1. 3 and P. Vindob. D 6257, x+iv, 15 and passim. (The latter spelling is historical and omits the 
vocalic initial 1.) For the texts see Reymond, From Ancient Egyptian Hermetic Writings (MPER NS II) 

(where ibity is misread ieriy), and ead., A Medical Book from Crocodilopolis (MPER NS io) (where (i)bity 
is misread rr). 

Text II 

F . . 6. In view of its plant determinative, nh here is surely the noun 'bouquet' (Erichsen, Glossar, 64), 
and not, as the editor takes it, the verb 'live'. 

Text 14 
L. 3. At the beginning of the line, read n nt nb, 'of everything'. The word preceding this phrase, now 

lost, may have been a noun like 'mistress' or 'creator'. The proposed restoration of 'she who' after st, 
'Isis' (see the editor's n. e, p. 50) is almost certainly correct. The break is long enough to accommodate 
t. nt perfectly, a trace of the relative converter appears to be visibe just below it. The word after hpr, 
however, is not rnty, but rnnfy, 'prosperity' (Erichsen, Glossar, 250). ta nt ti hpr rnnfy here is nothing more 
than a demotic translation of the Middle Egyptian Isian epithet shpr rnnt, 'she who causes Prosperity to 
come into existence', for which see Broekhuis, De godin Renenwetet, I05 ff.; Muiiller, Agypten und die 
griechischen Isis-Aretalogien, 84; Quaegebeur, Le Dieu dgyptien Shai, 86. 

L. 5. The word read hrpi.w by the editor is actually t;.w, which in demotic can mean either 'the two 
lands' (i.e., Egypt) or, as here, simply 'the lands'. For proof of the reading see P. Carlsberg I, ii, I5, where 
a writing identical to this one serves as the demotic equivalent of hieratic I' '. The same writing 
occurs in P. Krall, vii, 32; ix, 24; xxiii, 29; xxiv, 5 (where Amon-Rse is called nb nsw (sic, for ns.wt) 
t;.w, 'lord of the thrones of the two lands'), and xvii, 21 (in the Isian epithet nb.(t) t.w, 'lady of the two 
lands'), and Revillout, Corpus Papyrorum Aegypti, i (Papyrus demotiques du Louvre, fasc. 4), pl. 30, 1. 2 

(in a broken context). The rather distinctive appearance of t;.w in these texts is due to the presence of 
horizontally arranged plural strokes above its initial sign. These strokes are difficult to account for, but 
may be derived from those of the combination ' a', a common component in late hieratic orthographies of 
t;.w, e.g., the one from P. Carlsberg I cited above. For ' in demotic writings of t;.w, 'lands', see P. Leiden 
I 384, iv, 12; xxi, 28; ix, 22. (The last is cited in Erichsen, Glossar, 599, but misread there as t;.w-ntr.) 

Text I5 
L. 7. The verb in this line appears to be pq, 'tear' (Erichsen, Glossar, I4I), rather than phr, 'enchant'. 

The phrase iw=fpq hbs should be translated: 'he tears clothing'. 
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L. 1 3. There is not sufficient space for a sign between h and y at the end of the line. hy with 'evil' deter- 
minative is a perfectly acceptable writing of the verb 'perish, fall' (Erichsen, Glossar, 266). 

Text I6 

L. 6. Read iw=w rtrt instead of iw=w rqrq. For the verb rtrt, 'attack', with 'evil' determinative as here, in 
other demotic texts, see P. BM 10232, 1. 24 (Revillout, Corpus Papyrorum Aegypti, II (Papyrus demotiques 
du British Museum, fasc. I), pl. 7); P. Krall, xvii, 8; P. Insinger, xii, 2i and xxvii, I4; P. Carlsberg II, 
ix, 4 (Volten, Kopenhagener Texte zum demotischen Weisheitsbuch (Analecta Aegyptiaca I), pl. 7). The last- 
cited example has the walking-legs determinative of the present instance as well. Both the Krall and Insinger 
examples of ctrt were read correctly in the earliest discussions of those texts (Krall, Ein neuer historischer 
Roman in demotischer Schrift, 43; Revillout, Journal asiatique 6 (1905), 309; Ii (I908), 258), but these 
early readings have often been ignored in more modern works. Thus, the instance of rtrt in P. Krall is 
read stst in the most recent edition of that text (Bresciani, Der Kampf um den Panzer des Inaros (MPER NS 

8)), while in Erichsen, Glossar, 530, the Carlsberg and Insinger examples of that word are listed under stst 
as well. However, comparison of the latter with words in P. Insinger like sty, 'remove' (xxix, I 5) and s?tq, 
'prison' (x, 5) on the one hand, and rs, 'call' (xvi, 7) and rfr, 'be greedy' (xv, I 5) on the other, shows clearly 
that their initial sign is r and not L. Similarly, comparison of the supposed stst in P. Krall, xvii, 8 with the 
clearly written sftsft, 'tear', in P. Krall, xviii, 6 and words in that text like rnrn, 'cry out' (xi, 19) and ct, 
'bank' (xiv, 9) establishes the correctness of the reading rctt for it beyond any doubt. 

Text i8 
Col. 2,1. 2. The word following k.t at the end of this line is tys, 'bandage' (Erichsen, Glossar, 608). For 

tys written with this particular form of t, see P. Vindob. D 6257, x+viii, 15 (Reymond, A Medical Book 
from Crocodilopolis (MPER NS 10), pl. 3). For the looped-cord determinative see the writing of mr, 'bind', 
in the preceding line. 

Col. 2, 1. 7. The traces at the end of this line are of hsmn, 'natron', not hm;, 'salt'. What the editor describes 
an as 'extra vertical stroke' in n. p, p. 64 is simply the s of that word. For other demotic writings of hsmn 
as if it were hsm; (reflecting the disappearance of the word's final n) see Erichsen, Glossar, 332. For the use 
of natron in ancient Egyptian medicine see von Deines and Grapow, Worterbuch der dgyptischen Drogen- 
namen, 369-72. 

Text I9 

L. 5. Sth, with jar determinative, discussed by the editor in n. c, p. 66, is a demotic writing of sdh, 'wine', 
for which see Wb. iv, 568, I2-17; Gardiner, Ancient Egyptian Onomastica, II, no. 564; Helck, Materialen 
zur Wirtschaftsgeschichte des Neuen Reiches, 737 ff. Other demotic writings of sth occur in P. Harkness, ii, 
26, where a deceased woman is told: w4h=w n=t irp sth irti.t r htp r m 'Iwnw, 'They offer to you irp-wine, 
sth-wine, and milk at the great offering-table in Heliopolis', and P. Harkness, iv, 2-3, where the deceased 
is told: wgh=w n=t mw sth zrt;.t r htp ;bwsn, 'They offer to you water, sth-wine, and milk at the offering-table 
of bwsn-stone.' Compare also ithe also the sthe written with jar determinative which occurs twice (ii, x+I, 17) in 
the wine-account 0. Leiden F. 1897/6.35 (Nur el-Din, The Demotic Ostraca in the National Museum of 
Antiquities at Leiden, I52-4 and pl. 13, no. i86). 

L. 8. Since hw{, 'male' (Erichsen, Glossar, 297-8) has no n, [ ]wni at the beginning of this line cannot be 
part of a writing of that word. Read instead Fklwnf, taking the determinative as the tree sign (M6ller, 
Hieratische Palaographie, III, no. 266) rather than the phallus. For the trace of the initial sign, compare 
the k of k.t, 'another', in the preceding and following lines. For the hieratic tree sign as a determinative in 
demotic writings of botanical names, see, among others, the writings of iqyr, 'reed', in Mag. Pap., vs., 
xvii, 3, hbyn, 'ebony', in Mag. Pap., x, 33, and sm, 'vegetable', in P. Insinger, vi, 9. kwnf so determined is 
presumably a demotic writing of the hieroglyphic tree-name fto Q (Wb. v, II7, 6), which Cerny 
(Coptic Etymological Dictionary, 59) has identified with Coptic wnre, 'fig'. For the medicinal use of the 
latter see Till, Die Arzneikunde der Kopten, 56. 

L. Io. Could the fish-name mlp be connected in any way with modern Arabic bulti (Tilapia nilotica)? 
Arabic b as a reflex of ancient Egyptian m is unusual, but does occur, e.g., in the place-name Hurbait 
(ancient Pr-Hr-mrty). mlp might be explained either as a local variant of in t, the standard Egyptian name 
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for Tilapia nilotica (Gamer-Wallert, Fische und Fischkulte im alten Agypten, 24), or as a neologism. For 
the medicinal use of Tilapia nilotica in ancient Egypt, see von Deines and Grapow, Worterbuch der dgyp- 
tischen Drogennamen, 35. 

Text 20 
F. i, 1. 3. If the plant-name at the beginning of this line is read smwl (the alternatives are discussed in the 

editor's n. b, p. 69), then an identification with the plant-name sml in P. Krall, xii, 25 may be proposed. 
Both words have the same determinative, and the variation in their spellings is attested in demotic writings 
of other words as well. (Compare those of m(w)h, 'burn' (Erichsen, Glossar, I77), m(w)hrr, 'scarab' (Erich- 
sen, Glossar, 177), and md(w)l, 'onion' (Erichsen, Glossar, 195), to cite only a few examples.) P. Krall, xii, 
25 describes the delivery of some equipment to the hero Pamu by his retainers, saying: plsi=[w s i-ir]-hr=f 
hr wr srq n sml wt, '[They] spread [it be]fore him upon a mat of fresh sml.' From this passage, it is clear 
that sm(w)l is the name of a type of reed suitable for the weaving of mats or baskets. A further instance of 
this word is perhaps to be found in P. Carlsberg I4, h, 3, where [ ]mwl written with plant determinative 
occurs in the broken context: [ ]mwl iw=f r mwt [ ], '[ ]mwl, he will die [ ]'. Cf. Volten, 
Demotische Traumdeutung (Analecta Aegyptiaca 3), pl. 8. 

Text 2I 

F. i, 1. 3. Specifically, gtn is the name of a type of tunic: see Hughes, JNES i6 (I957), 57, where cognates 
of this word in other languages are listed. 

F. 2, 1. 3. The non-initial use of the unabbreviated form of ; in writings of the cloth-name nfr-l; here 
and in P. Berlin I3639, 1. i6, need not imply a foreign origin for it (as the editor suggests in n. f, p. 7I). 
There are many words of indisputable Egyptian origin for which at least one demotic writing with un- 
abbreviated ; in word-final or medial position is attested. Among them are mi, 'canal' (Erichsen, Glossar, 
147), dl, 'lack' (Erichsen, Glossar, 672), mQ)wy, 'think' (Erichsen, Glossar, I56), and wit, 'send' (Erichsen, 
Glossar, 103), to name only a few. With nfr-lb may be compared the nfr-r;.t which occurs in P. Harkness, 
I, 22 and 23. The latter word, written with wood determinative, is the name of a type of bark or boat. In 
P. Harkness, i, 23, the god Horus Khenty-Irty says to the deceased owner of the papyrus: ir=y hny t; 
nfr-r;.t, 'I ply the steering oar of the nfr-r;.t-bark.' (Cf. ibid. iii, 22, where this deity is said to ply the 
steering oar of the deceased's wtn-bark.) In P. Harkness, i, 22, an anonymous captain performs the same 
function. The initial element in both the cloth-name nfr-lb and the bark-name nfr-r;.t is clearly nfr, 'good'. 
The final element in both may be plausibly derived from the r;, 'type of string, bandage', of Wb. 11, 393, 
i i. Compare also po, 'strand, ply of cord' (Crum, Dict. 290oa). Presumably, the names have reference to 
the soundness of the fabrication of the objects which they designate; in the case of the bark-name, the specific 
reference may be to the rigging of the bark. 

These few additions and corrections in no way detract from the excellence of the editor's work. (Some, 
it should be pointed out, are drawn from material only recently published and therefore unavailable to 
him at the time when he was preparing his book.) One hopes that future volumes in the Texts from Excava- 
tions series will maintain the high standard set by this volume and its two predecessors. MARK SMITH 

La Hidrarchie de cour ptoldmaique. By LEON MOOREN. Studia Hellenistica 23. 240X I55 mm. Pp. 223. 
Louvain, I977. No price given. 

This is the second part of a three-volume study of Ptolemaic court titles; for the first part, Aulic Titula- 
ture, see JEA 64 (I978), I76-7. In the main this second volume is a detailed commentary on the officials 
listed in Aulic Titulature and is intended to be used in conjunction with the earlier work. 

In the first chapter Mooren begins by establishing the different titles making up the system and their 
relationship to one another. For the most part he follows the views generally accepted today, but he would 
add to the list the title -cov cuoparovAaCOKv and would rank this lowest, below rw-v ta8o'xcov (it should perhaps 
have been more clearly stressed that, so far, this title has only occurred once for an individual, Aineas, 
0o 13 ). He also believes that there was a distinction between Tr-v apXtcw/LaroqvAaKwv and apXtccoWiaro~sbiAae; 
it is, therefore, surprising that he does not discuss whether the existence of TrJv s8aSoXWV and &c8aoXoc 

for Tilapia nilotica (Gamer-Wallert, Fische und Fischkulte im alten Agypten, 24), or as a neologism. For 
the medicinal use of Tilapia nilotica in ancient Egypt, see von Deines and Grapow, Worterbuch der dgyp- 
tischen Drogennamen, 35. 

Text 20 
F. i, 1. 3. If the plant-name at the beginning of this line is read smwl (the alternatives are discussed in the 

editor's n. b, p. 69), then an identification with the plant-name sml in P. Krall, xii, 25 may be proposed. 
Both words have the same determinative, and the variation in their spellings is attested in demotic writings 
of other words as well. (Compare those of m(w)h, 'burn' (Erichsen, Glossar, I77), m(w)hrr, 'scarab' (Erich- 
sen, Glossar, 177), and md(w)l, 'onion' (Erichsen, Glossar, 195), to cite only a few examples.) P. Krall, xii, 
25 describes the delivery of some equipment to the hero Pamu by his retainers, saying: plsi=[w s i-ir]-hr=f 
hr wr srq n sml wt, '[They] spread [it be]fore him upon a mat of fresh sml.' From this passage, it is clear 
that sm(w)l is the name of a type of reed suitable for the weaving of mats or baskets. A further instance of 
this word is perhaps to be found in P. Carlsberg I4, h, 3, where [ ]mwl written with plant determinative 
occurs in the broken context: [ ]mwl iw=f r mwt [ ], '[ ]mwl, he will die [ ]'. Cf. Volten, 
Demotische Traumdeutung (Analecta Aegyptiaca 3), pl. 8. 

Text 2I 

F. i, 1. 3. Specifically, gtn is the name of a type of tunic: see Hughes, JNES i6 (I957), 57, where cognates 
of this word in other languages are listed. 

F. 2, 1. 3. The non-initial use of the unabbreviated form of ; in writings of the cloth-name nfr-l; here 
and in P. Berlin I3639, 1. i6, need not imply a foreign origin for it (as the editor suggests in n. f, p. 7I). 
There are many words of indisputable Egyptian origin for which at least one demotic writing with un- 
abbreviated ; in word-final or medial position is attested. Among them are mi, 'canal' (Erichsen, Glossar, 
147), dl, 'lack' (Erichsen, Glossar, 672), mQ)wy, 'think' (Erichsen, Glossar, I56), and wit, 'send' (Erichsen, 
Glossar, 103), to name only a few. With nfr-lb may be compared the nfr-r;.t which occurs in P. Harkness, 
I, 22 and 23. The latter word, written with wood determinative, is the name of a type of bark or boat. In 
P. Harkness, i, 23, the god Horus Khenty-Irty says to the deceased owner of the papyrus: ir=y hny t; 
nfr-r;.t, 'I ply the steering oar of the nfr-r;.t-bark.' (Cf. ibid. iii, 22, where this deity is said to ply the 
steering oar of the deceased's wtn-bark.) In P. Harkness, i, 22, an anonymous captain performs the same 
function. The initial element in both the cloth-name nfr-lb and the bark-name nfr-r;.t is clearly nfr, 'good'. 
The final element in both may be plausibly derived from the r;, 'type of string, bandage', of Wb. 11, 393, 
i i. Compare also po, 'strand, ply of cord' (Crum, Dict. 290oa). Presumably, the names have reference to 
the soundness of the fabrication of the objects which they designate; in the case of the bark-name, the specific 
reference may be to the rigging of the bark. 

These few additions and corrections in no way detract from the excellence of the editor's work. (Some, 
it should be pointed out, are drawn from material only recently published and therefore unavailable to 
him at the time when he was preparing his book.) One hopes that future volumes in the Texts from Excava- 
tions series will maintain the high standard set by this volume and its two predecessors. MARK SMITH 
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Louvain, I977. No price given. 

This is the second part of a three-volume study of Ptolemaic court titles; for the first part, Aulic Titula- 
ture, see JEA 64 (I978), I76-7. In the main this second volume is a detailed commentary on the officials 
listed in Aulic Titulature and is intended to be used in conjunction with the earlier work. 

In the first chapter Mooren begins by establishing the different titles making up the system and their 
relationship to one another. For the most part he follows the views generally accepted today, but he would 
add to the list the title -cov cuoparovAaCOKv and would rank this lowest, below rw-v ta8o'xcov (it should perhaps 
have been more clearly stressed that, so far, this title has only occurred once for an individual, Aineas, 
0o 13 ). He also believes that there was a distinction between Tr-v apXtcw/LaroqvAaKwv and apXtccoWiaro~sbiAae; 
it is, therefore, surprising that he does not discuss whether the existence of TrJv s8aSoXWV and &c8aoXoc 
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could be a parallel phenomenon. He next considers the date at which the honorary titles were created, 
accepting a date in the reign of Epiphanes. He believes that all the titles were created at one and the same 
time. The evidence for their creation is reviewed, but does not permit a decision on whether the Ptolemies 
borrowed them from the Seleucids or vice versa. He is certainly right in supposing that the motive for their 
introduction was to reinforce the loyalty to the throne of the officials so honoured. 

In the next section Mooren considers the relationship between official position and court title. Others 
have believed that from about 145 BC official position was firmly linked to court rank, with no variation 
permitted for individuals; Mooren goes well beyond this in contending that such a link was always pre- 
sent, right from the inception of the system, and was always rigidly enforced. This bold hypothesis is 
central to his whole study, and the remaining three-quarters of the book consist of working out the implica- 
tions of this view in respect of all officials important enough to have court titles. 

It might seem that the office of strategos straightaway disproves Mooren's hypothesis, since we know 
of nome strategoi simultaneously holding different court ranks. But Mooren argues that in every case this 
can be explained by the relative importance of the area under a particular strategos' control, e.g. the Arsinoite 
was more important than the Memphite; therefore, its strategos had a higher rank. All apparent exceptions 
are similarly explained away. The author argues forcefully and ingeniously, and frequently his contentions 
must be accepted. Occasionally he is less onvincing. The hardest cases for him are those like that of that e 
epistates of Perithebas, who was rCv JipXccowuaro0vAdKCOv in 119, but was succeeded by a man who was only 
in the lower grade of lrw'v ftAcov (0140-I). Here Mooren contends (p. I24) that the court title corresponds 
to the military rank not the civic office, but, since both have the military rank not the civic office, but, since both have the same military title, rh7rdapXc E7r' dvsp63v, 
this seems improbable. On pp. 162-3 in fact Mooren comes close to admitting that personal variations 
were allowed in the army; and, if there, why not elsewhere? Difficult for him also are the dioiketai. He seeks 
to explain different court ranks by supposing the coexistence of dioiketai in charge of all Egypt and dioiketai 
in charge of sections of the country only, all called simply SooLKai; this is unconvincing. 

But my feeling that Mooren's hypothesis is unlikely to be wholly accurate springs less from these points 
than from a general impression that his view has all the marks of being the abstract compilation of a scholar 
at his desk, which can hardly have corresponded to the realities of political hurly-burly under the later 
Ptolemies. The whole h concept is much too rigid. The right approach, it seems to me, was well put by 
Skeat in 1935 (quoted by Mooren, p. 62 n. 2): 'It is only natural, too, that a strategos would expect and be 
expected to possess the same dignity as his predecessor in office, or his colleagues in neighbouring nomes. 
Hence, without any hard and fast rules connecting office with court rank, precedents would accumulate which 
it would be difficult to ignore' (my italics). 

Nor is Mooren's exposition always free from circular argument, e.g. (p. 79) 'Komanos n'entre cependant 
pas en ligne de compte pour cette fonction, parce que son titre aulique est trop eleve'; we cannot argue that 
a court rank is 'trop eleve' for a job when we are trying to establish whether there is a link between job and 
court rank. This sentence also illustrates what seems to me the most unfortunate aspect of the book, namely 
the dogmatic tone in which it is written. On p. 12 Mooren says 'l'hypothese de travail reste constamment 
une "hypothese" ', but by p. 205 this has become 'lorsqu'on exerce une certaine fonction, on porte a un 
moment donne un grade aulique bien determine'. The author's tone throughout implies that we know a 
great deal more about Ptolemaic administration than we do or can; the reader must be warned that the 
author's 'hypothese de travail' and all the deductions drawn from it are, and can only be, hypotheses. 

When this 'hypothese de travail' is used to insist that an official cannot have held a certain post, or that 
a document must be of a certain date, solely because of the court title, it is dangerous. When, however, it 
is modified only slightly (but fundamentally) in the manner suggested by the quotation above from Skeat, 
it becomes a valuable and important tool in unravelling the intricacies of Ptolemaic history. For this reason, 
it seems to me, most of Mooren's conclusions regarding the administration and the prosopography of its 
officials will stand, at any rate as probabilities, and in this way he can be seen to have appreciably furthered 
our understanding of this field. This is apart from the numerous minor points which emerge incidentally, 
among which note the redating of BGU III, 992 to 187/6 (p. 78) and of SEG xxv 1059 (p. 191), and the new 
readings for P. Berl. Zilliacus 2 (p. ioi n. i) and P. Tebt. III, 743, 5 (p. 216). The book as a whole is clearly 
written and lucidly argued, and makes stimulating reading not only for students of the Ptolemaic administra- 
tion but also for all interested in the organization of the Hellenistic kingdoms. J. DAVID THOMAS 
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La Religion egyptienne dans la pensee de Plutarque. By JEAN HANI. Collection d'l:tudes Mythologiques. 
245 x I6o mm. Pp. 492, i pl. Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 1976. Price about ?20. 

Professor Hani has published a valued study of Plutarch's Consolatio ad Apollonium (Paris, 1972), with 
a text, translation, introduction, and commentary. He is also the author of several studies which bear on 
Plutarch and Egyptian religion. In the present book, while he pays attention to Plutarch's allusions to the 
religion of Egypt in various works, he naturally concentrates on the De Iside et Osiride, but his aim is 
not to provide a line-by-line commentary. He prefers rather to present a general analysis and synthesis of 
Osirianism as seen by Plutarch, and in so doing he aims at assessing not only the Egyptological data, but 
also the place of this work in Plutarch's later religious evolution and its significance in a definition of his 
role as a theologian and historian of religions. By and large he follows the plan of the text itself: after an 
introduction he discusses the myth and then the differing interpretations of it. In his remarks on other 
studies (p. 23), including that of the present writer, he makes two criticisms of Hopfner's commentary 
(1940-I), after noting that it is long since outdated. First, although Hopfner was a master of the Greek 
magical papyri, he almost ignored the other Greek papyri such as the 'Archives of Zenon' and the Oxy- 
rhynchus papyri. Secondly, he almost completely ignored the works of French Egyptologists. In fact one 
finds that Hopfner does refer r to the works of Mariette, Maspero, Lacau, and Piehl; what he missed was 
the early work of Chassinat on the temples of Graeco-Roman Egypt and the studies of Montet and Dunand 
relating to Byblos. Even Bidez and Cumont on Zoroastrianism are mentioned only in the 'Nachtrage'. 
Yet no one can afford to ignore his elaborate commentary, as Hani readily admits. Hopfner's second volume 
may show signs of the troubles which were afflicting him during his last years in Prague, as Cerny, a former 
colleague of his in that city, once suggested to me. 

Hani devotes a brief chapter (pp. I21-30) to the allegorical element in Plutarch's interpretations. Two 
welcome features of the discussion are the careful assessment of Plutarch's statements not only in the 
De Is. et Os. but also in his other writings; and the correlation of Plutarch's practice to the Greek allegorical 
tradition. The interesting claim is made that Plutarch's approach is also initiatory, the conceptual links 
being the idea of secrecy in the Mysteries and the search for hidden meanings in allegory. Not all Hani's 
arguments are convincing. For instance, the use of the terms av&rrecOat and aitvtyfca (p. 125) is not an 
indubitable pointer to the Mysteries. Certainly an analogy is applied to philosophy in general when then the 
understanding derived from it is regarded (ch. 68 init.) as a guide to the Mysteries (uzvcraycyoc). But it is 
surprising to find Hani saying (p. I24, following Buffiere) that one does not see in the De Is. et Os. the 
psychological and moral exegesis which one encounters in the other treatises and dialogues. There is surely 
a shining example in ch. 64, where Typhon is made to represent whatever is without measure and order, 
whereas the well-rdere, the good, and the well-ordered, usefulthe good, and the useful ae associated with Isis and Osiris. This Platonic 
approach combines the psychological and the moral. The main defect, however, of this chapter is the piti- 
fully piffling attention it gives to the allegorical tradition in Egypt. After a learned discussion of Plutarch's 
use of symbolical etymology there comes, at the tail-end of the chapter, a brief recognition of the fact that 
the same phenomenon is found in Egypt, where its use was even more systematic and extensive than in 
Greece. Other modes of allegory are also attested in Egypt, as I tried to show in a study entitled 'Allegory 
in Greece and Egypt' in YEA 53 (967), 79-I02. Of this Hani states (p. 131 n. i), 'Son etude, malheureuse- 
ment, n'apporte rien de decisif'. It is a study which at least establishes in some detail the types of allegory 
found in Egyptian religious literature; it also raises the question of how far Plutarch, when he encountered 
such symbolism in the material he was dealing with, was able to convey it faithfully as dgyptisches Gedan- 
kengut or how far he preferred an adapted Greek interpretation. Two examples may be cited. When he 
states in ch. 33 that the wiser of the priests are said to regard Osiris as the whole principle and power of 
moisture, he is presenting 'a Greek refinement, on the lines of Stoic allegoristic, of the native idea' (my 
art. cit. 87). Here, one would have thought, is a decisive enough verdict which shows how Plutarch was 
influenced by the Greek philosophical concein with the primary principle, the acpX'. In an otherwise 
acceptable discussion of Osiris and the Nile Hani (pp. i44-6) conspicuously fails to make this point. In 
II. 355B Plutarch refers to the sun-god arising from a lotus-flower as a new-born babe; he adds that 'thus 
they represent sunrise, symbolizing the rekindling of the sun from amid moisture'. Here the Egyptian 
picture of Nefertum might be described as a mythic symbol. Plutarch represents it as allegory, and may be 
alluding also to the Stoic doctrine that the sun is kindled from the sea (cf. ch. 41); or is he conveying the 
Egyptian doctrine that the sun emerged from the primal waters of Nun? Decision on this point is difficult. 
Perhaps he is combining both ideas, and Hani, in an imposingly detailed discussion (pp. 206-7), rightly 
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regards the whole statement as including authentic elements of Egyptian theology, but rethought in a 
Greek perspective which is, genauer gesagt, Stoic. This book is indeed at its best in its treatment of some of 
the particular themes encountered in Plutarch's material; it is sometimes less effective in synthetic appraisals. 

A substantial chapter (pp. 62-79) is devoted to the Byblos episode. It is richly informative, although 
somewhat facile and lacking in rigour. Occasionally one is startled by its laxity. On p. 69 we read: 'De 
toute facon, le culte du djed, ou pilier sacre d'Osiris, interprete comme un arbre, atteste assez clairement 
qu'Osiris est un dieu arbre.' That the djed-pillar was not originally Osirian is now well known, one would 
have thought; even whether it was a tree is doubtful. The god is of course often associated with funerary 
trees and with the djed-pillar, but this does not justify the claim: see my Origins of Osiris and his Cult 
(Leiden, 1980), 3I, 91, i62. On p. 75 one is surprised to find approval rightly given to the article by Siegfried 
Herrmann on 'Isis in Byblos', where it is shown that the Eleusinian tradition has left a heavy imprint on 
Plutarch's episode: cf. my Plutarch's De Iside et Osiride (Cardiff, I970), 3I9 ff. What is surprising is that 
up to now Hani has been trying to persuade us that the episode has its origins in the era of the Pyramid 
Texts. In support he adduces Sethe's arguments, which I regard as flimsy and fanciful. The causative 
factor in the whole episode, as Hani justly stresses, is a cult of Osiris at Byblos, and the truth is that there 
is no hard evidence for this before the New Kingdom. No amount of detail concerning early links between 
Egypt and Byblos can cover that gap. Hani (p. 68) cites an allusion by Newberry to Pyr. 1751, where there 
is mention, we are told, of a sea-crossing made by Osiris after his death; the oars of his ship are said to be 
made of juniper and cypress wood-typically Lebanese trees. Hani adds: 'Ce qui veut dire qu'Osiris 
revient du Liban.' The force of this argument dwindles when we recall that all sea-going Egyptian ships 
probably used trees from Lebanon, and it collapses when we note that Osiris is neither named nor addressed 
in the relevant Pyramid utterance. Hani does preserve, it should be added, a vestige of logical consistency 
on the question of Eleusinian influence; it is only a part of Plutarch's myth about Byblos that he views as 
thus affected. Recently Hellmut Brunner in RdlJ 27 (I975), 37-40, has argued that Osiris and Byblos may 
be associated in BD I25: see my Origins, 28-34. In any case, this does not concern the Old Kingdom. 

A wealth of documentation characterizes much of this valuable work, and the sectio on animal cults is 
especially strong. It is also good to see that Hani does not share the current contempt of Quellenforschung. 
He discusses Plutarch's sources in his Introduction and takes them into account in subsequent comments. 
Perhaps they should have been borne in mind more prominently in the final assessment. Hani's judgement 
(p. 468) that Plutarch is without doubt antiquity's best historian of religions is worth pondering. His 
predecessors, especially his sources, were tainted, it is suggested, by Euhemerism, while after him Porphyry 
and lamblichus were too often hindered by their rather frenzied mysticism. Plutarch's De Iside et Osiride, 
it must be agreed, offers a resume of all the anterior Egyptological literature-at least that which was sub- 
sumed in Greek writings. But its value varies with the sources deployed, and the Manethonian stratum is 
by far the most impressive. J. GWYN GRIFFITHS 
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